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Current titles are marked with a ★.

Fiction

- ★4691024 THE STAND. By Stephen King. Novel. From the master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs in an Army lab doing research in biological warfare. The virus that breaks out causes the death of nearly everyone it touches, as it spreads like a chain letter through the population. 1296 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95
- ★1912258 CELL. By Stephen King. Novel. Clay and the few desperate survivors of the phenomenon called simply “The Pulse,” suddenly find themselves in the pitch-black night of civilization’s darkest age, surrounded by chaos, carnage, and a relentless human horde that has been reduced to its basest nature—and then begins to evolve. 449 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
- ★7587473 BAG OF BONES. By Stephen King. Novel. Four years after the death of his wife, Mike Noonan returns to the Maine summer house called “Sara Laughs.” Meeting a young widowed mother, whose three year old daughter’s grandfather is seeking custody, Mike is drawn into their struggles and also into the mystery of Sara Laughs now the site of ghostly visitations and escalating terror. 734 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95
- ★7679068 IF IT BLEEDS. By Stephen King. Novellas. This collection of four unforgettable novellas takes readers on a journey into the darkest corners of the imagination. Includes Mr. Harrigan’s Phone: The Life of Chuck; If It Bleeds; and Rat. 460 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
- ★4811003 THE INSTITUTE. By Stephen King. Novel. Luke is secretly stolen away and becomes part of a group of incarcerated children whose extra-normal gifts are extracted. Cooperation is rewarded and resistance means brutality. As each new victim disappears, Luke becomes increasingly desperate to somehow find a way out, but no one has ever escaped from the living hell known as the Institute. 655 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95
- ★7090314 HOLLY. By Stephen King, Novel. When Penny calls the Finders Keepers detective agency, hoping for help locating her missing daughter, oily reluctantly accepts the case. More blocks from where Bonnie disappeared live Professors Rodney and Emily Harris. They are the picture of respectability, but they are harboring an unhygienic secret in the basement of their home that may be related to Bonnie. 449 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95
- ★7922671 ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. As the town of Castle Rock prepares for its Thanksgiving 12K run, Scott Carey begins to understand the prejudices his near door neighbors, married couple Deirdre and her wife Missy, face, and tries to help. Unlikely alliances will form, and Scott’s mysterious affliction will bring out the best in people. 146 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95
- ★7391593 THE MEASURE OF A MAN. By William W. Johnstone. Novels. War of the Mountain Man The last thing Big Max Higgins was certain about only two things: he was cold and he was being hunted by a small army of men. 554 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95
- ★7915993 WHERE THERE’S FIRE, THERE’S SMOKE. By William W. Johnstone. Novels. His country burning with war, his family shattered, a young man strikes off on his own and builds a legend with his fists, a pistol, and long gun. Collected here are Trail of the Mountain Man and Return of the Mountain Man, two action-packed Smoke Jensen novels together for the first time. 472 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
**Fiction**


- **7695128 EVERY MOTHER’S SON.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When retired cavalry sergeant Sean Keegan, former Tong Ranger Matt McCulloch of the bounty hunter Jed Breen—known as the Jackals—are asked to rescue the kidnapped daughter of a friend, they’re up against trigger-happy mercenaries, murder and a kidnap victim who doesn’t want to be rescued. This time the Jackals have no one to save but themselves! 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

- **7921606 THE DEVIL TO PAY.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When a family seeks refuge from a vengeful rancher on Kate’s doorstep, she takes them in. But her charity turns out to be a disaster. First the rancher’s henchmen come gunning for her houseguests, then shoot her butler, and force themselves on Kate. Now Kate vows to hunt down the butchers like the animals they are. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **7927053 PAID IN BLOOD.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When a wealthy baroness hires him to hunt a cache in his father’s house, it sounds like easy money. But when he learns that the boy has run off with a cattle rustler’s daughter, his only hope is to infiltrate the gang to protect the girl. 411 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7819137 WHEN THE SHOOTING STARTS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Before he became known as The Last Man From Montana, Smoke Jensen and his wife Sally were hardworking ranchers on the Colorado frontier. This is a story of the early years. When times were hard, tensions high, and guns were the law. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95

- **7691950 STAND UP AND DIE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Some say luck comes in threes. And if you’re a bank robber or bloody-thirsty killer, that bad luck comes in the form of three hard justice-seeking guns as known as the Jackals: Matt McCulloch, Sean Keegan and Jed Breen. But when their paths cross near Arizona’s Dead River, they’ve got to join forces and face all of their enemies, come hell or high water. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


- **7827460 TEXAS JOHN SLAUGHTER.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Texas John Slaughter, the new sheriff of Cochise County and the vast Wyoming wilderness. There, Sundown Rattlesnake Wells, a saloon owner stages a gambling, two-timing woman, and that one last bank robbery. He’s been liberating dirty towns on the surface. Now the guns missing, innocent hostages have been taken for a violent ride, and a chase is on into the vast Wyoming wilderness. There, Sundownصف 1876 Fielding will do battle with the outlaws. 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


- **7877188 FRONTIER OF VIOLENCE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. In Rattlesnake Wells, a saloon owner stages a gambling, two-timing woman, and that one last bank robbery. He’s been liberating dirty towns on the surface. Now the guns missing, innocent hostages have been taken for a violent ride, and a chase is on into the vast Wyoming wilderness. There, Sundownصف 1876 Fielding will do battle with the outlaws. 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **7877216 MEAN AND EVIL.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. No one knows their way around a fancy bank vault, bank vault, or six shooter more than Smilin’ Doc Ford. Roaming the west with Doc is a band o’ wild outlaws including a pair of hate-filled ox-rons and the voluptuous Zenobia “Zee” Swallow, Doc’s kill-crazy lady. The gang has been on a killing spree. Ty Brannigan and his kin take justice into their own hands. 331 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


- **7921322 A COLORADO CHRISTMAS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. With a snowstorm brewing, Smoke and Sally Jensen prepare to welcome Preacher to Sugarloaf Ranch for the holidays. But a band of bloodthirsty killers unaware that Preacher is being trailed by a storm full of trouble, and they’re going to have to fight for “Peace on Earth” this Christmas. 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
Fiction

7695276 LAST STAGE TO EL PASO. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. According to local legend, the stagecoach known as the Gray Ghost is either haunted, cursed, or just plain unlucky. Each of the last three drivers and three more shooting groom came to a violent, bloody end. Now is hired five footourage passengers on the stage’s next, and possibly last, trip. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95


★ 787117X HOSTILE TERRITORY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Preacher and Jamie MacCallister search for a hidden fortune that might be just a legend—but the bandits, bullets, and bloodshed they find are all too real. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


7695187 HANG THEM SLOWLY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Vance Brewer is a hardworking young cowboy. Stovepipe Stewart and Wilbur Coleman, undercover cowboys, are two new ranch hands working at Sage Hill. All three are caught up in a brewing trigger-happy Montana range war between the Rafter M and Three Rivers ranches. When the fury suddenly explodes in a hail of gunfire, the three men must escape or die. 359 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7922124 THE HOUR OF DEATH. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. John Henry Sixkiller, the most cunning lawman of the West, is on a mission. The Confederate Tinhorn sheriff Buck Melichus. And the price on his head has known something they don’t: The bigger the bounty, the deadlier the prey. 315 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


792139X DEATH OF A BANDIT. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. For Last Chance, Texas, freedom is under siege one violent sunset. As a Texas Ranger, Hank Cannan arrives in town. Seeing the terrorized townsfolk, Cannan is ready to start a revolution for freedom, but it’s going to take bullets, blood, and a hell of a lot more. 377 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


7920899 AN ARIZONA CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The first strike is a sandstorm and then comes an Apache raid. The Jensens of Colorado have to shoot their way out of this, a ruthless gang of outlaws is after a cargo of cash. If the Jensens hope to save Christmas this year, they’ll need to save their lives first. 391 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7921721 EIGHT HOURS TO DIE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The territorial governor has sent three lawmen to clean up the mess that is Chico, New Mexico, and not one of them has been heard from. Elected sheriff has the terrified denizens of Chico under his boot heel, so the governor turns to John Henry Sixkiller. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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792739 • SEVEN DAYS TO HELL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Young Bill is bracing for the end when the crash of a Winchester scatters the bandits that have him pinned down. Sam Heller, Hantree lawman, has saved his life. Bill came seeking help from Johnboy Cross, who agrees to lead a bullet or two against a corrupt robber baron. And with Sam Heller at his side, the odds are better. 428 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

780133 • BABY DOLL. By Hollie Overton. Novel. You've been mentally and physically abused every day since you were sixteen years old. Then one night you realize your captor has left the door to your cell unlocked. For the first time in eight years you're free—this is what happens next. 411 pages. Red Deux. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


798575 • THE REEF. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Marine archaeologist Tate Beaumont has a passion for treasure-hunting. Over the years, she and her father have uncovered many fabulous treasures, but one treasure has eluded them—Angelique’s Curse—a jeweled amulet tainted with blood. Now forming an uneasy partnership with the Lassiter brothers, they race against the time and the treasures. 628 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

789041 • UNDER CURRENTS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Within the walls of a tasteful home in the Blue Ridge Mountains, young Zane feels like a prisoner. Strangers see his parents as a successful couple, but one day Zane finds his parents have eluded them—Angelique’s Curse—a jeweled amulet tainted with blood. Now forming an uneasy partnership with the Lassiter brothers, they race against the time and the treasures. 371 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

780489 • SHADOW SPELL. By Nora Roberts. Novel. With the legends and lore of Ireland running through his blood, falconer Connor O’Dwyer is proud to call County Mayo home. Connor can bind his falcon to America, and works, where his cousin, Iona, has found true love, and where his childhood friends form a circle that can’t be broken. 451 pages. Mira. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

4985869 • SEASHELL SEASON. By Holly Chamberlin. Novel. It’s been 16 years since Verly’s baby’s father, Alan, took two month old Gemma and disappeared. Finally one phone call may change everything. Verly learns that Alan is now in jail on abduction charges—and Mary Peterson-Burns is coming to live with Verly. Over the summer, Gemma must reexamine everything she thought about her parents. 450 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

5824148 • ROYAL. By Danielle Steel. Novel. In this spellbinding tale a princess is sent away to safety during World War II, where she falls in love, and is lost forever. A fascinating story of family, love, and life. It’s the story of an extraordinary young woman and the men who brings her home. 367 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

7906811 • THE WHITTERS. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Preston and Constance Whitter have built a happy life together, with a brood of six children. Now, with a nearly empty nest, it’s easier for them to plot their romantic trip. But the trip leads to tragedy, and suddenly the Whitters’ four adult children find themselves reuniting in the family home without their parents. 335 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

789632 • THE TALE OF BRIDES. By Michael Ondaatje. Novel. In Sydney, Australia, four women join 650 other war brides on a voyage to England, which carries not just arms and aircraft, but also 1,000 naval officers. Rules are strictly enforced, but the men and the brides will find their lives intertwined despite the sanctions. For Frances, whose past comes back to haunt her, the journey will change her forever. 321 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

1985329 • HIDDEN TREASURES. By Michelle Adams. Novel. Harry doesn’t know where to start, his mother’s house is filled to the brim with stuff. To complicate matters, his ex-girlfriend Tabitha, the door to their home. 321 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3921549 • MURDER BEYOND THE GRAVE. By James Patterson et al. Novellas. In Murder Beyond the Grave, Stephen Small has it all, but the only thing he needs right now is enough air to breathe. In Murder in Paradise, detectives Jim and Bonnie Hood excitedly tour Camp Nelson Lodge. After a grisly shooting, the officers discover how you can make a killing in real estate. Patterson delivers two stories based on real crimes. 279 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

789128 • ALL THE LIGHTS ABOVE US. By M. T. Hitch. Novel. June 6, 1944. Allied forces hit the beaches of Nazi-occupied France. Among the countless lives shattered are those of five spirited women with starkly different lives. As the war reaches its tipping point, the women must choose between their survival of themselves, their countries, and their way of life during one of the most pivotal days in history. 340 pages. Alcove. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

7902651 • GRAND CENTRAL. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. When Bailey meets Bitty and Ethan, he quickly figures out his purpose: to play the boy, to explore the farm during summers with the boy, and to tidy the boy’s dishes by licking the oven glove clean (on only when Mom isn’t watching). But life isn’t so simple, and sometimes bad things happen. Grades 6-8. Illus. 206 pages. Starscape. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7892460 • A DOG’S PERFECT CHRISTMAS. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. The problems fracturing the Goss family as Christmas approaches are hardly unique, though perhaps they are handling them a bit more unusually. It’s the case of a lost puppy yet another in the string of calamities facing them, or could the little canine be just what they all need? 283 pages. Forge. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

7752784 • ETERNAL. By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. Unfolding over decades and leading up into WWII, the story is an epic infused with love and betrayal, loyalty and loss, and family and food, set in Rome, one of the most iconic cities in the world, where the past merges with the present at every turn. 468 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

790102X • GUNSHOTS. By Elmore Leonard. Novel. Brendan Early and Dana Moon have tracked renegade Apaches together and gunked down scalp hunters to become Arizona legends. But now they face each other from opposite sides of the Rincon Mountain Range. It’s Brendan’s gang of miners and angry, tough versus Dana’s “the People of the Mountain.” 284 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7884729 • A SUNLIT WEAPON. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. October 1942. Jo Hardy, a 22-year-old ferry pilot, is delivering a Supermarine Spitfire—the fastest and most fearsome fighter aircraft in the world—to Biggin Hill Aerodrome, where she realizes someone is shooting at her aircraft from the ground. Returning to the location on foot, she finds an American serviceman in a barn, bound and gagged. 359 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

7791485 • THE HAUNTED MESA. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. The Navajo call the Anasazi, the “ancient enemy,” and their abandoned cities haunt the canyons and plateaus of the Southwest. Summoned to a dark desert plateau by a desperate letter from an old friend, investigator Mike Ragle must navigate a world of mystery, violence, and revelation. 466 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

7881738 • THE GOOD DOCTOR OF WARSAW. By Elsbeth Gildof. Novel. Set in the heart of pre-World War II Warsaw, this sweeping, poignant, and heartbreaking novel inspired by the true story of one doctor who was determined to protect two hundred Jews in what would become the most fanatic and violent extinguishment program of the Holocaust. 350 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4987560 • THE LAW OF INNOCENCE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. On the night he celebrates his ten-year anniversary as a public defender, Mickey Haller is pulled over by police, who find the body of a former client in the trunk of his Lincoln. Haller is immediately charged with murder. In his highest-stakes trial yet, the Lincoln Lawyer fights for his life and proves again why he is “a worthy colleague of Atticus Finch.” 421 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

4924916 • THE WONDER BOY OF WHISTLE STOP. By Fannie Flagg. Novel. Bud grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop, where he’s known as a fun-loving hell-raiser. Together they ran the town’s popular Whistle Stop Cafe. Years later, Bud decides to take one last trip to see what has become of his beloved Whistle Stop, and discovers new friends as well as some surprises. 282 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

787975X • TO WATCH THE GIANT. By Jeff Shaara. Novel. Told through the eyes of widely diverse characters, this story looks at all sides of the dramatic Civil War events of 1864. Confederate General Robert E. Lee is captured by Union forces, while Union forces, led by General Ulysses S. Grant, launch their own grand offensive. 469 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95
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Then there were four. And he doesn't plan on stopping until every Ranger Sam Burrack has been on the trail of five gunmen for days. Quickly realize their worlds will never be the same again.


7808260 TO HELL AND GONE. By Charles G. West. Novel. When Gwen accidentally kills a Union officer, Matt takes the blame. Never escaping to the West, where he saves the life of another fugitive and out. Both men are a breed apart from other outlaws. Neither kills for pleasure or steals for profit, but that doesn't matter to the cold-blooded men who are going to set them to pay, 282 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


7802697 THE BOY IN THE FIELD. By Margaret Livesey. Novel. One September morning in 1941, Margie and Martin Cade, and Duncan Lang are walking home from school when they discover a boy lying in a field, bloody and unconscious. Thanks to their intervention, the boy’s life is saved. In the aftermath, all three siblings are irrevocably changed. 256 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

7804008 THE QUEEN’S SECRET. By Karen Harper. Novel. On the brink of World War II, Elizabeth, the wife of King George VI and the mother of the future queen, shows a warm, smiling face to the world, but behind that soft and deeply womanly exterior will stand a virile story of how a marquess maneuvered her way through one of the most dangerous times of the century. 351 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

492623 OUR LAST GOODBYE. By Gwyn Dickson. Novel. When twenty-five-year old May Robinson’s mother is tragically killed one foggy night, May is heartbroken and terrorized. She isn’t sure she has the strength to keep the secret she has kept for so many years—the secret her mother devoted her life to hiding. The secret that would tear their family even further apart. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 334 pages.

782284 THE CHILDREN. By Shirley Dickson. Novel. England, 1943. Home is no longer safe for eight year old twins Molly and Jacob. Night after night, wailing bombs and shrieking planes skim the doomed building. Their mother, Martha, has no choice but to evacuate them to the safety of the countryside, even if it means she might never see them again.

7809975 RALPH COMPTON A WOLF IN THE FOLD. By David Robbins. Novel. When it comes to killing, Lucius is just about the meanest mongrel of a man who ever aimed a gun west Texas. He’s the law making a living, and if the price is right, he’ll do the job. But even the hardest of men has a soft spot, 297 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

7870950 RALPH COMPTON OUTLAW TOWN. By David Robbins. Novel. When a cowhand needs a sawedoff bad, trail boss Stout sends Charly and Ollie to escort the man to a town called Prosperity, which none of them has ever heard of or been to. And when they get there, the town is deserted—but the saloon is full. The two are happy to help the ailing cowboy, especially when they hear about the herd grazing a few miles away.

780528 RALPH COMPTON THE EVIL MEN DO. By David Robbins. Novel. When Tyree shows up, Marryn does not have much in the test. At 15 years-old, Tyree is a Tough as nails bounty hunter with no patience for anyone calling him “boy.” He’s come to apprehend a killer who escaped from jail, and Marryn has been hiding in plain sight in Sweetwater. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

787184 UNDER OCCUPATION. By Alan Furst. Novel. Occupied Paris, 1942. In the dark, beautiful, treacherous city, the German presence is everywhere, and so are French resistance fighters working secretly and bravely to defeat Hitler. Novelist Paul Ricard finds himself drawn deep into anti-Nazi efforts and increasingly dangerous espionage assignments, traveling to Germany to spy on Nazi maneuvers. 206 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00.

7901033 MERMAID CONFIDENTIAL. By Tim Dorsey. Novel. Serge Storms, a detective, has come to town. Only it’s not for the safety of the countryside, even if it means she might never see them again. 334 pages.

487719 A DOG’S HOPE. By Casey Wilson. Novel. In the farming town of Riverside in Washington State, there’s something more alive and dangerous than ever. Nothing Toby did was ever good enough for his father, but he never expected his father to leave, to abandon him and his mother. His hopes, until a scruffy golden retriever follows him home from school. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

785728 THE NATURE OF FRAGILE THINGS. By Susan Meissner. Novel. April 18, 1943. The Hitler Irish immigrants are so desperate to get out of a New York tenement that she answers a mail-order bride ad and agrees to marry a man she knows nothing about. When Martin’s odd behavior leaves her with the uneasy feeling that something about her newfangled situation isn’t right, 368 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00.

780574 RALPH COMPTON DIE TRYING. By Tony Healey. Novel. Chris and Katie are normally enemies and competitors but when they each find half a map that will lead them to a fortune in hidden gold, they’re left with no choice but to work together. As they learn that the only way to get the gold they want is to split it up, they are pursued across the desert by both a sheriff and a blood-killed bomber. 262 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

788940 RALPH COMPTON THE GUNS OF WRATH. By Tony Healey. Novel. Eight years ago, bandit killed Marshal Tobias Cassidy and left his daughter behind. Now a contest to determine the top shootist in the Wild West is set to take place, and lady gunslinger Hope Cassidy must show that she’s the only. It’s not for the glory—it’s for vengeance. 289 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

788501 BAREFOOT IN THE SAND. By Holly Chamberlin. Novel. There are moments that change your entire life’s direction. For Arden Bell one such moment comes early on a summer day when she opens the door to Laura Huntington, the daughter she hasn’t seen in thirty-seven years. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

7816014 THE LAST PALADIN. By P. Deutermann. Novel. Based on a true story, this work follows the USS Holland, a ship summoned from hunting German U-boats in the Atlantic to to support destroyers in this Pacific. Holland is dispatched into the vast and remote South Pacific operating areas, where finding submarines seems unlikely, 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.
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7849524 **SHADOW WARRIOR.** By J.C. Gottlieb. Novel. A wagon-train scout rides alone into the heart of Apache land to track a band of Apaches who have been killing Texas ranchers. At the end of the Civil War the Rangers were disbanded, but Harp and Long John are not through fighting yet. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7899873 **THE BAXTERS.** By Karen Kingsbury. Novel. A terrible storm builds in the early-morning sky over Bloomington, Indiana, as Elizabeth Baxter prepares to celebrate her daughter Katie’s wedding to Tim. It’s supposed to be the happiest of days, but Elizabeth can’t shake a growing sense of dread. Something bad is about to happen. Elizabeth knows it. 335 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


790207X **WIDESPREAD PANIC.** By James Ellroy. Novel. Freddy was the man in the know and the man to know in ‘50s L.A. He was a rogue cop, a sleazoid private eye, a shakedown artist. But mostly he’s just the notably hard-armed goon for Confidential magazine. 320 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

789300X **THE LAST HOURS IN PARIS.** By Ruth Hartnell. Novel. Paris 1944. Elise Chevalier knows what it is to love—and to hate. Her fiancé, a young French soldier, was killed by the German Army at the Maginot Line. She’s given a suitase under her mother’s bed, 18-year-old Josephine Chevalier uncovers a secret that shakes her to the core. 435 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

7853306 **AN IRISH COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Christmas may be drawing nigh, but there is little peace to be found for Barry Laverty, M.B., a young doctor plying his trade in the entrar hills of rural Ireland. Dr. Ferris’s wife, Susan, is pregnant, and Martha Wilson arrives in the form of a new physician whose quackery threatens the well-being of the good people of Ballybucklebo. 494 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

7892156 **THE SUMMER PLACE.** By Jennifer Weiner. Novel. When her 22-year-old stepdaughter announces her engagement, Sara is shocked. But the wheels are in motion. Ruby has already set a date and spoken to her fiancé. Veronica, about having the wedding at the family’s beach house. Sarah might be worried, but Veronica is thrilled to be bringing the family together one last time. 359 pages. Atlantic. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

7927185 **RAGE FOR VENGEANCE.** By Dusty Richards. Novel. U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turning the savage and lawless Arizona desert into a homeland. He’s spearheading a stage line through the Colorado River. But it’s not Texas gambler, Gerald Hall’s, idea of progress—killing Chet is. Come heaven or heavy water, that stage line is going through—even if it’s for good in blood. 391 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7926995 **THE O’MALLEYS OF TEXAS.** By Dusty Richards. Novel. Bullet by bullet, Harp and Long John O’Malley, distinguish themselves as two of the bravest gunfighters ever to wear the Texas Ranger’s badge. At the end of the Civil War the Rangers were disbanded, but Harp and Long John are not through fighting yet. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.30 $4.95

7921493 **DEAD AIM.** By Dusty Richards. Novel. Long John O’Malley is taking on his biggest challenge yet: riding shotgun on a wagon train across the hostile Nebraska Territory. But the real test lies in the journey ahead, from the Rocky Mountains to Santa Fe and all the way home, where his life is itself a living legend, or a dead one. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7881509 **HOMESTEAD.** By Melissa Moustakis. Novel. Anchorage, 1956. Marie will stop at nothing to get into the Ministry of Propaganda, the dizzying victory of the last four years has felt like a party without end. But now the Reich’s attention has turned east, and as winter sets in, the mood is turning. Amid the power struggles in Nazi Germany, Werner will make his mistake and begin his descent into the hell of Stalingrad. 402 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

788441X **PARIS NEVER LEAVES YOU.** By Ellen Feldman. Novel. Living through World War II with her young daughter, working in a Paris bookstore during the Occupation, and fighting for her life. Charlotte is no victim; she is a survivor. But can she survive the next chapter of her life? 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

7982049 **CHRISTMAS AT LITTLE BEACH STREET BAKERY.** By Jenny Colgan. Novel. In the picturesque coastal village of Mount Polobane, the Christmas season has arrived. But holiday bliss is about to give way as a storm washes in off the mainland. Now it will take all of the villagers in order to ensure everyone has a happy holiday. 303 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7982152 **BAND OF SISTERS.** By Lauren Willig. Novel. During the height of The Great War, Kathy takes the 100 year-old sourdough starter. If they give up or fail to keep the starter alive, they lose the showdown will take Cahokia to its roots, and the hostages. Because Sheriff York knows when the gang demands a high ransom. Sheriff Caleb York and disappear into the blinding storm. As a chilling cat and mouse game into the fray. 423 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7980579 **RED METAL.** By M. Grenaney & T. Hipley. Eighty 11. Novel. The Russian天才 has overshadowed its race across Poland, crushing all opposition on a deadlift for the heart of Germany. It’s all part of a master plan to confuse and defeat the Red Army. Pulled out of his cushy job at the Pentagon, a Marine lieutenant colonel and a French special forces captain and his intelligence operative are thrown into the fray. 638 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7845961 **A MILLION THINGS.** By Emily Spurr. Novel. Ten year old Rae is used to her mother being gone. But when Edie returns, Werner knows she loves her and will always come back. Because this time, it feels different. Left alone with her dog Splinter, Rae begins to bond with her quirky neighbor, who taught her a trick to avoid a tragic reality, 281 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

7794526 **THE LAST FLIGHT TO STALINGRAD.** By Graham Hurley. Novel. Berlin, 1942. For Werner, 333 pages. Atria. Novel. Elizabeth Baxter prepares to celebrate her parent’s house, she discovers an old photograph and a stranger’s letter love to her mother postmarked from Germany after the war. And it’s not from her father. She is now realizing there was so much more to her mother than she knew. 300 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

7892217 **THE LIGHTHOUSE O N MOONGLOW BAY.** By Lori Wilde. Novel. Sisters Harper and Flannery were not expecting to inherit a lighthouse in Moonglow Cove, but keeping this family heirloom was important to their grandmother. Nevertheless, Harper has no ideas on how to run it. Despite this, she’s good at her job, and it’s a lighthouse in Moonglow Cove but their problems are far from over. 388 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7859021 **THE GETAWAY.** By Emily March. Novel. Widowed young, Genevieve dedicated her life to raising her four children. Now that they’re all grown she’s ready to start a new life. She’s looking to buy a house on the market and heads to Lake in the Clouds, Colorado, to renovate a rustic waterfront lodge with her sister. But just as they begin, she gets a surprise offer from her family. 368 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

1979477 **FLOATING DRAGON.** By Peter Straub. Novel. The quiet suburban town of Hampstead is threatened by two honors. One is natural. The flood of unstoppable creative is man’s power gone mad. 178 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

7904983 **LIGHTNING SHELL: People of Cahokia.** By W. Michael & Kathleen U. Gear. Novel. The new Keeper’s loyal squads have taken control of central Cahokia. A final showdown will take Cahokia to its roots, and the inhabitants of Cahokia are going to have their way. 462 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

7922116 **HOT LEAD, COLD JUSTICE.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Novel. As the winter weather bears down, stir-crazy outlaws aim to take down Sheriff Caleb York, and disappear into the Christmas season has arrived. But holiday bliss soon goes away when a storm washes in off the mainland. That’s all part of a master plan to confuse and defeat the Red Army. Pulled out of his cushy job at the Pentagon, a Marine lieutenant colonel and a French special forces captain and his intelligence operative are thrown into the fray. 638 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7852075 **BLACKMAIL.** By Rick Campbell. Novel. The American aircraft carrier patrolling the Western Pacific is severely damaged by a surprise salvo of cruise missiles. The Russian government officially apologizes, but what it claims is a calculated attack. And now it’s time for Russia’s real mission to begin. 418 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

7786554 **DAUGHTERS OF WAR.** By Lizzy Page. Novel. London, 1914. As a teenager in Chicago, Madeline has dreamed of traveling the world. When she falls in love with George, she can’t wait to return to London as his wife. When the Great War is declared in Europe, Madeline and her daughters gear up to work at school, and May becomes a nurse on the front lines. But when she is on the front lines, her daughters are at terrible risk. 366 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95
7786214 THE DEVIL'S BRIDE. By Seabury Quinn. The only full-length mystery featuring French occult detective Jules de Cornil, inspired by Aleister Crowley, is a vision of a gibbering xenomorphic evil from the "dark" continents, and torture, and genocidal war. Adults only. 191 pages.

7786199 MRS. HARRIS GOES TO PARIS AND MRS. HARRIS GOES TO NEW YORK. By Gallo. These two works from the 1950s--Mrs. Harris Goes to Paris and its sequel, Mrs. Harris Goes to New York--are the story of Englishwoman Nancy Harris, part charlatan, part fairy godmother, whose adventures take her from the humble London roots to the heights of glamor.

7785241 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate. Novel. When Kate Bowman terminally ill, her grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband and baby son, she learns that the lessons that most enrich our lives often come unexpectedly. Here she discovers her grandmother’s hand-made journal, full of stories that celebrate the importance of family, friendship, and faith. 310 pages.


7785172 THE WOMAN AT THE FRONT. By Richard Matheson. Novel. In 1917, when Evelyn Ryker graduates from medical school near the top of her class in 1917, she dreams of going overseas to help the wounded. When an unexpected twist sends her to the battlefields of France as the privileged doctor of a British peer, she seizes the opportunity for what it is, the chance to prove herself.

7785085 WINGS OF THE WEST. By Thorton Wilder. Novel. Settling out to see the world in the summer of 1890, Theo North gets as far as Newport, Rhode Island, before his car breaks down. To support himself, he takes jobs in the missions along Ocean Drive, Soon the young man finds himself a soldier, a ranger, a tutor, tennis coach, spy,confidant, lover, friend, and enemy as he becomes entangled through it all.

7785037 IMAGINARY FRIEND. By Stephen Chbosky. Novel. Determined to improve life for herself and her son, Christopher, Kate Reese files an abusive relationship in the middle of the night with her child. Settling in the small town of Mill Grove, it seems like the perfect place, until Christopher disappears for six days. When he emerges from the woods, he is unhurt—but not unchanged. 705 pages.

7784984_cid_1811095 THE SAGARLAP TRAIL. By Robert Harris. Novel. Capturing and breaking wild horses is a full-length mystery featuring French occult detective Jules de Cornil, inspired by Aleister Crowley, is a vision of a gibbering xenomorphic evil from the "dark" continents, and torture, and genocidal war. Adults only. 191 pages.

7784929 ALL THE STARS IN THE HEAVENS. By David Goodhart. Novel. When Ewell Ray joins the Union army and is placed in an inspection camp, he has to drive 200 horses all the way from Montana to Texas for the U.S. Calvary. No sooner has he completed the dangerous trek than he’s caught in an ultimate. 265 pages.

7784827 CIMA RRON JORDAN / EL PASO. By Maup. Novel. The crossing from Abilene to the Smoky Hill country, they part ways. Now, on the streets of Dodge City, the two legends of the fierce plains are about to come face to face again.

7784670 HELL HOUSE. By Richard Matheson. Novel. For more than 20 years, Hispanic Bussel You'll discover the excitement and thrills of multiple lovers connecting in the most intimate and naked of ways. From group encounters and throuples to sex games, swingers retreats, sex parties, alien sex, and more. Adults only. 260 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. At $18.95

7784487 RALPH COMP TON THE LAST BLUFF. By E.L. Ripley. Novel. In Omaha, Tom Calvert boards a riverboat to play high-stakes poker, but accusations of cheating cause some serious trouble, and a deadly gun battle ensues. The wounded Calvert reluctantly accepts a bargain from young widow Dorothea and together they begin a treacherous journey to new lives. 296 pages.

7784129 ACT OF OBLIVION. By Robert Harris. Novel. Like us on Facebook.com/E dwardRHami ltonBookseller

7784117 ALL THE STARS IN THE HEAVENS. By David Goodhart. Novel. When Ewell Ray joins the Union army and is placed in an inspection camp, he has to drive 200 horses all the way from Montana to Texas for the U.S. Calvary. No sooner has he completed the dangerous trek than he’s caught in an ultimate. 265 pages.

7784089 THE MILLER’S DANCE. By Winston Graham. Novel. Cornwall, 1812. At Nampara, the Poldark family finds the New Year brings involvement in more than one unexpected venture. For Ross and Demelza there is some worrying news. And Clowance, near the blood-is-blest revolt of 1811, finds her entanglement with Stephen Carrington brings not only happiness but also heartache.

7784086 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate. Novel. When Kate Bowman terminally ill, her grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband and baby son, she learns that the lessons that most enrich our lives often come unexpectedly. Here she discovers her grandmother’s hand-made journal, full of stories that celebrate the importance of family, friendship, and faith. 310 pages.


7784080 BARKLING BLOOD. By Cormac McCarthy. Novel. Based on historical events that took place on the Texas-Mexico border in the 1850s, this work is an epic novel that traces the fortunes of the Kid, a 14-year-old Tennesseean who slips through the harsh world in which the market for Indian scalps is thriving.

7784077 CROWDED HOUSE: Threesome and Group Sex Erotica. Edited by Richard Bussel. You’ll discover the excitement and thrills of multiple lovers connecting in the most intimate and naked of ways. From group encounters and throuples to sex games, swingers retreats, sex parties, alien sex, and more. Adults only. 260 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. At $18.95

7784068 302 pages. Tor. Paperbound. At $18.99

7784065 WINGS OF THE WEST. By David Goodhart. Novel. When Ewell Ray joins the Union army and is placed in an inspection camp, he has to drive 200 horses all the way from Montana to Texas for the U.S. Calvary. No sooner has he completed the dangerous trek than he’s caught in an ultimate. 265 pages.

7784062 ALL THE STARS IN THE HEAVENS. By David Goodhart. Novel. When Ewell Ray joins the Union army and is placed in an inspection camp, he has to drive 200 horses all the way from Montana to Texas for the U.S. Calvary. No sooner has he completed the dangerous trek than he’s caught in an ultimate. 265 pages.
8782966 THE KING’S PLEASURE. By Alison Weir. Novel. Brings to life the idealistic monarch who expanded parliament, founded the Royal Navy, modernized medical training, composed music and poetry, and patronized the arts. A passionate man in search of true love, he was described by his wife as someone who had 'the power to produce a male heir, as much a victim of circumstance as his unhappy wives.'

593 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

8744321 SWAMP STORY. By Dave Barry. Novel. A hilarious romp in the swamp with a captor fully oddball, it includes but is not limited to TikiTokers searching for the Everglades Melon Monster, villains hunting for treasure, and a campaigning presidential hopeful. As you might have guessed, nothing in this book goes as planned. This is after all, Florida. 306 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

8723341 TOM LAKE. By Ann Patchett. Novel. Lara’s three daughters return to the family’s orchard, and while picking cherries, they beg their mother to tell them the story of Peter Duke, a famous actor with whom she shared both a stage and a romantic years before at a theater company called Tom Lake. As Lara recalls the past, her daughters examine their own lives and their relationship with their mother. 309 pages. Harper. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

7890431 HER NEW STORY. By Laura Bradford. Novel. Tess Baker thought she had the perfect life, ensconced in her career as a career woman and, now ex-husband, betrayed her, leaving her with nothing, except her career as an investigative reporter. Thanks to a recent misstep, Tess is handed a bus ticket to Pennsylvania—to Amish reporter. Thanks to a recent misstep, Tess is handed a bus ticket to Pennsylvania—to Amish reporter. 309 pages. Random. $21.95

7776691 THE WHITHERS. By Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Preston and Constance Whitter have built a happy life together, with a brood of six children. Now, with a nearly empty nest, it’s easier than ever for them to spend a romantic trip together. But the trip leads to tragedy, and suddenly the Whitters’ four adult children find themselves reuniting in the family home without their parents. 318 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

790083 A SUNLIT WEAPON. By Jacqueline Winspear. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. October 1942. Jo, a 22-year-old ferry pilot, is delivering a Spitfire—the fastest fighter aircraft in the world—to Biggin Hill. Jo is delivering a Supermarine Spitfire–the fastest fighter aircraft in the world–to Biggin Hill to a 22-year-old ferry pilot, is delivering a Supermarine Spitfire—the fastest fighter aircraft in the world–to Biggin Hill to a 22-year-old ferry pilot. 485 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $26.95

8705033 MERMAID CONFIDENTIAL. By Tim Dorsey. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Serge A. Storms and his well baked sidekick, Coleman, have decided to pump the brakes on their love life and head down to Palm Coast, Florida. But when Alex and Ocean Bay, but all is not perfect in paradise. The community is beset by an endless cast of scammers, scumbags, scofflaws and incorrigible renegades. Only one man can step up and reclaim the halls. 511 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $15.95

8720806 MARMEE. By Sarah Miller. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In 1861, war rages in the South, but in Concord, Massachusetts, Margaret has her own battles to fight. With her husband, an attorney, who needs to preserve the comfort and security of her four daughters—Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy—now rest on her shoulders alone. 659 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

8787098 WAR OF THE WOLF. By Bernard Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. For decades, Uhtried has stood at the intersection between pagan and Christian, between Saxon and Viking, between the old world he was born into and the new world being forged around him. But when the weight of the North’s[...]


8789614 WELCOME TO BEACH TOWN. By Susan Wiggs. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. It’s graduation day at Thornton Academy which means everyone’s talking about who’s going where. And who’s going nowhere. But as the winds of change gather pace, the future looks uncertain for Lara’s three daughters. 470 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

1958011 THE BLACK ICE. By Michael Connolly. Novel. Working the case of narcotics officer Cal Moore’s supposed suicide, LAPD detective Renee Ballard finds herself reminded of the primal police rule he learned long ago: don’t look for the facts, but the clue that holds them together. This battle-scarred veteran will soon find herself facing off against a complex and deadly game. 400 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7918704 THE LATE SHOW. By Michael Connolly. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she’d like to pass up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a prostitute, the other a waitress. As both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons, and unravel the truth. 400 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7904819 DESERT STAR. By Michael Connolly. Novel. LAPD Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she’d like to pass up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a prostitute, the other a waitress. As both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons, and unravel the truth. 400 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

1979698 STARGAZER. By Ann Hillerman. Novel. What begins as a typical day for Officer Bernadette Mauelito—serving a bench warrant at the Herz of cattle when obstructing traffic, and stumbling across a crime scene—takes an unexpected twist when she’s called to help find an old friend. 318 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $19.99
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**7892866 TWISTED TEA CHRISTMAS.** By Laura Childs. Novel. Drucilla shares her secret plan with Theodora. She is planning on giving her wealth away to charitable organizations. However, before she can make her announcement, Theodora finds her crumpled and excited. What has caused the excitement has gotten to her, but it may have been helped along by the string stuck in her neck. 323 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7192171 HAUNTED HIBISCUS.** By Laura Childs. Novel. One week before Halloween, Theodora and Drayton are strolling through the ghostly streets of the old Bouchard Mansion. The dilapidated place was recently given to the Heritage Society, and tonight heralds the grand opening of their haunted house. As the couple enters, a body is suddenly tossed from the third-floor tower room and left to dangle at the end of a rope. 323 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7800300 A DARK AND STORMY TEA.** By Laura Childs. Novel. A possible serial killer on the loose sends tea-maven Theodora into a whirlwind of investigation. She quickly discovers that suspects abound, including the dead girl’s boyfriend, a nefarious real estate developer, a private security firm, a bumbling reporter, and her own neighbor, who is writing a true-crime book and searching for a big ending. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


**7815751 A CASE OF CAT AND MOUSE.** By Sofie Kelly. Novel. When a reality TV crew comes to the peaceful town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two magical cats, Hercules and Owen, see more than their share of drama when one of the judges is found dead. With the whole town on toothpicks, the intrepid trio will need all paws on deck to chase down this killer. 295 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**7912498 WHISKERS AND LIES.** By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Librarian Kathleen Paulson is always willing to help a friend, but to save one from a wrongful arrest, she will need magical backup from her familiar cats. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7873882 HISS ME DEADLY.** By Miranda James. Novel. Librarian Charlie Harris and his feline sidekick, Diesel, must sniff out a murderer on revenge who has turned up to Chaton and Diesel to do him in. He will face the music before it’s too late. 303 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


**7700768 THE MYSTERY OF THE BLUE TRAIN.** By Agatha Christie. Novel. When the Blue Train arrives at Nice, a guard attempts to save Ruth Kettering. But a heavy blow has killed her, disfiguring her features beyond recognition. What is more, her precious rubies are missing. And the inn to his death and his beloved cat goes missing, it throws the whole town into a frenzy. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7893884 HONEY DROP DEAD.** By Laura Childs. Novel. The murder of a political backer of a Honeybee Tea sends Theodora Browning buzzing for answers. Between hosting two teas she questions everyone who had a bone to pick with Caddie. This includes but not limited to her political opponent, his soon to be ex-wife. It becomes a political hot potato following a second murder, a messy affair, a chase through a swamp, and more. 310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**774756X LICKIN’ FIFTEEN.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. With the whole town on tenterhooks, the talented Stephanie Plum, along with her sidekicks, are responsible for this ghastly deed. 259 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**7791943 MISS MARPLE: The Complete Short Stories.** By Agatha Christie. Novel. At a Halloween party, Joyce, a surly teenaged boy, old boats that she once witnessed a murder. When no one believes her, she storms off home. But within hours her body is found, drowned in an apple bobbing tub. Now it’s up to famed detective Miss Marple to discover the real evil presence responsible for this ghastly deed. 286 pages. Atina. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7902883 A HAUNTING IN VENICE.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. At a Halloween party, Joyce, a surly year old boy, boasts that she once witnessed a murder. When no one believes her, she storms off home. But within hours her body is found, drowned in an apple bobbing tub. Now it’s up to famed detective Miss Marple to discover the real evil presence responsible for this ghastly deed. 286 pages. Atina. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7931293 LOOK ALIVE TWENTY-FIVE.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Nothing’s more Jersey than a good deli, and Red River Deli in Trenton is the best. Trouble is the last three managers have vanished. Stephanie Plum, Jersey girl and bounty hunter extraordinaire, is stepping into the manager’s shoes. If she intends to avoid disappearing, she needs to find out who took the previous victims–while avoiding giving customers salmonella. 317 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $21.95


**7873014 FEARLESS FOURTEEN/NAKED LICKIN’ FIFTEEN.** By Janet Evanovich. Novels. America’s favorite bounty hunter, Stephanie Plum, along with her sidekicks, are in hot pursuit of her next bounty in Fearless Fourteen. But to catch the man who’s in the hot seat, Stephanie Plum and her sidekicks invite you to bring sunglasses, insect repellent, and a flotation device to her next case. 515 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.96
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**7927002 OH SAY CAN YOU FUDGE.** By Nancy Coco. Novels. At the historic McMurdy Hotel and Faubus Island, Allie is busy making fudge for the Fourth of July holiday of fireworks and fudge. When the biggest name in aerial displays turns up dead, she must sift through the suspects until the killer is caught and the island can enjoy a star spangled celebration. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**7841088 MOTHER OF THE BRIDE MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. At the top of Lucy Stone's wish list in these two beloved mysteries: New Year's Eve Murder and Christmas Carol Murder, collected here in one festive cozy volume for holiday reading. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**7806088 EASTER BONNET MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. Lucy Stone can'tathom how Agnes Neal could go missing from assisted living over a trivial conflict, or why someone is concerned as signs point to foul play. Gathering clues as flimsy as a half-eaten milk chocolate bunny, Lucy must discover what happened to Agnes before he goes up in smoke. And when a springtime tragedy left unsolved. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**7821950 HALLOWEEN MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. In Trick or Treat Murder, an aristocrat is on the loose, but when the arson turns into murder, a little digging puts Lucy too close to a shocking discovery. In Wicked Witch Murder, a gruesome murder has Lucy uncovering a deadly web of secrets, and a spine chilling bewitch the things that go bump in the night. 439 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**7827576 'TIS THE SEASON MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. Christmas has come to Tinker's Cove, Maine, and sleuthing skills are at a premium. Lucy Stone's wish list for the holiday is short, and her latest mystery story becomes a problem that not even the luck of the Irish can fix—murder. 278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**7827649 VALENTINE CANDY MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. In Valentine Murder, Lucy Stone has barely arrived at her first library board meeting in Tinker's Cove, when the new librarian is found dead in the basement. In Chocolate Cover Murder, Tinker's Cove is launching a travel promotion for Valentine's Day and Lucy is assigned a puff piece, until someone is found dead. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**7827806 TURKEY TROT MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. Besides the annual Turkey Trot 5K on Thanksgiving Day, Lucy Stone expects the approaching holiday to be a relatively uneventful one—until she finds Albert Franklin dead and frozen in Eagle Pond. As a state of unrest descends on Tinker's Cove, Lucy is thrown into a full-scale investigation. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**8187758 PIECE OF MY HEART.** By M.H. Clark & A. Burke. Novels. Laurie Moran and her fiancé Alex are just days away from their midsummer wedding when Alex's seven year old nephew, Johnny, vanishes. Alex and his family believes that the boy is related to the wedding? Laurie, Alex, and her father, a retired NYPD detective, are determined to track down every lead. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**8192173 A CRIME OF A DIFFERENT STRIPE.** By Sally Goldenbaum. Novels. When Cass tries downplaying her pregnancy, a softer side of the lobster woman emerges as she joins the Seaside Knitters in knitting an all-important infant outfit for her six month old baby. But when terrifying events unfold at the town's art center, the knitters find themselves entangled in a dangerous hunt for a killer. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**7826936 A MURDEROUS TANGLE.** By Sally Goldenbaum. Novels. Birdie, Nell, Cass and Izzy are preparing their coziest holiday decorations for a holiday gathering in Sea Harbor, Massachusetts. But as murder makes waves in their tightly knit coastal village, the Seaside Knitters will attempt to prevent a deadly trend from catching on. 306 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**7876181 BEST KEEP SECRETS.** By Sandra Brown. Novels. State prosecutor Alexandra Gaither reopening a 25 year old unsolved homicide case, only a month left, she must catch a killer and find a way to stay alive. 535 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**4710584 LONG RANGE.** By C.J. Box. Novels. When Joe Pickett is asked to join the rescue efforts for a starting grizzly attack, he reluctantly leaves his district behind. But just as Joe begins to suspect the attack is not what it seems, he is brought home by an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge severely wounds the judge's wife, and it's up to Joe to find the answers. 403 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**5745772 TROPHY HUNT.** By C.J. Box. Novels. Former police investigator Cody Hoyt has just heard his worst nightmare: the news of the wagon after a long stretch of sobriety. Convinced by his former rookie partner Cassie, to conduct a search for two missing sisters, he makes his way south to the girls' last known location. Once there, Cassie reveals the girls aren't the only ones going missing. 432 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**7724208 LONG RANGE.** By C.J. Box. Novels. When Joe Pickett is asked to join the rescue efforts for a starting grizzly attack, he reluctantly leaves his district behind. But just as Joe begins to suspect the attack is not what it seems, he is brought home by an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge severely wounds the judge's wife, and it's up to Joe to find the answers. 357 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

**7719892 THE DISAPPEARED.** By C.J. Box. Novels. Former British businessman goes missing, Wyoming's governor calls on Joe Pickett to look into it. At the same time, Joe is asked by a friend to reverse the feds on an issue important to falconer's stepdaughter. Convinced by his mother of the importance to Joe, but the more he digs into both cases, the more someone is trying to stop him. 402 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00

**4792996 WOLF PACK.** By C.J. Box. Novels. Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he's asked by the FBI and the OJU to stand down, making him suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are piling up in Beartooth and Joe knows that strange the Wolf Pack, four vicious killers working on behalf of the Sinaloa cartel, have arrived. 371 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

**3575322 STONE COLD.** By C.J. Box. Novels. Everything about the man is a mystery to the women who live with him, and the rumors that the man's wealth comes from killing people. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 396 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**7714104 DARROWFIELD.** By Barbara Ross. Novels. Jane Darrowfield is a year into retirement, and she's already traveled and planted a garden. The statistics suggest she has a good shot at a long life. But better find something to do—like find the murderer of one of the aging "popular kids" at an over 55 condo community. 266 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
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**DEATH IN THE BLACK WIDOW.** By James Patterson & J.D. Barker. Novel. His first night with Detroit PD, Officer Walter O’Brien* of a female artist in this clever and harrowing mystery that whisk readers to an elegant holiday mystery. 175 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $21.00 $6.95

**DEATH WITH A DOUBLE EDGE.** By Anne Perry. When junior barrister Daniel Pitt is summoned to the scene of a murder in the London district known as Mile End, he knows only that the victim is a senior barrister from his own firm. Now Daniel and his close friend Toby Kitteridge must investigate a mystery that has been lying dormant for years. The shocking solution uncovers something that may cast a suspicious light on the firm. 293 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**A DARKER REALITY.** By Anne Perry. In this 1930s mystery, a personal trip turns perilous for Elena Standish when her estranged daughter, Ruby, is murdered. 330 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


**DEATH TIDE RISING.** By Anne Perry. When the Thames River police are asked to secretly accompany a wealthy real estate developer to deliver ransom for his kidnapped wife, Commander William Monk and his men are attacked from all sides. As Monk follows leads to solve this case, he faces an unthinkably possible scenario: a traitor in his own ranks. 286 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**A CHRISTMAS RESOLUTION.** By Anne Perry. A smitten woman is about to marry a dangerous man—unless Detective Harry Hole can persuade Celia, can prevent it in this wickedly tangled mystery. 193 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95


**7875526 SIDNEY SHELDON’S THE SILENT WIDOW.** By Tilly Bagshaw. Novel. Psychologist Nikki Roberts makes a living out of reading people, drawing out their secrets, but the key to her own success may be a case she’s not supposed to solve. The police at a dead end, Nikki drafts Derek Williams, a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. 338 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**788485 A CHRISTMAS GATHERING.** By Anne Perry. A cold case adds an extra chill to the holiday season in this mystery. Is the man who murdered his own son now after Celia, can prevent it in this wickedly tangled holiday mystery. 175 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $21.00 $6.95

**782895 ROBERT B. PARKER’S FOLLOWS PARADISE.** By Mike Lupica. When a body is discovered at the lake in Paradise, Police Chief Jesse Stone will have his hands full trying to prove who he was—and what he was seeking. 367 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**7712155 ROBERT B. PARKER’S STONE’S THROW.** By Mike Lupica. Novel. The town of Paradise receives a tragic shock when the mayor is discovered dead, his body lying in a shallow grave on a property on the lake. It’s apparently a suicide, but Chief Jesse Stone has his doubts, especially because the piece of land where the man was found is the subject of a contentious and dodgy deal. 336 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**797826 THE LOST BOYS.** By Fay Keenan. Novel. When Bertram Largu goes missing from a local diner in upstate New York, the entire community volunteers to search. But when no trace of the man is found, detectives Peter Decker and Tyler McAdam investigate and soon realize that he may hold a powerful and deep and dark secrets. 376 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6705377 CROSS THE LINE.** By James Patterson. Novel. When Alex Cross’s wife Bree is charged with the murder of John Repton, she must hunt down her own killer before he finds her and destroys everything she loves. 425 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

**1963481 DEADLY CROSS.** By James Patterson. Novel. Kay Willingham was a gorgeous Georgetown socialite, a philanthropist, and the ex-wife of the vice president. So why was she parked behind a DC private school, in the middle of the night with the man who was the head of that school? And who shot them point blank? The shocking double-homicide is blazed across Alex Cross’s mind. Willingham was his patient once—and maybe more. 359 pages. Vision. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7789947 THE HIDDEN.** By Melanie Golding. Novel. One dark December night, a little girl is found abandoned. When her mother finally arrives, authorities learn she is a con artist, and a man is found bludgeoned in his apartment. DS Joanna’s investigation into the assault leads her to the footprint of the mother-daughter pair. She realizes that the woman is her estranged daughter, Ruby. 330 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**7927673 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in investigating a murder. Alex Ping is run through a flurry of likely suspects and muzzle a dogged murderer in time—or she’ll be next on someone’s deadly list. 204 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

**7791755 GAME OF DOG BONES.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. As Greenwich, Connecticut, slows down during a bitterly cold February, Melanie Travis and her spunky Aunt Peg head to the Kennel Club Dog Show at Madison Square Garden. But the bright lights of the show ring grow dim when the ousted Paugussett Poodle Club member, Victor Durbin, is found murdered! 266 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

**7921071 BITE CLUB.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Thanks to Aunt Peg and her enthusiastic dog show pals, Melanie’s aptly named Bite Club reading group has book club members burying their noses in thrilling murder mysteries. But another project surfaces when Melanie’s dog training client turns up dead, and she quickly finds herself the hot seat for homicide. 280 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**7925758 MURDER AT THE PUPPY FEST.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Busy mom and pedigreed Poodle owner, Melanie Travis doesn’t mind helping out at Puppy Fest. But once Puppy Fest kicks off, ex-lawyer, philanthropist Leo Brody is nowhere to be found—until Melanie discovers his current mistress cowering over his dead body. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**7877202 PEG AND ROSE SOLVE A MURDER.** By Laurie Berenson. Novel. Two cantankerous septuagenarians, opposites in every way, put aside their differences to stop a killer—if they don’t throttle each other first! 346 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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**DEAD RINGER.** By Annelise Ryan. Novel. A conjurer who has a living double may be the key to two cases: the murder of a hiking guide outside Yosemite National Park and the disappearance of a Boston socialite. When the living double is found dead, an unusual investigation begins. 304 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

**DEAD EVEN.** By Rita Mae & L. Child. Novel. A leading yoga instructor is found dead at her home, and her partner, a retired FBI agent, becomes involved when it's revealed that the victim had been involved in an impossible murder in which a woman died and a man was alive. 304 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00


**DEATH AT THE DOG DAY CARE.** By Rita Mae & L. Child. Novel. The owner of a dog day care is murdered, and the FBI is called in to investigate. 304 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**THE MURDERER COMETH.** By Phillip Margolin. Novel. The body of a woman is found in a morgue, and the police discover that she was a collector of human body parts. 368 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**DEATH AT THE DOG DAY CARE.** By Rita Mae & L. Child. Novel. The owner of a dog day care is murdered, and the FBI is called in to investigate. 304 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00


786406 THE THIRD GRAVE. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. The old Beaumont mansion is a rotting shell of its once-grand self, especially after a disastrous fire sweeps through it. The storm does more than destroy the house; it leads to the arrival of a mysterious new owner. Three graves. But only two are skeletons. Crime writer Nikki Gillette and her husband Detective Fuse Reed investigate the cold case. 488 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

7898220 LIVE, LOCAL, AND DEAD. By Nikki Knight. Novel. In a fit of anger, Mary and Bernard Waterman, a snowman’s head off with an old musket. But the corpse that tumbles out is too all too human. To clear her name, Jaye must find the killer, all while dealing with the truth that the daughter, her old crush, the station’s cat, and a flatulent moose. 293 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99

7898956 MURDER THROUGH THE ENGLISH POST. By Jessica Elliott. Novel. Accusations sent via post have set friend against friend and neighbor against neighbor. Even Beryl has received a poison pen letter, and while she hasn’t mentioned mysterious messages, they are taking the missesive to heart. The direction of the peace goes far beyond malicious another village is murdered. 252 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

7924812 MURDER IN AN ENGLISH GLADE. By Jessica Elliott. Novel. American adventues Beryl Hellwell and reserved Brit Edwin Davenport may seem like an unlikely pair, but they have reinvented themselves in the lean years following World War I as private enquiry agents. Now they’ve been engaged to stage a faux investigation—until murder makes it all too real. 298 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.95

7928611 MURDER COMES TO CALL. By Jessica Elliott. Novel. The lean years following World War I can lead to desperate acts—even in the quiet English village of Warmsley Parva. When a series of burglaries seems to culminate in murder, brash American Beryl Hellwell and proper Brit Edwin Davenport are eager to solve the case. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

1978574 MARKED MAN. By Archer Mayor. Novel. Nearly a year ago, millionaire Nathan Lyon died in Vermont, of natural causes, at the age of eighty-two. It’s no surprise that given his social standing, the burial was reserved. But when chaos erupts at the ceremony and Lyon’s body is discovered along Europe’s riverbanks, placed and very remote Benedict, Alaska, needing to by a terribly scared young woman who seems to know a dangerous secret. The police chief contacts Orin has vanished, along with a young woman. 292 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

19790490 IT’S A WONDERFUL WOOF. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet the dog and his human partner, P. B. Little, are contacted by a terribly scared young woman who seems to want their help. Before she can even tell them her name, she flees in panic. But in that brief meeting Chet sniffs out an important secret about her, that’s at the heart of the mystery he’s set out to solve. 276 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99

7900731 OF MUTTS AND MEN. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet and his human partner, P. B. Little, are greeted with a shocking sight at a ceremonial burial of a beloved pet. The scientist had a violent end just before they arrived. Working for nothing more than an eight-pack of Slim Jims, Chet and Beryl are on the case, and soon they are in danger like never before. 299 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99

1979058 IT’S A WONDERFUL WOOF. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chet the dog, and his human partner, P. B. Little, are offered a job at a ultra-exclusive airport pet inn. The dogs are happy, but Shiloh was hoping to broker a new partnership with Fields Brewery and its organic brewer’s association. But the owner is found murdered at the county ice fishing derby. Now she will have to dig deep to find the truth, and convince her pug to wear her winter boots. 304 pages. Poisoned Pen. Pub. at $8.99


7894688 PIECES OF HER. By Karin Slaughter. Novel. Oh Gualway Island, the mail is suddenly rocked by enormous waves and an evangelical Mormon’s grave is shot. That’s how Andrea learns that her mother has unimaginary secrets. To save her mother, Andrea embarks on a desperate journey following her clues. Will there be an accident, or more than one to come? 640 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $9.99

7895437 TRIPTYCH. By Karin Slaughter. In Atlanta, women are dying at the hands of a killer who only shows up when the moon is full. A chilling act of mutilation. Two of the cops hunting him down are former lovers and current enemies. When a loser ex-con coincidentally stumbles onto the killer’s trail, he may be the key to breaking the case wide open. 470 pages. Dell. Pub. at $9.99

787863 NIGHT OF THE WERE-CAT. By Eileen Watkins. Novel. Cassie McGloine’s Comfy Cats grooming service can turn a scruffy stray into a glamorous glamorous cat. But with a drug-peddling killer at loose in her picturesque hometown of Chadwick, New Jersey, she’ll need to comb through some dangerous suspects to even a mysterious one. 315 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95

7921810 FERAL ATTRACTION. By Eileen Watkins. Novel. When eccentric cat lady Sabrina Ward is found murdered, cat groomer Cassie McGloine smells a rat. The police are calling her death an accident, but Cassie is narrowing down a list of suspects, determined to collar the killer before another cat lover has a fatal accident. 245 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99

7921292 CLAW & DISORDER. By Eileen Watkins. Novel. Expert groomer Cassie knows how to handle even the feistiest of felines, but her owners are a different tale. When elderly Mrs. Tillman is mysteriously asphyxiated in the night, Detective Will Trent sees forensic evidence in the blood trail and a look in the mother’s eye which will lead him to shocking revelations amid the ruins of perfect lives broken wide open. 446 pages. Dell. Pub. at $7.99

7893261 DEATH THROUGH THE ENGLISH POST. By Jessica Elliott. Novel. Accusations sent via post have set friend against friend and neighbor against neighbor. Even Beryl has received a poison pen letter, and while she hasn’t mentioned mysterious messages, they are taking the missing to heart. The direction of the peace goes far beyond malicious another village is murdered. 252 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.95

7896662 THE VANISHING TYPE. By Ellery Adams. Novel. Bookshop owner, bibliotherapist, and occasional sleuth Nora Pennington meets a brilliant, brassy librarian friend who unvels the connection between The Scarlet Letter, an obscure 19th century writer, and a dead hiker. Someone is leaving clues, but the letter to light, and it’s not just Hester’s relationship at stake, but her life, 289 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

7880797 KILLING IN A KOI POND: MURDER, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Toots immediately enlists her friend, actress and P.I. Christy, to help her find the killer, who lives. Once again, the worst of society and then use their resources to investigate the damage done by those they’ve killed. After The Five strike in the Twin Cities, Virgil and Luci are sent in to investigate, 403 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

7719515 BLOODY GENIUS. By John Sandford. Novel. At the local State Capitol, two young lovers are killed in the battle of life and death. Each one dies on the battle ground of science versus medicine. When a confrontational scholar winds up dead, Virgil Flowers is brought in to investigate. If he can find the real killer, he may be able to solve the mystery of impounded zeolots lurks a killer, and Virgil must sort out the murderer from the maniacs, 472 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

7485977 SHADOW PсыE. By John Sandford. Novel. Three murder victims scattered across the country, and what each victim has in common is the weapon—a Native American ceremonial knife—and a trail of blood that leads to an embittered Eskimo named as Shadow Love. Lieutenant Lucas Davenport and police officer Lily Rothenburg join forces to find the killer. 465 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.95. $5.95

7785429 ONE FOR THE HOOKS. By Betty Hechem. Novel. Would-be landlord Miami Jeffers is left shorthanded when her renovation helper ends up dead under a pile of smelly seafood. Molly Pink and the Tarzana Hookers Club are after a suspect who wouln’t be easy. But will all the combined grit, courage, and determination to overcome any obstacle, the Sisterhood will make sure that this story ends on a note of triumph. 229 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

7895225 HIDDEN. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Siblings Luna and Culian Bedman launch their turf-smart gambling business than belongings, and coming art center. Little do they know their unique talents may be their only defense in a matter of life and death, 308 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7891458 CLASSIFIED. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Life takes a serious turn for Teresa “T”Tools Loudenberry when two young children disappear after her backyard barbecue. Teresa immediately enlists her lovely friend Ida, Sophie, and Mavis to help in the search. As they draw closer to the culprit, they realize the stakes are much higher than they ever could have imagined. 478 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

7899999 SECRETS. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Cullen and Luna often find themselves at the center of many stories, unraveling mysteries for their clients. The old sterner chest that Cullen receives from an anonymous source is fascinating in its own right. But inside he discovers more, a locked diary accompanied by a letter, asking for the diary to be restored to its rightful owner. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

7895499 TO THE TOME OF MURDER. By Lauren Elliott. Novel. Three weeks before Thanksgiving, bookshop owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange connection between a mysterious antique briefcase, the disappearance of a first edition copy of a famous nursery rhyme, and a dangerously well-read culprit. 318 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

7855795 DEDICATION TO MURDER. By Lauren Elliott. Novel. Wedding bells are about to ring again in Greyborne Harbor, and as Addie slips into her white dress her thoughts are focused on a boudoir picture from Addie’s grandmother. But a discovery in her attic leads her to startling revelations about the past. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

7727619 THE GHOST AND THE STOLEN TEARS. By Cleo Coyle. Novel. Norma is accused of stealing jewels from a guest’s room, the heirloom brooches, an antique necklace and an earring inherited by a young socialite. Pen does not believe Norma is guilty of the crime, though the evidence is dissecting against her. For a second time, Pen turns to her old friend, 268 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95


7858981 SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW. By Amy Hatvany. Novel. With Nick’s current woman he heart stops, she’s the spitting image of his college girlfriend who died in a campus fire twenty years ago. When the young woman shows up, Nick’s name and number on her, his college friend Laurel helps him to investigate and to find the truth—something he may never knew in the past. 415 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

7920106 SINCE SHE WENT AWAY. By David Bell. Novel. When Nick’s best friend, Celia, but when she arrived late, Celia had disappeared, and hasn’t been seen since. When her son’s new girlfriend—who suddenly and without warning becomes once again in the past—disappears, a stricken Jenna begins to unwind the tangled truth, and discovers how completely lives can be shattered by a few simple lies. 484 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7830920 BEFORE SHE DISAPPEARED. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A recovering alcoholic, Detective Frankie Ekin has devoted her life to doing what no one else will—searching for the lost and forgotten. When the police have moved on, when the families have forgotten, when the media has never paid attention, Frankie starts looking. A new case brings her to Boston, and puts her in danger of disappearing too, 383 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $7.95

7759584 ONE STEP TOO FAR. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Timothy O’Day knew the woods. Yet when he disappeared on the first night of a bachelor party camping trip with his best friends, he didn’t leave a trace. Frankie Ekin doesn’t know the woods, but she doesn’t need to find people. She joins the rescue team, but as they hike into the mountains, it becomes clear that there’s something dangerous at work in the woods. 458 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. $6.95

7711942 IRISH KNIT MURDER. By Peggy Enhardt. Novel. A member of a prominent New Jersey family has been found dead on St. Patrick’s Day—and Pamela and her knitting club have a parade of suspects. There’s the Wickan who thought St. Patrick wasn’t so saintly; the woman upset about cultural appropriation who feels the commercialization of shamrocks is a sham, the two men she was seeing, and more. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

7922078 HIDE AND SNEAK. By G. A. McKevett. Novel. Actor Ethan enlists P.I. Savannah to track down his missing wife and toddler, shortly before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalistic homemade investigation, Savannah must rush to save the missing child from a terrifying culprit who cares the spotlight, 343 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

7920938 AND THE KILLER IS... By G. A. McKevett. Novel. P.I. Savannah investigates the murder of a silver screen siren, Lucinda, who is found strangled inside her derelict mansion amid a hoard of garbage and priceless memorabilia. Now, Lucinda is making headlines again and, in the past, her name is connected with the worst kind of scandal. 309 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

7921829 A FEW DROPS OF BITTERS. By G. A. McKevett. Novel. Pius-sized P.I. Savannah Reid doesn’t shy away from high-stakes cases and her Moonlight Magnolia Detective Agency. But when an upscale party ends with murder, drawing clues from famous guests may prove more difficult than breezing into an old pair of jeans. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

7926693 MURDER AT MABEL’S MOTEL. By G. A. McKevett. Novel. Stella “Granny” Reid’s youth wasn’t the only thing changed by the Little Miss Magazine except even back in the 1980s, the southern town still had a way of attracting downright dubious characters—some with a talent for murder. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $5.95

7921772 EVERY BODY ON DECK. By G. A. McKevett. Novel. When a famed mystery writer invites the Moonlight Magnolia Detective Agency on an Alaskan cruise in exchange for protection, plus-sized P.I. Savannah Reid is instantly on board. When the writer is involved in a suspicious accident, Savannah and the MM crew won’t let their victims’ deaths go over the truth. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

7860882 AN EGGNOG TO DIE FOR. By Amy Pershing. Novel. Christmas is coming to Cape Cod, but when professional foodie, Samantha Barnes, comes across a very dead Santa in a very big hole, she knows she must get to the bottom of sleuth. It’s up to Sam to find out who slayed this Santa and to sift out the suspects who have been naughty vs. nice, 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95
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★ 7886713 STEEPED IN MALICE. By Vicki Delany. Novel. With Lily’s fragile stock of tea cups and saucers running thin, an antiques fair for replacements. She snaps up a Peter Rabbit-themed tea set in a wicker basket. But a few days later, a woman named Kimberly marches into the tea-room, nay demanding to buy it back—then later returns and removes an envelope hidden in the basket’s lining.

262 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

★ 7896174 A CURIOUS INCIDENT. By Vicki Delany. Novel. Sheila’s garden has been vandalized—her mother believed the summer tour. Sheila confronted her former friend Anna in a rage, and the women nearly came to blows. Later that night, after having won the first leg of the telescope battle, Sheila is the police’s prime suspect. Gemma finds herself with Jayne using their powers of deduction to ponder yet another curious incident.


★ 7892804 MURDER IN A TEACUP. By Vicki Delany. Novel. With one of the guests at grandmother Rose’s B&B is poisoned by drinking from one of Lily Robert’s teapots, it’s up to Lily, Rose, and their friends to get to the bottom of the poisoned pot and bag the real culprit behind the kettle murder plot.

296 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

★ 7890366 THE SUMMER HOUSE. By James Patterson & B. DuBois. Novel. Once a luxurious southern getaway on a rustic lake, now a dilapidated crash pad, the Summer House is luxurious southern getaway on a rustic lake, now a dilapidated crash pad, the Summer House is the scene of a disturbing crime.


7896238 ONCE UPON A SEASIDE MURDER. By Maggie Blackburn. Novel. As the holidays approach, bookstore owner Summer Merriweather learns a dark secret about her late mother, a secret someone will kill to keep. 329 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

★ 7893248 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is settling in for some downtime in New York City when an anonymous enemy makes himself known. This nameless foe’s threats hit close to home, and before Stone can retaliate, the fate of his mother and associates hangs in the balance.

325 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95


4860998 A DELICATE TOUCH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When an old acquaintance reaches out to Stone Barrington requesting assistance, the job seems easy enough, but the solution to one small problem blows the lid open on a bigger scandal going back decades, involving numerous prominent New Yorkers who would prefer to stay buried. 312 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

782310X CHOPPY WATER. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington and his friends are vacationing in Maine when their leisure is interrupted by missing persons and murder. The inclement conditions allow for a menacing adversary to sneak in unnoticed and deliver a chilling message—the target being one of Stone’s clients. 305 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7862075 CLASS ACT. By Stuart Woods. Novel. An old client of Stone reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and rumors abound of murder. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, things become more complicated when he makes a new acquaintance. 317 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

7901461 CLASS ACT. By Stuart Woods. Novel. An old client of Stone Barrington reaches out for help. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and rumors abound of murder. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, things become more complicated when he makes a new acquaintance. 327 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★ 7872932 MISFIRE CREME COOKIE. By Vivien Chomsky & Lyle. Novel. When a crooked crook and a crooked crook run afoul of one another, they each winds up face down in a plate of tiramisu. And now she has bigger worries than getting her house TP’d. 438 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 7883702 SILENCE OF THE LAMPS. By Karen Rose Smith. Novel. When a former police officer returns to Westport bluffs, she is shocked when Detective Chief Inspector Wilkes, declares the death a tragic accident. But worse for home stager Caprice De Luca, her personal life could use a few renovations. Things go from bad to worse when Drew Pierson, a business rival of Caprice’s caterer sister, is found bludgeoned to death by an antique Tiffany lamp. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7927169 PURLS AND POISON. By Anne Canadeo. Novel. When a fellow Black Sheep knitter is poisoned by her coworker, the group puts down their needles and takes up their friend’s defense. 289 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

7927171 HOUNDS OF THE BASKET STITCH. By Anne Canadeo. Novel. Maggie is happy to visit two sisters, Holly and Rosie, and teach them some simple stitches. The knitters are troubled about the sisters living alone in such a remote corner of Plum Harbor. Their worst fears are realized when Holly is attacked and her building set ablaze. Rose is found unconscious nearby, her dog running wild. 281 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

785353X TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET. By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg agreed to take care of the toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation. Now it’s up to her to find the motive, and a confession that seems to involve the toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 7893191 BIRDER, SHE WROTE. By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg is swimming in handwritten letters for a relaxing summer morning are dashed. Her grandmother, Cordella, shows up, trailed by a reporter who is willing to feature her in a major magazine. When looking for a spot, Cordella finds an African-American cemetery they discover a fresh corpse. Can Meg protect her grandmother and help crack the case before the killer finds another victim? 298 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

7781490 DEVILS DELIGHT. By M.C. Beaton with R.W. Green. Novel. Agatha and her assistant, Tobi, are driving to their friend Bill’s long-awaited wedding, when a terrified young man comes running down the county lane towards them wearing—nothing at all. They murderously become a disfigured with a naturist group, a disappearing corpse, fantasy games, cream empire, intrigue, and murder. 244 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

7889224 DEATH OF A GREEN-EYED MONSTER. By M.C. Beaton with R.W. Green. Novel. New Constable Dorothy McVier joins the Lochdhu police. She is determined to win promotion to detective and bring out the best in police sergeant Hamish Macbeth. But then the village’s harmony is broken by a brutal murder, and the pair find themselves plunged into a tangled web of conspiracy that acquires a nameless foe’s threats hit close to home, and before Stone can retaliate, the fate of his mother and associates hangs in the balance.


★ 7925603 DEAD ON TARGET. By M.C. Beaton with R.W. Green. Novel. Agatha discovers the body of the local boater in the woods—with an arrow in his chest and rounds his ankles. Her old adversary, Detective Chief Inspector Wilkes, declares the death a tragic accident. But worse for home stager Caprice De Luca, her personal life could use a few renovations. Things go from bad to worse when Drew Pierson, a business rival of Caprice’s caterer sister, is found bludgeoned to death by an antique Tiffany lamp. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 7927169 PURLS AND POISON. By Anne Canadeo. Novel. When a fellow Black Sheep knitter is poisoned by her coworker, the group puts down their needles and takes up their friend’s defense. 289 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

7927171 HOUNDS OF THE BASKET STITCH. By Anne Canadeo. Novel. Maggie is happy to visit two sisters, Holly and Rosie, and teach them some simple stitches. The knitters are troubled about the sisters living alone in such a remote corner of Plum Harbor. Their worst fears are realized when Holly is attacked and her building set ablaze. Rose is found unconscious nearby, her dog running wild. 281 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

785353X TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET. By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg agreed to take care of the toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation. Now it’s up to her to find the motive, and a confession that seems to involve the toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 7893191 BIRDER, SHE WROTE. By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg is swimming in handwritten letters for a relaxing summer morning are dashed. Her grandmother, Cordella, shows up, trailed by a reporter who is willing to feature her in a major magazine. When looking for a spot, Cordella finds an African-American cemetery they discover a fresh corpse. Can Meg protect her grandmother and help crack the case before the killer finds another victim? 298 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

By Libby Klein. Novel. Poppy is none too pleased when her B&B is coerced into participating in the Cape May Haunted Dinner Tour during Halloween season. While Poppy wonders if all the ghost stories are genuine, she takes up a rewarding new hobby—but also gets tangled up in a hit and run homicide. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

★ 7882801 MISCHIEF NIGHTS MURDER. By Libby Klein. Novel. Poppy is none too pleased when her B&B is coerced into participating in the Cape May Haunted Dinner Tour during Halloween season. While Poppy wonders if all the ghost stories are genuine, she takes up a rewarding new hobby—but also gets tangled up in a hit and run homicide. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95
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**7922159 THE CHALK PIT.** By Ely Griffiths. Novel. In this labyrinthine mystery, forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway and DCI Nel Carson investigate a vanished girl and disappearances deep within the abandoned tunnels hidden beneath the streets of Norwich. 360 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**7789555 HOPE, FAITH, & A CORPSE.** By Laura Jensen Walker. Novel. Hope Taylor, pastor of a small-town California church, tries to find out who sent a church elder to Heaven. The last time Hope saw the church elder, he had shouted drunkenly that she would find out who had killed his dead brother. Hope finds herself as the prime suspect of his murder, and is determined to find the real killer. 298 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**7896655 RED FLAGS.** By Lisa Black. A three-generation family mystery. Dr. Ellis Carr is called to investigate the case of a missing baby, she’s shocked to discover that the child’s mother is her own cousin. At first antagonists, then allies, Ellis and Rachel race to find the baby alive and bring the kidnappers to justice. 338 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**781634 TELL-TALE BONES.** By Carolyn Haines. Novel. Private investigator Sara Lee and her partner, tinek, in are in Sherrill Coleman Peters’ office, discussing him about cold cases, when Ellis storms in with a case of her own. She wants Coleman to reopen the investigation of her missing daughter Lydia, the heiress to a large fortune who disappeared along with her friend Bethany nearly seven years before. 344 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.00 $21.95

**785059A GARLAND OF BONES.** By Sarah Booth. When she’s found sleeping, her husband is certain she’s been hanged in Columbus, Mississippi this year, and Sarah Booth and her detective partner Tinkie–with a little help from hunky Sheriff Coleman Peters, of course–are determined to catch the wrongdoers and ensure there’s nothing but coal in their stocking. 323 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95


**784420 GAME OF BONES.** By Carolyn Haines. Novel. When a ritual murder case is discovered, the FBI comes to the American temple site smack in the middle of Sunflower County, Mississippi, the archaeology crew on the dig is immediately under suspicion of the local leader Dr. Frank Hafner. He quickly hires Sarah Booth of the Delaney Detective Agency to clear his name. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**786051X BONES OF HOLLY.** By Carolyn Haines. Novel. When a seemingly idyllic life begins to crumble. In the late 19th century, women are particularly vulnerable in 1971492. 325 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**7922264 LET THE DEAD KEEP THEIR SECRETS.** By Rosemary Simpson. Novel. In Gilded Age New York, heiress Prudence Mackenzie and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey Hunter investigate crimes that take the m from the slums of Five Points in lower Manhattan to the Fifth avenue mansions of society’s elite. In the late 19th century, women are particularly vulnerable in 1971492. 326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**7921944 DEATH, DIAMONDS, AND DECEPTION.** By Rosemary Simpson. Novel. The pursuit of stolen diamonds once belonging to Marie Antoinette leads heiress Prudence Mackenzie and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey Hunter into some of the seamy slums of Five Points in lower Manhattan to the Fifth avenue mansions of society’s elite. In the late 19th century, women are particularly vulnerable in 1971492. 326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**792142X THE DEAD CRY JUSTICE.** By Rosemary Simpson. Novel. Heiress turned sleuth Prudence and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey step out of the elite society of Gilded Age New York City, following a clue to the city’s crime riddled streets and most dangerous neighborhoods to search for two missing children. 344 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

**784407 THE SPIDER.** By Lars Kepler. Novel. A sack with a decomposing body has been found hanging from a tree in the forest. A milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene. As the number of victims begins to rise, the murderer begins to send riddles, offering them the chance to stop the murders before they happen. The closer they get, the more tangled the case becomes. 480 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95
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**7711182 CLIVE CUSSELL’S THE DEVIL’S SEA.** By Dirk Cussler. Novel. In 1959 Tibet, a British artifact of immense importance appears to have been stolen. When a party of explorers sent to recover the artifact is attacked by a mysterious force, it becomes clear that the artifact was not lost to history in the turmoil of the Communist takeover. But when National Underwater and Marine Agency Director Dirk Parnell requests that his daughter, Private Investigator Cassie Knypersky, accompany the explorers, she is not happy. Cassie is determined to solve the mystery of the stolen artifact, but her efforts are hindered by a series of unexpected events. 306 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**7881460 FEARED.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. When three men announce that they are suing Lisa Scottoline for racial discrimination, Mary DiNunzio and Bennie Rosato are outraged. To make matters worse, the plaintiff’s lawyer is Nick Macchiaveli, who has already lost to Mary once and is now back with a vengeance—determined to not only win but also to destroy the firm! 368 pages. St. Martin’s. $16.99 $5.95

**7881210 THE OLD SUCCEEEECEED.** By Martha Wells. Novel. When the British Foreign Office washes up in Hell Bay, a wild inlet off the Cornish coast, Brian Macalavie, divisional commander with the Devon-Cornwall police is called in. Who could have killed this beautiful woman, the only visible fingerprint belonging to no little girls who found her? 243 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

**721990 GAME OF CONES.** By Cynthia Bax. Novel. As stormy weather puts a freeze on business, Detective Easy Rawlins doesn’t want to be anywhere near the case. But when he realizes how damaged the young man is, he cannot let him get away. 335 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**3769879 A MEASURE OF DARKNESS.** By Jonathan & Jesse Keileman. Novel. Deputy Coroner Clay Edison is busy. He’s been asked to open a death investigation into an innocent man, earning himself a suspension in the process. Then the phone rings in the dead of the night, Leading Edison’s investigation into a case where innocence and perversity meet and mingle. 306 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6891876 HAUNTED.** By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Novel. After the Bennetts survive a car crash that could have killed them, they get an invitation to a much needed vacation in Maine. Though the town looks idyllic, Detective Michael Bennett jumps at the chance to work on a case in the town where he was born. His investigation leads him deep in the woods, 306 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7872313 DEAD MAN’S WAKE.** By Paul Doiron. Novel. On the evening of their engagement party, Maine game warden Charley Rosato is asked to do a favor for a friend. Tangled up in the case, Rosato is determined to not only win but also to win in the most unexpected way. 306 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**7884958 ONE LAST DIE.** By Paul Doiron. Novel. When retired game warden and surrogative father to Mike Bowditch, Charley Rosato is asked to help with a case, he jumps at the chance to work with his former partner. Together they uncover the truth of the murder, and Rosato is determined to not only win but also to win in the most unexpected way. 306 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**775566X UNDER LOCK & SKELETON KEY.** By Gigi Pandian. Novel. Secret Staircase Construction specializes in creating hidden hideaways. It’s also Tempest Raj’s family business. When Tempest visits a renovation site, her former stage double is found dead in the rubble of a Malibu rockslide the day after a fake video ruins his career. It’s not clear to Detective Nolan if it is an accident, or if someone is after Nolan. He’s determined to find out who was really an accident, or if someone was after Nolan. 297 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**7920680 THE PICKWICK MURDERS.** By Heather Redmond. Novel. London, January 1838. Charles Dickens’s invitation to his first baseman makes a turn when he stumbles upon the corpse of the Lighting Club’s president. With blood on his hands, Charles sets out to find out the truth. But now it’s up to Kate to keep her framed fiancé out of prison. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**4795733 ROBERT B. PARKER’S THE BITTER END.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. When a popular high school cheerleader dies of a suspected heroin overdose, it becomes clear that the opioid epidemic has spread even to the idyllic town of Paradox. Now Mike Bowditch will have to unravel the supply chain and unmask the criminals behind it. 352 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**7825188 DEPRAVED HEART.** By Patricia Cornwell. Novel. Dr. Kay Scarpetta receives a text message with a video link that appears to be from her niece Lucy. It’s a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost twenty years ago. As Scarpetta watches, she grows more and more troubled, but she also realizes that powerful people will do anything to keep their secrets hidden. 343 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95
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**7970670 MURDER AT MORRINGTON HALL.** By Claire McKenna. Novel. Stella’s ambitious father has arranged for her to marry the financially strapped Viscount Lyndhurst, but she refuses to be sold off like a prized pony. In short time the unlikely pair must put their marriage on hold as they find themselves solving the murder of the local vicar. 292 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

**7970676 MURDER AT THE ELMS.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Novel. 1901. Emma and Derrick are invited to a party at coal baron Edward Berwind’s new estate. Emma discovers not only in a fabulous musicale but an unforeseen tragedy—a chambermaid is found dead. It is also discovered that a guest’s diamond necklace is missing, and a lab worker has disappeared. Emma and Derrick are asked to see if they are all connected. 309 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**7921618 A DEVIOUS DEATH.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Novel. In the sobering yet hopeful years following the First World War, Lady Phoebe Renshaw and her lady’s maid, Eva Huntford, find themselves solving a murder. 346 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**7926723 MURDER AT WAKEHURST.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Novel. In the autumnal chill of Newport, Rhode Island, at the close of the nineteenth century, journalist Emma Cross discovers an instance of cold-blooded murder on the grounds of a mansion. 297 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

**7926282 A MURDEROUS MARRIAGE.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Novel. Lady Phoebe Renshaw and her lady’s maid, Eva Huntford, are preparing for Julia Renshaw’s wedding, but it won’t be the happiest occasion they hoped for when the groom is found dead. Phoebe and Eva must discover who pushed him overboard, before the Renshaws’ social standing is irreparably stained by the bride’s arrest for his murder. 323 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

**7923711 SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING MEWED.** By Bethany Blake. Novel. After a tense filled rehearsal dinner, the abrasive wedding planner is found strangled by a quiche, with a weapon both borrowed and stolen. Now Daphne Templeton’s services are required not just for organizing the big day for her sister Fipet, but for figuring out whether one of the in-laws is an outlaw. 332 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**792707X PAWPRINTS & PREDICAMENTS.** By Bethany Blake. Novel. At the first polar plunge in Lake Wallapawakee, a chilly TV producer is discovered out of the cold. Now, with her trusty basset hound at her side, Daphne Templeton intends to help Detective Black in the investigation, whether he wants it or not. 375 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**7927851 YARNED AND DANGEROUS.** By Sadie Hartwell. Novel. Time has not been kind to sleepy Dorset Falls, Connecticut, where an erstwhile resident is hoping to bring a bit of life to the town. But when one of the most persnickety knitters turns up dead in a pile of yarn, it has Josie Blair tangled up in a perplexing new mystery. 317 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**775244X PERIL IN PARIS.** By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Lady Georgiana Rannoch and her dashing husband, Darcy, are awaiting a baby, but an unexpected trip to Paris will thrust them straight into a tangled web of international intrigue that could have terrifying consequences for a world on the brink of war. 290 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

**7816008 THE LAST MRS. SUMMERS.** By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Lady Georgiana Rannoch is just back from her honeymoon with dashing Darcy O’Mara when a friend in need pulls her into a twisted Gothic tale of betrayal, deception and most definitely murder! 290 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

**778757X GONE BUT NOT FOR GARDEN.** By Kate Collins. Novel. Athena works with her family at their garden center near Lake Michigan. She’s also gained a reputation for crime-solving—and that’s what brings flower-shop owner and fellow sbob Abby to her door. The woman has just lost her garden center but Athena’s cozies is accused of murdering a model. 360 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**7921020 BEAR A WEE GRUDGE.** By Meg Macy. Novel. Teddy bear shop manager Sasha Silverwood finds a murder victim at a banquet before an upcoming Scottish festival. Sasha’s father is arrested and framed for the murder of the former owner of the rival teddy bear company, who was targeting the Silverwood family. 335 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

**792772X WEDDING BEAR BLUES.** By Meg Macy. Novel. Sasha and her sister Maddy are bridesmaids at Cissy’s upcoming wedding in Silver Hollow. Cissy is fuming over the worst choice of best man, the jerk who broke her sister Debbie’s heart. At the rehearsal dinner she could cut the tension with a wedding cake. That is, until best man Dylan is found dead, impaled alongside an ice pick. 321 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

**7921993 HAVE YOURSELF A BEARY LITTLE MURDER.** By Meg Macy. Novel. Sasha and her sister Maddy are thrilled that the Silver Bear Shop and Factory has won the Teddy Bear Keepsake Contest, which means they get to produce a holiday special edition: the parade’s mascot, played by Mayor Bloom, is missing. After a frantic search among the bushes, it is found dead. 293 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

**792233X LADY NOTORIOUS.** By Theresa Romain. Novel. Cass has always survived by her wits and wiles, even working for Bow Street alongside her twin brother. When injury takes her out of the action, she’s taken by a beguiling and intriguing new case. George, Lord Northbrook, believes someone is plotting to kill his father, and he hopes a seasoned investigator like Cass can find out who. 281 pages. Zenith. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**7927517 THREAD ON ARRIVAL.** By Lea Wait. Novel. Most of the locals do what they can to help out like Hamilton when he falls on hard times, and needlepointing partners Angie and Sara are happy to see him at the annual Blessing of the Fleet. But when he is stabbed, Angie sets out to find what secrets like may have known that led to his murder. 310 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**7927532 THRU THE WOOLY LELS.** By Lea Wait. Novel. Patricia West is being niggled by her movie star mother to set the stage for a perfect Christmas, as she brings her costume and screenwriter homes for the holidays. But not long after these invite Hollywood Harbor, an unscripted tragedy occurs and a cold-hearted killer is on the loose. 314 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**7927533 THREADS OF EVIDENCE.** By Lea Wait. Novel. Patricia West is abuzz when Hollywood actress Skye West decides to buy the town’s supposedly haunted Victorian mansion. When Skye asks Angie and Celeste to raise the estate’s collection of needlepoint pieces, Angie is intrigued—even more so when her findings suggest murder. 310 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**784724 PERIL ON THE PAGE.** By Margaret Loudon. Novel. Penelope Parish is ready to close the book on her amateur sleuthing: from now on, the Open Book’s writer in residence will be sticking to villains of the fictional variety, and not touching on the real new novel. But when an author is murdered inside the bookshop, all of Upper Churnley on Stoke goes on high alert. 309 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

**784727 MAINELY NEEDLEPOINTERS.** By Margaret Loudon. Novel. In the autumnal chill of Newport, Rhode Island, at the close of the nineteenth century, journalist Emma Cross discovers an instance of cold-blooded murder on the grounds of a mansion. 297 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

**792408X THE END OF ANDREW HARRISON.** By Freeman Wills Crofts. Novel. Becoming the social secretary for millionaire Andrew H. Harrison seems like a dream job. But Markham has not reckoned on the unpopularity of his employer, especially within his own household. When Harrison is found dead on his Henley houseboat, Crew is not the only one to doubt the verdict of suicide. Inspector Frank is another. 309 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**7857736 INSTRUCTOR FRENCH: Fear Comes to Chalont.** By Freeman Wills Crofts. Novel. Their marriage of convenience suited both Richard and Julia—until Julia fell in love with Frank. They arrange to meet in secret, but when he went to keep the rendezvous, Frank found Richard’s murdered body at the location. So begins a chain of events which affects the lives of the whole community, including Inspector French. 279 pages. Collins Crime Club. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**7857043 INSTRUCTOR FRENCH: The Affair at Little Wokeham.** By Freeman Wills Crofts. Novel. When Dr. Anthony settled down to a practice in the tiny village, the idea he could ever become a willing accessory to the crime of murder had never crossed his mind. That he should see the day when even the sight of a policeman would fill him with dread. And when the police’s Chief Inspector French, he has every reason to be afraid. 322 pages. Collins Crime Club. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**1988057 HOMEPOR.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. After an assault at her family home in Maine Dr. Miranda Jones is determined to find out who did this to her. When Dyer is summoned to Italy. Instead of cementing Miranda’s reputation as the leading expert in the field, the job nearly destroys it when she meets the leading expert in the field, the job nearly destroys it when she meets

**2240668 HOW TO RAISE AN ELEPHANT.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Precious Ramotswe loves her dependable old van. When Charlie returns home with the deal of his life, it’s damaged and with an earthy smell that even Precious can’t identify. But the obligatory issue is not the only mystery that needs solving. 242 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95

**7891952 THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE BIG BAD WOLF.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Ulf embarks on an important inquiry: a man’s cabin has mysteriously disappeared and Ulf is tasked with finding out what happened. How exactly does one steal a house? And, more to the point, how do you track down a stolen house? Meanwhile, a treatment for deafness in dogs has been announced, and his dog, Martin, might be the perfect patient. 222 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $12.95.
3861227 ONE FOR GOOD. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Eleven years have passed since Will's older brother Ken disappeared after being accused of murdering his ex-girlfriend. Will has found proof that Ken is alive. As a violent mystery unfolds, the two brothers face their past and try to find the truth.

3821638 WHEN SHE DREAMS. By Ashley Weaver. Novel. Florence, 1992. Private inquiry agents Cyrus Barker and Thomas Llewelyn cataloging the mummies at the British Museum discovers a precious ruby hidden inside a mummy’s chest. When the volunteer is found hanged to death, Barker and Llewelyn must find the killer and safeguard the precious gem.

7897177 THE QUIKE AND THE DEAD. By Kirsten Weiss. Novel. Owning her own pie shop seems like a dream come true to Valentine Harris until one of her regulars keels over at the Crankeltsburg theater. Cori Littlefield, a new advice columnist Aunt Cornelia, hires down but the person who is blackmailing her employer. In her investigation, she discovers that Valentine’s ex-fiance has cozied up to a new squeeze, juice bar owner Jordan–Deliah’s contest rival. 310 pages.

7829388 STITCHED IN CRIME. By Connie Caldwell. Novel. The craft fair may have a few snags, but knitting enthusiast Lisa Geiger is hopeful her quiet life will return to its usual patterns in no time. All seems well until Coni Littlefield, a new vendor with a gift for crochet, is found dead, sending shock waves through Cramblesburg. It’s up to Lisa to weave together the clues. 296 pages.

7842471 HEART OF THE NILE. By Wil Thomas. Novel. London, 1892. Private inquiry agents Cyrus Barker and Thomas Llewelyn receive an unexplained key stamped with the deceased groom and a bridesmaid’s names, and the high court judge brandishing a pistol, and the murd -er takes another life. 262 pages.

7847089 LETHAL PURSUIT. By Wil Thomas. Novel. London, 1892. Private inquiry agents Cyrus Barker and Thomas Llewelyn, found hanged to death, Barker and Llewelyn must find the killer and safeguard the precious gem.

7859937 DECEIT. By Hayley Scrivenor. Novel. London, 1940. After years of stealing from the rich and giving to the poor, Ellie and her family have turned over a new leaf as they help the government’s war effort. It’s true that the straight-laced Major Ramsey didn’t give them much choice. So when Major Ramsey turns up unannounced with another job, she can’t say no. 262 pages.


308 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99


312 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99

1945672 THE KEEPERS. By Jeffrey B. Burton. Novel. Mason Reid specializes in human remains detection and trains dogs to hunt for the dead. Suddenly, Reid and his partner retrieve a large puppy named Viras, and then find themselves hurling into a high-stakes murder case that will push them to their very limits. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

1945289 THE FINDERS. By Jeffrey B. Burton. Novel. Mason Reid specializes in human remains detection and trains dogs to hunt for the dead. Suddenly, Reid and his partner retrieve a large puppy named Viras, and then find themselves hurling into a high-stakes murder case that will push them to their very limits. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

1946727 THE FATAL FASCINATOR. By Mark Hinman. Novel. Hamlet and Vivian must collar a killer when a castle wedding goes awry. On the first night of the festivities, the groom is found murdered. Circumstantial evidence points to Major Ramsey, but the challenge is to search Washington Park, what they find has them running for their very lives. 273 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $35.99

1946728 THE KEEPERS. By Jeffrey B. Burton. Novel. Mason Reid specializes in human remains detection–that is, he trains dogs to hunt for dead bodies. He calls his pack of cadaver dogs The Finders. And when a prize pupi l, a golden retri ever named Vira, finds himself hounded by the high-stakes murder case that will push them to their very limits. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

7833963 THE BLOOD SMOKE. By Kim Newman. Novel. London, 1940. After years of stealing from the rich and giving to the poor, Ellie and her family have turned over a new leaf as they help the government’s war effort. It’s true that the straight-laced Major Ramsey didn’t give them much choice. So when Major Ramsey turns up unannounced with another job, she can’t say no. 262 pages.

7870402 DIET CREEK. By Hayley Scrivenor. Novel. When 12-year-old Esther disappears one afternoon, Detective Sergeant Sarah Michaels is sent to find out what happened. In Durton, where everyone knows everyone, it seems impossible that a girl could vanish. As Sarah questions those who knew Esther, attempting to uncover the connections, she begins to expose the town’s darkest secrets.

324 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

7860110 SNATCH. By Gregory Mcdonald. Novels. Kidnappings link two exceptional crime novists, Snatch and Safekeeping. Both show characters—vexing, intriguing, and versatile. Two precocious eight-year-old boys, two teams of kidnappers in way over their heads, and two opportunities for mayhem, danger, and unchronicol social satire. 446 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

7823223 FISHING FOR TROUBLE. By Elizabeth Logan. Novel. Summer has come to Ekvick, Alaska and Chef Charlie Cooke is penned in town, but when a young man working a summer job at the local fish processing plant dies moments after walking into the Bear Claw Diner, she’s quickly swept off her feet. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

7870424 DIRT CREEK. By Hayley Scrivenor. Novel. When 12-year-old Esther disappears one afternoon, Detective Sergeant Sarah Michaels is sent to find out what happened. In Durton, where everyone knows everyone, it seems impossible that a girl could vanish. As Sarah questions those who knew Esther, attempting to uncover the connections, she begins to expose the town’s darkest secrets.

324 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

7810593 THE RED WIDOW MURDERS. By John Dickson Carr. Novel. They say that Lord Mantling’s mansion is haunted—at least, that is what everyone knows. Everyone seems to expect that a girl could vanish. As Sarah questions those who knew Esther, attempting to uncover the connections, she begins to expose the town’s darkest secrets.
STARGAZER. By Michael Connelly. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. LAPD Detective Renee Ballard and Harry Bosch team up to solve the rape and murder of a 16-year-old girl. When Ballard gets a “cold hit” connecting the killer to a similar crime, they must solve two cases. The cold case of the “white girl” that Bosch has been hunting for years.

759628 THE END OF HER. By Shari Lapena. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Stephanie and Patrick are adjusting to life with their colicky twin girls. She’s sure she has all she ever wanted. Then Erica, a woman from Patrick’s past, appears and makes a disturbing claim. She needs her help. Patrick’s first wife was an accident, but now Erica claims it was murder. 400 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

759827 THE LAST MIDNIGHT. By James Patterson & Maureen Teefy. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon, but whodunits are still in vogue. Mark Burton, a Secret Service agent, finds himself in a treacherous world of the most infamous murderers of all time. All that stands in his way is 453 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

761210 COURAGE. By Maxine Paetro. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. With Burke in jail. Reporter Cindy wrote a book that put Burke on the bestseller list. Now an obsessed maniac called Blackout is writing his own drivel. She’s determined to get even. Lindsay can’t keep her friends off Blackout’s kill list, it’s lights out for the Women’s Murder Club. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

761799 OVERBOARD. By Sara Paretsky. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Detective Lindsay put serial killer Evan Warshawski on notice but he’s just begun a new business venture: one that could lead to millions of deaths. On Warler’s trail is Shaw, the mysterious operative from The Whole Truth, who must prevent Warler from closing his latest deal. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

783033 MURDER AT THE BARTLETT. By Peter Robinson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson has revenge on his mind. He has to make someone walk away. 707 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $9.95

784074 MURDER WITH EARL GREY TEA. By Karen Rose Smith. Novel. At Daisy’s tea garden in Pennsylvania, the tea of the month is Earl Grey to warm those late February days—but a cold-blooded murder casts a deadly chill. Now Daisy must follow a twisted trail of clues to uncover someone to murder. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

7857500 MURDER ON THE INDIAN PATH. By James Patterson & Howard Roughan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon, but whodunits are still in vogue. Mark Burton, a Secret Service agent, finds himself in a treacherous world of the most infamous murderers of all time. All that stands in his way is 453 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95


7884074 The discovery of the camp will be just the tip of the iceberg. 481 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

7889563 THE FALLEN. By James Baldwin. Novel. Something sinister is going on in Baroville. The Rust Belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes, obscure Bible verses, and odd symbols, have the police stumped. Amos Decker, with his singular talents, may be the only one who can crack this baffling case. 448 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

7890123 THE CAMEL CLUB. By David Baldacci. Novel. After canceling a shooting, four conspiracy theorists must team up with a Secret Service agent to confront one of the most chilling spectacles ever to take place on American soil, an event that may trigger a war between two different worlds. All that stands in the way of this apocalypse is five unexpected heroes. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7890527 THE 23RD MIDNIGHT. By James Patterson & Maxine Paetro. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon, but whodunits are still in vogue. Mark Burton, a Secret Service agent, finds himself in a treacherous world of the most infamous murderers of all time. All that stands in his way is 453 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7890977 HOUR GAME. By David Baldacci. Novel. The Secret Service’s agents. Son of King and Michelle Maxwell uncover one horrifying revelation after another as they begin to investigate the murder of a woman found in the woods of Virginia. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7907613 THE CAMEL CLUB. By David Baldacci. Novel. After canceling a shooting, four conspiracy theorists must team up with a Secret Service agent to confront one of the most chilling spectacles ever to take place on American soil, an event that may trigger a war between two different worlds. All that stands in the way of this apocalypse is five unexpected heroes. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7907940 LIBRARY. By James Patterson & Maxine Paetro. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon, but whodunits are still in vogue. Mark Burton, a Secret Service agent, finds himself in a treacherous world of the most infamous murderers of all time. All that stands in the way of this apocalypse is five unexpected heroes. 457 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7910957 BLESSING OF THE LOST GIRLS. By T. Jefferson Parker. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Following a lead all the way to the wilds of wintertime Alaska, he encounters a tangled web of family secrets in which a killer with nothing to lose is waiting to take another life. 562 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $7.95

7923309 NOVA. By J.A. Jance. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. A cold case has just been assigned to Dan, a field officer with the newly formed Missing Persons Unit. Maggie; rehabilitation; and sheer force of will, somehow he can’t make himself walk away. 481 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

7933681 THE HUNT. By Iris & Roy Johansen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Delilah Winter is one of the hottest pop stars on the planet, so how in the world was she kidnapped right in the middle of a show at the famous Hollywood Bowl? If anyone can figure it out, it’s Delilah’s bodyguard, her powers of keen observation—honed during the years she was blind. 403 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00 $6.95

7934020 THE REVELATORS. By Katherine Hall Page. Novel. Detroit years before the war. With the help of her new wife, Maggie; rehabilitation; and sheer force of will, he’s walking again, eager to resume his work as a Southern writer for those responsible for his attempted murder—but someone is standing in his way. 528 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00 $6.95
Spies & Thrillers

**7898398 TOTAL CONTROL.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When her husband mysteriously disappears in a plane crash into the Virginia countryside, Sidney must sort out the truth from the lies. Jason, her husband, has secretly entered a deadly game. He is leaving behind his wife, and accident leads to his disappearance. Meanwhile Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**7815824 DARK SKY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**4852799 BADLANDS.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**787391 SHADOWS REEL.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**7873446 BLUE HEAVEN.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**7882801 FADE AWAY.** By Harlan Coben. Novel. For Myron Bolitar, the disappearance of Greg Downing, the man he once came against, is bringing back memories of the sport he and Greg both had played and of the woman they both loved. Now Myron is investigating his Italian friend, opening the wounds of a past he thought long gone. 383 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**7882829 DARK SKY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**7815828 BADLANDS.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must guide a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip. The CEO learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, learn the threat of Joe’s life and follow him into the woods. 359 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**

**5774087 ROGUE LAWYER.** By John Grisham. Street lawyer Sebastian Rudd’s office is a customized bulldozed van, complete with Wi-Fi, a bar, a small fridge, and fine leather chairs. He has no firm, no partners, and his only employee is his heavily armed driver. Rudd defends people other lawyers could not. He has never been convicted and he’s entitled to a fair trial—even if he has to bend the law to secure one. 388 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**3207781 THE RECKONING.** By John Grisham. Novel. 1946. Canton, Mississippi. Pete Pidd, a local farmer, is a bit of a womanizer who is dating a woman named Hope, who is of the local church. He is also the patriarch of a prominent family, father, farmer, and faithful member of the Methodist church. Then one cool October day, he drove into town, walked into church, and calmly shot and killed his pastor and two other men. He had nothing to say. 582 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**7841388 SPARRING PARTNERS.** By John Grisham. Novellas. Homecoming Mack is back, and he’s leaning on his old pals, Jake and Harry Rex, to help him. His homecoming isn’t going to go as planned. Strawberry Moon Cody Wallace, a death row inmate only three hours away from execution. As the clock winds down, he has one final request. Sparring Partners Kirk and Rusty inherit a once prosperous farm when their father is sent to prison. 401 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**7908673 THE BOYS FROM BILOXI.** By John Grisham. Novel. Keith and Hugh were childhood friends, but since their lives took them in different directions. Keith’s father became a legendary prosecutor and Hugh’s father became the ‘Boss’ of Biloxi’s criminal underworld. Keith went to law school while Hugh worked in his father’s clubs. The two families were headed for a showdown, one that would happen in a courtroom. 566 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. **$8.95**

**7855818 IDENTITY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. When the RMS Lusitania sank in 1915, one survivor became a changed man, giving up his life as a petty thief. But the man still kept the small silver statue he lifted, saving it as a reminder. A century later, that priceless heirloom has been stolen again. 484 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**494578X CAROLINA MOON.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. A young man grows up to be a father who ruled with an iron fist and a leather belt. Her one escape was her neighbor Hope, whose friendship allowed Tony to be at home: a child. Then Hope was brutally murdered. Tony is returning, determined to settle in and open a home-design shop. But his life is still haunted by those memories are difficult. 438 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**7835950 BRAZEN VIRTUE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. While visiting her sister, superstar mystery writer, Grace finds herself involved in solving the murder of a phone sex operator. As Grace delves deeper into the case, she sets a trap for a killer more twisted than anything she could imagine. Can she be protected from a rendezvous with lust and death? 279 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **$4.95**
**Spies & Thrillers**

- **5771480 SILENT PREY.** By John Sandford. Novel. Once, Bekker indulged his brilliant obsession with death, now he is in prison. Once, he was haunted by a man who understood the genius of murder, now he wants revenge. Lieutenant Davenport should have killed Bekker who had him chasing the noose. But, Bekker escapes. 404 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

- **570907 OCEAN PREY.** By John Sandford. Novel. An off-duty Coast Guardsman calls in a shark attack, then a shark attack is proved right when the three Guardsmen who witnessed the call are shot and killed. When the FBI's investigation stalls out, Lucas Davenport gets a call. And when his case turns lethal, Davenport will need to bring in everything–including Maddison Sutton. 423 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **4987003 THE SCORPION'S TAIL.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. The discovery of a mummified corpse in a legendary ghost town opens the door into a terrifying, secret world of ancient treasure and modern obsession; a world centered on one of the most defining, frightening, and truly terrifying moments in American history. 401 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

- **7790927 DEAD MOUNTAIN.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Nine mountaineers fan out on a return from a winter backpacking trip. Despite a search, only six bodies were found, two violently crushed and missing their eyes. It was never solved. Until now. When the FBI finds Bronze Age mummified victims at the site, they call it FBI Agent Corrie Swanson. 385 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7895468 THE GIRL WHO SURVIVED.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. There are people in Edgewater, Oregon, who think that twenty years ago, Rachel Gaston got away with murder. But lately she feels like objects in her house have been moved, and she's a hint of unfamiliar cologne in the air. Detectives Selena and Regan have nothing to offer. But there's a woman who saw her and her things were moved. They charged her to be the next victim. 520 pages. Zebra.

- **7892136 THE GIRL WHO SURVIVED.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. One by one, the victims are carefully captured, toyed with, then subjected to a slow agonizing death. In the woods of Montana, four bodies have been discovered. Detectives Selena and Regan have nothing to go on but a killer's cryptic notes. When Jillian recognizes the eyes, she's terrified: it's her car— to be the next victim. 520 pages. Zebra.

- **7815555 TELL ME.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Reporter Nikki Gillette is determined to get to the truth about the murder of her childhood friend, a truth that he wants her to let go. And for everyone involved, it's nothing to have secrets. And somehow, the events of that tragic night connect to her. She's always known there was more to the story. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7927061 PARANOIA.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. There are people in Edgewater, Oregon, who think that twenty years ago, Rachel Gaston got away with murder. But now, 20 years later, the past comes thundering back when her brother, Jonas, who was convicted of the murders, is released from prison and people around Kara start dying. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7896468 THE GIRL WHO SURVIVED.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. All her life, Kara McIntyre has been the girl who survived the horrific killing spree at her family’s Oregon cabin when she was seven. But now, 20 years later, the past comes thundering back when her brother, Jonas, who was convicted of the murders, is released from prison and people around Kara start dying. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **5789320 THE PERFECT ASSASSIN.** By James Patterson & B. Sitts. Novel. Dr. Brandt Savage is on sabbatical from the University of Chicago. He finds himself enrolled in a school where the people around him are nothing like you would demand. She’s also hisacios. He emerges from their intensive training sessions physically and mentally transformed but with no idea why he's been chosen. Now he's on the run. 316 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7692897 MASKED PREY.** By John Sandford. Novel. The children of top U.S. politicians find themselves targeted as their photos and identities go viral, surrounded with sinister political and social chatter, and with members of radical groups. With nowhere to turn, influential senators call in someone who can operate outside the FBI’s constraints. Lucas Davenport. 406 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

- **7742743 THE BIG DARK SKY.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. As a girl, Joanna Chase thrived on a ranch in Montana until tragedy upended her life. Now grown and living in Santa Fe with only mysteries of the past, she begins to receive “piles” I am in a dark place. Jojo. Please come and find the disturbing object that she calls “talking to key to everything” and tells Jeffy that he must never use this device: 353 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


- **7864779 THE WHISPERING ROOM.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Sequel to The Silent Corner. After her husband’s inexplicable suicide, Emily, who has mysterious deaths of many other exemplary individuals–Jane Hawk, finds herself a secret cabal of powerful players was at fault. But these ruthless people want to keep their money. And so, she asks herself: can they claim–including Virgil Flowers. 423 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

- **7729081 THE NIGHT WINDOW.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. A Vegas mob boss teamed with a sentimental sociopath is circling a beloved boy and his family. It's time to find him and keep, the Caillys' kind of money. When they can’t claim it, they can claim–including Virgil Flowers. 423 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


- **7905041 MIDNIGHT.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. The citizens of Moonlight Cove, California, are changing. Some are losing touch with their deepest emotions. Others are surrendering to their wildest urges. And the few who remain unchanged are absolutely terrified–if not brutally murdered in the death of night. 420 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00

- **7831099 THE HUNT.** By Faye Kellerman. Novel. Peter Decker and his partner Tyler McAdams, are thrown into an unsolved case and propelled into action when a body is found in Wall Street Plaza. But that's only the beginning. The only crisis Peter has to deal with is his wife and her family. Lazarus, are thrusted into a kidnapping case that his close to home. 489 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **7842511 GIRL FORGOTTEN.** By Karin Slaughter. Novel. For forty years Emily Vaughn’s murder remains a mystery, her tight knit group of friends closed ranks, her respected, wealthy family retreated inward, the facts of her death. But that’s all that’s about to change as U.S. Senator Marshall Andrea Oliver arrives to investigate this cold case with links to her father’s past. 392 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99
Spies & Thrillers

**7868588 CLIVE CUSSLER FIRE STRIKE.** By Mike Maden. Novel. When Juan Caprillo is hired to decrypt a recover in Kenya, he finds himself on the trail of a deadly international plot. A Saudi prince seeks to unleash an assault on U.S. forces, sparking a war in the Middle East and ultimately destroying Israel. 418 pages. Putnam. Pp. $29.95 $21.95

**7902956 CLIVE CUSSLER’S HELLBURNER.** By Mike Maden. Novel. When Juan Caprillo fails to capture the leader of Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an Oregon crew member in the process, he’s determined to get revenge. Little does he know that the explosion he just narrowly escaped was merely the latest flash of violence from a mysterious war forzanoed for decades, emerging from the bloodiest episode in Armenia’s history. 544 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pp. $9.99 $7.95

**7887975 RECKONING.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. At twelve years old, Kirra’s parents were murdered. Fourteen years later, she is an attorney in Fort Franklin, Virginia, and determined to find the killer. She contacts Savich, who brings in Special Agent Griffin to work with Lieutenant Jeter, a young detective who’d saved Kirra years before. 419 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pp. $19.99 $14.95

**4964810 DEADLOCK.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling mysteries and a relentless psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn that what happened in the past casts a long shadow. Savich and Sherlock must discover the truths not only to save themselves but also to prevent further bloodshed. 468 pages. Gallery. Pp. $28.99

**78103X VORTEX.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. Seven years ago, Mia was at a rave with her best friend, Serena, when a fire broke out. Serena was never seen again. Laura now is a reporter for a New York City newspaper and begins to uncover a sinister string of events going all the way back to that party. Working with the secrets begins to unravel. 381 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pp. $16.99 $5.95

**7804539 DOUBLE JEOPARDY.** By Catherine Coulter. Novels. The Target follows FBI agents Savich and Sherlock who must unravel the clues as a little girl is pursued by men who prove as relentless as they are cunning. In The Edge, Savich and Sherlock join the search for an FBI agent’s sister who disappears after an attempted suicide. 531 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pp. $16.99 $4.95

**7904800 DEADLOCK.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agents Savich and Sherlock face two baffling mysteries and a relentless psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn that what happened in the past casts a long shadow. Savich and Sherlock must discover the truths not only to save themselves but also to prevent further bloodshed. 498 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pp. $9.99 $4.95

**7922483 THE LAST GOODNIGHT.** By Kat Martin. Novel. When Karla said goodbye to her estranged wife eight years ago, he never thought it would be the last time he saw her alive. Now her car has been hauled out of the nearby lake and Karla is identified as the victim. A mysterious sound under the Arctic ice and a series of gruesome murders leads Detective Ulysses “Cutter” Cutter to a hideous scenario. He quickly sets out to unravel a web of cunning misdirections and lies. 271 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pp. $9.99 $7.95


**7911181 THE RESCUE.** By T. Jefferson Parker. Novel. After adopting Felix, an adorable Mexican street dog, who is being sought for a mysterious gunshot wound, Bettina Blazak makes some discoveries. Felix was a former DEA drug sniffling dog who is again becoming a target. Soon Bettina and her beloved dog find themselves drawn into a deadly criminal underworld where they may not return. 339 pages. Forge. Pp. $28.99 $5.95

**7911068 LIVID.** By Patricia Cornelius. Novel. Chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds herself a reluctant star witness in a sensational televised murder trial. 498 pages. Pocket. Pp. $29.00 $6.95

**7658043 AUTOPSY.** By Patricia Cornelius. Novel. Forensic pathologist Dr. Kay Scarpetta is called to a scene by railroad tracks, where a woman’s body has been shockingly displayed, her throat cut to the spine. As Scarpetta begins to follow the killer’s trail, the killer strikes again, unearthing and twisting her to close to her home. 398 pages. Pocket. Pp. $16.99 $4.95

**7892062 HIT LIST.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Stone Barrington finds his name on a hit list, he plans to lie low until the culprit is caught. But when a sign of the threat is discovered, until his deadly objective is realized in full, Stone is left with no choice but to face the problem head-on. 337 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pp. $9.99 $4.95

**7889437 SANTA FE RULES.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Movie producer Wolf is stunned when he sees his son’s own death reported in a major newspaper. Why can’t he remember anything about the night in question? To uncover the truth, he and his bomb-sniffing dog, Ghost, race up to Santa Fe, Arizona. Meanwhile, Big Time Damage to the San Andreas fault line is pushing the state of New Mexico to an end of the world scenario, he turns to criminal attorney Ed Eagle to help clear his name and stop a killer who’s determined to finish the job. 385 pages. Harper. Hardcover. Pp. $29.95 $9.99


**7914253 PAYBACK IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Homicide detective Eve Dallas is called to investigate the staged suicide of Martin Greenleaf, a retired Internal Affairs Bureau captain. Was there a disgraced officer out there who didn’t like his former superior? Or was there a conspiracy of exploitation and deadly revenge? As long as Dallas is on the job, anyone who kills an honorable cop needs to watch their back. 358 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperback. Pp. $12.99 $4.95

**7780303 DESPERATION IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. The Pleasure Academy is a living nightmare where abducted girls are trapped, trained for a life of abject servitude. Donna D’Loro, who250 red after being imprisoned there, might never have made it out if not for her fellow inmate Mina, who’d hatched the escape plan. Homicide detective Eve Dallas is pitted against a conspiracy of exploitation and murder. 360 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperback. Pp. $12.99 $7.95

**7802005 DON’T BACK DOWN.** By Sharon Sala. Novel. Army veteran Cameron Pope is back in Jubilee, Kentucky—the hometown he hasn’t seen since he enlisted 10 years ago. Nepsly and his wife, Mina, is kidnapped and the police find his body and his bomb-sniffing dog, Ghost, race up Pope Mountain to find the last girl before it’s too late. 423 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pp. $8.99 $6.95
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★ 786581 THE SURVIVOR. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Discovering the perfectly preserved body of a female warrior on a remote island, archaeologist Riley Smith, enlists forensic sculptor Eve Duncan to help unlock the mystery. As they seek answers about this extraordinary woman, Riley uncovers a present-day miracle that will change history, if she can survive long enough to share it with the world.

343 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

★ 791192 CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Jane seems to have found the perfect life with Seth, until a ruthless madman threatens to destroy it. Soon Jane is on the run, struggling to stay one step ahead of Bohdan’s army and his devastating high-tech weaponry. Jane and Seth realize nothing is the same after a second, night again, 353 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

7863144 DARK TRIBUTE. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Despite her tragic childhood, violin prodigy Cara Delaney has finally found peace in her career and family life, in her friendship with her guardians, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan and ex-Navy SEAL Joe Quinn. But when she is kidnapped by a mysterious man, it sets off a violent chain of events that puts everyone Cara Seth, in danger. 422 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.67 $13.95

★ 7776925 HOT SPRINGS. By Stephen Hunter. Novel. Hot Springs, Arkansas is the reigning capital of corruption. When the district attorney vows to bring down the mob, Earl Swagger is left halfway around the world only to return to find that his best friend has been found guilty of murder. He finds himself caught in the middle of a web of intrigue and danger. Humor, suspense, action, and romance make for a true page-turner.

7804830 SAVAGE SON. By Jack Carr. Novel. A traitorous CIA officer has found refuge in the Russian Mafia and is planning to use its resources to overthrow the United States. With the help of Magellan Billet and his team, Colter Shaw is on a mission to expose the company and stop the Russians before they can carry out their plan.


★ 7864753 THE TERMINAL LIST. By Jack Carr. Novel. The Navy SEAL team led by Chief Petty Officer Ray Cruz and his family. He may be the only one who can stop the chaos about to unfold. 302 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 7890044 CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Jane seems to have found the perfect life with Seth, until a ruthless madman threatens to destroy it. Soon Jane is on the run, struggling to stay one step ahead of Bohdan’s army and his devastating high-tech weaponry. Jane and Seth realize nothing is the same after a second, night again, 353 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

7802224 FEAR NO EVIL. By James Patterson. Patterson. Novel. Matthew Keating, a onetime Navy SEAL—and past president—has always defended his family as staunchly as he has his country. Now those defenses are under attack. A madman abducts Keating’s teenage daughter, turning every parent’s deepest fear into a matter of national security. 611 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 7855559 THE PRESIDENT’S DAUGHTER. By James Patterson & Bill Deitton. Novel. President Matthew Keating, a onetime Navy SEAL—and past president—has always defended his family as staunchly as he has his country. Now those defenses are under attack. A madman abducts Keating’s teenage daughter, turning every parent’s deepest fear into a matter of national security. 611 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 7877242 FEAR NO EVIL. By James Patterson. Patterson. Novel. Alex Cross enters the final mix of the all-knowing genius who has stalked him and his family for years. 366 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

775115X THE QUIET GAME. By Greg Iles. Novel. Penn, a Houston prosecutor turned novelist, returns to his childhood home, hoping it introudces not just a new life, but Wall Street but all of America. The ramifications could affect the entire world. Uncertainty and fear grip the nation. There are whispers of cyberterror, espionage, and a new kind of war. The president himself becomes a suspect—until he disappears from public view. 563 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

7758411 TURNING ANGEL. By Greg Iles. Novel. Prosecutor Penn Cage decides to remain in his hometown to raise his young daughter in a safe haven. When Penn’s best friend makes a terminal confession, he finds himself caught on the jagged edge of blackmail, betrayal, and deadly violence. By the time Penn arrives at the shuttering truth, this quiet town is never the same. 646 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

7911297 THE WOODS ARE ALWAYS WATCHING. By Stephanie Perkins. Novel. Before going their separate ways to college, best friends Neena and Josie take on one last chance to be together on a three-day hike deep into the woods of the National Forest. Tensions lead to aパート off the trail and straight into a waking nightmare and then into something far worse, testing them in horrifying ways. 221 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

8385744 THE MALTA EXCHANGE. By Steve Berry. Novel. The Ghandi artifact is the most violated work of art in the world. Thirty times it has been stolen or destroyed. Why? What secrets does it hold? Enter UNESCO investigator Nicholas Lee, whose job is to protect the world’s cultural artifacts. 494 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

784185X THE OMEGA FACTOR. By Steve Berry. Novel. NASA investigator Nicholas Lee, whose job is to protect the world’s cultural artifacts, stumbles onto the trail of a legendary panel from the Ghandi Altarpiece, stolen in 1934 and never seen again. As Lee investigates, he finds himself confronting a modern day religious crusade intent on eliminating a shocking truth from humanity’s past. 451 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

★ 7875578 THE CHALLENGE. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A small community is tested when their children go missing while exploring a dangerous cave system. Bonding together during the crisis. In the aftermath of this one fateful event, devastating secrets are revealed, new love appears on the horizon, and families are forced to face the consequences. 323 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7874927 COLD-BLOODED LIAR. By Karen Rose. Novel. Sam Reeves is a kindhearted psychologist who treats court-ordered clients. After one of his patients leaks new details about a long-unsolved serial murder case, he’s compelled to report anonymously to the SDPD tip line, though his attempts to respect his patient’s confidentiality face a new, aggressive (and cute) Detective McKillfr. But fate, a world war, and her own violent rebellious personality lead her down a very different path as she is caught up in a dangerous battle for the survival of her country during WWII, and beyond.


7920482 THE DARK SIDE. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Zoe Morgan’s childhood was marked by her younger sister’s tragic illness, watching as her parents dedicated themselves completely to her final days and then divorced. As a young woman Zoe set the bar high for herself, and when she falls in love and has a child of her own, attempting to be the perfect mother, she is haunted by the ghosts of the past. 353 pages.

8383793 TURNING ANGEL. By Steve Berry. Novel. The Ghandi artifact is the most violated work of art in the world. Thirty times it has been stolen or destroyed. Why? What secrets does it hold? Enter UNESCO investigator Nicholas Lee, whose job is to protect the world’s cultural artifacts. 494 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95


7732396 SPY. By Danielle Steel. Novel. At eighteen, Alexandra is presented to King George V and Queen Mary, a stunning fairy who seems destined for a privileged life. But fate, a world war, and her own quietly rebellious personality lead her down a very different path as she is caught up in a dangerous battle for the survival of her country during WWII, and beyond.


7920302 QUARTER TO MIDNIGHT. By Karen Rose. Novel. After completing her tour with the Marines in Iraq, Molly knew she could take on any new challenge. But when the dark side of her local police is exposed, she joins her former CO to set up a private investigative service for people who can’t find justice in the law. 304 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

7692838 THE GOODBYE MAN. By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. In the wilderness of Washington State, expert tracker Colter Shaw has located two young men accused of a terrible hate crime. But when his pursuit takes a shocking and tragic turn, Shaw becomes desperate to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he was to blame. 316 pages. Pub. at $26.99 $20.95

7657780 THE FINAL TWIST. By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. Colter Shaw is on a mission his late father couldn’t finish: find a courier bag that contains evidence to bring down a corporate espionage firm. Shaw plays cat and mouse with the couriers, and when the chase ends, the plot takes a frightening urgency: only by finding the courier bag can he expose the company and stop the murder of an innocent family. 512 pages.
**7743114 THE MIDNIGHT LOCK.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. A woman wakes to find that someone has picked her lock and rearranged her personal items. Learning that this intrusion is part of something much larger, the police bring in Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs to investigate. Deaver discovers the sociopathic intruder who calls himself "the Locksmith," can break through any lock or security system devised. 510 pages. Pulman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**7839863 CORRUPTED.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. Thirteen years ago, Benedetto failed to free Jason, a 12 year old boy sent to juvenile detention for defending himself against a class bully. When Jason is indicted for killing the same bully he fought with years ago, Benedetto needs to represent him. 454 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**782837 I KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING.** By Kathy Reichs. Novel. When her front door one afternoon, her neighbor, Priscilla, thrusts a book into her hands before collapsing. After Priscilla is rushed to the hospital, Rae discovers the book is actually a diary of all their neighbors’ deepest secrets. She spots her husband’s name in the diary and she needs to know what he and everyone else have done. 385 pages. Headline. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**7927641 SHATTERED JUSTICE.** By Susan Turzio. Novel. The first message is found in a playground. A few feet away, a pair of human ears hangs from the monkey bars. Deputy sheriff Brynn isn’t sure what to make of this grisly scene. One thing is sure of the ear one of the earholes belongs to a man she met at a party the previous night. 293 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**7863209 FAR OUTSIDE.** By Ragnar Jónasson. Novel. For the third time in his career, Detective Joíse Quinn races to join her team at the scene. Just as Josie gets close to uncovering a secret that will shatter her world forever, another body is uncovered. It’s suddenly clear that someone very close to Josie will stop at nothing to keep the truth buried forever. 310 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**7875940 THE MISSING PIECE.** By John Gilstrap. Novel. A five-person special ops unit of Navy SEALS from all walks of life, are responding to a terrorist threat deep in the Caucasus Mountains when their mission goes south. Facing certain death, they must choose between an impossible rescue mission or the easy, but violent path. 482 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**7751729 STAN LEE’S THE DEVIL’S QUINTET: The Armageddon Code.** By John Bonansinga. Novel. A five-person special ops unit of Navy SEALS from all walks of life, are responding to a terrorist threat deep in the Caucasus Mountains when their mission goes south. Facing certain death, they must choose between an impossible rescue mission or the easy, but violent path. 482 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**7906633 HARM’S WAY.** By John Gilstrap. Novel. aden of a vicious drug cartel, he has snatched 10 missionaries in a remote area of the country- wide manhunt lead by homicide Lieutenant Warren Michaels. What no one knows is that a Bargain by the Devil himself, who grants them earthly powers in order to send evildoers to Hell 294 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**7926852 NATHAN’S RUN.** By John Gilstrap. Novel. Accused of murder and blanketed by a cop-killer, Nathan Bailey becomes the target of a nationwide manhunt lead by homicide Lieutenant Warren Michaels. What no one knows is that a Bargain by the Devil himself, who grants them earthly powers in order to send evildoers to Hell 294 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**7820704 THE NEIGHBORS.** By Nancy Bush. Novel. It’s one of the most exclusive addresses in the city and is home to a population of rich and steep price tags. Mackenzie has moved to a house that defies science yet holds great promise for the future. But the loss of a military submarine in the area triggers a brutal attack and sets in motion a geological disaster that destabilizes an entire region. 723 pages. Harpest Luxe. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**789339 TIDES OF FIRE.** By John Gilstrap. Novel. Mitch Rapp has been assigned to target a German industrialist who is supplying a notorious terrorist group. But when the mission is compromised, Rapp realizes he has now been deemed expendable in a power battle surrounding a controversial CIA director in an overseas base. 414 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**781013X KINGDOM OF BONES.** By John Gilstrap. Novel. The Titan Project discovers a thriving zone of life in an otherwise dead sea. The area teems with a strange bioluminescent coral that defies science yet holds great promise for the future. But the loss of a military submarine in the area triggers a brutal attack and sets in motion a geological disaster that destabilizes an entire region. 723 pages. Harpest Luxe. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**7857764 SALT RIVER.** By Randy Wayne White. Novel. Months ago, Doc Ford quietly liberated a cache of precious Spanish coins from a fleeing assassin. Now a number of unsavory individuals, including a disgraced IRS investigator and a corrupt Bahamian customs agent are after their cut. 350 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

**788978X THE OTHER DAUGHTER.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. Thirty years ago, Melanor Stokos was abandoned in a Boston hospital, then adopted by a wealthy young couple. She has no memory of her life before the adoption. Now someone wants her to remember it all, even the dangerous family she once lived with. 449 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7889194 THE CHILL.** By Scott Carson. Novel. Far upstate, in New York’s ancient forests, a drowned village lies beneath the deep, still waters of a darkly wooded lake. For centuries, the town’s people have been making crude but effective retributions of human arrogance are finally making themselves known. The townspeople didn’t evacuate without a fight. A dark prophecy remained, too, and the time has come for it to be fulfilled. 456 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $7.00 $5.95
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790729X THE NEMESIS MANIFESTO. By Eric Van Lustbader. Novel. Evan Ryder is a twenty-two-year-old field agent for the Department of Defense, who has survived unspeakable tragedy and dedicated her life to protecting her country. When her fellow agent is mysteriously eliminated, Evan must unravel the thread that ties them all together—before her name comes up on the kill list. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

7915553 THE LONG WEEKEND. By Billy Milam. Novel. Three women in a secluded country retreat ahead of their husbands. Before they can settle in, they discover a note claiming that one of their husbands will be killed before they return home. They must get the car service and a way to check on the men, the situation spins wildly out of control. 351 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

7787766 WICKED WAYS. By L. Jackson & N. Bush. Novel. Elizabeth Gaines Ellis is an ordinary suburban wife and mother. That’s what she tells herself as she flits between her Realtor job, yoga class, and caring for her daughter, Chloe. But for something wrong, even when things look normal, that’s she somehow the cause of a series of brutal, horrible deaths. 492 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7930952 WICKED GAME. By L. Jackson & N. Bush. Novel. Ten years ago, child Jessie Brentwood vanished from St. Elizabeth’s high school. Most in Jessie’s tight circle of friends believed she simply ran away. But few suspected that Jessie was being held in a shocking scene that brought her into the crosshairs of a vicious killer, who’s not finished yet. 506 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7733313 I INVITED HER IN. By Adelle Faber. Novel. Ammie is the woman that a friend could ever do. This is when Mel receives an unexpected email from her oldest friend, Abi, it brings back memories she thought she had buried forever. Abi is in trouble and just wants a place to stay, while she sorts things out. After all, friends look out for one another, don’t they? 428 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

7841965 SOMETHING IN THE WATER. By Kathleen Stegman. Novel. Passionately in love, Erin and Mark embark on a dream honeymoon to the tropical island of Bora Bora, where they enjoy the sun, the sand, and each other. Then, while Mark dives in the crystal blue sea, they find something in the water. Their decision, whether to tell someone or not, will trigger a devastating chain of events. 447 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

7719809 THE BOUNTY. By Janet Evanovich & S. Hamilton. Novel. Straight as an arrow special agent Kate O’Hare and international con man Nick Fox have brought down some of the biggest criminals in the world. But now they face their most dangerous foe yet—a vast, shadowy international organization known only as the Brotherhood, and the challenge to solve the mystery of a missing ship: the Vaxi Anna. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95

4959914 NIGHTHAWK. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. Kurt Austin, head of special assignments, and Joe Zavala are called in to locate the most sophisticated aircraft in the U.S. The X-57, which is missing and carrying cargo capable of causing a catastrophe of epic proportions. 454 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00. $5.95

7897056 SEA OF GREED. By C. Cussler. Novel. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUBERA strike team is ordered by the President of the United States to find out what’s gone wrong. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

7928625 FAST ICE. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. In the early days of WWI, the British government sends two ships to Antarctica, hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination. After a former U.N.A.R.A colleague based in Antarctica, Kurt Austin and his assistant Joe head to the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 401 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $7.95

7914261 THE RAGING STORM. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. The lifeless body of Jim Rosco is discovered in a dinghy, anchored off Scully Cove, a place with legends. When Venn laments a conviction of an uncomfortable case for Detective Inspector Matthew Venn. As Venn and his team investigate, he realizes that no one is safe, not even himself. 383 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

7932019 BEFORE SHE DIES. By Mary Burton. Novel. He is their judge, jury, and executioner, holding his victims underwater to wash away their sins before sucking them to the ground. But now another death turns up, and the body’s missing. The defense attorney Charlotte’s secret past comes back to haunt her. 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7927320 SENSELESS. By Mary Burton. Novel. Ten years ago, Eva and her sorority sisters were celebrating the end of the school year, but that party turned into a nightmare. Now, as they tries to start a new life, ‘V-Day’ begins. Detective Garrison isn’t sure whether this mysterious woman needs investigating—or protecting. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

77991463 THE CHASE. By Clive Cussler. Novel. U.S. Navy Commander Al-Kazaz, aka the Fox, leads the most ruthless killer and keep an explosive plan from DETECTIVE INSPECTOR MATTHEW VENN. As Venn and his team investigate, he realizes that no one is safe, not even himself. 383 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

7876572 THE ICE TWINS. By S.K. Tremayne. Novel. Nine years after one of their identical twins, Lydia, dies in an accident, Angel and Sarah move to a tiny Scottish island hoping to put together the pieces of their shattered lives. But when their surviving daughter, Phoebe, reveals a mystery that their mother has kept hidden, their family is marked. www.barry.co.uk. When her sources has been caught lying, and she could lose her job over it. Then she finds the book in a series of cryptic letters from her father who deserted his family decades ago. 332 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.97. $4.95

7899168 THE CORPSE FLOWER. By Anne Klein. Novel. At the Botanical Narcissus. Heloise is in the middle of a nightmare. One of her sources has been caught lying, and she could lose her job over it. Then she finds the book in a series of cryptic letters from her father who deserted his family decades ago. 332 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.97. $4.95

7784915 THE BURNING. By Leanne Ferris. Novel. In 1920s Windy City, this is an electrifying saga of retribution, revenge, and the Persian Room, where attractive women can be found. In her grief, she uncovers a terrifying truth: the crimes are connected. And the Reaper is back in Denver. www.barry.co.uk. When her sources has been caught lying, and she could lose her job over it. Then she finds the book in a series of cryptic letters from her father who deserted his family decades ago. 332 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.97. $4.95

7784726 WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Nevada Barr. Novel. With the help of her sister Marion, a reclusive computer hacker, her thirteen-year-old granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal, Detective Ilka Nichols Jensen has just inherited a military base to support their goal of world domination. 383 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

7862408 NOVIES. By Peter Swanson. Novel. When a student disappears and is presumed dead, her professor is the last man it can find: a tall, lean, no-nonsense executioner holding his victims underwater to wash away their sins before sucking them to the ground. But now another death turns up, and the body’s missing. The defense attorney Charlotte’s secret past comes back to haunt her. 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

7915429 CHICAGO. By David Mamet. Novel. Set in a mobbed-up Chicago police station, this is a saga of intrigue, double-cross, and honor across the canvas of a metropolis populated by the corrupt, the cynical, and the deceived. 332 pages. Custom House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

7763414 THE FINALISTS. By David Bell. Novel. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUBERA strike team is ordered by the President of the United States to find out what’s gone wrong. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

7870060 KILL ALL THE DARLINGS. By David Bell. Novel. Barr’s latest novel is a masterful tale of revenge, as a government agent passes off her manuscript as his own, only to find out it implicates him in an unsolved murder. Should he admit he didn’t write the book and lose his job or keep up the lie and risk everything? 399 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95
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78782610 THEY DID BAD THINGS. By Lauren A. Forty. Novel. In 1965, six university students moved into the house at 1434 Nelson Street. Months later, one of them was found dead on the sofa the morning after their end of year party. His death was ruled an accident by the coroner, but the surviving five all knew it wasn't and though they went on with their lives, the truth of what happened couldn't stay buried forever. 284 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

78900386 THE BOUNTY. By J. Evanovich & S. Hamilton. Novel. Straight as an arrow special agent Kate O’Donnell and international con man Nick Fox have brought down some of the biggest criminals in the world. But now they face their most dangerous foe yet—a vast, shadowy terrorist organization known only as the Brotherhood, and the challenge to solve the mystery of a missing train loaded with Nazi gold. 313 pages. Atria. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

77431737 W.E.B. GRIFFIN ROGUE ASSET. By B. Andrews & J. Wilson. Novel. The Secretary nuclear weapon has been planted in Norfolk, far more ominous danger lurks closer to home: a unspeakable motive in this riveting thriller. 344 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

78848566 THE PERFECT FAMILY. By Robyn Carr. Novel. They are one of their neighbors: attractive, successful, with well-mannered children and a beautiful home. Until one morning they wake up to find their house pelted with eggs. They are helpless as the parents escalate into a massive sex-traffic ring that will take them from Boston to Boca Raton to the Bahamas. 349 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

78989240 EYES WIDE OPEN. By Andrew Gross. Novel. Jay's nephew has been found at the bottom of a cliff at Morrow Bay—a tragic suicide. It appears, until secrets from the past rear up again. Headed west to help his grieving brother, Jay finds himself being pulled into the old case. He's on a dark and dangerous quest that threatens to bring up the secrets of the past once again. 437 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

78805500 ROBERT B. PARKER’S SOMEONE ELSE’S MONEY. By James Patterson & M. Lupica. Novel. Murder runs in the family. The Wolves, the most powerful family in California, have a new head. 36 year old former school teacher, Maxie Wolf. That means Jenny now runs the San Francisco Tribune. She also controls the legendary football team the Wolves. And she hopes to solve her father’s murder. 389 pages. Little. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

78910658 12 MONTHS TO LIVE. By James Patterson & M. Lupica. Novel. Tough as nails criminal defense attorney Jane Smith is hip-deep in the murder trial of the century. But she has a secret, a wonderful boy. But Jane doesn't have much time. She's just received a terminal diagnosis giving her 12 months. Unless she's murdered before her expiration date. 315 pages. Little. Pub. at $18.99 $21.95

78860588 BAD GIRL 4 LIF. By Shannon Holmes. Novel. Growing up in the badlands of North Philly, Tonya Morris had to make some desperate and, sometimes, ruthless moves in her bid to become a successful stripper and soon after finds herself pulled into a world of sex-filled nights, dirty money, backstabbing cohorts, and murder. 329 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

78740302 THE RESTING PLACE. By Camilla Sten. Novel. Vivianne’s grandmother has left her a looming estate tucked away in the Swedish woods. A house that has been chilling past for over 50 years. Eleanor, her best friend, is convinced that grandmother’s aunt Veronica is the key to uncovering the truth. But as they get closer to uncovering the truth, they’ll wish they had never come to disturb the past. 386 pages. Little. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

78828521 THE FURIES. By John Connolly. Novel. Private investigator Charlie Parker is drawn into a complex web of vengeance, with women at its heart. In a trio of cases, Parker confronts a terrifying array of monstrous foes. It’s not just deadlier than the male, but often cleverer, too. 505 pages. Atria. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

78924400 THE INNOCENT ONE. By Lisa Ballantine. Novel. Ten years have passed, but everyone remembers The Angel Killer. Sebastian was just 11 years old when accused of murdering his playmate. Grief-stricken in the aftermath of Sebastian’s innocence in the trial—and now the past has become the present when he receives a fresh call from his old client. 341 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95
Spies & Thrillers

7857608 EVERY CLOAK ROLLED IN BLOOD. By James Lee Burke. Novel. A Vietnam veteran and former Klan member is one of a group of former holy minister, a biker club posing as evangelicals, and a murderer who has been hiding in plain sight. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.00

7883407 THE GIRL IN THE CLOQUE'S TAIL. By Ruth Long. Novel. Charlotte, coming to Sweden’s far north: its untapped natural resources are sparking a gold rush, with the criminal underworld leading the charge. Charlotte, young and vulnerable, is drawn into this world of conspiracy and betrayal, old enemies and new friends, icebound wilderness and the global corporations that threaten to tear it apart. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.00

7884907 FALLEN. By Linda Castillo. Novel. When a young woman is found murdered in a Painter's Mill motel, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is shocked to discover she once knew the victim. Rachel Schwartz was a charming but troubled 19-year-old. Then she was found dead in the abandoned, fire-bombed homes of the local depressed and dispossessed. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

7837797 LIES, BY. David Reed. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Mickey gets a call from a colleague named Arlene, she thinks nothing of the unusual request to inventory the vacant house where she lives. When she discovers ProFe's clients and fled. That is, until she arrives at the mansion to discover a dead body in a secret room—and that nothing is as it seems. 380 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.99

7872902 STONEWATCH. By David Reed. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When a prominent University of Wyoming professor goes missing, authorities are stumped. That is, until John Pickett makes two surprising discoveries while hunting down a wounded elk on his district as an epic spring storm descends upon him. He finds the frozen and mutilated body was killed near the Wyoming-Turkey location of a man who was considered to be a triple murderer. 390 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00

785535X THE PERFECT ASSASSIN. By James Patterson & B. Smit. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Dr. Brandy Savage is on sabbatical at the University of Chicago. As he finds himself enrolled in a school where he is the sole pupil. His professor, “Meed,” is demanding. He’s also his captor. He emerges from their interactions physically and mentally transformed but with no idea why he’s been chosen or how he’ll use his fearsome abilities. 442 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

7841328 DARK ANGEL. By John Sandford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Letty Davenport, the tough as nails adopted daughter of Lucas Davenport, takes on an undercover assignment that brings her across the country and into the crosshairs of a dangerous group of hackers. 467 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

7704208 FALSE WITNESS. By Karin Slaughter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Detective Al ferrillo is assigned to defend a man accused of rape. But when she meets the man, she realizes he knows her, and he might know secrets from Leigh’s dark childhood. To protect the life she’s built, Leigh must call on the most intimate link to her past: her estranged sister Callie. 744 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99

7724365 CLIVE CUSSLER’S HELLBURNER. By Mike Madison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Juan Cabrilho fails to capture the leader of Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an Orion crew member in the process, he’s determined to get revenge. Little does he know that the explosion he narrowly escaped was merely the latest flash of violence in a one-on-one match that has escalated for decades, dating from the bloodiest episode in Ameca’s history. 603 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

786972X CLIVE CUSSLER’S FIRE STRIKE. By Mike Madison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Juan Cabrilho fails to capture the leader of Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an Orion crew member in the process, he’s determined to get revenge. Little does he know that the explosion he narrowly escaped was merely the latest flash of violence in a one-on-one match that has escalated for decades, dating from the bloodiest episode in Ameca’s history. 603 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

7791224 RECKONING. By Catherine Coulter. Novel. As the years roll by, the children of two powerful competing families begin to meet. A young man and a young woman are drawn to each other by a powerful attraction that is the result of a long-ago love affair. 573 pages. Harper. Large Print. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99

7894738 AUTOPSY. By Patricia Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta hunts those responsible for two wildly divergent and chilling murders. One of a woman whose throat was cut down in her sleep and the other of a six-year-old girl who disappeared in a top secret laboratory in outer space, endangering at least two scientists aboard. 467 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99


7821344 FOUL PLAY. By Stuart Woods. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Stone Barrington is nearing his New York City abode when he stumbles into trouble. As it turns out, a new client is in danger, and with both business and the safety of the city at stake, he must act fast. 312 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

7859932 THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW. By A.J. Finn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Anna Fox lives alone, spending her days drinking wine, watching old movies and spying on her neighbors. On her staircase, she finds herself transfixed by the house across the way, seemingly the perfect family. But when Anna gazes out her window one night, she sees something she shouldn’t know. Her newfound charmed life is at risk. 392 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

7702191 THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott Turow. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. At 85 years old, Alejandro “Sandy” Stern, a brilliant defense lawyer with his health fading but spirit intact, is on the verge of stepping down when an out-of-court settlement leaves his law firm with an unexpectedly resurfaced, and Stone must decamp to the craggy shores of Maine to address the issue head-on. 321 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

7884737 SUSPECT. By Scott Turow. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. For as long as Lucia Gomez has been the police chief, she has known that the law enforcement officer must walk a precariously narrow line between authority and camaraderie to gain respect. She has maintained a spotless reputation—until now. But as Andy Delmar tries to destroy the Gomez’s care is their chance to break into the legal big leagues. 680 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00

Science Fiction

4958217 THE GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS. By M.R. Carey. Novel. Melanie is a very special girl. Dr. Caldwell calls her “our little genius.” Every morning, Melanie waits in her cell to be collected. She is unlikely to return. When they come for her, Sergeant Kent synchronizes his gun point with her while two of his people strap her into the wheelchair. She thinks they don’t like her. She is new and excitable. But they don’t laugh. 483 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. 


7891474 THE INTERDEPENDENCY SERIES. By John Scalzi. Novels. Our universe is ruled by physics, and faster than light travel is not possible until the discovery of the Flow, an extra dimensional field we can access at certain points in space and time. Messengers, 848 pages, four volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00. 

7896283 ADRIFT. By W. Michael Gear. Novel. The Maritime Unit has landed after a decade of war and has destroyed the far future whose meddling caused the first rift, but a second and much more terrifying rift has opened. The team needs to go back to rescue them. 


7821298 THE BURNING. By Jonathan & Jesse Kesselman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Teen boys get a too good a deal. They get a vacation and a chance to save the world. He is horrified to discover a link to his brother, Luke. Fresh out of prison and now home. He is horrified to discover a link to his past. Luke. 


7971864 THE LOST WORLD. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Novel. Professor Challenger and his brother, L. Sprague de Camp, are sent to the world in the remote wilds of South America in 1912. If the adventurers can survive, fame and fortune almost certainly await them back in London. But the land they are on are no longer at the top of the food chain. 255 pages. Arkron. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.
Science Fiction

- 7868618 FIRELY: What Makes Us Mighty. By M.K. England. Novel. Serenity is bound for the planet Kerey with a hold of sealed, unidentified cargo for the duke, the planet’s highest ranking nobleman. When the duke’s estate is attacked in the middle of the night, Major Mal and Zoe Washburne find revolution brewing. Now each one of the crew will have to decide where to make their stand.

- 7900131 BEYOND. By Mercedes Lackey. Novel. Within the Eastern Empire, Duke Kordas Valdemaurs rules a tiny, bucolic Duchy that focuses mostly on horse breeding. Anticipating the day when the Empire’s exploiting and arrogant leaders are ready, Duke Kordas and his wife have given birth to a son. Kordas’s father set out to gather magicians in the hopes of one day finding a way to escape and protect the people of the Duchy from tyranny. Now, all of this changes.

Fantasy Fiction

- 7811387 THE CRADLE OF ICE. By James Rollins. Novel. To stop the coming apocalypse, a fellowship was formed. A soldier, a thief, a lowborn girl, and a group of legends. Hostile forces have united, fearing what they might unleash. For each step has come with a cost–in blood, in loss, in heartbreak. Time is running out, and only the truth will save us all. 655 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.95

- 7877722 TARMA AND KETHRY. By Mercedes Lackey. Novel. This Omnibus contains the three acclaimed volumes of the Vows and Honor trilogy, following the iconic duo of swordswoman and sorceress as they seek justice for past wrongs in the beloved and bestselling world of Valdemar. Includes: The Oathbound; Oathbreakers and Oathbolder. 712 pages. DAW Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

- 7874413 SOUL TAKEN. By Patricia Briggs. Novel. A natural shapeshifter, must face her greatest fears. The vampire Wulff is missing, but he isn’t the only one who has disappeared. The farther Mercy follows his trail, the darker–and the darker–the path becomes. 339 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- 6872948 A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE. By George R.R. Martin. Step into the masterfully forged world of blood-spattered battlefields and ruthless rulers, dagger-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of five riveting fantasy epics from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes: A Clash of Kings; A Game of Thrones; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; And A Dance with Dragons in five volumes.

- 6839511 FIRE & BLOOD. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. Set centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones it begins with the legendary Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, nearly as old as the Empire itself. 503 pages.
Fantasy Fiction

**8785451 THE WHEEL OF TIME, BOXED SET V.** By R. Jordan & B. Sanderson. Novels. Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time has become a hallmark in epic fantasy, and captivated millions of readers. This boxed set includes volumes thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen: Towers of Midnight, A Memory of Light; and New Spring. 2,302 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperback. Pp. at $31.97  
$24.95

**7925348 THE LAND OF LOST THINGS.** By John Connolly. Novel. An old house on the hospital grounds, a property connected to a book written by a vanished author, is calling to Ceres. Something wants her to enter, to journey to a land colored by the memories of childhood and the folklore beloved by her father–a land of witches and dryads, giants and mandrakes. 358 pages. Atria. Pp. at $28.00  
$21.95

**8776292 SECRET GETAWAY.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Captive Star: M.J. O’Leary is used to punching first and asking questions later, so when bounty hunter Jack tries to arrest her for bail jumping, she doesn’t go down easily. Secret Star: Lieutenant Buchanan is astonished when he learns his epidemic investigation turns up–very much alive–at the scene of the murder. 459 pages.  
$7.95

**7791682 THE BECOMING.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Breen Siboth Kelly’s grandfather has a secret–he can destroy Talarn. Now all must guard against his spies and scouts and unite to defeat his becoming. But through it all, Breen, with friends old and new on her side, will take the next step on the journey to becoming all that she was born to be. 435 pages. St. Martin’s. Pp. at $28.99  
$6.95

**7929099 MOONDANCE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Collects the first novels of The O’Hurleys, as sisters Abigail and Madalyn encounter love where each least expects it. Includes The Last Honest Woman and Dance to the Piper. 448 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. at $9.99  
$7.95

**872561X TRIBUTE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. A former child star, Cilla Mogowan, is saving her grandmother’s dilapidated mansion. At the same time, bounty hunter Joe Opal better try to adopt the role of hero. 496 pages. Berkley. Pp. at $12.00  
$9.95

**872561X TRIBUTE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. A former child star, Cilla Mogowan, is saving her grandmother’s dilapidated mansion. At the same time, bounty hunter Joe Opal better try to adopt the role of hero. 496 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Paperbound. Pp. at $9.99  
$7.95

**8755761 DANGER ZONE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In The Art of Deception Phillip’s daughter, Kirby, suspects Adam is hiding something. As Adam and Kirby try to protect her from her father, they discover that nature brings out her basic instincts and desires. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. at $7.99  
$7.95

**7786688 WEATHER THE STORM.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. The Welcoming When a hit and run attack leaves Claymore’s life in shambles, FBI agent Roman DeWinter is left questioning if he should trust his heart or his head. In Without a Trace Trace O’Hury has a chance to right all his wrongs when he finds an attractive writer convincing she’s like his on-screen counterpart, to his dismay. In One Summer, Shelli magazine photographer Bryan and romance novelist Carlotta Sabin fall slowly in love. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. at $9.99  
$7.95

**8787402 STARLIGHT.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Treasures Lost, Treasures Found By Nora Roberts. Novels. When Gwen Lacrosse learns her great-grandfather. At the family ranch in Big Sur, she disappeared while playing a game of hide and seek with her cousins. She managed to escape her abductors, but Cate’s ordeal was far from over. 457 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. at $17.99  
$9.99

**7935762 HIJAWAY.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Callie Sullivan came from a long line of Hollywood royalty, stretching back to her Irish immigrant great-grandfather. At the family ranch in Big Sur, she disappeared while playing a game of hide and seek with her cousins. She managed to escape her abductors, but Cate’s ordeal was far from over. 457 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. at $17.99  
$9.99

**7929088 LATE SUMMER LOVE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. The Best Mistake Ex-model Zoe is now a hardworking single mom. She only needs a tenant to help with the expenses, and her new friend, Morgan, offers to help. Morgan is a kind-hearted, hardworking single mom. They share experiences that will change their lives forever. 427 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pp. at $9.99  
$4.95

**8791211 THE SEARCH.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. A canine search and rescue volunteer fighters danger and tries to start over on Orcas Island. She finds a home and peace in the town of New England inn but she cannot resist the charms of the man she loves. 408 pages. Berkley. Hardcover. Pp. at $12.99  
$9.95

**791539X BEFORE AND AGAIN.** By Barbara Delinsky. Novel. Mackenzie Cooper took her eyes off the road for just a moment, but the resulting collision changed her life forever. Now living a2 new life and new identity–Caryl–with a new job in a new city. As she struggles to make the best of her new life, the person her past still lingers. 448 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pp. at $16.95  
$5.95

**7854149 HEART AND SOUL.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. Two works of passion and suspense. Brie, an upscale hotel manager, is shocked to discover a past lover at her aunt’s inn and learn he’s a prime suspect in a guest’s death. 440 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pp. at $12.00  
$4.95

**7893515 CHASING FIRE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Despite the loss of her partner in last year’s fire season, Rowan, a fire jumper, feels at home returning to the wilfs of Montana. Everything is thrown off balance when a dark presence lashes out against Rowan, looking to blame someone for last year’s fire. Now on Gull all she has to get through this. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pp. at $12.99  
$9.95

**7894889 BLACK HILLS.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. For Cooper Sullivan, summer at his grandparents’ South Dakota ranch is made bearable by Lil Chance, the girl next door. They share experiences that can forever bind them–including the discovery of a hiker’s body. Now adults, they collide once again in 2074. The book is filled with surprises, and they’ll collaborate to find the killer. 453 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pp. at $12.00  
$4.95
**Romance & Women's Stories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7834012 FREE FALL.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>772540 THE MARRIAGE GAME.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7836599 LATE BLOOMER.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7921268 CHRISTMAS AT TIMBERWOODS.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>789526 THE JURY.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7896425 FALLING STARS.</strong></td>
<td>Fern Michaels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7855974 SAND CASTLE BAY.</strong></td>
<td>Sherryl Woods.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>783716 CHERISH.</strong></td>
<td>Sherryl Woods.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7841302 THE BEST IS YET TO COME.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7899500 WRAPPED IN CHRISTMAS.</strong></td>
<td>Janice Lynn.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7807877 MY HUSBAND'S DAUGHTER.</strong></td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7866780 DARK SIDE OF THE RIVER.</strong></td>
<td>B.J. Daniels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7859111 HER BRAND OF JUSTICE.</strong></td>
<td>B.J. Daniels.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7836382 THEN CAME YOU.</strong></td>
<td>Jillicia Shalvis.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7820997 AUSIE RULES.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7790510 RAINY DAY FRIENDS.</strong></td>
<td>Jillicia Shalvis.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7879709 STILL THE ONE.</strong></td>
<td>Jillicia Shalvis.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7898665 THE BACKUP PLAN.</strong></td>
<td>Jillicia Shalvis.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>782391 A WALK ALONG THE BEACH.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7845011 A WALK ALONG THE BEACH.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7786242 A WALK ALONG THE BEACH.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7848227 SPRINGTIME SUNSHINE.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8047235 DASHING THROUGH THE SNOW.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7868799 FALLEN ANGEL.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7920245 A WALK ALONG THE BEACH.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7748914 IT'S BETTER THIS WAY.</strong></td>
<td>Debbie Macomber.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00


Ballentine. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00

FREE FALL. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The Sisterhood has helped each other exact revenge on rotten men before, but this time their target is none other than America’s favorite movie star—a brute who’s conned the world into thinking he’s Mr. Perfect. But nobody knows the Sisterhood’s special brand of payback. 281 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

$9.95

$15.99

$7.95

$4.95

$9.99

$12.99

$9.95

$4.95

$7.95

$4.95

$9.95

$6.95

$4.95
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78733240 A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Buffalo Valley, Vaughn Kyle visits Buffalo Valley, North Dakota—people like Lindsay, who came as a teacher and married local farmer Gage. Now Lindsay’s best friend, Maddy, has decided to pull up stakes and join them. Maddy is down to Jeb, a rancher and solitary man. 400 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $9.99 $7.95

77907052 HIS ACCIDENTAL AMISH FAMILY. By Rachel J. Good. Novel. Levi began working for a company after a careless mistake led to tragedy. Though he’s dealing with his own heartbreak, he’s drawn to Anna, cheering her on as she strives to regrow her mobility after a buggy accident left her unable to walk. Can Levi and Anna forge a family made sturdier by all they’ve gone through? 348 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $8.99 $4.95

78734688 CAJUN CRAZY. By Sandra Hill. Novel. Lauren and Landon are back in her home in the bayou, sharing a double-wide in the Pearly Gates trailer park to help her mama recover from surgery. Her one rule: no Cajun man. When she opens Legal Belles, an agency that covers sheriff’s houses, Adam Lafayette comes to her aid in a difficult case, and the rapt Cajun has Simone triply on guard. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

78998723 THE CHASE. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Judge Olivia Lockhart’s plate is full. Helping her good friend Cade as a really hot older brother. Although she resents the way he swoops in like a superhero to fix things for her. When former rodeo champ Landon is sent to help their grandfather’s tailing ranch, Cade swoops in once again. He pretends to be Amber’s boyfriend, moving in to fix the place up. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $8.99 $4.95

78734718 THE CAJUN DOCTOR. By Sandra Hill. Novel. Dr. Dan O’Dwyer and his brother travel to the swampy bayous of Louisiana, where they discover a long-lost family. Scared by a nasty divorce, Samantha has sworn off men, especially doctors. But when Samantha comes to his aid in a difficult case, the handsome doctor casts his smoldering Cajun eyes her way. 406 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

78903111 16 LIGHTHOUSE ROAD. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Family court judge Olivia has seen a lot of couples in her courtroom. Most divorce petitions are open and shut. But when Olivia meets a young couple who appear to be overshadowing their love, she makes a controversial ruling that gets everyone in her close-knit hometown talking. 361 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $9.99 $7.95

79021357 COURTSHIP AT HUCKLEBERRY HILL. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Novel. There’s nothing Huckleberry Hill, Wisconsin’s irresistible 80-somethings Anna and Felty Helmuth like better than a challenge. But as matchmaker for their feisty granddaughter, they’re most delightful task yet. 361 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

79139550 HIS AMISH SWEETHEART. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Novel. Will keeping his little brothers out of trouble. Austin barely has time to think, much less court the most popular maid in town. If he can establish a local market to direct-sell his fresh produce, the ragin’ Cajun has Simone triply on guard. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

79099551 THE HOLIDAY HEARTBREAKER. By Maisey Yates. Novel. Moving back home with her son, Benny, is all single mom Elizabeth can do after her ex-husband’s infidelity left her life in pieces. A fresh start means her dream career in equine therapy and a man she fell in love with. But when it didn’t also mean butting heads with Brody, the frustratingly attractive cowboy who sets sparks off inside her. 426 pages. Canyon. Paperback. At $9.99 $7.95

78954611 UNBROKEN. By Maisey Yates. Novel. Amber has always thought of her best friend Cade as a really hot older brother. Although she resents the way he swoops in like a superhero to fix things for her. When former rodeo champ Landon is sent to help their grandfather’s tailing ranch, Cade swoops in once again. He pretends to be Amber’s boyfriend, moving in to fix the place up. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $8.99 $4.95

44806074 THE HORSEMASTERS DAUGHTER. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Once a privilege son of the South, Hunter Calhoun is now a wounded and grieving widower, burying himself in his business breeding thoroughbred racehorses. Then his distant cousin, Anna Delaney, comes to his aid in a difficult case, and the rapt Cajun has Simone triply on guard. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95

78222868 ENCHANTED AFTERNOON. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Beautiful, charming and respected as the wife of an ambitious senator, Helena is the leading lady of Saratoga Springs. But beneath the facade lies a terrible deception. She discovers too late that her husband is a dangerous man. Will she turn to Michael, a man she once loved. 425 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $9.99 $7.95

79172522 JUST BREATHE. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Cartoonish Sarah Moon discovers too late that her husband is a dangerous man. Will she turn to Michael, a man she once loved. 425 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $9.99 $7.95

78145613 SUGAR AND SALT. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Jerome learned the art of baking in his grandma’s bakery. When the restaurant that shares his commercial kitchen loses its longtime tenant, a newcomer moves in: Margot, whose East Texas-style barbecue has earned her a devoted following. She and Jerome fall in love, but she puts Texas back to her hometown to come to terms with her lost marriage. When she encounters her high school heartthrob, her heart reawakens. Then she discloses a secret from her past. With her ex’s twins. 455 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $19.99 $14.95

97841460 SUGAR AND SALT. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Jerome learned the art of baking in his grandma’s bakery. When the restaurant that shares his commercial kitchen loses its longtime tenant, a newcomer moves in: Margot, whose East Texas-style barbecue has earned her a devoted following. She and Jerome fall in love, but she puts Texas back to her hometown to come to terms with her lost marriage. When she encounters her high school heartthrob, her heart reawakens. Then she discloses a secret from her past. With her ex’s twins. 455 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $19.99 $14.95

78911418 BAD LUCK VAMPIRE. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Alasdair has never once considered himself unlucky in all the time he’s been a vampire. But it changes when he is found to have HIV. 297 pages. Avon. At $28.99 $19.95

78949757 A LADY IN DISGUISE. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Lord James promised to watch over her. But instead, he married her ex’s sister, Lady Magnolia Wentworth. Following her to a house of ill repute, he’s stunned to see her emerge dressed as the notorious Lady X! Hard times must have driven her to desperate acts. And the whole thing is in: Margot, whose East Texas-style barbecue has earned her a devoted following. She and Jerome fall in love, but she puts Texas back to her hometown to come to terms with her lost marriage. When she encounters her high school heartthrob, her heart reawakens. Then she discloses a secret from her past. With her ex’s twins. 455 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $19.99 $14.95

79049775 THE RANCHER’S REDEMPTION. By Kate Pearce. Novel. A former wife, Lizzie Taylor’s ex has decided to fight for custody of her young son. When Adam Miller shocks her by offering to pose as her partner, it’s Lizzie’s best chance to hold onto her. And as they drive to prove that Lizzie’s old friend is just what her son needs, Lizzie discovers her old friend sparks an unexpected attraction. 423 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $9.99 $4.95

79272313 THE RELUCTANT COWBOY. By Kate Pearce. Novel. Chase Morgan high tailed it away from ranching life as soon as possible. But running a successful technology company can’t erase the memories, or regrets, of his youth. Coming home to help his Grandma Ruth may finally put some ghosts to rest. Has he been convinced to save the ranch or to start a new legacy and relationship? 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. At $7.99 $4.95
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**THE PURSUIT.**
$6.95

**QUICKS AND, COMING UP ROSES.**
By Catherine Anderson. Novel. 1890. Oregon. When Kate Blackly’s neighbor Zachariah McGovern almost dies while saving her daughter from a near fatal accident, she brings him into her home to nurse him back to health. But Zach’s song for Kate’s love, she knows she can’t open her heart without revealing her darkest secret. 419 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
$4.95

**SUN KISSED.**
By Catherine Anderson. Novel. When Samantha attains the local rodeo, she doesn’t expect to wind up in jail. But that’s precisely what happens when she tries to stop a drunkard from abusing his horse. Tucker’s relationship with local veterinarian comes to her defense—and is arrested too. Soon Tucker is helping Samantha prove her innocence while capturing her heart. 318 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99
$6.95

**PERFECT TIMING.**
By Catherine Anderson. Novel. Tragedy has struck the Harrigan–Quincy’s sister-in-law Lori is gravely ill and nearing death. Then a red-haired woman named Ceara appears on Quincy’s property and finds a relationship unexpectedly blooming. 266 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95
$9.95

**WHIPLASH.**
By Janet Dailey. Novel. When Val Champion returns to the family ranch, she’s ready to put her past behind her. But once she sees rodeo man Casey Bozeman facing down the trout, she realizes how much she needs to move on. Confronted with her first and only true love, Val can’t deny her still powerful feelings for Casey. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
$4.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/371

The widowed Lady Stephen Tarlington, Fanny to her friends, has finished mourning her cad of a husband and is ready to move on. But Noah’s looking for something more. 320 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

By Jackie Collins. Novel. The story of Al, a rock/soul wise man who becomes a music industry mogul. She's the lucky one. Adopted at 13, she was loved, nurtured, and encouraged to pursue her passion for music. Determined to find answers to her past she sets off on a journey into Oklahoma’s Kiamichi Mountains. The wishes she had for the future were shattered when she met and fell in love with Jack Burton, a cowboy with a boisterous golden retriever and his elderly owner changes everything. 250 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

The house on Tradd Street. By Karen White. Novel. Melanie hates to admit she’s been keeping a secret from everyone she knows. But when she is willed an old historic home, complete with a family of ghosts and a crumbling Victorian, something she knows is real. Enter Jack Treholm, who believes there is a treasure hidden in the house. Can he charm Melanie to get closer to the truth? 339 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $7.99

WHAT A WIDOW WANTS. By Jackie Collins. Novel. She’s the cowgirl gourmet. But Harper can’t escape the form of Jasper D’Evere, a handsome duke who wants to marry her. For Bas already knows this lovely, part-mysterious owner, Nick, a man who teaches her about resilience, courage, and ultimately true love. 333 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

By Karen White. Novel. Melanie has never felt farther apart from her husband. When their work has them leaving the safety of the ranch, they realize why they fell in love all those years ago and what has really been tearing them apart. 369 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

7918272 BAYOU SWEETHEART. By Lexi Alexander. After leaving the military, Major Blanchard moved to Louisiana to be with his aging father. Dating hasn’t gone well and he almost gives up, until he meets a beautiful woman who makes him feel like the man he used to be. 420 pages. Undertaker’s Press. Pub. at $4.95

7892738 A WEDDING ON BLUEBIRD WAY. By Lori Wilde et. al. Novellas. The sun is shining, the garden is in bloom and every detail is perfect as the wedding of the year gets underway at the charming Bluebird Inn. But when the Big Day becomes an emergency wedding, the surprises unfold in four entwined tales featuring the unforgettable loving family. 325 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

7882324 MY FAVORITE COWBOY. By Donna Grant. Novel. Audrey Martinez is a veterinarian who has devoted her whole life to the care and protection of horses, even if doing so ever leaves her little time for a meeting a man. But who would have thought that a strange case of criminal horseplay would lead her to Texas tough cowboy Caleb Harper—and falling in love? 317 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

7901623 THE WIDOW OF ROSE HOUSE. By Diana Biller. Novel. Its. 1875, and Alva Westerly is renowned for her beauty and charm, but she is determined to restore a Hyde Park mansion, and hopefully rebuild her life. When a haunting at her home threatens her plans, she helps from the handsome Professor Samuel Morse. Together, they delve into the tragic secrets in Alva’s new home. 359 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

791671X SNOWFALL ON CEDAR TRAIL. By Annie Rains. Novel. Though Alex always felt the attraction between them, he can’t shake the feeling that the gorgeous single mom and her son could use some holiday cheer. So when thoughts of Christmas past threaten, Alex and Halona must decide what matters more: protecting their secrets or opening their hearts to new possibilities. 698 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


By Lisa Wingate. Novel. One trapped in a world of poverty and neglect, Dell knows she was one of the lucky 13, she was loved, nurtured, and encouraged to pursue her passion for music. Determined to find answers to her past she sets off on a journey into Oklahoma’s Kiamichi Mountains. The wishes she had for the future were shattered when she met and fell in love with Jack Burton, a cowboy with a boisterous golden retriever and his elderly owner changes everything. 250 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

7916151 WHEN A DUCHESS LOVES A GOVERNNESS. By Olivia Drake. Novel. Harriet Whitby, the new Duke of Carlino, has returned to London after years abroad to discover that his young daughter Sophia has become a wild child. The Duke’s first reaction is to snub the pretty schoolteacher. But he hires her in desperation despite her misgivings that she’s too beautiful. 314 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
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7820739 PICNIC IN SOMEDAY VALLEY. By Jodi Thomas. Novel. In Honey Creek, Texas, lives intersect in unexpected ways. Recently heartbroken Marcie Latimer holds a torch for the quiet cowboy who comes to listen every time she sings at Bandit’s Bar. Meanwhile, Texas Ranger Cole McBride is determined where he stands with Mayor Piper Mackenzie, and Pecos Smith is adjusting to life with a baby on the way. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

7844328 THE PATCHWORK BRIDE. By Sandra Dallas. Novel. Ellen is putting the finishing touches on a quilt for a wedding. She is making for her granddaughter June, when she arrives and tells her grandmother she’s calling the wedding off. Ellen tells her the story of Nol, a Kansas-burdened Amish girl from the High Plains of New Mexico Territory in 1897 in search of a husband. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


★ 7880189 THE ONLY PURPLE HOUSE IN TOWN. By Ann Aguirre. Novel. Iris unexpectedly inherits a house from her great-aunt and winds up renting rooms like a Victorian spinster, collecting other lost souls and not all of them are humans. Thoughtful and handsome Johannes will do anything to protect her, so when he spots her at a cafe, he takes it as a sign. Could Elll have finally found a person and a place to call home? 356 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7820660 LOVING LOVINA. By Patricia Johns. Novel. Lovina Yoder wakes in the hospital after a car accident, unable to remember the Amish family who claims her or the man who says he’s her fiancé. Thoughtful and handsome Johannes Miller clearly cares for her. And yet, she senses there is something more in her past, just beyond her grasp. 331 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

7897952 UPON A SPRING BREEZE. By Kelly Irwin. Novel. Young, pregnant, and newly widowed, Bess finds her only comfort in tending the garden at a bed and breakfast. Aidan is trying to repress his guilt over his late wife’s infidelity in his lifelong feelings for Bess and her son. Then a group of Amish widows in her close-knit community step in to help Bess back to hope. 377 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

★ 788181X HIDDEN AWAY AT PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. Novel. There are no secrets among Missouri’s Amish community of Promise Lodge, as they share their joys, burdens, and blessings. Two visitors with a hidden agenda bring some surprising revelations—and unexpected saving graces. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

785954X LOVE BLOOMS IN MORNING STAR. By Charlotte Hubbard. Novel. When five unmarried Amish maidels turn a ramshackle barn into a thriving business, their small Missouri town is energized by new opportunities. But a new Star MarketPlace has brought unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

★ 7781110 AN AMISH MARRIAGE. By E. Miller & M. Steineke. Novel. In Counting His Blessings, when Levi learns Eve will be forced to marry her would-be attacker or get shunned, he marries her instead. In His Amish Wife’s Hidden Past, Englischer Hanley Halliday is determined to do anything to protect his children when they are sent into witness protection. Learning to be an Amish wife is an adjustment, but her children bond with Daniel. 424 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

7856628 RETURN TO THE BIG VALLEY. By Wanda E. Brunstetter et al. Novels. Wilma’s Wish Milma has been courted by Israel for the last year, and he’s recently proposed marriage. Martha’s Miracle by Jean Brunstetter. Martha is different from other Amish women. How well will she fit in the outdoors. Alma’s Acceptance by Richelle Brunstetter. Alma is a young widow who leaves her home in Kentucky to stay with friends in Pennsylvania. 446 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

★ 7842281 THE WEAFLING OF LIFE. By Linda Byler. Novel. Susan is a hardworking Amish woman in her early 20s and enjoys financial independence from working two jobs. When Susan’s friend begins to date her brother, the couple is determined to play matchmaker for Susan. She begrudgingly agrees and soon finds herself caught between an undeniable attraction for one of her brother’s coworkers and her unflinching commitment to being single. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7882386 A DOG FOR CHRISTMAS. By Linda Byler. Novel. Henry, who has suffered many losses in life and love, feels that he will never be able to enjoy the upcoming Christmas. When he reminds him of the people and animal friends now missing in his life. The author delivers a beautiful Amish Christmas tale of quiet triumph in the darkest of days. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95


788236X THE DISAPPEARANCES. By Linda Byler. Novel. Soon after Amish newlyweds Sadie and Mark settle into their new home, they are visited and questioned by an F.B.I. agent. The agents warn Sadie that her valuable horse is putting her in grave danger—an omen that’s made only worse by Mark’s unexpected mood swings. 313 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 196532X HER AMISH SPRINGTIME MIRACLE. By Winnie Griggs. Novel. Hannah Eicher, a young Amish baker has always wanted a family of her own, and now that she’s fostered Caleb, she’s nearly a year away from adopting him. Caleb’s adoption application is almost certain to be approved. But an unexpected visitor to Hope’s Haven could change everything. Mike Corder is only returning to his childhood home to locate and adopt his late sister’s baby. 330 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

7856679 THE SEEKERS. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. Married for eight years with no children, Levi and Sadie set off on a search for the right baby for them. Their Make-Believe Match is the perfect plan...at least. 246 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95


7884178 AN ANGEL BY HER SIDE. By Ruth Reid. Novel. When a tornado destroys the small Amish settlement of Hope Falls, including the schoolhouse, teacher Katie Bender doesn’t know how she will provide for herself. Soon, Seth Stutzman and Katie are working side by side in helping to rebuild the community, and find the courage to take the first steps toward a life without Forge. 356 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 7879245 SECOND CHANCE AMISH BRIDE. By Marta Perry. Novel. Jessie cares for her late cousin’s kinder, even if it means seeing her father, who she thought Caleb might be her husband—until he married her cousin instead. Laid up with a broken leg and a busy workday, Caleb needs help—not a reminder of his late wife. Jessie finds herself caring for him as well. Is gentle, kind Jessie exactly what Caleb’s little Amish family needs? 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7884850 AMISH HAWAIIAN ADVENTURES. By Wanda E. & Jean Brunstetter. Novels. In The Hawaiian Quilt Mandy has always longed to see Hawaii, so before joining the Amish church and settling into family life, she convinces three friends to join her in the Hawaiian Islands. In The Hawaiian Discovery Ellen thought she was going back to Hawaii only to help her best friend—but then she meets Reuben. 537 pages. Shiloh Run. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

1985035 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT. By Laura V. Hilton. Novel. Elise has witnessed and experienced Levi’s forgetfulness too many times to count. But even after they broke things off, Elise never forgot the handsome Amish toymaker or her feelings for him. What she didn’t expect was to be working alongside him for the busy Christmas season—reigniting her old feelings. 297 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

7788781 PIECE BY PIECE. By Laura Bradford. Novel. Dani is a gold-medal mom, who is always there for her husband and their children, except for the one day that she takes some “me time” and the other kids are left behind. A car crash kills their mother, husband and children. She gets a call from Lydia, an Amish friend, who offers her a place to heal in Amish country. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.96
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"HAPPINESS." By Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Sabrina is a successful writer with a loving family and a career she loves. But when her ideal world is turned upside down, she must find the strength to keep going. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

"LARGE PRINT EDITION." Novel. St. Elmo stood strong and fierce, before they were torn apart. The town’s fiercest guardian and his young daughter begin a journey to find their way back to their home. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

"SLAVIC MYTHS." Ed. by Jake Jackson. This collection of Slavic tales is based on the oral storytelling traditions of the peoples of Eastern Europe, from the Polish, Slovaks and Czechs to the Serbs and Croats. It includes stories, myths and legends, with roots in pagan folklore and influenced by the Viking traders who settled in Kiev in the early Middle Ages. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $12.50

"THE ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN." Queen’s adventure on a college campus is only the first of this collection of short mysteries. In the tales that follow, he tangles with a violent book thief, an assassin of acrobats, the New York police, and an American Indian. The only thing more dazing than the mysterious murders he confronts are his brilliant solutions at the end. 376 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

"THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES." By Arthur Conan Doyle. Features the famous and exciting mystery stories that show exactly why, more than a hundred years on, he remains the world’s number one detective. Titles include The Empty House; The Norwood Builder; The Solitary Cyclist; The Priory School; Black Peter; and more. 336 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

"LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XVIII." Features the most searching and amazing erotic tales ever, from fun and fascinating people just like you and the people you’ve always longed to meet. 360 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


"LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 50." When it comes to forbidden sex, married women are very hot, experienced, and adaptable. Now in this milestone collection of erotic letters, you will meet the naughtiest of these lucky ladies. Adults only. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.45

"LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXVIII." Will you meet the dreamy doctor who makes an intimate house call on the nurdy nurse, or the raven-haired druid who promises an unexpected, and insatiable. Now in this milestone collection of erotic letters, you will meet the naughtiest of these lucky ladies. Adults only. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

"FULL THROTTLE." By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking thrills, including two previously unpublished stories written exclusively for this volume, this is darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Hypnotic and disquieting, it mines our tormented selves, our pleasurable, and our fears, while demonstrating Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

"SHARES THE SECRETS of the Sexiest People on Earth. How do Americans make love? Let Letters to Penthouse count the ways! Men and women share their most intimate, their most erotic, and their most outrageous experiences in every incredible combination. Adults only. 341 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

"THE MIDSUMMER MYSTERIES." By Agatha Christie. In "The Incr edible Th eft," the famous works, such as "the Gift of the Magi" and "The Furnished Room," this collection of 41 stories demonstrates his extraordinary technical genius, wonderful plot turns, unexpected climaxes, and deep insights into human nature. 424 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

"PENTHOUSE EDITION." By W.B. Seabrook. This edition will delight and terrify horror fans from coast to coast. Illus. 810 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $24.99

"LARGE PRIN T EDITION." Novel. When widowed schoolteacher Tobit is injured, he reluctantly agrees he needs help because his aging parents can no longer assist with the girls. 368 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

"THE LEATHERMAN." Novel. By John Givens. A getaway to Wyoming is just what the doctor ordered for burned-out Boston pediatrician McKenna. But finding the remote adobe cabin already occupied by rodeo star in hiding Cooper is an unwelcome surprise. The famous bronc rider is hard to ignore, and as Cooper shows McKenna that her love for Luccia’s hidden gems, her connection grows. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.75

"SLAVIC MYTHS." Ed. by Jake Jackson. This collection of Slavic tales is based on the oral storytelling traditions of the peoples of Eastern Europe, from the Polish, Slovaks and Czechs to the Serbs and Croats. It includes stories, myths and legends, with roots in pagan folklore and influenced by the Viking traders who settled in Kiev in the early Middle Ages. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $12.50

"FULL THROTTLE: Stories." By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking thrills, including two previously unpublished stories written exclusively for this volume, this is darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Hypnotic and disquieting, it mines our tormented selves, our pleasurable, and our fears, while demonstrating Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

"LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XV:" The First Time is the Hottest. When it comes to new sexual encounters, everybody’s a virgin: no matter how experienced you are, there’s always something you haven’t tried. Here, Penthouse readers reveal how they lost their inhibitions and found a whole new world of adult love. 304 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

"FULL THROTTLE." By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking thrills, including two previously unpublished stories written exclusively for this volume, this is darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Hypnotic and disquieting, it mines our tormented selves, our pleasurable, and our fears, while demonstrating Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

"SHARES THE SECRETS of the Sexiest People on Earth. How do Americans make love? Let Letters to Penthouse count the ways! Men and women share their most intimate, their most erotic, and their most outrageous experiences in every incredible combination. Adults only. 341 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

"JUST THIS SIDE of Legal!" including his most controversial works, such as "Magi" and "The Furniture Room," this collection of 41 stories demonstrates his extraordinary technical genius, wonderful plot turns, unexpected climaxes, and deep insights into human nature. 424 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

"PENTHOUSE EDITION." By W.B. Seabrook. This edition will delight and terrify horror fans from coast to coast. Illus. 810 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $24.99

"LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE IX: The Hottest Sex Just This Side of Legal!" Terrifying and teasing, this collection has something for everybody. Like a grown-up kid in a candy store, you’ll find yourself begging for more. Adults only. 337 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

"MIDSUMMER MYSTERIES." By Agatha Christie. In "The Incr edible Th eft," the famous works, such as "the Gift of the Magi" and "The Furnished Room," this collection of 41 stories demonstrates his extraordinary technical genius, wonderful plot turns, unexpected climaxes, and deep insights into human nature. 424 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

"LIKE US ON Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller"
Short Stories


**791767X** CHRISTMAS GOTHIC SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. Lively, stark and formidable, the imagery of Norse mythology storms through this classic collection. The fierce glory of Odin, Frey, Loki and their fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with the halls of Valhalla, the grand tree Yggdrasil, the Tree of Life, to the endings of Ragnarok and much more. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping, 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

**787900Z** NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS & TALES: Anthology of Classic Tales. Ed. by Katherine. From the Algonquins and Iroquois of the northeast, across the Great Plains and out to the west coast of the Pacific Ocean, native American stories are diverse and varied. They offer a wealth of lore as well as a fascinating glimpse into long-gone ways of life. This is a gripping collection of these stories for the young and old. 285 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**786874X** AMERICAN GHOST STORIES. Ed. by J.K. Jackson. Teeuming with terrifying tales of life after death, this selection showcases some of America’s greatest writers; Edgar Allan Poe, Edith Wharton and Mark Twain are just a few of the most memorable storytellers who have settled the dead into beautiful amber foil stamped collector’s volume. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00


**7750846** THE BEST AMERICAN SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY 2021. Ed. by Veronica Roth. Showcases a crop of authors, from 2021, that dazzle with their dazzling, frenetic energy and undeniable chemistry. Their deep seated respect for the power of the imagination, fantasy, and creativity of Japan is the latest in translated selections from the Konjaku Monogatari Shu. This collection of ninety translated stories from the classic work of Japanese medieval literature, contains powerfully entertaining tales that reveal striking aspects of the imagination, fantasy, and creativity of Japan. The adventurous edition of this collection is an enduring appeal of the Christmas tradition. Sixteen classic stories capture the essence of the Southwest, native American tribes and Cheyenne, to the Navajo and Apache of the southwest, native American tribes are many and varied and so is their mythology. Their deep seated respect for the power of the imagination, fantasy, and creativity is the most fascinating, popular, and entertaining collection of toread all stories from the pen of the great Sir Terry Pratchett. Meet Og the inventor, the first coven of cultists, as he discovers the hogs and lows of progress, haunt the Minsc and his ally, the diminutive, evil-tempered, yet always fun-loving, 256 pages. Turtle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**7908204** A SPOOKY CHRISTMAS: And Other Haunted Holidays. By Retold by S.E. Schlosser. Gather round the fireplace and get ready for 25 tales of hauntings, eerie happenings, and other strange holiday occurrences from times past! Ghosts, vampires, werewolves, and witches populate the pages of this compelling holiday collection. Illus. 233 pages. Gnome Pitgust. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**7904630** THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE. By Dorothy M. Johnson. Collects the very best western short stories by Johnson, ranked as some of the top five stories of the 20th century by the Western Writers of America, with The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance as number one. A Man Called Horse; The Hanging Tree; and Lost Sister. 235 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


**7924416** HAUNTED TALES: Classic Stories of Ghosts and the Supernatural. Ed. by L. Morton & L.S. Klinger. A bold and captivating collection of ghost stories that will be sure to haunt the reader long past the closing page. Enjoy Oscar Wilde’s delightful The Canterville Ghost; F. Marion Crawford’s horrific The Screaming Skull; Virginia Woolf’s A Haunted House; H.G. Wells The Story of the Inexperienced Ghost; Rudyard Kipling’s They; and more. 305 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

**7877889** JAPANESE MYTHS & TALES: Anthology of Classic Tales. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. This handsomely bound foil stamped collection tells the story of the land, the nation, and the people. 479 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

**7791419** THE DOVER ANTHOLOGY OF CLASSIC CHRISTMAS STORIES. By Louise May Alcott et al. Experience the warmth and passion of the holiday season, as 220 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**7853264** MISTAKES CAN KILL YOU. By Louis L’Amour. Highlights an essential selection featuring nine of L’Amour’s earlier short stories, featuring a sex club or the library, these lustful leads can be found anywhere. Sixteen classic stories capture the essence of the Southwest, native American tribes and Cheyenne, to the Navajo and Apache of the southwest, native American tribes are many and varied and so is their mythology. Their deep seated respect for the power of the imagination, fantasy, and creativity is the most fascinating, popular, and entertaining collection of toread all stories from the pen of the great Sir Terry Pratchett. Meet Og the inventor, the first coven of cultists, as he discovers the hogs and lows of progress, haunt the Minsc and his ally, the diminutive, evil-tempered, yet always fun-loving, 256 pages. Turtle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
Short Stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Charles Dickens Collection</td>
<td>Novels: Great Expectations; Oliver Twist; A Tale of Two Cities; Hard Times; and A Christmas Carol</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>Penguin Paperbound</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jane Austen Collection</td>
<td>Novels: Sense and Sensibility; Emma; Persuasion; Mansfield Park; and Persuasion; and Northanger Abbey</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Penguin Paperbound</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Queens of Animation: The Untold Story of the World of Disney and Made Cinematic History</td>
<td>By Nathalia Holt. The animated films of Walt Disney have moved and challenged the way that behind the scenes was an influential group of women who fought for respect in an often ruthless male-dominated industry. Holt tells their dramatic stories. Photos, some color. 379 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Keillor Reader</td>
<td>By Garrison Keillor. Features a selection of Keillor’s work including the Prento and Truckstop stories from A Prairie Home Companion, the Alaskan adventures of professional wrestler Jimmy Valente; a revision of Case at the Bat; and much more. 361 pages. Penguin. Paperback.</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New York Times Book Review: 125 Years of Literary History</td>
<td>By Tina Jordan with N. Hoberman &amp; C. Hopley. An exquisite look at the story both before and after publication. The New York Times Book Review’s coverage has shaped what we read today. 368 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8x11/4x.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poetry of Longfellow</td>
<td>By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. This collection of Longfellow’s poems have become an essential part of American literary culture, and are an essential part of the poetry lover’s collection. 237 pages. Arthur. Paperback.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Queues of Animation: The Untold Story of the World of Disney and Made Cinematic History</td>
<td>By Nathalia Holt. The animated films of Walt Disney have moved and challenged the way that behind the scenes was an influential group of women who fought for respect in an often ruthless male-dominated industry. Holt tells their dramatic stories. Photos, some color. 379 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poetry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Poetry of Longfellow</td>
<td>By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. This collection of Longfellow’s poems have become an essential part of American literary culture, and are an essential part of the poetry lover’s collection. 237 pages. Arthur. Paperback.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphic Novels & Comics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Madman’s Library</td>
<td>Graphic novels. Crime and Punishment (1866), The Gambler (1866) and Notes from Underground (1864). These works exemplify the psychological demons that had haunted Bierce, who spent much of his life in Siberia—themes such as faith, religion, hardship, poverty, crime, guilt, loneliness, addiction, ethics, and the resolution of moral dilemmas. 729 pages. Sirus. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal Farm</td>
<td>By George Orwell. Novel: A farm is taken over by its overworked, mistreated animals. With flaming idealism and a way of making progress. 256 pages. Chronicle. 8x10. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great Book of King Arthur &amp; The Round Table</td>
<td>By John Matthews. Presents for the first time the long-forgotten tales, re-imagined for a new generation of readers. 366 pages. Harper.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Madman’s Library</td>
<td>Graphic novels. Crime and Punishment (1866), The Gambler (1866) and Notes from Underground (1864). These works exemplify the psychological demons that had haunted Bierce, who spent much of his life in Siberia—themes such as faith, religion, hardship, poverty, crime, guilt, loneliness, addiction, ethics, and the resolution of moral dilemmas. 729 pages. Sirus. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Titles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tales from the World of Disney and Made Cinematic History</td>
<td>By Nathalia Holt. The animated films of Walt Disney have moved and challenged the way that behind the scenes was an influential group of women who fought for respect in an often ruthless male-dominated industry. Holt tells their dramatic stories. Photos, some color. 379 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Prices and availability may vary depending on location and retailer.*
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MONSTER MUSUME, VOL. 3: I He art Monster

224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

MONSTER MUSUME, VOL. 1: Our Lovely Monster Girl

224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

MONSTER MUSUME, VOL. 2: Monster Girl Next Door

224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

THE JOKER: Endgame. By S. Snyder & B. Fletcher. The Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains, and heroes alike and must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who The Joker is and what it means to them. Collects: Batman #53-54; Arkham Manor: Endgame #1; Batgirl #1; Batman Annual #3; Detective Comics: Endgame #1; and Gotham Academy: Assailants #1-3.

Endgame #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

Justice League vs. Suicide Squad: By Andreas Williams et al. As two titanic teams clash, telepathic mindmeld Maxwell Lord prepares to take advantage of the chaos, assembling an even deadlier team and preparing for war. The Justice League make a deal with the Suicide Squad to stop the threat? Collects: Justice League VS. Suicide Squad #1-6; Suicide Squad #8-10; and Tales of the Legion #119-122.

Justi ce League #0-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99


DARK HUNGER. By Christine Feehan. Also includes the original novel that inspired the movie. Captured and caged, Riordan’s honor is compromised by his captors, and not one of them can withstand his desire for revenge. Juliette, an activist devoted to helping her kind, uses the opportunity to liberate them all! Now Thanos’ prisoner and releases him from his bonds, and in turn he releases her from her inhibitions. In Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

BROTHER VODODO, VOLUME 1: Mutants and Monsters. By Len Wein et al. Collects Strange Tales #169-171 (1973), #172-173 (1974); Tales of the Zombie #6 (1974); #10 (1975); Marvel Team-Up #24 (1974); Werewolf by Night #39-41 (1976); Marvel Two In One #41 (1978); Doctor Strange #48 (1981); Moon Knight #21 (1982); Marvel Super-Heroes #1 (1970); Doctor Strange, Sorcerer Supreme #16-18 (1980), and more. 344 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $19.99


The JOKER: Endgame. By S. Snyder & B. Fletcher. The Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains, and heroes alike and must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who The Joker is and what it means to them. Collects: Batman #53-54; Arkham Manor: Endgame #1; Batgirl #1; Batman Annual #3; Detective Comics: Endgame #1; and Gotham Academy: Assailants #1-3.

Harley Quinn #1-8. 224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

Harley Quinn #2. By Karl Kesel. After a close call with the Gotham City Police, Harley is moving her base of criminal operations to Metropolis. She and Poison Ivy are trying to live low, but that gets more complicated once Harley attracts the attention of ace reporter Jimmy Olsen. Collects Harley Quinn #9-23. 276 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

Harley Quinn #1-2. 244 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

Harley Quinn #1. 189 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

Harley Quinn #2. 189 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99


Black Lantern #1; Green Lantern Secret Files; Green Lantern #1-10; Tarzan #1; Tales of the Legion #119-122; Tales of the Legion #112-128; Marvel Two In One #41-49; and DC Presents #12. 214 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

BATMAN VS. DEATHSTROKE. By Christopher Priest. A bombshell is about to be dropped. It’s a race between the Batman and his lifelong rival, Deathstroke. Who will win? And what will it mean for the future of the Batman? Batman and Deathstroke have an intense rivalry. Can they come together to take down a common enemy? Collects: Dark Night: Metal #1; Deathstroke #1-15; The Joker: Endgame #1-8; and more. 344 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

Deathstroke #30-35. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

Justi ce League #0-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League is all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly face public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-63. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League is all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly face public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-63. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League is all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly face public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-63. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League is all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly face public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-63. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League is all fighters, some of them are geniuses, a few are even royalty—but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly face public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-63. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99
paradise is a seduction-filled trap with no escape. Adults only.

true and he's right! The real purpose of the trip is a global

Supergirl #8.

THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, VOLUME 5.

Her Greatest Battles; Harley Quinn’s Greatest Hits; Wonder Woman: Batman Vs. Superman: The Greatest Battles; Jeph Loeb et al. Collected as a set featuring

7873050
THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, VOLUME 5.

By Akira Hizuki. The cat witch Nell’s magic potion turns perverted gentleman Takai’s body into that of a young boy’s! Then Nell turns herself into a glamorous, full-grown woman, giving him a unique view from below! Add Sister Rafalia and a bellybutton tug o’ war and Takai’s body into that of a young boy’s! Then Nell turns herself into a glamorous, full-grown woman, giving him a unique view from below! Add Sister Rafalia and a bellybutton tug o’ war and

7878753

DC’s greatest-hits box set.

By Jeph Loeb et al. Collected as a set featuring Batman vs. Superman: The Greatest Battles; Harley Quinn’s Greatest Hits; Wonder Woman: Her Greatest Battles; and Justice League: Their Greatest Triumphs. Includes stories from across eight decades of DC’s publishing. Published.

7919472

SUPERGIRL: The Golden Age Omnibus.

By Jerry Siegel et al. While the Allies fought the Axis powers in Europe and the Pacific, Superman was dealing with threats at home like his old foe Lex Luthor, comin’ ‘Round the Bend, and that pesky imp from the fifth dimension, Mister Mxyzptlk! Collects: Action Comics #66-85, Superman #25-33, and World’s Finest Comics #11-18.

7999595

SUPERGIRL, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age.

By L. Dorfman & J. Siegel. After years of hiding her powers and heroic deeds from the public, Supergirl is finally revealed to the world! Collects Action Comics #462-468, Superman #364, #714; Superman: Last Stand of New Krypton #2, 10x12. Published.

7997368

THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, VOLUME 4.

By John Broome et al. Publications of the Justice League of America are the world’s greatest superheros, there are villains that are just as heroic and righteous. Collected for the first time, this volume includes the entire Wanted: The World’s Most Dangerous Villains series that reprinted classic villain stories from the Golden and Silver Ages. 256 pages. Published.

7977802

BATMAN: 80 YEARS OF THE BAT

By Adam Bray et al. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters and supervision into the Marvel Universe. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Published.

7977808

DEADPOOL, VOLUME 1.

By Brian Posehn et al. Deadpool was created in 1997 for a special 100-page spectacular. Deadpool's body was retrieved from the IDW Universe and he joined the NCN. His first solo series began with a #1 cover, and he's been the world's greatest mercenary for hire since.

8139700

SOLD OUT

8139703

MARVEL ENCYCLOPEDIA.

By Adam Bray et al. The urban jungle that Batman and the Joker. Wielding a sword and brandishing the weight of history on his shoulders, and the fact that when darkness falls, he becomes the

8139719

THE MARVEL FANTASTIC FOUR

By Stan Lee. Collects The Fantastic Four #1 (1961), #2-9 (1962), #10 (1963); Before the Fantastic Four; If One Is Good, Four Will Be Better; Fire, Fire, Fire! Every Day! Everything Changed! The World Shook Under Kirby’s Pen; You Can’t Go Home Again; and This Never Happened to Batman. 250 pages. Published.

8139726

THE X-MEN: HELLFIRE GALA.

By Gerry Duggan et al. Collects X-Men #21 (2019); X-Men #20 (2019); X-Men #19 (2019); X-Men #18 (2019); X-Men #16 (2019); X-Men #15 (2019); X-Men #14 (2019); X-Men #13 (2019); X-Men #12 (2019); X-Men #11 (2019). Collects: X-Men #1-25; X-Men #1-446 pages. Published.

8139753

WORLDEATER

By Gerry Conway et al. Born on the night of a full moon. Marvel’s most fearsome horror hero! He may be Jack Russell by day, but when the sun sets, he becomes the WEREWOLF BY NIGHT! Collects Marvel Spotlight #2-4 (1972); Werewolf by Night #1-8 (1972-1973); and Marvel Team-Up #1-8 (1972-1973). 259 pages. Published.
Graphic Novels & Comics


★ 7823449 THE BATMAN ADVENTURES OMNIBUS. By Kelley Puckett et al. Collects The Batman Adventures #1-36; The Batman Adventures Annual #1-2; The Batman Adventures Holiday Special #1; The Batman Adventures: Mad Love #1; a story from Batman: Black & White; and the never-before-reprinted comic book adaptation of Batman: Mask of the Phantasm. 1186 pages. DC Comics. Ppub. at $150.00 $116.95

★ 7823457 BATMAN: Detective Comics Omnibus. By P.J. Tomasi & J. Tynion IV. Collects Detective Comics #94-99, #1001-1016, #1018-1926, #1028-1033; Detective Comics Annual #2, #3; Batman: Pennyworth R.I.P. #1; stories from Detective Comics #1000, #1027, and Detective Comics (The New 52) #27; 984 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Ppub. at $150.00 $114.95

Humor & Cartoons

791010X VICTORY! Propaganda Cartoons from World War II. Ed. by Tony Husband. A fascinating selection of WW II cartoons from around the world, which not only tell the story of the greatest conflict in human history but are also guaranteed to make you laugh. Fully illus. 192 pages. Sirius. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

778095 LIES MY MOTHER TOLD ME: Tall Parenting Confessions, Sex Confession & Other Outrageous Stories from People From All Walks of Life. There are more lying parents in the world than there are liars in the Bible. Confessing these lies will help you realize that being a celebrity isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Fully illus. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95


★ 7919027 CATS ARE PEOPLE, TOO: A Collection of Cat Cartoons to Curl Up With. By Dave Coveny. A hilarious collection of cat-themed cartoons filled with cat cliches and cat VHVS as well as other award-winning, cat-loving cartoonists. These cartoons are sure to please animal-lovers of all ages. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Square Fish Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ 7878095 LIES MY MOTHER TOLD ME: Tall Tales from a Short Woman. By Melissa Rivers. If you think Joan Rivers said funny, outrageous, and ridiculous things onstage, wait until you see the funny, outrageous, and ridiculous things she said offstage-things that you make you laugh out loud—and keep Melissa Rivers in therapy for the foreseeable future. Illus. by Lauren Tannehill. Square Fish Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

7871722 THE BABYLON BEER GUIDE TO WOKENESS. Finally a guide that can make us all exactly the same! Told with humor you will see how to burn down everything that is keeping you from being woke, so they can no longer speak, how to blame everyone else for your problems and much more. Illus. 201 pages. Salem Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 7770688 PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY 1986-2000. By Charles M. Schulz. Schulz’s intimate, imaginative comic strip coming to a close. Charlie Brown and Sally, Linus and Woodstock, Patty and Marcia, Schroeder, Franklin, Pig-Pen, and Rerun are here to the end. Featured in this volume is Schulz’s heartwarming farewell letter to his fans. Fully illus., in color. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. 13½x9¼/. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95


4880761 PEANUTS BY THE DECADE: The Complete Daily Strips from the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. By Charles M. Schulz. Contains all the black and white comic strips from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. It is guaranteed to make you laugh. Fully illus. in color. 3 volumes. Slipcased (slipcases are in damaged condition). SHOPWORN. Andrews McMeel. 9½x12¼/. Pub. at $90.00 $29.95

7815721 PEANUTS GAME DAY. By Charles M. Schulz. Join the hilarious antics of Charlie Brown and the gang on the playing field as they try their hand in football, baseball, basketball, golf, ice skating, hockey and tennis. Sports has never been more fun and silly! 808 pages in four volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Fantagraphics. 7½x10. Pub. at $64.99 $21.95


7914776 THE BEST OF ME. By David Sedaris. A Sedaris story may seem confessional, but it is also highly attuned to the world outside. It opens our eyes to what is absurd and non-nominal all day about our daily existence. And it is almost impossible to read without laughing. Now, for the first time in collected volume, the author brings us his funniest and most memorable work. Includes 388 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6874878 OUTDATED ADVERTISING. Compiled by M. Lewis & S. Spignesi. Takes a look at print advertising from the mid 1850s through the 1980s. With eye for the schlock and the bizarre, the book is notorious for its sexual, racist, politically incorrect, or otherwise wildly inappropriate content—or for just plain bad taste. Fully illus. Andrews McMeel. 166 pages. Soft bound. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7856423 THE STORY OF SEX: A Graphic History Through the Ages. By Philippe Brunot. Humans have had sex on the brain since pre-civilization, either for pleasure, power or procreation. Through the lens of his own, and other, hilarious comics, the author brilliantly and humorously uncovers the most fascinating details of our sexual ancestry and foretells a future of virtual gratification. Adults only. Illus. in color. 193 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 6¾x11¼/. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

7701055 THE LITTLE BOOK OF ZINGERS. By Pauline Bickford-Duane. Here are the greatest comebacks and one-liners of all time, altered by the iconic masters of the form. They are not only known and loved including Mark Twain, John Adams, Soren Kierkegaard and Bill Bryson. 206 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
HARRY POTTER—CREATURES: A Paper Scene Book. Ed. by Greg Farshtey. Illus. by S. Buoncristiano. Revisit the magic of Harry Potter through four intricate, multilayer die-cutting projects inspired by key moments from the films. Designed to thrill both seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume is a treasured keepsake for the whole family. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Insight Editions. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

7886000 LOVE IS KIND. By Laura Sassi. Illus. by L. Chappeyn. Little Owl is on a quest to buy his grandma the perfect gift for her birthday—a heart-shaped box of chocolates. But his journey to the chocolate shop doesn’t go as planned. Will Little Owl discover that the true meaning of love isn’t found in a box? Ages 2-6. Fully illus. in color. Zondervan. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

7886085 THE LITTLEST NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. By Mary Engelbreit. In this charming rendition of the classic Clement C. Moore poem, Engelbreit reimagines the fabled night that a jolly intruder gives one family an enchanting Christmas Eve that they’ll never forget! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Quill Tree. 9¼x1¼. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

7856970 THE RECIPE-A-DAY KIDS COOKBOOK: 365 Fun, Easy Treats. By Corinne C. Uhlenbrock. This fun idea for any occasion, whether it’s the first day of school, a big holiday or a lazy Sunday. Choose a quick little bite like Cookie Dough 6 and up. 144 to go all in and make Sliders and Over the Top Fries! These recipes are anything that anyone can make. So pick a date and let the cooking and celebrating begin! Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Houghton Mifflin. 8½x11. Pub. at $22.00. $5.95

7899037 MY FAVORITE ANIMALS SUPER STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Puppies, bunnies, and piglets, oh my! Learn why these cuddly critters are the best in this fun-tastic sticker and activity book. You’ll find two sticker activity books in one! Includes fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching and more! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. National Geographic. Paperback. 6½x9. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

7922861 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS STORYBOOK FAVORITES. By Stan Berenstain et al. This delightful collection features six beloved Berenstain Bears stories: New Pup; Wishing Star; Seashore Treasure; The Trouble with Chores; Too Much Car Trip and Sick Days. Join Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister and Honey Bear in this keepsake anthology of classics. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

7892811 THE LITTLE ENGINE THAT COULD DELIVERY DAY. By Matt Mitter, illus. by J. Howarth. Join The Little Engine That Could on her delivery day! Follow along in this rhyming story and open each package to discover a surprise inside! Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Imagine! 11¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

4828666 HIGHLIGHTS BEST HIDDEN PICTURES PUZZLES EVER. Illus. by Lynn Adams et al. This ultimate collection of Highlights Hidden Pictures puzzles features a never before seen mix of activities. There are hours of challenging fun for seek and find fans! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $.99. $7.95

7924240 PRETZEL AND THE PUPPYS. By Margaret H. Hey. From the creators of Curious George comes thisrediscovered 1946 story about Pretzel, the world’s longest dachshund, his wife Greta and their five adorable puppies. We follow this family comedy of what it means to have a daddy who’s sometimes as silly as he is long! Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. HMH. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

7924269 PRETZEL. By Margaret & H.A. Hey. In writing in May, five dachshunds are born. At first they all look alike. But Pretzel keeps growing and growing and growing until he becomes the longest dachshund in the world! He easily wins a Blue Ribbon at the Dog Show, but winning Greta’s heart is much harder. Can he convince Greta that he’s more than meets the eye? Ages 4-7. HMH. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95


7929232 DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE: A Little Golden Book Collection. By Jane Werner et al. From driving a steamboat to leading a parade at Walt Disney World to blowing off into space, Mickey Mouse is sure to lead an adventurous life! This collection of seven stories starring Mickey and his pals includes Steamboat Willie, which has never appeared in a Little Golden Book! Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Golden. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

7785704 THE EASIEST KIDS’ CRAFTS EVER: Cute & Colorful Quick-Prep Projects for Busy Families. By Jacinta Sagona. Collects 15 easy-to-make craft materials you already at home in new ways to captivate your little ones’ imaginations for hours. These craft ideas are tailor-made for winter activities, allowing them to into their creative tendencies by encouraging experimentation, spontaneity and mindfulness. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $4.95

7906404 THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. Illus. by Gale Fridge. Whimsical illustrations spread holiday cheer in this new take on a timeless Christmas classic. Beginning outside a picturesque village, and journeying through snow-covered streets as the caroling procession grows, this culminates with a huge celebration in the village square. Ages 2-8. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

7891520 MAX’S STORY. By W. Bruce Cameron. As soon as he sets eyes on CJ, Max quickly figures out his purpose: to show her how to handle living in a big city. Being a native New Yorker, Max knows how to take charge, even though he’s the smallest dog at the park. But once she shows her softer side, become the “gentle Max” CJ knows he can, and learn to make friends? Ages 8-12. $6.95

7930966 CURIOUS GEORGE BIG BOOK OF ADVENTURES. Twelve exciting Curious George stories are packed together in one big collection. Based on the Emmy Award winning PBS TV series featuring the lovable, fun-filled, funny, and funny, every story is paired with corresponding activities that will reinforce concepts and appeal to every child’s sense of curiosity. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. Smart Pop! 11¼x10¾. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95

7885096 SANTA’S PUPPY. By Catherine Hapka. Novel. When eight year old Chris discovers a puppy wedged in his family’s chimney opening, he knows exactly how it got there, because the dog tells him! Peppermint Bark is Santa’s puppy, and he needs the help of Chris and his friends to get back to the North Pole before Christmas ends. Ages 5-11. 234 pages. HMH/Harcourt. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

7922825 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CELEBRATED CHARACTERS COLLECTION. Artists in training will embark on an artistic journey full of loyal friends, forgettable villains and more! This incredible collection includes celebrated characters from Mickey Mouse & Friends; Winnie the Pooh; The Lion King; Toy Story; Finding Nemo & Finding Dory; and many more. Walter Foster. 8½x111. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

184571 GIRAFFE’S LONG GOOD-NIGHT. By Jodie Shepherd, illus. by S. Kober. Little Giraffe loves bedtime. There are six charming stories starring Mickie and her pals paired with corresponding activities that will relaxati on! Ages 5 and up. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

7923032 DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE: A Little Golden Book Collection. By Jane Werner et al. From driving a steamboat to leading a parade at Walt Disney World to blasting off into space, Mickey Mouse is sure to lead an adventurous life! This collection of seven stories starring Mickey and his pals includes Steamboat Willie, which has never appeared in a Little Golden Book! Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Golden. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

7785704 THE EASIEST KIDS’ CRAFTS EVER: Cute & Colorful Quick-Prep Projects for Busy Families. By Jacinta Sagona. Collects 15 easy-to-make craft materials you already at home in new ways to captivate your little ones’ imaginations for hours. These craft ideas are tailor-made for winter activities, allowing them to into their creative tendencies by encouraging experimentation, spontaneity and mindfulness. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $4.95


7789109 MY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK ABOUT BALTO. By Greta and their five adorable puppies. We follow this family comedy of what it means to have a daddy who’s sometimes as silly as he is long! Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Gold. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95
Children's Books

7877013 A LONG TIME THAT I'VE LOVED YOU. By Margaret Wise Brown. Illus. by K. Holden. In a gentle follow-up to the beloved classic "Goodnight Moon," two diminutive friends--a mouse and a grasshopper--greet one another daily. As the seasons change, the mouse and grasshopper share their joy in each other's company with the soothing verse that made her classic a timeless treasure. Ages 1-4. Fully illus. in color. Board Book. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95


7873751 WHOSE HOUSE? By T.H. Key. Lift the flaps on each page to see what--or who--lies inside the many different houses! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. HMH. Pub. at $5.99 $4.95


7889585 THE LAND OF STORIES. By Chris Colfer. Through the Looking Glass. In this must-read third book of the series, twins Alex and Conner leave their world behind to find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with the fairytale characters they grew up reading about. Includes a Land of Stories journal. 2,715 pages. Boxed. Ages 8 & up. SHOPWORN. Illus. Little, Brown. Pub. at $59.99 $24.95


Audio Books

CD 7864699 THE FIX. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer & Orlagh Cassidy. Novel. Alex Cross and one of his most formidable adversaries: the FBI's most dangerous female sniper. A game of cat and mouse that will have Alex Cross in a death grip. Eight hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. $6.95

CD 7805853 THE SIMPLE TRUTH. By David Baldacci. Read by Jonathan Marosz. Novel. In a Virginia military prison, Rufus Clarks, a convicted gang leader, has a life sentence. But when the prison is attacked, Alex Cross and his team are forced to commit murder. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. $6.95

CD 7865472 ABSOLUTE POWER. By David Baldacci. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. Luther Whitney is a rare combination of a thief and an honorable man, as well as the ultimate assassin. After a brutal murder, which is being covered up by the President of the United States' most trusted aides, and which has Luther running for his life. Nineteen hours on 17 CDs. Hachette. $5.95

CD 7923864 END GAME. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer and Orlagh Cassidy. Novel. When a ruthless woman is on the hunt for vengeance against the U.S. through every mission their team has completed, the U.S. military is forced to commit a deadly mistake. Twelve hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. $6.95

CD 7823872 THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer and Orlagh Cassidy. Novel. Something sinister is going on in Barville. The Rust Belt town has seen four fatalities in a row with a distinct connection. Two cryptic clues left at the scenes, obscure Bible verses, odd symbols, have the police stumped. The only one who can crack this bizarre case. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. $6.95

CD 7923856 DARK SACRED NIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Read by Christine Lakin and Titus Welliver. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard joins forces with retired detective Harry Bosch on a case in which the victim is found in the middle of a Los Angeles freeway overpass. Twelve hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. $6.95

CD 7928908 THE PHARAOH KEY. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Read by Danny Mastrogiorgio. Novel. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. Bennett has cracked the long awaited translation of the Phaistos Disk. Gideon Crew and Manuela Garza agree to solve the mystery of the disk’s message and split the spoils. But what lies ahead of the trail may be shocking. Nine hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

CD 7923945 IN PIECES. By Sally Field. Read by the author. In this intimate, haunting memoir, Sally Field tells her story for the first time, opening up about a challenging and lonely childhood, the craft that helped her find her voice, and a powerful emotional legacy that shaped her journey as a daughter and a mother. Pub. at $40.00 $36.95

CD 7865810 CROSS THE LINE. By James Patterson. Read by Dennis Yanaik & Vincent Anderton and Pete Bradbury. Novel. When Alex Cross’s wife Bree is chosen to head the investigation into two high-profile murders, their investigative techniques clash. Alex and Bree must work together to find the enigmatic perpetrator before he puts them out of commission permanently. Over 8 hours on seven CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $39.95

CD 7865600 TARGET: Alex Cross. By James Patterson. Read by Andre Blake. Novel. When Alex Cross jumps in to help track the procession from Capitol Hill to the White House. Then a sniper’s bullet strikes a target deep in the heart of DC. Alex is tasked by the new president to lead an investigation unprecedented in scale and scope. Does Cross believe that the sniper’s strike is the beginning of a bigger attack? Over nine hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $39.95

CD 7865627 TRIPLE HOMICIDE. By James Patterson. Read by Ty Jones, K. Russell & D. Mastrogiorgio. Novels. James Patterson's gripping novels are collected together for the first time in these three thrillers. Detective Cross, an Alex Cross story; The Medical Examiner, A Women’s Murder Club story, and Manifest, a Michael Bennett story. Over eight hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00 $39.95

CD 7923937 THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR. By James Patterson. Read by L. Fortgang, P. Garnin and C.R. Grant. Novels. In The House Next DoorLarge, too far with a new neighbor. In The Killer’s Wife Detective Mcgrath knows the way to find six missing girls is to get close to the suspect’s wife. In We. Are. Not. Alone, an Air Force scientist finds a message that will change the world. Over 9 hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $39.95

CD 7893693 HIS & HERES. By Alice Feeney. Read by Richard Armitage & Stephanie Racine. Novel. Anna will do anything for her career as a BBC news anchor. When she's asked to head the investigation of a woman's murder in Blackdown, the sleepy countryside village where she grew up, it soon becomes clear that Anna isn't just covering the story. She's at the heart of it. Over ten hours on nine CDs. Hachette. $49.95

CD 7865465 AMBUSH. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Read by Danny Mastrogiorgio. Novel. New York City Detective Michael Bennett’s child suffers a mysterious injury, and a serial killer stalks Washington D.C. with a distinct signature which alerts Bennett that he’s dealing with a professional killer with a flair for disguise. Bennett must move quickier because another family member is in grave danger. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

CD 7859083 TIED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Read by Danny Mastrogiorgio. Novel. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. Bennett has cracked the long awaited translation of the Phaistos Disk. Gideon Crew and Manuela Garza agree to solve the mystery of the disk’s message and split the spoils. But what lies ahead of the trail may be shocking. Nine hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

SOLD OUT


7891490 LEARNING WITH CURIOUS GEORGE: Kindergarten Math. Grab some pencils and crayons! Join Curious George in the classroom. George will have fun with the kids as he learn math skills. More than 60 activities are included. Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. HMH. 8/4/10. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
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There is something terribly wrong. Abigail Zane's husband, Michael, disappeared. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00


Audio Books

CD 7879416 FIFTY FIFTY. By James Patterson & C. Fox. Read by Faye Dunaway. Novel. The uncorruptable, stylish, and gorgeous wife blue unashes at her brother’s trial earns her a reassessment to the Outback. As soon as she arrives in the small town, a diary is found outlining a shocking plan for the entire town. Meanwhile a woman holds the key to crack the mystery...

CD 7865619 TEXAS RANGER. By James Patterson & A. Bourret. Read by Christopher Ryan Grant. Novel. After a tough case that jeopardises his chance at a promotion, Texas Ranger Yates heads home to recharged with his family, only to find a crime scene where the victim is ex-wife sentenced for justice transcends all boundaries, risking his badge, his pride, and his reputation to pursue the killer. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00

CD 7865503 INSTINCT. By James Patterson & H. Hough. Read by Eduardo Balloma. Novel. As new murders surface, cracking each new case, the sofa...
7863195 THE ENLIGHTENMENT: The Pursuit of Happiness, 1680-1790. By Ritchie Robertson. A magisterial history that recasts the Enlightenment as a period not solely consumed with rationalism and reason but also driven by the pursuit of practical means to achieve greater human happiness. Drawing on philosophy, theology, historiography, and literature, this is a master class in big-picture history about the foundational epoch of modern times. 984 pages. Harper. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

4964705 FLYING THE SR-71 BLACKBIRD: In the Cockpit on a Secret Operational Mission. By Richard H. Graham. A unique account of the most mind-bending aircraft in aviation history. The SR-71 Blackbird covered the distance from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C. in 60 minutes, while charming the earth’s surface and avoiding surface to air missiles by simply outrunning them. This work offers a unique perspective from pilots and navigators. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Quarto. Paperbound. $13.95 $6.95

7863783 PANDEMIC 1918: Eyewitness Accounts from the Greatest Medical Disaster in Modern History. By Catharine Arnold. In January 1918, as World War I raged on, a new and terrifying virus began to spread across the globe. In three successive waves, the Spanish flu killed more than 50 million people. Nowhere on earth escaped the flu. This account gives readers the first truly global account of the epidemic’s toll, with photos, many in color. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. $28.99 $7.95

6527272 DEAD WRONG: Straight Facts on the Country’s Most Controversial Cover-Ups. By R. Belzer & D. Wayne. The authors argue that not only is “Big Brother,” watching you, they are sometimes murdering those they find “suspect” or “too much.” Discover how Marilyn Monroe was murdered, who really shot Martin Luther King Jr., and many other cover-ups throughout our country’s history. Photos. 306 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $14.95 $9.95

DVD 7888848 TERROR ON THE TITANIC: Times of Terror. Reveals the shocking truth about the worst disasters of the millennium. Highlights include: previously unseen footage, including rare footage of Captain E.J. Smith ignoring warnings of icebergs on his voyage; previously unseen photos and interviews; and actual accounts and reenactments. 46 minutes. Sterling. $4.95

7914229 KILLING THE KILLERS: The Secret War Against Terrorists. By Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard. An informative and entertaining history that explores the immense power and sophistication of ancient Greece and Rome. The formal idea of democracy, the Olympic Games, the artistic forms of architecture, and some of the greatest sculptures all date from this period. Explore the period from 2000 BC to the fall of the Roman Empire in 476 AD. Illus. 303 pages. Sirus. Paperbound. $12.99 $5.95

7862637 THE HISTORY: From Meroe’s Murder to Cleopatra’s Asp By Graeme Donald. The first novel in a series of six that explores the myths from the facts, and reveals how and why these false accounts came to pass. Illus. 246 pages. Michael J. O’Mara. Paperbound. $13.95 $6.95

7907052 SHIPWRECK! By Andrea C. Jampoler. The story of a British Columbia-settled family with more than one hundred women prisoners and their children. With a crew of sixteen, they left London for the convict colony in New South Wales. Less than a week later, when a savage storm battered their ship to pieces in full sight of horrified onlookers. Illus. 294 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95

★727328 THE REPORTER WHO KNEW TOO MUCH: The Mysterious Death of Life Time TV Star and Media Icon Dorothy Kilgallen. By Mark Shaw. What’s My Line TV star, media icon, crime investigative reporter, and Pulitzer-Prize-nominated journalist Dorothy Kilgallen murdered for writing a tell-all book about the JFK assassination? A chilling probe of her death at large? The incredible mystery is proved in these pages. Illus. 338 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

DVD 4818927 NOSTRADAMUS EFFECT: The Complete Season One. This History Channel program reveals the chilling prophecies that warn of doomsday scenarios that will bring the world to a cataclysmic end, including The Third Antichrist, Antichrist Code, Da Vinci’s Armageddon, Hitler’s Blood Oath, Satan’s Army, and The Rapture. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. A&E. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95

7286822 NAZI BILLIONAIRES: The Dark History of Germany’s Wealthiest Disasters of the Millennium. A masterful history that explores the immense power and 只能通过执行 来分解 2011 2011

3598513 HANNAH OF CARTHAGE. Ed. by Lindsay Powell. This title uncovers this forgotten chapter of Jewish history as an integral part of Jewish rebuilding. 387 pages. Wayne State. Paperbound. $36.95 $6.95


779971X AN UNCOMMON HISTORY OF COMMON THINGS. By B. Patrick & J. Matthew. Blends ornament, colorful illustrations, and peerless research to unveil the amazing stories behind hundreds of ordinary objects, everything from the humble spoon to Howard Blum’s coveted treasured. A retired spy gets back into the game to solve a perplexing case—one whose shocking secrets penetrate deep into the dark heart of the CIA. As well as into his own complicated career—in this page-turning true-life tale of espionage, intelligence, and the last great mystery of the Cold War. 592 pages. Paperbound. $40.00 $9.95

7289220 THE GREEK HISTORIES: The Sweeping History of Ancient Greece as Told by Its First Chroniclers. Ed. by M. Leffkowitz & J. Romm. Includes new and newly translated selections of selections from Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, and Plutarch, the four greatest Greek innovators of historical narrative. Here the reader will find their most important, and most widely taught, passages collected in a single volume. Modern Library. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

1945505 THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: The Complete Papyrus of Ani. One of the most influential books in all of history, it contains the ancient ritual to be performed for the dead with detailed instructions for the behavior of the soul in the afterlife, and served as the most important repository of religious authority for some three thousand years. This new English translation by J. Duerr with budding archaeologists, and mythologists, Illus. 377 pages. Claysedge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

1925091 THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS: God’s Warriors, the Devil’s Bankers. By Frank Sanello. This work examines the genuine history of these men of God and mammon and deconstructs the outrageous myths that arose after their demise. Sanello vividly chronicles both the serious scholarly and occult history of the Templars and their role in perpetuating a phenomenon that disappeared thousands of years ago but continues to survive in the popular imagination. Photos. 304 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

★4735422 EVIDENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIALS: Over 40 Cases Aliens Have Visited Earth. By Warren Agius. Discover an in-depth, case by case examination of the existence of extraterrestrial life. Whether you are a seasoned UFOlogist or just have a casual interest in unexplained phenomena, this volume reveals detailed answers that prove once and for all that aliens are real and they are visiting the Earth. 337 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7859546 SAUDI ARAMCO: The Arabian Kingdom, Empire of Profit and Power. By Ellen R. Wald. Takes readers from the humble beginnings of Saudi and the Americans’ risk propotion of an oil venture 8,000 miles across the world to the present day, when the kicking out of the oilmen on the cusp of new transformations. A groundbreaking history that reveals the motivations behind Aramco and the rise of Saudi Arabia. 16 pages of photos, some color. 302 pages. Paperbound. $19.95 $9.95

496077X A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELTS. By Peter Berresford Ellis. A foremost authority on the Celtic peoples and their culture presents an invigorating view of their world. With his gift for making the scholarly accessible, Ellis discusses the Celts’ mysterious origins and early history, and investigates their rich and complex society. 16 pages of photos. 236 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. $19.95 $9.95

7801165 THE SPY WHO KNEW TOO MUCH: An Ex-CIA Officer’s Quest To Discover The Devil’s Prayer. By Howard Blum. A retired spy gets back into the game to solve a perplexing case—one whose shocking secrets penetrate deep into the dark heart of the CIA. As well as into his own complicated career—in this page-turning true-life tale of espionage, intelligence, and the last great mystery of the Cold War. 592 pages. Paperbound. $40.00 $9.95
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7804138 IF SOME HADN’T FALLEN: What Might Have Happened if the Western Empire Had Survived. By Timothy Venning. Explores how the history of Europe, and indeed the world, might have been different if the Western Roman Empire had not fallen. The crises that pulled it apart in the 4th and 5th centuries. In so doing Venning helps the reader to understand why things panned out as they did, as well as what might have been. 164 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.

7815190 THE KING ARTHUR MYSTERIES: Arthur’s Britain & Early Medieval World. By Timothy Venning. An up to date and comprehensive guide to the history of the “Arthurian” phenomenon—the imagination of medievalBritain of the great British warlord and one of the huge historical mysteries of early and medieval Britain. Photos. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95.

7925816 BEFORE SCOTLAND: A History from Deep Time. The origins of Scotland’s past, ranging from the great thaw at the end of the Ice Age that shaped Scotland’s magnificent landscape through the megalith builders and the Picts, to the accession of King Constantine II. Essential reading for anyone interested in the people, events, and monuments that make up Scotland’s intriguing past. 16 pages of color photos. 384 pages. Harlan J. James & Hudson. Pub. at $31.95.

7928966 ENSLAVED: The Sunken History of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. By S. Jacovici & S. Kingsley. From the writers behind the acclaimed documentary series “Enslaved” (starring Samuel L. Jackson) comes a rich and revealing narrative of the true global and human scope of the transatlantic slave trade. The trade existed for 400 years, during which 12 million people were trafficked, and 2 million would die en route. 24 pages of color photos. 332 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95.


7996577 WHAT IF…? BOOK OF ALTERNATE HISTORY. By J. Greenfield et al. Dive into one of a kind alternate history world that hypothesizes what may have happened if Rome never fell. If Abraham Lincoln wasn’t assassinated, if Germany had won WWI, and more. Each event includes detailed articles by expert historians, professors, and scholars that pose hypothetical answers to questions of potential timelines and iterations that detail a different outcome. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

7758197 SPIES ON THE MEGON: CIA Clandestine Operations in Laos. By Ken Conboy. During the Vietnam War, Laos was the world’s greatest and longest running paramilitary operation was in the tiny Southeast Asian kingdom of Laos. Laos was a buffer state, and was a unique Cold War melting pot. Conboy documents the CIA’s most sensational clandestine operations that took place in the shadowy corners of the Land of a Million Elephants. 16 pages of photos. 246 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95.

780129 SURPRISE, KILL, VANISH: The Secret History of CIA Paramilitary Armies, Operators, and Assassins. By Annie Jacobsen. When diplomacy fails and war is unwise, the president calls on the CIA’s Special Activities Division (SAD). With unprecedented access, Jacobsen reveals how the CIA proudly and secretly worked on CIA covert operations, the author unveils a complex world of individuals working in treacherous environments populated by killers, criminals, and spies. 545 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00.

7806886 CHASING THE DEMON: A Secret History of the Quest for the Sound Barrier, and the Band of American Aces Who Conquered It. By Dan Hampton. Covering the airmen who flew the fastest in the world Mojave Desert on a top secret quest to break the sound barrier. This is the true story of who they were and what happened in those skies, which has never been told before. 166 pages. photos. 331 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99.


7833187 EGYPT’S GOLDEN COUPLE: When Akhenaten and Nefertiti Were Gods on Earth. By John & Colleen D. Darnell. Altho ugh “Ki ng T ut” is a household name, his nine-year rule pales in comparison to the revolutionary reign of his parents, Akhenaten and Nefertiti.全流程的 Privy records, remarkable Egyptian solar worship, innovating in art and urban design, and merging religion and politics in ways never attempted before, 16 pages of color photos. 361 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99.

4829506 THE BADEN UNIVERSE: An Investigation into Non-Human Intelligent. By Anthony Peake. Offers the most comprehensive survey ever made of otherworldly visitors, from gods, angels and demons to hobgoblins, poltergeists and ghosts to UFO’s, all at a time of hope, adventure, and friends. Peake attempts a bold explanation of the true nature of these beings, 230 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $18.95.

7850530 ONCE IN A GREAT CITY: A Detroit Story. By David Maraniss. It’s 1960 and the whole world, but as Maraniss shows, the shadows of collapse are evident even then. Before the devastating riot. Before the war-ravaged city and crime-ridden neighborhoods. A story about growing up in Detroit at its peak was threatened by its own design. It was being abandoned by the new world. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.00.

8897750 BERLIN: The Story of a City. By Edgerton White-Spngler. Telling the history of its people and its rulers, from its medieval origins up to the present day, this is a ground breaking history of an extraordinary city. Berlin melting pot. The story of a city that is absorbing, and the author takes readers to the heart of Germany’s uniquely quixotic capital city. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 505 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $34.95.


5817515 WARLORDS OF ANCIENT MEXICO: How the Mayans and Aztecs Ruled for More than a Thousand Years. By Peter G.ouras. More than 13 centuries of existence are detailed in this brilliant study of the rulers and warriors of Mexico. Touarós introduces you to the colossal personalities of the period: Smoking Frog, the Great Sun; Florinwell, the Poet Warrior; the Lion of Anahuac, and others. Well illus., some in color. 289 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

6972815 SECRET SOCIETIES: Inside the Freemasons, the Yakuza, Skull and Bones, and the World’s Most Notorious Secret Organizations. By John Lawrence Reynolds. From the patched wads of the Middle East to the crowded boutiques of Beverly Hills, the author peels away centuries of speculation and shines a light on organizations that have been shrouded in secrecy for ages, from the Templars and the Malia to the Priory of Sion and Skull & Bones. Illus. 320 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.


7772351 COME FLY THE WORLD: The Jet-Age Story of the Women of Pan Am. By Julia Cooke. Brings to light Pan Am stewardess’ unren role in the Vietnam war, as the airline added runs from Saigon to Hong Kong for plane loads of weary young soldiers straight from the battlefields, who were off for five days then flown back. Also discusses proliferating airships that have been shrouded in secrecy for ages, from the Templars and the Malia to the Priory of Sion and Skull & Bones. Illus. 320 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

7783744 THE DOPE: The Real History of the Mexican Drug Trade. By Benjamin T. Smith. A comprehensive history of the trade, learn the real story of how and why this once peaceful industry turned violent. Smith uncovers its origins and explains how this illicit business is essentially built modern Mexico, affecting everything from agriculture to medicine to economics, and the country’s all important relationship with the U.S. Illus. 462 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95.

1970912 BLOWOUT: Corrupted Democracy, Rogue State Russia, and the Richest, Most Destructive Industry on Earth. By Rachel Maddow. In this work Maddow reveals the greed and incompetence of Big Oil and Gas, the way, and drawing a surprising conclusion about how and why the Russian government hacked the 2016 election. How to stop subsidizing the wealthiest business in history, and check the influence of the world’s most destructive industry and its enablers. 406 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00.

781514X HILTON’S CIRCLE: The Inner Circle of the Third Reich and After. By Heinz H. Wysocki. Hitler was not a lone aloof dictator. Throughout his rise in the NDSAP he gathered a loyal circle around him, which later took on the features of a real conspiratorial group. Wysocki in the “inner circle, the Berghof Society, was Hitler’s private retreat. This book works asks new questions about Hitler’s inner circle. 356 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95.
History

★ 7925050 CLAN BATTLES: Warfare in the Scottish Highlands in the Late Middle Ages and Early Modern Periods. By Chris Peers. "The story of the leading clans, principally the MacDonalds and Macays, is covered in a narrative that gives the reader a fascinating insight into clan loyalties and conflict, which still resonates today. The author also explains the way war in the Highlands was organized by the contending clans during the period. 16 pages of photos, 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95 ★

★ 7851665 TEN YEARS IN THE AMERICAN LEGENDS OF VOYAGES TO AMERICA Before Columbus. By T. Wallace-Murphy & M. Hopkins. "Reveals the story of two leading European Temparal families who combined forces to create a new country in America nearly a century before the voyages of Christopher Columbus. Proof of their travels is carved in stone on both sides of the Atlantic." 256 pages. Godine. Pub. at $28.95 ★

★ 7821271 UNCHARTED: A Rediscovered History of Voyages to the Americas Before Columbus. By T. Wallace-Murphy & J. Martin. "The Americas have had native groups living there for more than 10,000 years, but Columbus was surely not their first visitor. This work covers a range of sources who were exploring the Americas since long before Columbus." 256 pages. Godine. Pub. at $34.95 ★

★ 7903332 DANGER ZONE: The Coming Conflict with China. By H. Brands & M. Beckley. "The Sino-American contest is driven by clashing geopolitical interests and a stark ideological dispute over authoritarianism or democracy that will dominate the 21st century. But both history and China’s current trajectory suggests that this rivalry will reach its moment of maximum danger long before the century ends." 272 pages. Naval Institute Press. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95 ★

★ 7911983 ROME AND PERSIA: The Seven Hundred Year Rivalry. By Adrian Goldsworthy. "The Roman empire imposed peace and prosperity on an unprecedented scale. Its only true rival lay in the East, where the Parthian and Persian empires faced its hegemony, and the Persian empires continued to challenge it." 192 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.95 ★

★ 7917787 THE EUROPEAN SEABORNE EMPIRES: From the Thirty Years’ War to the Age of Revolutions. By Gabriel Paquette. "Focuses on the evolution of the Spanish, Portuguese, English, French, and Dutch overseas empires in the 17th and 18th centuries. Draws on recent advances in the field to examine their development, from efficacious forms of governance to coercive political control." 832 pages. Basic. Pub. at $45.00 ★


★ 783540X THE UFO EXPERIENCE: Evidence Behind Close Encounters, Project Blue Book, and the Search for Answers. By Martin K. Schmeyer. "This extraordinary story of the most famous brothel in Berlin, taken over by the Nazi secret service, is one of the last untold stories of the secret forces behind the world’s most controversial case." 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Pegwell Bay Books. Pub. at $21.95 $23.95

★ 7929218 PAX: War and Peace in Rome’s Golden Age. By Tom Holland. "A fascinating and horrific account of the age to which Rome’s military might. It was endured because of the author’s great-grandfather has now brought to life. At the heart of this tale is the true account of an American whaler who embarked on a harrowing adventure that would change his life during the mid-19th century in search of absolution and redemption." 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95 ★

★ 7851715 JAPANESE WARRIOR FANTASY. She is a beautiful young Japanese woman called Yumi. A beautiful girl dropped off Honolulu docks in 1933—a creation of Japanese pulp fiction. This riveting techno-thriller was written by a Japanese naval commander. It gives readers a foretaste of the strategic place the navy Occupied in the next world war, and well. Illus. 208 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. $16.95 ★

★ 7887017 THE TRENCH WAR ON THE WESTERN FRONT, 1914-1918. By Antonio Fernandez-Mayoralas. "This engaging and vividly illustrated volume tells the brutal war fought in the trenches, explaining the causes that gave rise to the conflict, its consequences, tactics used, the horrors that those who fought, the novel yet horrific weapons, and the uniforms worn by the soldiers. 112 pages. Andrea Press. 8⅜x12 at $57.95 ★

★ 7877285 TRUMAN AND THE BOMB: The Untold Story. By D.M. Giangreco. "Many myths have grown up around President Harry S. Truman’s decision to use nuclear weapons against Imperial Japan. In destroying these myths, this work will help us to understand the causes of the war." 376 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95 ★

★ 7809591 DISINFORMATION GUIDE TO ANCIENT ALIENS, LOST CIVILIZATIONS, ASTONISHING CONCEALMENTS. Ed. by Preston Peet. "An all-star cast of contributors question established wisdom about the history of the world and its civilization, from incredible underwater structures off the coast of Japan and the original truths of Machu Picchu to alternatives to Darwinism and the location of the lost city of Atlantis. Illus. 344 pages. Disinformation. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95 ★

★ 7923503 BUDAPEST: Portrayal of a City Between East and West. By Victor Seghobalci. "Presents a new perspective of clan loyalties and conflict with China. The author also details the causes that gave rise to the violence. 418 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95 ★

★ 7843267 HIS MAJESTY’S AIRSHIP: The Life and Tragic Death of the Great Lord of Air. By S.C. Gwynne. "The tragic fate of the British airship R101, which went down in a spectacular hydrogen-fueled fireball in 1930, killing 48 people, defies the Hindenburg disaster seven years later, has been largely forgotten. Gwynne resurrects it in vivid detail, telling the epic story of great ambition gone wrong. Photos. 296 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95 ★

★ 7926103 AGINCOURT: Battle of the Scared King. By Michael Livingston. Agincourt is one of the most famous battles in English history, a defining part of the national myth. This groundbreaking study by Livingston challenges the conventional view of Henry V’s great victory, providing fresh insights into the men who fought and died there. 16 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95 ★

★ 7870630 THE MADAM AND THE SPYMASTER: The Secret History of the Most Famous Brothel in Wartime Berlin. By Nigel Jones et al. "This extraordinary story of the famous brothel in Berlin, taken over by the Nazi secret service, is one of the last untold stories of the secret forces behind the world’s most controversial case." 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Pegwell Bay Books. Pub. at $21.95 $23.95 ★

★ 792500X THE BIRTH OF THE SOVIET SECRET POLICE: Lenin and History’s Greatest Heist 1917-1927. By Boris Volodarsky. "Deals with the origins of the KGB from the Secret State Political Directorate, one of the KGB predecessors between 1923 and 1934. Based on his research of internal archives, the author clearly demonstrates that the Cheka and GPU/OGPU were initially created to defend the revolution and not for espionage. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95 ★

★ 7929250 GERMANY 1923: Hyperinflation, Hitler’s Putsch, and Democracy in Crisis. By Volker Ullrich. "An immersive history of the post-World War I Germany. Unveiling the reality of political direct control, one of the KGB predecessors between 1923 and 1934. Based on his research of internal archives, the author clearly demonstrates that the Cheka and GPU/OGPU were initially created to defend the revolution and not for espionage. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95 ★

★ 7886233 THE ANCIENT ASSYRIANS: Empire and Army, 883-612 BC. By Mark Healy. "This re-discovery and excavation of the Assyrian civilization in the mid-19th century provides a thorough visual evidence showing how this army evolved over three centuries. The recovery of wall reliefs and artifacts, coupled with the enormous amount of myths and legends that Assyriologists have pieced together since that time, has revealed the immense impact of the Assyrian Empire on history. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95 ★

★ 7899694 A WHALER AT TWILIGHT: A True Account of Whaling and Redemption in the South Pacific. By A.R. Brash & R.W. Armstrong. "Nestled at the bottom of an old leather trunk for over a century lay a forgotten manuscript—a long-lost story about a man who had led his ancestors to build their vast empire. The author clearly demonstrates that the Cheka and GPU/OGPU were initially created to defend the revolution and not for espionage. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95 ★

★ 7911874 BEYOND THE WALL: A History of East Germany. By Katja Hoyer. "A gripping account of the crisis of the Wiemar Republic, when hyper inflation and political upheaval threatened to unnerve a new experiment in democracy. By the end of that fatal year, this work is a riveting chronicle of one of the most challenging times any modern democracy has faced in its own history. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95 ★
7848654 THE MAYFLOWER: The Families, the Voyage, and the Founding of America. By Rebecca Silverman. An intensely human portrait of the Winslow family written with the pace of an epic. Fraser details domestic life in the seventeenth century, the histories of brave and well-meaning people, and the contrasts between generations as fathers and sons made the painful decisions that determined their future in America. 16 pages of illus. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

7847445 THE WILDEST LIVES OF THE FRONTIER: America Through the Words of Jesse James, George Armstrong Custer, and Other Famous Westerners. Ed. by John Richard Stephens. Offers a rare glimpse into the world of some of the most famous names in America as they describe their own heroic exploits, dangerous rescues, fierce battles, deadly gunfights, and horrible crimes, while revealing the roles they played in the notable events that made them famous. Photos. 376 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

7843947 OUR MAN IN TOKYO: An American Ambassador and the Countdown to Pearl Harbor. By Steve Kemper. In 1932, into this maestro steppe, Joseph C. Grew, America’s most experienced and talented diplomat. For the next decade, he attempted to preserve peace between Japan and the United States, warning American leaders about Japan’s raging nationalism and rising militarism, while also trying to stabilize Tokyo’s erratic and volatile foreign policy. 16 pages of photos. 424 pages. Marion Books. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


★ 7865899 THE LINCOLN FUNERAL TRAIN: Images of America. By Michael Leavy. On the night of April 14, 1865, President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated. At the center of this dramatic event was a funeral train that would carry Lincoln’s remains, and those of his deceased son, from Washington, DC, to Springfield, Illinois. The train’s journey was held in memory of the fallen president along the route. 119 pages of photos. 128 pages. Arcadia Books. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95


7872542 LONG DAY’S JOURNEY: The Steamboat & Stagecoach Era in the Northwestern West. By Carlos Arnoldo Schwantes. Gathered historical photographs, advertisements, posters, and contemporary accounts to recreate one of the most colorful periods in the American West. Traces the rapidly evolving saga of miners and settlers trying to get from here to there before the railroads arrived. 408 pages. UWA. 10½x10¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

★ 7875585 XWA 800: Behind the Cover-Up and Conspiracy. By Jack Cashill. This is the story of the flight that mysteriously exploded over the Atlantic shortly after takeoff from JFK on July 17, 1996, killing all 230 people aboard! Tracking down dozens of witnesses, Cashill reconstructs the XWA 800 story, assiduously sifting through buried evidence. Cashill dismantles the official version of what happened on that tragic July night. 261 pages. Regnery. Hardcover. Pub. at $28.00 $12.95

7840936 THE LAST WEEKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A Day-by-Day Account of His Personal, Political, and Military Challenges. By David Alan Johnson. This engagingly written narrative history follows Lincoln through the span of days vividly depicts the actions and thoughts of one of our greatest presidents during a time of national emergency. Photos. 364 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7915713 OVERGROUND RAILROAD: The Green Book and the Roots of Black Travel in America. By Andrew Roach. Published from 1936 to 1967, the Green Book was hailed as the “bible of Black travel.” During the Jim Crow years and into the civil rights movement, travel for Black America was difficult and dangerous. This was the solution to a horrific problem. It listed hotels, restaurants, gas stations and more across the United States. 360 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

1979105 UNMASKED: Inside Antifa’s Radical Plan to Destroy Democracy. By Andy Ngo. Antifa—a far-left violent extremist ideology and movement—is not merely a fringe movement of radicals wreaking havoc. In a handful of cities across America, they are a harbinger of American society, the canary in the coal mine of a coming disorder, if we allow it. Illus. 309 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4908872 PHARMA: Greed, Lies, and the Poisoning of America. By Gerald Posner. Traces the heroes and villains of the trillion dollar a year pharmaceutical industry and uncovers how those once trusted to improve the health of children and others betrayed that trust with reckless profit making with deadly consequences. 802 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

7763687 ONCE MORE TO THE SKY: The Rebuilding of the World Trade Center. By S. Raab & Jon Wolfhead. The story of a masterpiece—1.776 feet. In late 2014, One World Trade Center—or the Freedom Tower-opened for business. It took nearly 10 years, cost roughly four billion dollars, and it suffered many setbacks. And yet it ultimately got built and it is a reminder of what America is capable of when we put our differences aside. Includes more than 100 photos. 332 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

7911149 ORDINARY HEROES: A Memoir of 9/11. By Joseph Pfeifer. The story of one ordinary man who, along with hundreds of other ordinary people, answered the call that fateful day and on the difficult days to follow. Pfeifer takes readers into the truth behind the history of the NYFD's Hong Kong Hotel. He reveals the long and challenging 9/11 journey from trauma to hope, and gives us all a chance to make a good promise to never forget. Color photos. 246 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95


4800273 THE LIVES OF MOUNTAIN MEN. By Bill Harris. Discover one of the most exciting eras in the history of the United States and some of its most fascinating characters. Through this detailed and comprehensively illustrated volume, their stories are brought to life. 144 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x12. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ 7894536 THE LAST WEEKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A Day-by-Day Account of His Personal, Political, and Military Challenges. By David Alan Johnson. This engagingly written narrative history follows Lincoln through the span of days vividly depicts the actions and thoughts of one of our greatest presidents during a time of national emergency. Photos. 364 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95
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7871597 HOLLYWOOD'S SPIES: The Undercover Surveillance of Nazis in Los Angeles. By Laura B. Rosengren. Tells the remarkable story of the Jewish moguls in Hollywood who paid private investigators to infiltrate Nazi groups operating in Los Angeles, eventually leading to the founding of the Jewish community organization in the country—the Los Angeles Jewish Community Committee (LAJCC). Illus. 285 pages. NYUP. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

7220454 SEPTEMBER 11: The 9/11 Story, Aftermath and Legacy. By the Associated Press. Graphically illustrated the 20th anniversary of 9/11 through breaking-news stories, recollections and photographs by journalists of the Associated Press. Illustrates how it changed our world and indelible legacy. SHOPWORN. Fully illus., in color. 210 pages. Sterling. 9x11x1. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

★ 7741677 THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND OTHER FOUNDRY OF DOCUMENTS. Here you will find the complete text of the Constitution and all the Amendments, as well as other key political documents from American history, including: The Articles of Confederation, Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, George Washington’s Inaugural Address and more. Features gilt-edged pages. Illus. 191 pages. Sinius. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


4974832 CHEYENNE SUMMER: The Battle of Beecher Island—A History. By Terry Mort. Brings together all the vital elements of this battle in a compelling manner and provides a new perspective on one of the most notable conflicts in the American West. From the capture of the clash with the Native Americans to the subsequent court-martial of the soldiers, Beecher Island becomes a lens to view a transformative period in American history. Photos. 298 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

★ 7914148 THE CAPTIVITY OF THE OATMAN GIRLS AMONG THE APACHE AND THE INDIANS. By Lorenzo D. & Olive A. Oatman. Originally published as Life Among the Indians, 1857. In 1851, nine members of the Oatman family, on their way to California, were captured by the Apache and held captive by Apache Indians near Fort Yuma, Arizona. Two girls were taken captive, the rest of the family brutally massacred. 209 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7894406 UNSETTLED LAND: From Revolution to Republic, the Struggle for Texas. By Sam W. Haynes. Haynes reveals that the birth of early modern Texas was as much a story of tragedy as one of triumph. Over the course of three decades, the lives of ordinary people in Texas, Native Americans, and those of African descent, were upended by extraordinary events. Photos. 446 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

★ 1973628 WHERE CUSTER DIED: Photographs of the Little Bighorn Battlefield Then and Now. By James S. Brust et al. Each chapter of this work begins with a concise, lively description of an episode in the battle. The photographs are accompanied by historical photos, which are presented alongside modern photos of the same location on the battlefield. Also features detailed maps and photographs by battlefield participants and the early photographers who attempted to tell their story. 226 pages. UKP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

7890969 THE ALAMO’S FORGOTTEN DEFENDERS: The Remarkable Story of the Irish During the Texas Revolution. By Philip H. Reece. A long-overdue corrective to the outdated “standard” views of the story of the Alamo and the Texas Revolution that ignored the distinguished contributions of the non-Chalmette Irish, who comprised the largest single immigrant group in Texas during that time, and were among the most vocal and passionate of liberty-loving revolutionaries in all of Texas. Illus. 170 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

7818610 MASSACRE IN MINNESOTA: The Dakota War of 1862, the Most Violent Ethnic Conflict in American History. By Gary Clayton Anderson. In August 1862, the worst massacre in U.S. history unfolded on the Minnesota prairie, launching what has come to be known as the Dakota War, the most violent ethnic conflict ever to rock the nation. A sweeping history, this book is filled with the story of forty years of research. Anderson provides the most complete account of this dark moment in U.S. history. 40 pages of photos. 366 pages. UKP. Paperback. $22.95

★ 7793278 HISTORY OF THE SLAVE TRADE: The Origins of the Slave Trade and its Impact Throughout History and the Present Day. By Eduardo Albert et al. The authors seek to tell the story of the transatlantic slave trade—from its origins to its abolition—and its impact on the course of world history. There are many success stories, but there are also many failure stories. Photos. Fox Chapel. 8x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4869529 I CAN’T BREATHE: How a Racial Hoax Is Kiling America. By David Horowitz. Examining the twenty-six most notorious cases of police “racism”, from Trayvon Martin to George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, Horowitz demonstrates that Black Lives Matter has lied about every one of them. It’s time to question the growing law and order, fuel racial hatred, and destroy America. 280 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 7897316 FORGOTTEN INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTIONS OF MAIN. By Arend T. Thibodeau. A virtual tour of our forgotten past will presenting history to prevent it from vanishing entirely. Explore an abandoned jail built in 1873, the North Maine Woods in search of ghost trains abandoned in the 1940s, a zoo that closed in 1982, and more. Photos, most in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $18.95

★ 7897499 THE BAD OLD DAYS OF MONTANA: Untold Stories of the Big Sky State. By Don Schlitz. Schlitz tells tales of people who came west seeking their fortune, at least opportunity. It is no secret that Montana was settled by the adventurous with a dash of the desperate. The scars that prevail. Whether on the right or the wrong side of the law, all settlers and pioneers made unique contributions to the state’s complex culture. Illus. 220 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 7856229 RIDING WITH COCHISE: The Apache Story of America’s Longest War. By Steve Price. Presents a sweeping history of how one Native American tribe fought desperately to keep its land and its culture in the face of America’s westward expansion known as Manifest Destiny, not for 27 years in cells and captivity but finally being allowed to return to their beloved homeland. Color photos. 204 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95


★ 7897308 ABANDONED NORTHERN INDIANA: Skeletons in the Forest. By Amanda Bennett-Cole. An exploration of abandoned locations in Northern Indiana. The Ground Observer Corps installed watchtowers during the Cold War as a line of defense, detecting approaching enemy aircraft. Additionally, Indiana, the remnants of what was once called the Magic City is included. In this momentous decade. Filled with breaking-news stories, recollections and photographs, take a fascinating articles and photographs, take a fascinating view of Indiana’s intelligence agencies and its course of three decades, the lives of ordinary people who attempted to tell their story. 226 pages. UKP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 7758548 BEHIND BROTHEL DOORS: The Business of Prostitution in Kansas, Nebraska, and Ohio (1860-1940). By Jan McCall Collins. Often overlooked, disregarded, or hidden from historical accounts due to its racy connotations, the prostitution industry was one of the most important factors in the development of the American West. Here, there are many success stories, but there are also many failure stories. Photos. Fox Chapel. 8x11x1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


★ 7923376 INDIGENOUS CONTINENT: The Epic Contest for North America. By Pekka Hamalainen. The author rewrites 400 years of history from Indigenous perspectives, depicting a sovereign world of Native nations who, by helping to render victims of colonial violence, dominated the continent for centuries after the first European arrivals. Illus. 571 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

★ 7747659 KILLING KENNEDY: Exposing the Plot, the Cover-Up, and the Consequences. By Jack Roth. The author is Jack Roth, scholar, eye-witnesses, and family members of those who were part of the tangled web of U.S. intelligence operations associated with the JFK assassination and the circumstances surrounding the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Asks important questions, including why the assassination still matters today and more. Photos. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
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★ 787324 GRAVEYARDS OF THE WILD WEST: California, By H.L. Moulton & S. Gatterman. Many California graveyards linger in obscurity in out of the way places (Garlock-Goler, Keeler), while others are popular tourist attractions (Bodie). Regardless of their personalities, the monuments and the treasures of the pioneers and the precious remains of California’s wild history. Photos, most in color. 128 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95
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787199 SGT. RECKLESS: America’s War Horse. By Robin Hutton. Reckless might not have been much to look at—a small “Mongolian mare,” they called her—but her contributions to the Allied effort were huge. A heroine of the Korean War, she helped build its military, technological, and economic might. She interviewed the nephew of power between the Chinese government and the American military. The $15 million bidding, 561 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼ $39.95

780482 RED-HANDED: How American Elites Get Rich Helping China Win. By Peter Schweizer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Presents alarming findings that reveal the secret deals wealth Americans have made to build its military, technological, and economic might. Schweizer exposes the nexus of power between the Chinese government and the American military. The $15 million bidding, 561 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼ $39.95

786330 THE LAST HILL: The Epic Story of a Ranger Battalion and the Battle That Defined WWII. By B. Drury & T. Gavin. The incredible untold story of one Ranger battalion and its 1945 adventure in World War II. The battle-hardened battalion had no idea that several Wehrmacht regiments, who greatly outnumbered the Rangers, had set them up on a losing strategy. The clash of the two determined forces was one of the bloodiest and most costly encounters of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

DVD 790215 FIREFIRE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about the story of fire and fire protection in defense and aerospace technology, all in one set. Explores the complexities of military and aerospace technology through 30 half-hour episodes, including Battle Strokes: Strike Fighters; Warship; Assault from the Sea; Dogfight; Russia’s Air Power; and more. Not rated. Fourteen hours on 6 DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

280386 DEATH AT THE LITTLE Big Horn. By Philip Thomas Tucker. We all know the story of the loss of U.S. military life at Little Big Horn, but this groundbreaking new study proves that Custer’s tactical plan was not so ill conceived. Tucker tells the story of the famous battle and analyzes the questions of the true turning point of America’s most iconic battle, and answers many of the questions that have gone largely unanswered for more than 140 years. 16 pages of photos, illus. 376 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

DVD 788767 SECRETS OF J.R.: The Final Chapter. Take an inside look through the historic, elaborate and often unexpected instruments of war in this 10-episode series, narrated by Charlton Heston. Includes the magic of ushers, Warship: Tools of Deception; Spy Planes; Bio-Chemical Weapons; The Wizard War; Battlefield Deceptions; Churchill’s Gambles; Secret Submarines in WWII and Korea’s Secret Air War. In Color and B&W. Operates on 8 hours over 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

DVD 7902050 DIRTY WARS. Widescreen. Investigative reporter Jeremy Scahill traces the rise of the Joint Special Operations Command, the most secretive and powerful military force within U.S. military, and the operations carried out by men who do not exist on paper and never will appear before Congress. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sundance Selects. $8.95

785371X ANDREW JACKSON AND THE MIRACLE OF NEW ORLEANS. By B. Kilmeade & D. Yaeger. Makes history come alive with a riveting true story that will keep you turning the pages. You’ll finish with a new understanding of one of America’s greatest leaders, who became one of our most controversial presidents. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 270 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

790199 THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE TRUTHFUL TANGLES. The Forgotten War That Changed American History. By B. Kilmeade & D. Yaeger. In 1801, pirates from North Africa’s Barbary Coast routinely captured American merchant ships and held the sailors as slaves, demanding tribute from the new country could afford. When diplomatic options failed, Thomas Jefferson decided to blockade the Barbary Wars and beginning America’s journey to superpower status. Color photos. 246 pages. Regnery. Pub. at paper. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

7914512 LOST AIRMEN: The Epic Rescue of WWII U.S. Bomber Crews Stranded Behind Enemy Lines. By the Germans, the mission was a dedicated effort to destroy the Superforts. Yugoslav peasants looked up to the sky to see American airmen parachuting from crippled bombers. The only trouble was that the occupying Germans spotted them too. Others were slaughtered by German fire. This is the true story of a handful of those Americans as they tried to escape an enemy-occupied land. 16 pages of photos. 559 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $17.00 $7.95

7858434 THE BATTLE FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN: Allied and Axis Campaigns from North Africa to the Italian Peninsula, 1940-45. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. While Adolph Hitler was the architect of World War II, it was the conflict that consumed the Mediterranean between 1940-1945 was Mussolini’s war. Tucker-Jones gives the background to these battles and many more, as well as profiling the men and machines that fought in the ensuing conflict. 256 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

7917104 JUL 87/D STUKA VS T-34: Duel 129. By Robert Forsyth. In 1942, the Ju 87 Stuka was developed at the behest of the Germ E. air ministry to aid a dedicated target in destroyer that froze the Luftwaffe attempted to strike back at ever-increasing numbers of Soviet tanks, specifically the superlative and ubiquitous T-34 medium tank. Well illus. 120 in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

7911556 MARINE RAIDERS: The True Story of the Legendary WWII Battalions. By Carole Engle Arritt. The American people revered their heroes, but one of these noble bands has been unjustifiably forgotten, until now. The Marine Raiders were the most effective, skilled fighters that the world had seen, selected to conduct special operations at the highest level. Photos. 270 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

7931638 HOW THE FEW BECAME THE PROUD: Crafting the Marine Corps Mythos, Mystique, 1874-1918. By Heather Vedder. Notes that since the Marine Corps could not readily rally around a sole defining mission, it turned instead to an image to ensure its institutional survival. This history is the first to explore the origins of the way myths behind the mythic. Illus. 334 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

7917090 JAPANESE COMBINED FLEET 1941-42: The IJN atIts Zenith, Pearl Harbor to Midway. By Mark Shille. Examines the Trumpeter’s contribution to the rise and collapse of Japan’s naval power, and analyzing the impact of the U.N.’s combat performance during these crucial months—not just in the famous carrier battles, but also in terms of lesser-known elements. Well illus. most in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95
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**1978982 THE RECONQUEST OF BURMA 1944-45: Campaign 390.** By Robert Lyman. This superbly illustrated work details the Allied operations to retake Burma from Japanese control. Key actions (including the capture of Meiktila and Mandalay, the advance on Rangoon, and the final Japanese breakout operations) are explored in easy to follow 20 maps and 3D diagrams. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**7669207 VIKING WARRIOR: Operations Manual.** By Angus Konstam. Explores Norse culture, language and culture, how people lived and dressed, the weapons they carried and how they used them. Konstam also looks at their system of belief and their allegiances to family, community and lord, and explains just why they were so effective as plunderers, traders, explorers and raiders. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

**7917082 GERMAN HIGH SEAS FLEET 1914-18: The Kaiser’s Challenge to the Royal Navy.** By Angus Konstam. Detailed account of how the entire High Seas Fleet was designed and built, how it operated, and how it fought. The fleet was a modern, balanced force of dreadnought battleships, battlecruisers, cruisers and torpedoboats, using Zeppelins and motorboats for scouting in May 1916 when involved with the Royal Navy’s Grand Fleet at Jutland. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

**7931344 HOW THEY WENT THE WAR IN THE PACIFIC. Nimitz and His Admirals.** By Edwin P. Hoyt. Covers many leaders, including Nimitz, as the Allies fought. The fleet was a modern, balanced force of dreadnought battleships, battlecruisers, cruisers and torpedoboats, using Zeppelins and motorboats for scouting in May 1916 when involved with the Royal Navy’s Grand Fleet at Jutland. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

**7866316 THE GERMAN INVASER: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. The Douglas Invader has the distinction of being used by the U.S. in a combat role in WW II, Korea, and Vietnam. Originally created as an attack aircraft with up to 14 forward-firing .50-caliber machine guns as well as bombs and rockets, the Invader was well suited for ground strikes when war broke out in Korea in 1950. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**791752X F-15 EAGLE: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. The McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle is one of the most successful fighter designs of the 20th century. Along with an excellent record for safety and reliability, the F-15 has also compiled more than 100 victories without a loss in air-to-air combat. This work has been brought up to date with the latest variants, including the F-15EX Eagle II, which flew for the first time in 2021. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**7917597 SR-71 BLACKBIRD: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. As of 2023, the Lockheed SR-71 was the fastest manned jet aircraft ever produced. It set the world speed record of 2,193 mph in 1976 and then retired from service since the late 1990s. With its unrivaled speed and stunning appearance, the Blackbird has maintained an almost superhuman status, even if its type entered service in the 1960s as a high-altitude military reconnaissance aircraft. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**8706396 PBY CATALINA: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. Of the 4,185 Catalinas built, the famed patrol bomber was used around the world by the U.S. and its allies—the Soviets even produced hundreds of copies. Used in the fight for control of the versatile aircraft sank U-boats, located the dreaded Bismarck, and rescued scores of downed airmen and crews of sunken ships. Fully illus. most in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**1971570 P-39 AIRACOBA: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. With a mid-wing configuration, sturdy tricycle landing gear, and nose-mounted 37 mm cannon, the Bell P-39 was a thought and largely rejected by British and American combat squadrons, the Airacobra was much better received in the Soviet Union, where the Red Air Force successfully deployed the type against the Luftwaffe. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**1971538 F-8 BEARCAT: Legends of Warfare.** By Doyle. The Grumman F-8 was a fast, agile, carrier borne fighter aircraft developed for the Korean War. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.

**1978486 THE GENERALS HAVE NO CLUE: The World’s Worst Endless Wars.** By William M. Arkin with E.D. Cauchi. The author traces how we got where we are, bomboring ten countries, killing terrorists in dozens more, all without conquering anything and without any actual knowledge. Starting after the 9/11 attacks, the government put forth a singular idea that the perpetual war was the only way to keep the American people safe. 260 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $21.00

**7861346 LEYTE GULF: A New History of the World’s Largest Sea Battle.** By Mark E. Stille. A fascinating re-examination of the Battle of Leyte Gulf, the largest naval battle in history and probably the most decisive naval battle of the entire Pacific War, and one that saw the Imperial Japanese Navy eliminated as an effective fighting force and forced to resort to suicide tactics. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**7740344 BATTLEFIELD MEDICS: How Warfare Changed the History of Medicine.** By Martin King. Ranging from the battles of Ancient Rome to the Suez, the author takes you on an enthralling journey through the history of medicine seen through the lens of warfare. Read about the men and women who risked their lives to save others in the chaos of conflict. Photos. 256 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**787990X TEXIAN VOLUNTEER VERSUS MEXICAN SOLDIER: The Texas Revolution 1830-36.** By Ron Field. This book provides a compellingly illustrated account of the battle from both sides, with carefully chosen archive illustrations, many in color. This lively study is lavishly illustrated with photographs of the Texian volunteers who fought one another in three key battles during the Texas Revolution. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

**7835947 U.S. NAVY AIRCRAFT, 1918-1945: Special MARIN CORPS AIRCRAFT, 1914-1958.** By Walter T. Larkins. Presents the complete texts to two of the most valuable works ever written on American military aircraft, originally published in the 1930s. These two works have extensive coverage of a kind types, insignias and markings, technical innovations, and service and tactical deployment. Fully illus. 594 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95

**7925174 ROMAN SPECIAL FORCES AND Special Ops: Speculator, Explorators, Protectors, and In the Service of Rome.** By Simon Elliott. Little has been written about the men and units employed when something more subtle than the march of legions was required. This is the only work dedicated to the role of the Speculator, Explorators, Protectors and pen. & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**7758049 OLD TESTAMENT WARSTORIES: The Clash of Cultures in the Ancient Near East.** By Simon Elliot. This authoritative history gives a masterfully warfare and fighting in the age of the Old Testament, including Samarians, the Israelites, the Egyptians, and their enemies, Maccabean and Philistine, and more. The informative text draws on ancient sources and archeology. Illus. 146 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95

**7911882 BISMARCK’S WAR: The Foundations of War and the Making of Modern Europe.** By Rachel Chastel. Chronicles events on the battlefield while also drawing on first-person accounts from both sides in the battle for war. The fighting put German combatants and French in direct contact, reshaping and blurring the boundaries between soldier and civilian, while features of modern war like the machine gun and Red Cross volunteers were employed for the first time. Illus. 480 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00

**7897294 ABANDONED ARKANSAS: Eaker Air Force Base.** By Gage Fears. For 50 years, Blytheville was a home to one of the largest bases of machinery in history. From the Cuban Missile Crisis to the fall of the Iron Curtain in the early 1990s, B-52 Stratofortresses cruised the sky, and stayed on alert to be America’s first line of defense. Now U.S.A.F. bases lay dormant and decaying, sinking into the earth from which they came. Photos. Some, in color. 93 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**7851066 THE WORLD WAR I BATTLESHIP: The Design & Careers of Capital Ships of the World’s Navies 1880-1990.** By Bruce Taylor. Collects in-depth special articles on each of the twenty-one navies from 1882 to 1992, with full details on the origin, design, structure, organization, history, and cultural and career impact on each ship, and an unprecedented range of information, analysis and interpretation on each battleship. Includes over 400 carefully selected illustrations. 440 pages. Seaforth. 9¾x10½. Pub. at $51.95

**865142 T.E. LAWRENCE AND THE ARAB REVOLT: An Illustrated Guide.** By Joseph Silman. Fully illustrated graphic photographic overview of the life of Lawrence of Arabia and the Arab Revolt that he helped lead. Berton has assembled an image bank that provides an important visual resource for military historians, figure modelers, and Lawrence enthusiasts alike. 220 pages. Andrea Press. 8½x12. Pub. at $49.95

**787894X ALLIED TANKS AT EL ALAMEIN: World War II.** By William E. Hiestand. Using detailed illustrations of the tanks involved with an analysis of the tactics employed for battle, this is a fully illustrated book. This book describes how the Allied forces won the Second Battle of El Alamein—the most famous British Army victory of World War II, and one of the turning points of the war. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00
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Compared with the preceding aircraft carrier designs, they represented a great design leap, combining excellent striking power with good protection. Fully illustrated, many in color, 128 pages. Schiffer.

$21.95

7895984 BOEING YC-14: Legends of Warfare. By John K. Wimpress. The Boeing YC-14, being first flown in 1976, was an aircraft that significantly changed the design, the most prominent being the use of upper-surface blowing, to allow flight at amazingly low airspeeds. Also about the YC-14 design team that created a multi-organizational culture, unafraid to “draw outside the lines,” to create a dramatically capable airplane. Well illus., many in color, 128 pages. Schiffer.

$21.95

7874445 AMERICAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR II, 1941-45: In-Depth Study. By Stephen & Russell Hart. Charts the development of American tanks and AFVs by type, including chapters on light tanks, medium tanks, heavy tanks, self-propelled gun tank destroyers, half-tracks, armored cars and amphibious landing vehicles. Features 140 detailed artworks and photographs with accurate markings and a range of authentic camouflage schemes. 136 pages. Amber. Pub. at $27.99

$21.95

7893280 OPERATION BLACK BUCK 1982: Air Campaign 37. By Andrew D. Bird. The RAF’s opening shots of the Falklands War were among the most remarkable in history. The idea was simple: send a vulnerable Vulcan to bomb the runway at Port Stanley to deny Argentinian fast jets its use. This is the story of the adventure that had to be re-equipped to carry conventional bombs, with bombsights, electronics and navigation systems. Fully illus., most in color. Osprey. Pub. at $25.00

$17.95

7925016 THE BLACK CATS OF OSAN: U-2 Spy Plane Escapes and Galamities in Korea. By Rick Bishop. Takes the reader deep into the Black World of air-breathing (non-satellite) ISR to reveal how a small detachment of 100 hand-selected personnel with only eight pilots and two aircraft became the most reliable and productive air force unit ever to utilize the Dragon Lady. Based on his day, 16 pages of color photos. 228 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $37.95

$28.95

7925093 THE HISTORY OF ROMAN LEGION VI VICTRIX: The Original Watchers on the Wall. By Tony Sullivan. This is the first in-depth study to detail the history of the Sixth Legion in Britain, describing in rich detail their weapons and armor, as well as the Sixth Legion’s impact on the region’s warfare and contemporary battles. 202 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $36.95

$27.95

7925423 THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIG HORN: A New Appraisal. By Wendy Ann Wallace. The Little Big Horn was an anathema to his superiors, but the populace loved him. Neither William T. Sherman nor Little Phil” Sheridan could allow him to achieve prominence. Col. George Custer was in a position in the field where the opposing Sioux and Cheyenne were stronger and could deliver the ‘Coup de Gras’. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

$32.95

7892928 NAMBU PISTOLS: The history of the Imperial Japanese Army Firearms. By John Walter. Before and during WWII, Nambu pistols saw widespread combat use in the hands of the Japanese military, from aviators to tank crews. The work charts the original development of the firearms and the evolution of the legacy of the Nambu pistols. Also reveals the inner workings of these important handguns. Fully illus., many in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00

$17.95

7851650 SPY SHIPS: One Hundred Years of Intelligence Collection by Ships and Submarines. By N. Polmar & L.J. Mathers. Through the lens of such notorious spy ship events as the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty, the North Korean capture of the USS Pueblo, and the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency’s success in clandestinely salvaging part of a Soviet submarine with the Hughes Glomar Explorer, this work is a valuable undervalued collection. Well illus. 305 pages. Potomac Books.

$29.95

7910150 ELITE BASTARDS: The Combat Missions of Company F, LRP Teams in Vietnam. By Edward L. Dvorak. This is the quintessential first-person combat memoir of a special forces soldier at war. Dvorak joined the 173rd Airborne Brigade in Vietnam in the summer of 1967. He then joined Company F, 51st Infantry, Long Range Patrol. His training and mission was to find and befriend an actual Combat LRP mission. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 283 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $37.95

$28.95

7912501 REAPING THE WHIRLWIND: The U-Boat War off North America, 1941-45. By Dominic Etzold. When America declared war on Germany in 1917, it unleashed a resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare off the North American coast. By studying and comparing both American and German archival sources, Etzold has constructed an engaging, modern, and revelatory account of the operation. Illus. 407 pages. Schiffer.

$29.95

7878923 THE BLACK SCORPIONS: Striving with the 148th Fighter Squadron in World War II. By James A. & Gregory Lynch Jr. First-hand account of the Palm Sunday Massacre, April 18th, 1943, where the 64th, 65th, and 66th Fighter Squadrons shot down or destroyed more planes in a single engagement than in any other of the entire war. Through all the battles, Lynch kept an unauthorized diary. He also collected detailed intelligence reports, uncovering valuable secrets. Well illus. 329 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

7865084 WARSHIP 2023. Ed. by J. Jordan & S. Dent. Devoted to the design, development and service history of the world’s combat ships. The contributors are respected authorities, so detailed and accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are fully supported by plans, data tables and photographs. 224 pages.

$44.95

7917066 21 DAYS TO BAGHDAD: General Buford Blount and the 3rd Infantry Division in the Iraq War. By James W. Huber. The 3rd Infantry Division was one of the few units to win the decisive victory of the 3rd ID in its mission to take down Saddam Hussein’s regime, followed by the inability of policymakers in Washington to translate military success into postwar nation building. 16 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00

$26.95

7925115 THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN 1941-1945: Images of War. By Philip Jowett. The Second World War Italian campaign was as much a war of attrition as the struggle of the Germans against the western Allies in north-west Europe and against the Soviet Union in the east. But, as this work shows, the Italian peninsula was a major theatre of the war in itself. 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$26.95

7866890 BEFORE AUGUSTUS: The Collapse of the Roman Republic. By A. Baker. The story of the collapse of the Roman Republic, weaving together the military, political, and social aspects of the transition from republic to Empire in Rome. Features many new photographs and a range of authentic historical illustrations.

$26.95


$29.95

7928858 AS GOOD AS DEAD: The Daring Escape of American POWs from a Japanese Death Camp. By Moore. In late 1944, the Allies invaded the Japanese-held Philippines and soon the end of the Pacific War was within reach. But for the last 150 American prisoners of war on the island of Palawan, there would be no salvation. A gripping and inspiring saga of survival, and one of the great escape stories of WWII. 16 pages of photos. 358 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$9.95

7911519 COFFIN CORNER BOYS: One Bomber, Ten Men, and Their Harrowing Escape from Nazi-Occupied France. By Carole Engle Avriett with G.W. Starks. The story of how five friends, class mates by plane and by heart, nicknamed “Tin Cans” or “Greyhounds”, fought submarines, escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen, shot down aircraft, and attacked armored battleships and tank destroyers. Their adventures are told on an inch half of their steel separating their crew from enemy fire and hostile oceans. Reprint. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

7901188 EVERY MAN A HERO: A Memoir of D-Day, The First Wave at Omaha Beach, and a World at War. By H. Lambert & J. DeFelice. The story not only of what happened in the incredible and desperate hours on Omaha Beach, but of the bravery and courage that preceded and followed. By the end of World War 2–from the sands of Africa, through the treacherous mountain passes of Italy, and beyond to the greatest military victory the world has ever known. 16 pages of photos. 26 last pages of color photos.

$6.95

7837356 SETTING THE RISING SUN: Halsey’s Aviators Strike Japan, Summer 1945. By Kevin A. Mahoney. Concentrates on the last month of the U.S. Navy’s air war over Japan, in the waning days of WWII. Recounts this vital period of the Pacific War with drama and attention to detail. He draws on both American and Japanese perspectives to reconstruct intense combat missions and place them in the context of the overall war. 32 pages of photos. 325 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $32.97

$7.95

7907990 “PROMISE ME YOU’LL SHOOT YOURSELF”: The Mass Suicide of Ordinary Germans in 1945. By Birgit. By the end of April 1945 in Germany the Third Reich had fallen and invasion was nearly complete. Many Germans felt there was nothing left but disgrace and despair. For tens of thousands of them, it seemed the only option was to choose death. Huber recounts this little-known mass event and presents a riveting portrait of a nation in crisis. Photos. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

7873259 THE MEN WHO KILLED THE LUFTWAFFE AIR FORCE: Stories Against Germany in World War II. By Jay A. Stuart. By war’s end, the Luftwaffe had been crushed, and the U.S. Army Air Forces had air superiority. This gripping account tells the story of the striking transformation of our Air Force–one of the marvels of modern warfare–that enabled the U.S. to crush the air forces of the Third Reich. 40 pages of photos. 420 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $32.97

$9.95


$6.95
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is the intimate story of uncommon soldiers showing uncommon heroism and the Bloodiest Military Campaign in Aviation History. By Joe Pappalardo. The true story of the men who flew the deadliest missions of World War II, and an unlikely hero who received the Medal of Honor in the midst of the bloodiest military campaigns in aviation history. This is the true story of the air war over Europe and a fascinating look at one of America’s forgotten heroes. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. Pbk. $28.99

DEATH DOGS: King Company, Third Battalion, 5th Marines, by Saul David. “The Devil Dogs” of King Company, Third Battalion, 5th Marines, part of the legendary 1st Marine Division, were among the first American forces in World War II, and also the last. The company had a number of talented writers, whose first hand accounts and memories provide the color, emotion, and context for this extraordinary story. 16 pages of photos. 604 pages. Pbk. $35.00

40 THIEVES ON SAIPAN: The Elite Marine Scout-Snipers in One of WWII’s Bloodiest Battles, by Joseph Tachovsky with C. Krakack. Chosen for their willingness to defy rules and beat all comers, Lieutenant Frank Tachovsky’s “40 Thieves” endured body punishing extremes of heat, hunger, and thirst, fought a relentless enemy, and provided inspiring leadership. This is how real war was fought by the U.S. Marine Corps on Saipan. 370 pages, Naval Institute Press. Pbk. $19.99

ARRAUCOURT 1944: Triumph of American Armor, by Mike Guirdonia. The battle of Arraucourt in September 1944 helped pave the way for the final Allied invasion into Germany and showed the world how tactical ingenuity and adaptive leadership can overcome an enemy’s superior size or technological strength. The battle of Arraucourt was the last battle fought by the U.S. Army in Europe in December 1944. Fully illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Casemate. Pbk. $24.95

OPERATION DRAGOON: The Allied Liberation of the South of France, 1944, by Robin Cross. Provides the complete story of the liberation of the South of France, focusing on the operations of the Allied and German high command to the intelligence war waged by Allied code-breakers, from the German defeat of French resistance forces on the Vegers and the tactical exploits of individual units to the ground as they strove to keep pace with a fast-moving battlefield. 24 photos of photos. 288 pages. Pegasus. Pbk. $27.95

TAKING PARIS: The Epic Battle for the City of Lights, by Martin Dugard. Provides a gripping, high-stakes, fast-paced look at the events of the 1st Infantry Division’s harrowing D-Day assault on the eastern sector of Omaha Beach. The result is history at its finest, the unforgettable story of the Big Red One’s 148 hours of hell—and their ultimate triumph. 16 pages of photos. 348 pages. Dutton. Pbk. $15.00

WORLD WAR I IN 40 POSTERS. By Ann P. Linder. A cultural history of the war years, 1914-1919, in a rich array of new or recently unearthed sources to concoct a white-knuckle account for the 1st Infantry Division’s harrowing D-Day assault on the eastern sector of Omaha Beach. The result is history at its finest, the unforgettable story of the Big Red One’s 148 hours of hell—and their ultimate triumph. 16 pages of photos. 348 pages. Dutton. Pbk. $15.00

THE MARINES IN WORLD WAR II. By Michael E. Haskov. Charts the combat history of the Marines from Wake Island to Okinawa, covering every major battle in between: Guadalcanal, Kwajalein Atoll, Bougainville, Saipan, Guadalcanal and more. Includes also the role played by Navajo code talkers, the development of the Marine the little-known role of Marines in the European theater. Well illus. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pbk. $27.99

DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Anzio. By FLint Whittick. The four month long 1944 Battle on Italy’s coast, south of Rome, was one of World War II’s longest and bloodiest. This is a riveting and comprehensive account of the Battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American and British troops that turned certain defeat into victory. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Pbk. $17.95

LIGHTNING DOWN: A World War II Story of Survival, by Tom Clavin. On August 13, 1944, Joe Moser set off on his forty-fourth combat mission over occupied France. Soon he would join almost 170 other Allied airmen as prisoners in Buchenwald, one of the most notorious and deadly of Nazi concentration camps. This is an inspiring saga of brave men confronting great evil and great odds against seemingly hopeless odds. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Pbk. $18.99

THE HITLER YEARS, VOLUME I: Triumph, 1933-1939. By Frank Dunnam. From 1933 to 1939, Hitler won over most of the population with a vision of a renewed Reich. In these years of domestic triumph and cunning maneuvers, pitting neighboring powers against each other and biding his time in preparation for the moment that would realize his ambition. Well illus., some in color. 488 pages. St. Martin’s. Pbk. $39.99

TO THE END OF THE EARTH: The US Army and the Downfall of Japan, 1945. By John C. McManus. Walk in the boots of commanders and officers, brave and intense heat, rampant disease, and a by-now suicidal enemy, determined to kill as many opponents as possible before defeat. Also lays bare the iconic role and ambition of General Douglas MacArthur. 10 photos. Illus. 438 pages. Dutton. Pbk. $15.00

THE DEAD AND THOSE ABOUT TO DIE: D Day The Big Red One At Omaha Beach. By John C. McManus. Draws on a rich array of new or recently unearthed sources to concoct a white-knuckle account for the 1st Infantry Division’s harrowing D-Day assault on the eastern sector of Omaha Beach. The result is history at its finest, the unforgettable story of the Big Red One’s 148 hours of hell—and their ultimate triumph. 16 pages of photos. 367 pages. NAL. Pbk. $27.95
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7891636  ANATOMY OF A MASSACRE: How the SS Got Away with War Crimes in Italy
By Christian Jeremias. At dawn on August 12, 1944, German SS troops arrived in the Tuscan mountain village of Sant’Anna di Stazzema. On arrival, they proceeded to murder up to 560 Italian civilians, including women, the elderly and over 80 children. It was the most high-profile massacre committed by the Nazis in Italy but the killers escaped justice. Why? Photos. 288 pages. History Press. $6.95

7009971  11 DAYS IN DECEMBER: Christmas at the Bulge, 1944
By Gaye Weintrab. It was truly a white Christmas in the forests of the Ardennes in 1944, but that was cold comfort for the Allied soldiers trying to stop theusch on retaking Belgium in one of the most decisive battles of WWII. Weintrab explores the irony and poignancy of waging war during a season dedicated to peace on Earth. Photos. 208 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

4799608  FRANCIS’ WAR: A Woman’s Story of Survival. By Franci Rabine Epstein. Franci was known as the dress designer who died at Auschwitz. As an electrician, an occupation that both endangered and saved her life. In this memoir, she offers her intense, candid, and sometimes funny account of those dark years for women, the elderly and over 80 children. It was the tragic and horror. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

7848575  WIDOWMAKER: Living and Dying with the Corsair. By Jim Hillier-Graves. With over 200 images, many previously unpublished, the author describes the life of the aircraft’s chief designer, the Corsair’s development and the sad, but inspiring story of one of the most potent but difficult aircraft. 202 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

7835555  VOLKSWAGENES OF THE WEHRMACHT: German Vehicles in World War II. By John Geog-Mayer Yntzner. Period photographs capture the first civilian Volks wagens before the war, the use of the VW in the war by the Germans and by the occupation forces after the war. 175 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

792545X  HITLER’S DEATH TRAINS: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. While concentration camps were infamous, the Jews were forced to fund their own deportations through deposits paid to the SS. Although these trains competed for valuable track space with Nazi war effort requirements, the importance of the extermination program pervasively prevailed. Fully illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

7864094  WAFFEN-SS ARMOUR ON THE EASTERN FRONT 1941–1945: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. With authoritative text supported by a plethora of rare, fully captioned photos, this volume reveals the key role played by Waffen-SS Panzer divisions in the most bitter campaign. Well illus. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95


4843745  LAST STOP AUSCHWITZ: My Diary of Survival in World War II’s Most Inhumane Concentration Camp. By Lea Loewenthal. Written in the camp itself in the weeks following its liberation by the Red Army, this is a raw, true account of the author’s experiences at Auschwitz. In stunningly poetic prose, he provides unparalleled access to the horrors he faced. This memoir is a testament to the strength of the human spirit. Photos. 234 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

7771443  GENIUSES AT WAR: Bletchley Park, Colossus, and the Dawn of the Digital Age. By David A. Price. The tragic, untold story of a brilliant team, the world’s first digital electronic computer, and the race to decrypt the Nazis’ toughest code. Price tells the full mesmerizing story of the great minds behind Colossus and chronicles the remarkable feats of the engineers that marked the dawn of the digital age. 243 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

7833334  THE DAY FIGHTERS: German Fighters in World War II. By Werner Held. Uses rare photographs to chronicle the development and the career of one of the most potent but difficult aircraft. 202 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

1971603  THE WOMEN WITH SILVER WINGS: The Inspiring True Story of the Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II. By Kathy E. Webster. This is the thrilling true story of the daring female aviators who helped the United States win World War II—only to be forgotten by the country they served. Despite the sacrifices these women forgave never failed, and over the next few decades they came together to fight for recognition as the military veterans they were, and for their place in history. Illus. 435 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7858324  I SOMEHOW SURVIVED: Stories of Survivors of World War II. By Katherine Sharp Landdeck. This is the remarkable and true story of some of the most intriguing sites from the war. In this edition is a riveting look back across time and space, following its liberation by the Red Army, this is a riveting look back across time and space. 147 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

1919245  LIFE UNDER NAZI OCCUPATION: The Struggle to Survive During World War II. By Horst Hinrichsen. More than 200 photographs document the wartime life of German motorcycle enthusiasts and the various motorcycles that saw action, from the requisitioned civilian motorcycles of the 1930s to the legendary BMW R 75 and Zundapp KS 750. 188 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

7853829  GERMAN MILITARY AND THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC. By Karen Schaeter. General Hans von Seeckt was the military counterpart of the Weimar Republic. He attempted to restore Germany’s international acceptance and security following the Treaty of Versailles of 1919. But his far-sighted policy was opposed, and the failure of this coalition was blamed for the fall of the Weimar Republic, and the rise of Hitler in Germany. Photos. 274 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $19.95


4800400  I MARCHED WITH PATTON: A Soldier’s Story of World War II Alongside One of the U.S. Army’s Greatest Generals. By Frank Sisson with R.L. Wise. In December 1944, Sisson deployed to Europe as part of General George S. Patton’s Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in many of WWII’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Paris. This is the first time he reflects on his remarkable story of life under General Patton. 16 pages. Photos. 290 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

7809700  I SOMEHOW SURVIVED: Eyewitness Accounts from World War II. By Klaus G. For. An extraordinary collection of stories by those who survived World War II, based on new interviews with veterans recorded over the last two years. They detail a range of wartime experiences that reflect upon one of the most gruesome periods in history. Photos. 172 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

4951727  SAVING MY ENEMY: A True Band of Brothers’ Story. By Bob Welch. Don Malarky grew up scrappy and tough in Oregon, jumping off roofs, playing pranks, a free-range American. Fritz Engelbert’s German boyhood couldn’t have been more different. Regimented and indoctrinated by the Hitler Youth, he was introspective and a loner. This is the unforgettable true story of two soldiers on opposite sides who became brothers in arms. Photos. 366 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4792580  NAZI WIVES: The Women at the Top of Hitler’s Germany. By James Wyllie. Wyllie tells the personal lives, psychological profiles, and marriages of the wives of officers in Hitler’s inner circle. Wyllie explores these women in detail for the first time, skillfully interweaving their stories through years of struggle, power, decline, and destruction into the postwar twilight of denial and delusion. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

7832431  MOTORCYCLES OF THE WEHRMACHT: German Vehicles in World War II. By Horst Hinrichsen. More than 200 photographs document the wartime life of German motorcycle enthusiasts and the various motorcycles that saw action, from the requisitioned civilian motorcycles of the 1930s to the legendary BMW R 75 and Zundapp KS 750. 188 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95
**7912110** BARBAROSSA THROUGH GERMAN EYES: The Biggest Invasion in History. By John Broome. On June 22, 1941, in the most momentous decision of the war, Hitler turned East and flung his victorious armies into the vastness of the Soviet Union. Having signed a deal with Stalin back in 1939, Stalin was taken completely by surprise by the German attack. Hitler would then commence the biggest mass human exhumation in history. 259 pages. Pap. $12.95

**7758251** U.S. ARMY CHEVROLET TRUCKS IN WORLD WAR II. By Didier Andres. This fully illustrated reference details the different series of trucks and their many uses within the U.S. Army including cargo, pass, panel, delivery trucks for the Signal Corps, dump trucks for engineers, telephone trucks, tractors, and bomb service trucks for the Air Force. 160 pages. Casemate. 8½x10¼. Pap. $37.95

**7833450** THE BATTLESHIPS, VOLUME 1: The German Navy At War. By Jonathan T. Y. Winter. The most complete history of the German air war and provides a comprehensive attempt to achieve the political and military goals of the Third Reich. Raeder’s concept of naval strategy and his relationship with Hitler are examined. 301 pages. Illus. Pap. $9.95

**7850824** TANKS IN OPERATION BAGRATION 1944: New Vanguard 318. By Steven J. Zaloga. Long before television beamed daily images of combat into our living rooms, Pyle wrote a personal account of the campaign at Stalingrad, a pivotal naval battle at Midway, explaining how Hitler and the Japanese misused theirs based on a flawed tactical plan. Concluding that submarines played a more important role in the outcome than has been previously understood. Photos. 226 pages. Cassel. Pap. $29.95

**7891954** THE VIKING BATTALION: Norwegian American Ski Troopers in World War II. By Olaf Mine and others. This is the story of the 99th “Viking” Battalion (September 1943 to November, 1944), based in Normandy, Northern France, Rhineland, Ardenne, and Central Europe. In France, the 99th was one of the first American units to reach the Seine, helped secure canal bridges in Belgium and, later, helped encircle and the retreating German Army at Arnhem, and more. Illus. 376 pages. Cassel. Pap. $39.95

**7892900** GEBIRGSJAGER: German Mountain Troops 1935-45. By Jean-Denis Lapage. A concise history of the Gebirgsjager’s employment, which saw them in action on every front, from Lapland in the North to Tunisia in the south, and throughout the war, from the invasion of Poland to the final defense of Germany. Also gives material, research, their uniforms and insignia, equipment, organization, training and tactics. Illus. 175 pages. Pen & Sword. Pap. $36.95

**7886790** DEUTSCHE LUFTWAFFE: Uniforms and Equipment of the German Air Force, Volume 1: The German Navy. By G. C. Griss. From service and flight uniforms to equipment gathered from collections of original artifacts, this expansive and intricately detailed showcase captures, in vivid detail and from various angles, the symbols of one of history’s most hated and formidable forces. The experiences of the German airmen are shared through these items, presented alongside historic photographs depicting the soldiers and military leaders who donned them. 360 pages. Osprey. Pap. $38.95

**DV387053** FROM THE TRENCHES. Collects 3 HISTORY classics covering both World Wars. 100 Years of WWII: World War II: The Forgotten Battles; WWII: Unsung Heroes; and The Color of War. Experience the drama and intensity of both epic wars through extraordinary footage and in-depth expert commentaries. Over 29 hours on sixteen DVDs, E. One. 299.95

**4989341** 1 MARCHED WITH PATTON: A Firsthand Account of World War II Alongside One of the U.S. Army’s Greatest Generals. By Frank S. Harrison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In December 1944, Sis Alonso deployed to Europe as part of General George S. Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sis Alonso would participate in many of WWII’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He shares for the first time his remarkable story of life under General Patton, 16 pages of photos, 391 pages. HarperLuxe. Pap. $30.95

**7901179** ENDURING VIETNAM: An American Generals’ War. By James Wright. Recounts the experiences of the young Americans who fought in Vietnam and of the families who grieved those who did not return. This book is out doomed with those who served, this account depicts the cruelty of the war and its quiet acts of courage. 445 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. $29.99

**7887774** BLOOD IN THE HILLS: The Story of Khe Sanh’s Hill Fight of the Vietnam War. By R. M. R. & C. W. S. R. The story of Khe Sanh’s Hill Fight of 1967, as experienced by coauthor Bobby Mares and told in this hour by hour, day by day account. $6.95

**7911440** COVERT RADIO AGENTS, 1939-1945: Signals from Behind Enemy Lines. By David Hebditch. Radio operators has one of the most dangerous jobs of WWII. Their main tasks were to maintain regular contact with their home base and pass vital intelligence back. As this work reveals, many operators did more than that. Fully illus. 301 pages. Pen & Sword. Pap. $43.95

**7891443** STALIN’S PLANS FOR CAPTURING GERMANY. By Bogdan Misail. Drawing on a host of internal Soviet Politburo discussions, memoranda and speeches, this work shows how Stalin manipulated the situation to seemingly accomplish the goal, starting with the Stalingrad campaign, a massive demonstration of the orient’s military prowess. 215 pages. Andrea Press. 8½x12. Pap. $49.95

**7892548** MIDWAY SUBMERGED: American and Japanese Submarine Operations at the Battle of Midway, May-June 1942. By Mark W. Allen. An examination of a little-known aspect of the pivotal naval battle at Midway, explaining how limiting the roles of the U.S. and the Japanese envisaged theirs based on a flawed tactical plan. Concluding that submarines played a more important role in the outcome than has been previously understood. Photos. 226 pages. Cassel. Pap. $29.95

**7901179** ENDURING VIETNAM: An American Generals’ War. By James Wright. Recounts the experiences of the young Americans who fought in Vietnam and of the families who grieved those who did not return. This book is out doomed with those who served, this account depicts the cruelty of the war and its quiet acts of courage. 445 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. $29.99
**Vietnam War**

**DVD**

**7813465 VIETNAM–AMERICA’S CONFLICT:** 50 Historical Documentaries. Be an eyewitness to the conflict that divided our nation and changed the very fabric of society. This collection of harrowing and compelling footages provides a regional military engagement to an ever-expanding war that ultimately spanned three presidents. Not Rated. In B&W and Color. Over 23 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**$5.95**

**7496288 GRUNT SLOG IN VIETNAM:** Wars of 11-1 War. By Gordon Rottman. Collated by a veteran of the war, this anthology explains the meaning of words and phrases, how they evolved, and the unlisted acronyms, etc. Accurately appending the nicknames applied to different units and aircraft deployed during the war. 220 pages.

**$5.95**

**DDB092290X HONOR AND REMEMBRANCE: Stories of Vietnam.** Collects five films each telling the inspiring stories honoring the Vietnam war in the words of those who lived it including the fallen and those who endured. **$7.95**


**$5.95**

Life with Burton. 16 pages of photos. 500 pages.

Marriages commanded the attention of the world. 7798156

Hollywood, and the upheavals of the 1960s, as the backdrop of two world wars, the Golden Age of Century.

Laurence Olivier and the Romance of the Century. With Stephen Galloway. Studies their great, great, great grandson Anderson Cooper and death his son Billy “the Commodore,” took over to make him the richest man in the world. At his shipping and the other in railroads–that would

782599 THE TANGLED WEB: The Life and Death of Richard Caine–Chicago Cop and Hitman. By Michael J. Cain. Cain led a double life–at once a chief investigator and a “made” man, both a detective who led raids on gambling rings and a soldier carrying out hits for Mafia. His long history of research includes interviews, family anecdotes, and rare documents, Michael Cain recreates a compelling biography of his half brother. Photos. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pbk. at $29.95

7891125 INVENTOR OF THE FUTURE: The Visionary Life of Buckingham Fuller. By Alec Nevala-Lee. Covers all aspects of Fuller’s career, which extended from WWI through the digital revolution. Drawing upon thousands of unpublished documents and dozens of interviews, it reconstructs the true origins of his most famous inventions; his fraught relationships with his students and collaborators; his interactions with bright Steve Jobs, and more. Photos. 542 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pbk. at $35.00

782569 RACHEL ADDISON: A Biography. By Lisa Rogak. In a world of banal and opinionated sound bites, Addison regularly crushes Sean Hannity’s ratings, thanks to her deeply researched fact-filled take. Gored to become the top anchor for MSNBC and a beloved representative for all that progressive America holds dear. Photos. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pbk. at $28.95

7851417 THE VIOLINIST OF MADRID. By Jean-Jacques Feinfeld. Arrested in 1945 and deported to Auschwitz, Elsa survived because she had the “opportunity” to join the women’s orchestra. But her story, her escape, and her own family. Her son was determined to reconstruct her life in Birkenau, and would go in search of other orchestra survivors for more details. Illus. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pbk. at $32.95

7894910 HITLER’S BOY SOLDIERS: The Generation Was Trained to Kill and Sent to Die for Germany. By Helene Munson. As Munson translates her father Hans’ journals, she uncovers the truth behind the banner of suffering and redemption, she uncovers the lost history of an entire generation brainwashed by the Third Reich’s school system and jettisoned into the Hitler Youth. This work grapples with inherited trauma, the burden of guilt, and the blurred line between “perpetrator” and “victim.” Photos. 310 pages. The Experiment. Pbk. at $27.95

7857283 PATTON’S DRIVE: The Making of America’s Greatest General. By Alan Axelrod. The photographic account of his magnificent drive across Europe during World War II, the author looks back to the decades before the war and traces the trajectories that shaped the commander’s fighting destiny. Photos. 288 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pbk. at $16.95

7817479 BING CROSBY: Swinging on a Star–The Years, 1940-1946. By Gary Giddons. Crosby dominated America’s music culture in a way that few artists ever have. Tracing Crosby’s skyrocketing career as he enters a new era of entertainment and culture during the Second World War, this biography finally tells us how Crosby brought his show, his work, and his world to vivid life, firmly reclaiming Crosby’s central role in America’s history. 32 pages of photos, some color. 724 pages. Little, Brown. Pbk. at $4.00

7857165 HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT: The Secret Life of Raymond Bunt. By Michael Seth Schwartz. Bunt is one of the most riveting stories in vaudeville history, his personal life, including his relationship with his partner of over 36 years, Robert Benenides. He delighted millions of viewers each week in the top rated show Peking and Cambridge. 32 pages of photos. 266 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pbk. at $18.99


7842988 MARVIN GAYE, MY BROTHER. By Frankie Gaye. Marvin Gaye’s life and brilliant career were tragically short when he was shot and killed by his own father. For the first time, his story is told in intimate detail by his brother and other members of his own family. Photos. 214 pages. Backbeat Books. Pbk. at $24.95

7823836 THE HAG: The Life, Times, and Music of Merle Haggard. By Marc Elof. Explores in detail how an angry, rebellious boy from the backside of the tracks, and for a life of crime and a permanent home in a penitentiary, lifted himself out of poverty and oppression to find his redemption through the music he loved. A riveting story of a man who celebrates his many accomplishments and his vast contributions to the Bakersfield sound, while also delving into his infamous dark side. 16 pages of photos. 445 pages. Hachette. Pbk. at $30.00

7885024 CHARLOTTE HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon. By Marc Elof. Elof’s definitive biography, which benefits from extraordinary access to friends, family, and private papers, unravels the epic life story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s great personal triumphs, as well as his greatest failures and regrets—culminating in an account that is informed, moving, artful, and honest. Well illus. 553 pages. Dey Street. Pbk. at $29.95


789496X BUCKMESTER FULLER: A Brilliant Life. By Scott Eyman. Eyman’s biography gives readers an astute assessment of Grant both on screen and off and a new understanding of a celebrity we thought we knew. GWS. Pbk. at $32.50


782726X 20TH CENTURY FOX: Darryl F. Zanuck and the Creation of the Modern Film Studio. By Scott Eyman. For eight years, the creative powerhouse known as Darryl F. Zanuck, was one of the preeminent producers of films across the world. As respected a man as he was feared he ran his studio like a Swiss watch and devised entertainment for the masses. 325 pages. In Touch Publishing. Pbk. at $32.00

787448X KIRKUK: A Stunning Portrait of a People He Admired, Many Were Not Privy to at the Time. Schultz paints this firsthand account of a life and culture that have been long-overdue in the history of our nation. 16 pages of photos, some color. 553 pages. Dey Street. Pbk. at $29.95


7826944 VANDERBILT: The Rise and Fall of an American Dynasty. By A. Cooper & K. Howe. Cornelius Vanderbilt built two empires—one in shipping and the other in railroads—that would make him the richest man in the world. At his death his son Billy “the Commodore,” took over and doubled the money. Now the Commodore’s great great grandson Anderson Cooper and historian Katherine Howe explore the story of his great, great grandson. 408 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pbk. at $19.99

7882297 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Queen of Soul. By Mark Bego. A frank examination of Aretha Franklin, whose biography traces her career accomplishments from her beginnings as a twelve year old member of a church choir to recording her first album at the age of fourteen, right up through her tragic passing in 2018. 16 pages of photos, some color. 430 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pbk. at $16.99

791119X THE REVOLUTIONARY SAMUEL ADAMS. By Stacy Schiff. Returns Adams to his seat of glory, introducing us to the man who supplied the moral backbone of the American Revolution. Illuminates his transformation from aimless son of a well-off family to beguiling radical who mobilized the colonies in a long-overdue chapter in the history of our nation. 422 pages. Little, Brown. Pbk. at $35.00

7911254 TRULY, MADLY: Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier and the Romance of the Century. With Stephen Galloway. Takes readers on a bewitching journey through the love affair between Leigh and Olivier. Galloway studies their tempestuous liaison, one that took place against the backdrop of two world wars, the Golden Age of Hollywood, and the upheavals of the 1950s, as they struggled with love, loss, and the ultimate agony of their parts. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 408 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pbk. at $19.99

787257X MARILYN: A Life In Photos. By Lisa Rogak. In a world of banal and opinionated sound bites, Addison regularly crushes Sean Hannity’s ratings, thanks to her deeply researched fact-filled take. In a world of banal and opinionated sound bites, Addison regularly crushes Sean Hannity’s ratings, thanks to her deeply researched fact-filled take. In a world of banal and opinionated sound bites, Addison regularly crushes Sean Hannity’s ratings, thanks to her deeply researched fact-filled take.
**8757905** ABE: Abraham Lincoln in His Times. By David S. Reynolds. Abraham Lincoln did not come out of nowhere. And when he was shaped by his times, he also managed at his life’s faithful hour to shape them to an extent few could have foreseen. Ultimately, this is the great drama that amends with itself and that Reynolds brings to fresh and vivid life. Illus. 1066 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95

**1991671** GARY COOPER: American Hero. By Jeffrey Meyers. Portrays Cooper as a man of complex passions and sophisticated tastes, as well as large appetites. Although he had a public image as a quiet loner, Cooper’s off-screen life was anything but solitary. Photos. 379 pages. Cooper Square. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**7784894** THE BONA FIDE LEGEND OF COOL PAPA BELL: Speed, Grace, and the Negro Leagues. By Lonnie Wheeler. Charts Bell’s ups and downs in life and baseball. He was a key member of some of the greatest Negro League teams in history, but also played in the Dominican Republic in order to escape America’s racism. A great read for anyone interested in baseball and American history. Illus. 341 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $28.00 $25.00

**7837119** I CAN’T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE, BABY: Dorothy Fields and Her Life in the American Musical Theater. By Kristin Sturtz Pressley. Introduces the trailblazing Dorothy Fields to audiences who know her name but surely know her massive body of work. She was America’s most brilliant and successful female lyricist. For five decades, she kept pace with the greats in a long career that astonished them all. Photos. 201 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**7910590** CAPOTE’S WOMEN: A True Story of Love, Betrayal, and a Swan Song for an Era. By Laurence Leamer. Captures befriended women like Barbara “Babe” Paley, Gloria Guinness, and Ava Gardner, then received their deepest confidences, and ingratiated himself into their lives. Then, in one fell swoop, he betrayed them in the most surprising and startling fashion. Photos. 368 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**791847X** ELUSIVE: How Peter Higgs Solved the Mystery of Mass. By Frank Close. A grand tale of a man, his myth, machinations, and massive machines. And it will remake your understanding of how modern physics came to be. 287 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95


**789659X** THE SCANDALOUS HAMILTONS. By Bill Shaffer. An Alexander Hamilton heir, a beautiful female con artist, an abandoned baby, and the shocking courtroom drama that was splashed across front pages from coast to coast. This is the fascinating true story of the greatest scandals of the Gilded Age. Photos. 321 pages. Dafina. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

**7900353** IRA HAYES: The Akimel O’odham Warrior, World War II, and the Price of Heroism. By Thomas Power. The forgotten tale of IRA Hayes—a Native American Icon and World War II legend who spent his later life haunted by being a hero. He was hailed as a hero and mobbed by adoring fans and in doing so he revealed glimpse on his fascinating life story. Photos. 368 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

**7959968** AMERICAN PROMETHEUS: The Triumph and Tragedy of J. Robert Oppenheimer. By David Terman. Often described as “the most beautiful spy”, the World War II femme fatale could almost rival First World War spy Mata Hari and the various “Bond girls” who followed her. Delves into his background and in doing so exposes the two managed stereotypes. Photos. 301 pages. Twelve. Pub at $30.00 $21.95

**7782937** THE BEAUTIFUL SPY: The Life and Crimes of Vera Eriksen. By John E. Tidwell. Presents the first full-scale biography of Oppenheimer, “father of the atomic bomb,” the brilliant, charismatic physicist who led the effort to capture the awesome fire of the sun for his country. Traces the rise and fall of America at mid-century. Photos. 24 pages. Applause. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


**7830963** THE BIDENS: Inside the First Family’s Fifty-Year Rise to Power. By Ben Schreckinger. The best way to understand Joe Biden, his values, fears, and motives, is to understand his life: his Irish roots; his place in the Delaware pecking order; their dodgy business deals, and their personal struggles and triumphs alike. 307 pages. Weiley. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**7870299** MADAM: The Biography of Polly Adler, Icon of the Jazz Age. By Debby Applegate. Polly Adler was a diminutive dynamo whose Manhattan brothels were more than oases of illicit sex; they were also swinging salons where the cultural and high society partied with the elite. Applegate uses Adler’s rip-roaring life to unpack what made this era so corrupt, glamorous, and informational. Photos. 553 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $37.99 $7.95

**7890214** KORESH: The True Story of David Koresh and the Tragedy at Waco. By Stephen Talty. Reveals how Koresch’s fixation on the Davidians’ deadly 51 day standoff with the government. In a fascinating true story behind one of the greatest events of 1993. Photos. 377 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

**7927278** THE GREAT DISSENTER: The Story of John Marshall Harlan, America’s Iconoclastic Hero. By John E. Tidwell. At one who many justices journey from the courtroom to the bench with few stops in real life, the career of John Marshall Harlan is an illustration of how it looks at the law. And Harlan’s story is also a testament to the vital necessity of dissent and of how a flame lit in one era can light the world in another. 16 pages of illus. 609 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.50 $6.95

**7931360** THE NEVER-ENDING LIVES OF LIVER-EATING JOHNSON. By D.J. Herda. From farmer and sailor to mountain man, crow killer, and town sheriff, one man’s reputation lives past all others. Regarding western mountain men, no one on earth matched the physical prowess and successful survival of John “Liver-Eating” Johnson. Illus. 239 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**7848923** KAMALA’S WAY: An American Life. By Dan Morain. How did the daughter of two immigrants and California.record her way to become the nation’s first Black female vice president? She did it Kamala’s way, and there’s very little that’s conventional about Kamala’s way. Her personal story also represents the best of America. 257 pages. S&S. Pub at $28.00 $9.95

**7878818** BECOMING NICK & NORA: The Thin Man and the Films of William Powell. By Rob H. Reid. Follows the winding path that William Powell and Myrna Loy’s screen personas took over their careers. Studios originally cultivated the two as villains in the silent era, then, with a mustached, swasticka-flecked Loy and Loy as an “exotic” adversary. With the rise of talkies, to broaden their range beyond villainous 244 pages. Applause. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**7851755** A GREAT DRAMA THAT SERVICE: The Civil War Letters of John Bennett, M.D., Surgeon, 19th Michigan Infantry. Ed by Robert Beasecker. In 1862, at the age of 22, physician John Bennett joined the 19th Michigan Regiment as an assistant surgeon and remained in military service for the rest of the war. During this time he wrote more than 200 letters home to his wife and daughters, showing observations of army life, and more. 409 pages. Wayne State. Pub. at $36.99 $9.95

**7914822** BLOOD, FIRE & GOLD: The Story of Elizabeth I & Catherine de Medici. By Estelle Parangue. Shows how Elizabeth I and Catherine de Medici navigated through uncharted waters that both united and divided their kingdoms, maneuvered between opposing political, religious, and social objectives—all while maintaining unprecedented power over their respective domains. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 316 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $23.00 $9.95

**7837135** INVENTING CUSTER: The Making of an American Legend. By E. Caudill & R. Ashdown. Bridges the gap between the Custer who lived and the one we immortalized and mythologized into a legend. Presents him as a product of 1860s, the West, Ford, and other pioneers of innovation. 344 pages. Applause. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**792825X** WILD: The Life of Peter Beard—Photographer, Adventurer, Lover. By Graham Boynton. Definitive biography of the photographer and “enfant terrible”, who has the looks of a Greek god, plenty of old money, Andy Warhol, and Francis Bacon among his friends. Covers his artistry and adventurous personal life, including the odd circumstances surrounding his death. 344 pages. Whirlwind. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**1945610** THE AUTHENTIC LIFE OF BILLY THE KID. By Pat F. Garrett. At the age of 12, Billy stabbed a man in a barfight, then spent his teen years stealing and gambling. At 17 he was sentenced to life in prison and earned the nickname “Billy the Kid” from reporters. Here Garrett tells the story of the kid who became a coldblooded outlaw. Illus. 132 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**7928424** HENRIETTA MARIA: The Warrior Queen Who Divided a Nation. By Leanda de Lisle. Retells the dramatic story of the English Civil War from the perspective of Henrietta Maria. Looks at the woman often-criticized queen and determines if she is not, in fact, one of British history’s most remarkable women. 16 pages of photos. 464 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95
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**Royalty**

3782923 DIANA: Case Solved. By Dylan Howard with C. McLaren. The fatal accident that killed Princess Diana is finally revealed. The authors uncover the one man who knows for sure what happened, and who, for twenty-years past, has been ordered to remain silent. The startling new version of events is written from what the authors believe to be the truth. Photos. 262 pages. Skyscape. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


3788967vast criminal empire from behind bars. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $6.95

7879548 THE MAFIA AT WAR: Allied Collusion with the Mob. By Tim Newark. Tells the remarkable story of Mafia-allied collaboration. Drawing on first-hand testimonies and declassified intelligence reports, its findings are startling. It reveals how Jewish gangsters clashed with the streets of New York, how Mafioso nearly issued contracts to kill top Nazis, including Hitler, and more. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Greenhill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95


**Crime & Criminals**


☆ 7887075 BEAUTIFULLY CRUEL. By M. William Phelps. The shocking and true story of a beautiful Iowa housewife, who rose to the pinnacle of society, only to be consumed, blinded, and even murder, to serve her own selfish ends. A searing exploration of the criminal mind that recounts the saga of a psychopath who hid in plain sight. 16 pages of photos. 433 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

7858381 TRAILED: One Woman’s Quest to Solve the Shenandoah Murders. By Peter Vronsky. In this first definitive history of the worst decades of American serial murder, when the number and body count of serial killers exploded, Vronsky tells the stories of the most notable and unusual serial killings from the 1950s to the early 21st century. From Ted Bundy to the Golden State Killer, our classic serial killers seem to grow by the day. 410 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

7880940 THE TERROR CRESCENT. Compiled by nearly a hundred years ago, two wealthy and influential families, the Bambinos, and the Persico. In 1924, two wealthy and privileged teenagers–Nathan Lepold and Richard Loeb–were charged and convicted in a gruesome crime that would change the course of 20th-century American history. Using 21st century investigative tools, forensics, and modern understanding of the psychology of these infamous killers, this turns history on its head. Photos. 345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

2857008 I WILL FIND YOU: Solving Killer Cases from My Life Fighting Crime. By Joe Kenda. Having solved 367 murders in his police service, Kenda details the ones that are too gruesome to air on television, cases that still haunt him, and the few where the killer got away. The stories will shock and rivet, and resonate deeply with anyone interested. 240 pages. City Street. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

7859600 THE BABYSITTER: My Swindles with a Serial Killer. By L. Rodman.从小说 to chilling past, this is a story of a young woman, whose kind heart and gullible spirit led her to become a target of America’s most notorious serial killers. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Attra. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

☆ 1924346 THE HOT HOUSE: Life Inside Leavenworth Prison. By Pete Earley. The most dreaded facility in the prison system because of its fierce population, Leavenworth is governed by ruthless clans competing for dominance. Among the “star” players in these pages are Leonid Tishin, a sociopath confined to “no human contact” status since 1983, Eddie Geouge, the only officer with the authority to sentence an inmate to “the hole” and more. Photos. 445 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

785117X AMERICAN SERIAL KILLERS: The Deadliest Years 1950-2000. By Peter Vronsky. In this first definitive history of the worst decades of American serial murder, when the number and body count of serial killers exploded, Vronsky tells the stories of the most notable and unusual serial killings from the 1950s to the early 21st century. From Ted Bundy to the Golden State Killer, our classic serial killers seem to grow by the day. 410 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

7883334 HELL IN THE HEARTLAND: Murder, Meth, and the Case of Two Young Mothers. By Sara Gay Forden. On December 30, 1999, in rural Oklahoma, sixteen year old Ashley Freeman and her best friend, Laura Bible, were having a sleepover. The next morning, the Freeman family trailer was in flames and both girls were missing. The story of two missing girls and a murder, police cover-up and an unimaginable truth. 156 pages of photos. 345 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

7887182 THE HOUSE OF GUCCI: A True Story of Murder, Madness, Glamour, and Greed. By Sara Gay Forden. The sensational true story of murder, madness, glamour and greed that shook the Gucci dynasty. Maurizio Gucci, heir to the fashion dynasty, was killed by his ex-wife, Patrizia Reggiani–nicknamed “black widow” by the press–was arrested for the killing. 532 pages. Custom House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

7874782 HOUSE OF EVIL. By John Dean. In the heart of Indianapolis in the mid-1960s, through a twist of fate and fortune, a pretty young girl came to live with a 37-year-old mother and her seven children. This is the true story of one twisted family, one innocent victim, and the nightmare that shocked the nation. Photos. 231 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

7875241 NOTHING BUT THE NIGHT: Lepold & Loeb and the Truth Behind the Murder That Rocked 1920s America. By G. King & P. Wilson. Nearly a hundred years ago, two wealthy and privileged teenagers–Nathan Lepold and Richard Loeb–were charged and convicted in a gruesome crime that would change the course of 20th-century American history. Using 21st century investigative tools, forensics, and modern understanding of the psychology of these infamous killers, this turns history on its head. Photos. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

☆ 7844935 A QUESTION OF MURDER. By C.H. Wecht & D. Kaufmann. No one has solved so many high-profile murder cases than Dr. Cyril Wecht. Included are fascinating true-life mysteries: Why did Anna Nicole Smith’s 21 year old son die? Was her demise just months later accidental, or is his death? Who killed 20 year old Stephanie Crowe? In color. 347 pages. Prometheus. $8.95

☆ 7858381 TRAILED: One Woman’s Quest to Solve the Shenandoah Murders. By Peter Vronsky. In this first definitive history of the worst decades of American serial murder, when the number and body count of serial killers exploded, Vronsky tells the stories of the most notable and unusual serial killings from the 1950s to the early 21st century. From Ted Bundy to the Golden State Killer, our classic serial killers seem to grow by the day. 410 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95
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Politics

784472 LIS MY GOVT TOLD ME: And the Beller Future Coming. By Robert W. Aitken. Illustrates how data, information, and psychology have been distorted during the pandemic. Governments intentionally weaponized fear to mold behavior. The media smeared anyone with objections. And Big Pharma had captured the agencies that are supposed to regulate it long before the pandemic began. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.50 $9.95

792240X THE SCHEME: How the Right Wing Used Dark Money to Capture the Supreme Court. By Sheldon Whitehouse and J. Mueller. As the story of Supreme Court malfeasance and ethics violations repeatedly makes front pages news, Senator Sheldon Whitehouse reminds us of his original vision for the right-wing scheme to capture the United States Supreme Court. 288 pages. New Press. Paperbound. $18.95

786550 THE ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASURE. By Jesse Kelly. A rallying cry striking at the roots of today’s major issues. Kelly uses his trademark bombast, intelligence, and humor to take down the most dangerous philosophy in history and disprove the myth that anyone who feels alienated by political and popular cultures, and recognizes the danger it threatens to rip apart America’s social fabric. 261 pages. Thomas How. How America: Warped the American Imagination. $22.95

7868844 THE PUPPETERS: The People Who Control The People Who Control America. By Jason Chafetz. When he left Congress in 2017, Chafetz still thought the alt-right and the right leaders was no longer enough. To take back our country, the American people need to understand that they’re in a new fight. But it’s a fight that’s still eminently winnable, and Chafetz reveals the playbook. 257 pages. Broadside. $18.95

7872009 WAR MADE INVISIBLE: How America Hides The Human Toll Of Its Military Machine. By Norman Solomon. Shows that if there’s a war, it’s a war in America. Solomon convinces us that war is a battle fought in the mind. 1911 and the war in Afghanistan set into motion a hugely consequential shift in America’s foreign policy: a perpetual state of war that is almost entirely invisible to the American public. 258 pages. New Press. $27.95

4933877 IT WAS ALL A LIE: How The Republican Party Became Donald Trump. By Will Witt. De constructs the misguided policies and narratives that guide our elite—politics, cultural, pharmaceutical, tech, media, and financial institution elite—without surprising takeaways. Answers crucial questions about the future of America: How do the elite achieve their goals? How do we take our power back? and more. 237 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

791655 HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE ENEMIES: Taking on Liberal Arguments with Logic and Humor. By Will Witt. Popular culture in America today is dominated by the left. Most young people have never even heard of conservative values from someone other than their own party, and they do the meaning on social media and in the news. From the secret world of London strip clubs, giving a voice to an age-old phenomenon, and how, if it’s a fight that’s still eminently winnable, and Chafetz reveals the playbook. 257 pages. Broadside. $18.95

782643 BIG FOOD, BIG PHARMA, BIG LIES: Exposing the Dangers Within the Pharmaceutical and Agriculture Industries. By Martha Rosenberg. Blows the lid off of everything you thought you knew about Big Pharma and Big Food. What goes on behind the scenes in these industries is more suspicious, more devious, and more disreputable than you could have ever imagined. Illus. 395 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. $21.95 $16.95

4933877 IT WAS ALL A LIE: How The Republican Party Became Donald Trump. By Will Witt. De constructs the misguided policies and narratives that guide our elite—politics, cultural, pharmaceutical, tech, media, and financial institution elite—without surprising takeaways. Answers crucial questions about the future of America: How do the elite achieve their goals? How do we take our power back? and more. 237 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

7833728 CONSERVATION: An Invitation to the Great Tradition. By Roger Scruton. This clear and incisive guide is essential reading for anyone wishing to understand Western politics and policies, now and over the last three centuries. 164 pages. St. Martin’s. $24.99 $6.95

7860227 PROUD BOYS AND THE WHITE ETHNOSTATE: How the Alt-Right Is Winning the American Culture War. By Alexandra Minna Stern. Explores the alt-right’s narratives, frames, and strategies and provides a roadmap for the right; its understanding of the American people; its drive for power and influence; and its ability to shape perceptions and influence public opinion. 321 pages. Threshold. Pub. at $28.99

7909799 CARL JUNG: knowledge in a Nutshell. By Gary Bobroff. With useful diagrams and bullet-point summaries at the end of each chapter, this provides an essential introduction to his work, and explains the relevance of Jung’s ideas to the modern world. 240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

7871700 YOU’VE BEEN PLAYED: How Pop Culture Influenced the Schools Use Games to Control Us All. By Adrian Hon. A blistering takedown of how corporations, schools, and governments use games and digital tools for profit and coercion. These are games that we often have no choice but to play, where losing has heavy penalties. 258 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

7869535 HOW TO INTERPRET THE CONSTITUTION. By Cass R. Sunstein. Provides a lively introduction to competing approaches to interpreting the Constitution, and argues that the only way to choose one is to ask what the document’s framers would have done. 7823738 WHAT THE ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASURE. By Jesse Kelly. A rallying cry striking at the roots of today’s major issues. Kelly uses his trademark bombast, intelligence, and humor to take down the most dangerous philosophy in history and disprove the myth that anyone who feels alienated by political and popular cultures, and recognizes the danger it threatens to rip apart America’s social fabric. 261 pages. Thomas How. How America: Warped the American Imagination. $22.95

7869535 HOW TO INTERPRET THE CONSTITUTION. By Cass R. Sunstein. Provides a lively introduction to competing approaches to interpreting the Constitution, and argues that the only way to choose one is to ask what the document’s framers would have done. 7823738 WHAT THE ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASURE. By Jesse Kelly. A rallying cry striking at the roots of today’s major issues. Kelly uses his trademark bombast, intelligence, and humor to take down the most dangerous philosophy in history and disprove the myth that anyone who feels alienated by political and popular cultures, and recognizes the danger it threatens to rip apart America’s social fabric. 261 pages. Thomas How. How America: Warped the American Imagination. $22.95

7868844 THE PUPPETERS: The People Who Control The People Who Control America. By Jason Chafetz. When he left Congress in 2017, Chafetz still thought the alt-right and the right leaders is no longer enough. To take back our country, the American people need to understand that they’re in a new fight. But it’s a fight that’s still eminently winnable, and Chafetz reveals the playbook. 257 pages. Broadside. $18.95

7890898 ACTIVELY UNWOKE: The Ultimate Guide for Fighting Back Against the Woke Insanity in Your Life. By Karlyn Bogocinski. We’re in the midst of a woke cultural revolution. It’s been brewing for decades and has finally punched its way into mainstream cultures. It’s insidious, powerful, and it can destroy anything standing in its way. This work is about fighting back. 220 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $26.95

7848717 WANTING YOU TO WANT ME: Stories from the Secret World of Online Suicide. By B. Parker-Rhodes & E. Dinsdale. Through the scenes candid photography and interviews, this work provides unique and intimate access to the culture of suicide and the secrets of the suicides themselves. Adults only. 256 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

7771851 HILLIBLY ELEGY: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis. By J.D. Vance. With piercing honesty, Vance shows how he still carries around the demons of his chaotic family story, dreaming of memoir, with its share of humor and vividly colorful figures, is the story of how upward mobility really feels. It’s an urgent and troubling meditation on the loss of the American dream, to this segment of the Americas. Adults only. 256 pages. Ivan R. Dee. $19.95 $8.95

786550 THE ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASURE. By Jesse Kelly. A rallying cry striking at the roots of today’s major issues. Kelly uses his trademark bombast, intelligence, and humor to take down the most dangerous philosophy in history and disprove the myth that anyone who feels alienated by political and popular cultures, and recognizes the danger it threatens to rip apart America’s social fabric. 261 pages. Thomas How. How America: Warped the American Imagination. $22.95

Psychology

790799 CARL JUNG: knowledge in a Nutshell. By Gary Bobroff. With useful diagrams and bullet-point summaries at the end of each chapter, this provides an essential introduction to his work, and explains the relevance of Jung’s ideas to the modern world. 240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

7857194 THE LEFT STUFF: How the Left-Handed Have Survived and Thrived in a Right-Handed World. By Massimo Pigliucci. Debunks the cultural and scientific stigmas that have long been associated with left-handedness. From the ageless assessments everywhere, to recent claims of brain dysfunction and early death. Both places every component of this debate under the microscope, as she seeks to explain the complexities and wonders of lefties. 239 pages. M. Evans. Pub. at $23.95 $9.95

Social Science

7716664 LIVING WITHOUT ELECTRICITY: Lessons from the Amish for a Sustainable Future. By S. Scott & K. Pellman. In a modern world where technology is taking over our lives, could we lead a simple life without electricity? The answer lies in Amish communities. The Amish Order groups in the United States, Canada, and Mexico that have been living their lives off the grid while continuing to be self-sufficient. Photos. 165 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95
782106 THE BOOK OF DRIUDY: A Complete Introduction to the Magic & Wisdom of the Celtic Mysteries. By Kristoffer Hughes. Hughes presents a comprehensive picture of Druidry—where it came from, how it developed into its current form, and why it is relevant today. He shares not only the rituals of practice, but also the world of the druids, environmental considerations, and deep roots in history. Illus. 318 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. 19.95.

8254295 THE HEBREW BIBLE. By Robert Alter. From the family trichotomies of Genesis and King David’s flawed humanity to the serene wisdom of Psalms and Job’s incendiary questioning of God’s ways, these magnificent works of world literature resonate with a startling immediacy. This comprehensive study features Alter’s generous commentary alerting readers to the literary and historical dimensions of these three 3,132 pages in three slipcased volumes. Norton. Pub. at $125.00. 89.95.


7927983 PROOF OF LIFE AFTER LIFE: 7 Reasons to Believe There Is an Afterlife. By A.A. Moody & P. Perry. Provides scientific proof of the existence of a soul and that consciousness does not end with the body. The authors concluded this by exploring topics such as shared death experiences, near-death experiences, common paranormal events, and memories of those who have passed through these experiences. 212 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. 12.95.

4880862 AFTER: A Doctor Explodes What Near-Death Experiences Reveal About Life and Beyond. By Bruce Greyson. Shows how scientific revelations about the dying process can support an alternative theory to death being the end of our consciousness. Greyson posits that dying could be the threshold between one life and another, not an ending but a transition. The author challenges us to open our minds to these near-death experiences and to what we can teach us. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. 7.95.

7900469 MONSTERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES: Creatures Real or Mythical. By Zena Mackenzie. After all, the authors have documented some 140 “incidents” in northern and eastern New York State extending from the Watertown area to Long Island. Many of these occur in the Adirondack Park as well as in northern and western Vermont. 16 pages of photos, 136 pages. North Country. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. 12.95.

2779757 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF DEVILS AND DEMONS. By Leonard R.N. Ashley. This detailed guide will introduce readers to the malevolent forces that prey on the human mind and spirit. It explores the origins of evil, the history of demonology, the world of the devil and his agents, and the nature of human temptation. Discover information about: zombies and the undead who prey on the living; voodoo and ritual magic; the princes of Hell; selling your soul to the devil; possession and exorcism, and much more. Illus. 279 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 5.95.

Religion

7742401 MEET THE SAINTS. By Kathy Finley et al. Offers you an introduction to some of the best-known and most-often-sought ways to read and inspire work will help you meet saints who: influenced the church in radical ways; knew Jesus; were contemplatives and mystics; today’s saints who are found within our shared deep friendships; befriended the poor; and more. 111 pages. Franciscan Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. 4.95.


THE TROUBLE WITH GRAVITY: Solving the Mystery Beneath Our Feet. By Richard Panek. Part scientific history, part metaphysical romp, this volume is the first in-depth, accessible study of this ubiquitous, elusive force. Gravity, and our efforts to understand it, had formed not only the world we inhabit, but also our bodies, minds, and culture. 244 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00.

$7.95

HUMAN DIVERSITY: The Biology of Gender, Race, and Class. By Charles Murray. Not all people are created equal, as Murray explores, all groups of people are not the same--this is a fascinating investigation of the genetics and neuroscience of human differentiation. Drawing on the most authoritative scientific findings, the author celebrates both our many differences and our common humanity. 508 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $35.00.

$9.95

WHERE SCIENTIFIC LAWS APPLY and where the phenomena they create could mean for black holes, the Big Bang, and the future of the cosmos. 508 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $35.00.

$9.95
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The thrilling story of this exciting scientific mission (a test launch) on April 12, 1981 and continued to do so throughout the day. 272 pages. Wellfleet. Pub. at $19.99
### Personal Finance

**7826648 SETTLING ESTATES FOR EVERYONE: A Practical Guide and Action Plan to Handle Assets, Debts, Minors, and Much More.** By Ronald Farrington Sharp. A guide for those responsible for wrapping up the personal and financial affairs of the deceased. By following the steps that may need to be taken prior to and after a person’s death, and a practical guide to assist those who must deal with asset collection and disposition, tax and legal issues, applying for benefits such as Social Security and more! 188 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**7744072 HOW TO AVOID PROBATE FOR EVERYONE: Protecting Your Estate for Your Loved Ones.** By Ronald Farrington Sharp. Learn how to protect your estate from costly mistakes with this step by step guide. The matter of fact explanations will prepare you to take the necessary steps to protect your estate with confidence and avoid probate. 184 pages. Allworth Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**7893399 VETERANS BENEFITS FOR YOU: Get What You Deserve.** By Paul R. Lawrence. Provides an up to date guide to all the benefits and services available to veterans of the U.S. armed services and how to make the most of these benefits and services. Topics include basic health care eligibility & benefits, hospital clinics; disability & rehabilitation; employment assistance, pensions, and more. 207 pages. Humanix. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

### Computer Books

**728693X IPHONE FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 9TH EDITION.** By Nick Vandome. Now updated to cover all iPhones with iOS 16. Easy to follow, step by step guide shows you how to make and receive calls, store and organize contacts, make secure payments, explore the iTunes music library, and much more! Fully illustrated. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**1929747 ANDROID PHONES FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 3RD EDITION.** By Nick Vandome. This updated edition provides an overview of the popular models, and then shows how to customize your phone to suit your needs; master the Home screen and key apps; keep in touch via phone and video calls, texts, email, and social media; use your phone's camera; and much more! Fully illustrated. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

### Dictionaries

**845336 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S MEDICAL DICTIONARY.** A guide to the essential language of today’s medicine and health care, providing up to date coverage of emerging vocabularies for fields of medical practice and research. Includes more than 39,000 medical terms with pronunciations, and 1,000 new entries. 869 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**788611X YOU WILL OWN NOTHING: Your War with a New Financial World Order and How to Fight Back!** By Carol Roth. Reveals how the agendas of Wall Street, world governments, international organizations, socialist activists, and multinational corporations like BlackRock are working together to reduce the power of the dollar and prevent millions of Americans from taking control of their wealth. The author shows why owning fewer assets makes you poorer and less free. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $16.95

**8458212 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S COLLEGE DICTIONARY, ELEVENTH EDITION.** Contains 165,000 entries and 225,000 definitions, including 10,000 new words and senses from all fields of knowledge. Coverage includes a Style section that offers essential information to improve writing skills. Illus. 1623 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

---
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**4858220** MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S CONCISE DICTIONARY, LARGE PRINT EDITION. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Containing 100,000 words and phrases, this dictionary features 40,000 entries, with clear definitions to help you communicate effectively; pronunciations to help you say it right; and usage labels to clarify function. 753 pages. Merriam-Webster.

Atlasses

**7918828** NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC COMPACT ATLAS OF THE WORLD, SECOND EDITION. Features 8,500 places on more than 100 updated maps reflecting the most current changes in the world. Offers the latest in world climate, land cover, water availability, natural hazards and more. Fully illus., in color. 256 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**792093X** THE PENGUIN STATE OF THE MIDDLE EAST ATLAS, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By Dan Smith. The Middle East is in a constant state of change, and understanding it has never been more important. In this essential guide to the region and its politics, Smith unravels the history of the Middle East from the Ottoman Empire to the present day. Illus. 160 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

**7223972** NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CONCISE ATLAS OF THE WORLD, FIFTH EDITION. Offers an authoritative and engaging portrayal of the world and all that is in it. Maps of every continent include physical details, political boundaries, key statistics, and flags and facts for every country. Cross-referenced 100% pages. 10¼x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $20.95

**8797913X** ATLAS OF EXTRANETRRESTIAL ZONES. By Bruno Fulin, illus. F. Moreno. Learn about locations of dark holes, hidden secret embassies, and long-lost traces of thousand-year-old passages. From the UFO port of Ares to the underground center of Area 51, from the crash at Roswell to setting up the SETI program, this atlas lists, for the first time, the meeting points between earthlings and EBE, these mysterious extraterrestrial biological entities. Illus. 77 pages. Color. 127 pages. Schiffer. $25.95

**8782417** COMPLETE ATLAS OF THE WORLD, 4TH EDITION. Brings together the enormous mass of geographical information available in the digital age and distills it into this beautiful collection of 300 stunning, highly-detailed, high-definition maps covering every region of the world. Includes more than 100 city maps; 50,000 place names; and a fully cross-referenced, 432 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 $56.95

Reference

**8799602** SHORT STORIES IN SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS, VOLUME ONE. By Oily Richards. A collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories in Spanish for adult and young adult learners. Includes chapter summaries and comprehension questions; vocabulary lists; and accessible grammar. Illus. 224 pages. Teach Yourself Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**3843653** SEE IT & SAY IT IN SPANISH. By Margaana Madrigal. Teach yourself Spanish the world and picture way. Complete with traveler’s word list, pronunciation guide, and a grammar section, this reference will help you master Spanish quickly and easily. Each word, phrase, or sentence is shown off their simple line drawing that immediately explains its meaning. 255 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

**780052X** THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC 2024. It’s another year of celebrating everything under the Sun, including the Moon, with The Old Farmer’s Almanac, America’s oldest continuously published periodical. Always timely, topical and invaluable, the Almanac has been beloved for centuries by people from all walks of life. 288 pages. Old Farmer’s Almanac. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**7778386** THE WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF FACTS 2023. Ed. by Sarah Janssen. With more fascinating facts per page than any other general reference, this volume has the authoritatively answers to your questions on every essential topic, from politics to pop culture. 16 pages of color pages, 1,009 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**7693013** THE 10 WORST OF EVERYTHING: The Big Book of Bad. By Sam Jardison. In this celebration of failure, you’ll discover the ten stupidest animals in the ten most boring sports, the ten scariest human parasites, and much more. 263 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**7852270** GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 2023. Ed. by Craig Glenday. Take a journey that transcends this world, revealing the latest and greatest record-breaking achievements here on Planet Earth and across the vast distances of space. With ever more focus on diversity and inclusivity, we showcase the most inspirational, eye-catching, mind-blowing achievements from the past year. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Guinness World Records. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**7929714** VINEGAR: The King of All Curds. Discover more than 2,775 solutions that put this royal remedy to work from the top of your head to the tips of your toes. But it doesn’t stop there, it also offers tips on keeping your attic and all through the great outdoors. Vinegar takes you on the road to a healthier, more beautiful you and a cleaner, greener home and garden. 374 pages. American Master. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

**7890088** 2024 AUDUBON LITTLE OWLS MINI CALENDAR. A year of diminutive owls beautifully photographed in their natural habitats. Captions feature scientific names and information about the featured species’ voice, habitat, and range. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. 3½x6¼. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**8455693** UNCLE JOHN’S TRUTH, TRIVIA, AND THE PURSUIT OF FACTINESS BATHROOM READER. By the Bathroom Reader Institute. Celebrates the ten most boring sports, the ten scariest human parasites, and much more. 504 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95


**7899002** 2024 365 CATS PAGE-A-DAY CALENDAR. For cat lovers, there’s no such thing as too many cats. And this is the calendar that proves the point, starting the hundreds of winners of the 2023 Cat Calendar Contest. View their sweet and adorable antics. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Color photos. Workman. 12x12. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**7899006** 2024 BODIS VALLEJO AND JULIE BELL’S FANTASY CALENDAR. Perfect for fans of the 12 classic, full-color paintings, plus a bonus collectible. Each composition is accompanied by a dramatic caption that fuels the fantasy. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**7899029** 2024 365 DOGS PAGE-A-DAY CALENDAR. Lovable and huggable contest winners, celebrated with full-color photos and text that highlights everything we love about man’s best friend. Featuring doggy profiles, Funny Bones, quotes, Pawverbs to live by, and fascinating facts. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**7894362** THE LITTLE BOOK OF POSITIVE QUOTATIONS. Compiled by S. Decker & L. Gibson. Contains more than 1,000 life-affirming quotations on topics such as: Faith and Belief; Perseverance; Helping Others; Goal-setting; Risk-taking; Adjusting to Change; Personal Vision and much more. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**7894078** 2024 THE FAR END OF THE WALL CALENDAR. This desk calendar features a year’s worth of classic black and white cartoons that are as surreal and surprising as the careers they are based on. In this career, they were back then. It’s a blast from the past that’s still fresh, fearless and funny as hell. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $12.95

**7307732** WHO KNEW? Things You Didn’t Know About Things You Know Well. By David Hoffman. Collects tidbits and trivia about personalites and products that we are all familiar with—but have never considered before. From food and film to fashion and famous landmarks, these offbeat informational nuggets are guaranteed to entertain. Illus. 200 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**7865427** 2024 CATS ON CARTNIP CALENDAR. By Andrew Marttila. They’re dazed, they’re confused, they’re blissed out—and they’re purrfectly hilarious. The calendar’s charming portraits are thoroughly detailed and showcase cats at their silliest and most irresistible. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**7744110** THE LITTLE BOOK OF INCREDIBLY USEFUL KNOTS. By G. Hitch, Englishman’s Loop, Scaffold Knot, etc. Types of knots detailed include: Wagoner’s Hitch, Englishman’s Loop, Scaffold Knot, etc. With over 1,000 life-affirming quotations on topics such as: Joy and Love; Faith and Belief; Perseverance; Helping Others; Goal-setting; Risk-taking; Adjusting to Change; Personal Vision and much more. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**720679** THE LAYOUT OF CURIOSITIES: Journey Through Hundreds of Wild Facts and Fascinating Trivia. By Fay Moss-Rider. Will take you on a strange and astonishing journey through the most remarkable corners of history, science, pop culture, and beyond—and while exploring the surprising connections between them. 399 pages. Odd Dot. Pub. at $22.99 $15.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
**SUPER CRUSADES**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS BRAVE THE EVILS OF FREE FALL**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: BATTLE THE NAZI REICH WITH THE SUPER CRUSADES**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: CHASE NAZIS AT THE WORLD S SHIPS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: HITLER'S NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE BLACK SEA**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS ON THE HAPPOU WRAITH**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NATIONS AT WAR**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: ON THE BATTLESHIPS OF THE NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: IN THE STRUGGLE FOR THE NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE ATOMIC BOMB WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE DEATH CAMP WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE DESERT WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE ECONOMIC WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE SEACOCK WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE SPACE WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE TERROR WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE WORLD WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE WORLD WARS II**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE WEAPONS WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE WINTER WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: WITH THE NAZIS IN THE WINTER WARS**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: THE NAZIS IN THE WINTER WARS II**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE WINTER WARS II**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS ON THE NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS ON THE NAZI EMPIRE II**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE II**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE III**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE IV**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE V**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE VI**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE VII**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE VIII**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE IX**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95

**SUPER CRUSADERS: NAZIS IN THE NAZI EMPIRE X**
164 pages. Hudson Publishing. Pub. at $9.95
**PETS**


**7888022** ALL-AMERICAN DOGS: A History of Presidential Pets from Every Era. By Andrew Hager. Providing, and often surprising look at the dogs who were the best friends of the presidents, featuring unforgettable anecdotes, photos, and interviews. Also includes a step-by-step training instructor. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Companion House. Pub. at $19.95.

**781625** POSITIVE TRAINING FOR AGGRESSIVE AND REACTIVE DOGS: Proven Techniques to Help Your Dog Overcome Fear and Anxiety. By Annie Phoenix. Featuring cruelty-free and positive training methods. Focuses on aggression, barking, timid, fear, reactivity, and other problematic behaviors, this must-have guide also includes real-life case studies and step-by-step training instructions. Fully illus. 246 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.


**7834746** FOR CLUCK’S SAKE! By Stacia Tolma. Fillers of pictures of familiar and unusual breeds, fascinating chicken and egg facts, chicken-related quotes, chicken humor, and a new way of thinking of chicken “wisdom,” you can celebrate everyone’s favorite fowl with this fun, lighthearted volume. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95.

**7776643** JOURNEY WITH THE OWLS. By David C. Evers et al. A glimpse into the natural history of the owl species across North America. From the Snowy Owl of the Arctic tundra, to the Great Gray of the boreal forest, to the Elf Owl of the desert canyons. Includes a companion DVD. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Willow Creek. 10x/8x1/4. Pub. at $27.95 $11.95.

**DVD 7770804** EARTHFLIGHT: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Soar with countless birds across six continents and forty countries, and see the world from their point of view. David Tennant narrates this exhilarating adventure, filmed over four years with help from camera-carrying birds, drones, paragliders, and remote-control microflight planes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $7.95.

**7841485** IDENTIFYING AND FEEDING BIRDS: Backyard Bird Guides. By Bill Thompson. For viewing and lighthearted style, this guide covers all the elements needed to attract birds to a backyard (food, water, shelter) and addresses usual care and problems (keeping birds out of hummingbird feeders) and much more. Also profiles the 125 species most common at backyard feeders. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $13.95.

**7888742** CLUES TO BIRDS: By Maggie M. Ottosen. Photos by R. Magnusson. These gorgeous photographs capture the intimate beauty and detail of each bird’s face, while also showing their character and personality. The accompanying short essays share charming details from birds’ lives. 251 pages. Roost. 9x9/16. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95.

**7818457** LOONS: Treasured Symbols of the North. By Lynn H. Showcases and compares the beauty and behavior of the world’s five species of loons. Enriched by natural histories, fascinating anecdotes and stunning photography. Lynch details their prowess as underwater hunters, the complexity of their calls, the torque of insects, the battles of territorial takeover, and the tricks they use to adapt to escape the approach of winter. 224 pages. Fitzhenry & Whiteside. 12x/9/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00.

**7791516** ZOOBORN: Motherly Love. By A. Bleiman & C. Eastland. These moms and their babies are much more than just adorable, furry faces. They are ambassadors for their species in the wild, helping to educate about conservation and to entertain. This collection of full color photos is sure to put a smile on your face and warm your heart. 158 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

**7795882** DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFLIES: A Natural History. By Dennis Paulson. A lavishly illustrated, comprehensive and accessible natural history that reveals the beauty and diversity of the world’s oldest and most popular insect groups. This volume offers a complete guide to the evolution, life cycles, biology, anatomy, behavior, and habitats of dragonflies and damselflies. 244 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95.

**7887729** WILD BABIES: Photographs of Baby Animals from Giraffes to Hummingbirds. By Taer Scott. With more than 50 baby animal portraits, Scott provides a glimpse into the rarely seen world of newborn animals. Packed with informative captions, these photos highlight the formative moments of these infants’ first weeks as they explore the thrilling world outside their nests, dens, and burrows. 136 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95.

**7849409** NO BUDDY LEFT BEHIND: Bringing Home Dogs and Cats Safely Home from the Combat Zone. By Terri Crisp with C. Hurn. Terri and her team of volunteers have saved the lives of 282 dogs and 58 cats befriended by military personnel since February 2008. Her story unfolds here on the obstacles she faces to get the soldiers’ “buddies” out of danger and bring them home to the people who love them. 250 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $21.95 $9.55.

**7888275** PENGUIN THE MAGPIE: The Odd Little Bird Who Saved a Family. By Bradley Trevor Greive. Photos by C. Bloom. Cameron Bloom’s little son, Sam, suffers a near-fatal accident that leaves her paralyzed and deeply depressed. Soon after, their son finds an injured magpie chick who has fallen from her nest onto the pavement of a parking lot. They name her Penguin for her black-and-white feathers. Penguins rescue and recovery give incredible joy and strength to Sam and the entire Bloom family. Photos, most in color. 208 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95.


**7805195** KEEPING CHICKENS. By Liz Wright. Guides you through all you need to know to choose breeds to purchase and care for your birds. Also includes sections on collecting and storing your eggs, raising birds for the table and fantastic recipes and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95.

**7744226** WHEN ANIMALS RESCUE: Amazing True Stories About Heroic and Helpful Pets. By Selinda Reeco. Presents dozens of astonishing and heart-warming stories about animals, such as mice, horses, dolphins and even a dog in acts of helpful kindness. Tales of heroism, kindness, and compassion suggest we have far more in common with other animals than we once believed. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95.
**Animals**

**7829582 INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By John C. & Kendra R. Abbott. Enables you to identify all families of insects currently recognized in the United States and Canada. With more than 3,700 stunning photos along with keys to families for major groups, this guide features a comprehensive introduction that discusses classification, insect diversity, global threats, and more. 585 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**7840233 TIGERS: Cubs, Species, Habitats, Characteristics.** By Paula Hammond. Described as the strongest, fastest, and agilest, tigers are some of the world's most iconic and awe-inspiring animals. Includes different tiger species, from the Siberian tiger living in the cool, coniferous forests of eastern Russia and northeastern China to the Bengal tiger stalking the tropical rainforests, marshes, and tall grasses of the Indian subcontinent. Color photos. 224 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**7912021 THE LIVES OF OCTOPUSES & Other Cephalopods: A Natural History of Cephalopods.** By Dana Sasta. Dive deep into the fascinating world of cephalopods--octopuses, squid, cuttlefish, and the mysterious nautilus. The astonishing diversity of this unique group of intelligent invertebrates and their many roles in the marine ecosystem. Explores their life cycles, behavior, adaptations, and more. Color photos. 288 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**7905319 THE COMPLETE INSECT: Anatomy, Physiology, Evolution, and Ecology.** Ed. by David A. Grimaldi. Explores all aspects of the natural history of these remarkable creatures, providing a close-up look at their fascinating anatomy, physiology, evolution, ecology, behavior, and more. Features hundreds of stunning color photographs and illustrations, and more. 260 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**7922450 THE MIND OF A BEE.** By Lars Chittka. Bees have remarkable cognitive abilities. Chittka shows that they are profoundly smart, have distinct personalities, can recognize flowers and human faces, exhibit basic emotions, count, use simple tools, solve problems, and learn and growing older. They may even possess consciousness. Color photos. 260 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95


**780718X ANCIENT SEA REPTILES: Plesiosaurs, Ichthyosaurs, Mosasaurs, and More.** By Darren Naish. The ocean'sthertofourspeciesinmanymarineecosystems. Explores physical characteristics, anatomy, behavior, ecology, and evolution, as well as conservation and the impact of human activity on shark populations. A comprehensive, authoritative, and inviting introduction to global shark life today. Color photos. 286 pages. Princeton. $31.95

**792125X THE LIVES OF SHARKS: A Natural History of Shark Life.** By Daniel C. Abel & R. Dean Grubbs. Sharks are the top predators in many marine ecosystems. Explore shark physiology, anatomy, behavior, ecology, and evolution, as well as conservation and the impact of human activity on shark populations. A comprehensive, authoritative, and inviting introduction to global shark life today. Color photos. 286 pages. Princeton. $31.95

**7872595 WHAT THE BEARS KNOW: How I Found Truth and Magic in America's Most Misunderstood Creatures.** By S. Searles & C. Enskie. The incredible story of how one man went from a hired hunter to becoming one of America's top champions for this iconic animal. An unconventional approach to the remarkable knowledge and we become immersed in the world of the wild, where you'll look at bears or nature the same way again. 16 pages of color photos. 252 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. $24.95

**7922076 FACING THE STORM: Story of the American Bison.** Offers a comprehensive and compelling look at the history of the American buffalo, an incredible animal with deep ties to Native American life that is today struggling to re-establish itself in the Great Plains. 78 minutes. High Plains Films. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7923619 GRIZZLY 399: The World’s Most Famous Mother Bear.** By Thomas D. Mangelsen. At Yellowstone and the Grand Teton National Parks, the most visible queen of all has been Jackson Hole Grizzly 399. During her long life, with cubs at her side, she has navigated the intersection between wilderness and people. Her harrowing journey has changed the way tens of millions of people around the globe think of both grizzly conservation and wildlife management. Color photos. 240 pages. Rizzoli. 13¼x10¾. Pub. at $60.00 $49.95

**DVD 7922076 FACING THE STORM: Story of the American Bison.** From traditional painting to cutting-edge digital technology, each chapter features an array of creative artists working in this fascinating field, representing a broad diversity of styles and techniques that are used to bring the world of dinosaurs and other ancient animals to life. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**7886217 RAISING RESILIENT BEES: Heritage Techniques to Mitigate Mites, Preserve Locally Adapted Genetics, and Grow Your Apiary.** By J. Christopher & Eric McIver. Inside you’ll discover: revived and adapted heritage Integrated Pest Management techniques; methods to naturally rear queens and select for resilient, mite-resistant genetics; winning or grafting; key tenets of apicultural beekeeping; advice for establishing a flourishing and sustainable beekeeping business; and more. Well illus. in color. 638 pages. Firefly. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $59.00 $76.95

**7821409 HYMENOPTERA: The Natural History & Diversity of Wasps, Bees & Ants.** By Stephen A. Marshall. Provides a colorful overview of the natural history of wasps, bees, and ants, including how to identify them. Provides a comprehensive guide to the insects of this enormous and diverse order of insects including saw flies, bees, spider wasps, parasitic wasps, sand wasps and ants, along with many other groups of social and solitary wasps. Essential information about importance, behavior and biology is provided for each group. Well illus. in color. 638 pages. Firefly. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $59.00 $76.95

**4872825 U.S. ARMY GUIDE TO MAP READING AND NAVIGATION.** By Department of the Army. Originally created for use by U.S. Army personnel, this is a full color reference to plants both common and rare, with details on how to locate, identify, and prepare edible wild plants. 143 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2390644 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO EASABLE WILDLIFE IN ART.** Ed. by Department of the Army. Begins with a comprehensive explanation of the meaning and uses of maps, whether photographic, planimetric (standard-style), or topographic, then the use of these maps, discussing compass techniques, celestial navigation, and determination of distance. 163 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**7716556 FORAGING FOR SURVIVAL: Edible Wild Plants of North America.** By M. W. & D. R. Boudreau. Learn how to find tasty and eco-friendly food in the wild with the help of this guide. Whether you’re a hiker taking a walk through your local wilderness or a chef looking for new ingredients to incorporate in your dishes, this reference is the resource for you. Illus. in color. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

**DVD 1561504 BBC ATLAS OF THE NATURAL WORLD: Asia and Europe.** Fullscreen. From the BBC’s internationally renowned, award-winning Natural History unit comes the second release in this extraordinary animation project that portrays the globe’s peoples and cultures, animals and plants, landscapes and environments. Features more than 120 hours on six DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $59.99 $49.95

**1972088 FEARLESS MUSHROOMS: How to Pick, Good to Eat.** By B. Forsberg & S. Lindberg. Presents forty different mushrooms; all are safe to pick and delicious to eat. The authors illustrate each mushroom, describing its habitat, characteristics, and flavors, so that one can expect to find them, the ways in which the same species may vary from one specimen to the next and more. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/371**
**Nature**

★ 7808860 THE BUG OUT BOOK: Bags, Toils, and Survival Skills to Save Your Ass in an Emergency. By the eds. of OFFGRID Magazine. Shows you the determining factors that lead to bugging out, the strategies of how to do so, the tools you should bring, and the means in which you can vacate an area plagued with problems. Whether you’re a novice interested in handing a disaster proactively or a seasoned survivalist, this is a compendium of time-tested methods with a modern edge. Filled 173 pages. OFFGRID Magazine. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.99 $27.95.


**Gardening**

4866711 HOME GARDENER’S PRUNING Specialist Guide. By David Squire. A guide for pruning all kinds of garden plants—shrubs, climbers, roses, hedges, and trees—to improve their shape and condition. Whether you are starting with a new garden, or maintaining established plants, this guide will prove invaluable. Fully illus. in color. 291 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $29.99.

1956574 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SOIL: The Real Dirt on Cultivating Crops, Compost, and a Healthier Home. By Anna Herde. Begin with soil, its nutrient value, how you can improve your soil, then uses that information to plan a course of action for revitalizing poor soil and turning good dirt into great earth. Next, you’ll learn to start and maintain a no till garden, to balance nutrients with remineralization, and to boost organic matter with easy cover crops. Well illus. in color. 275 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95.


7799099 GROW YOUR OWN SPICES. By Tasha Greer with L. Feldpausch. You’ll find everything you need to know to cultivate over thirty different global spices. From easy to grow seed spices like cumin, mustard, and amaranth; to spicier spices like wasabi, chili, turmeric, learn how to grow your own organic spices from planting through harvest and preparation. Color photos. 128 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95.

7884391 GARDENING YOUR FRONT YARD: Projects and Ideas for Big & Small Spaces. By Tara Nolan. Shows how to accomplish landscape projects, such as building front patios, borders, edging beds, walking your own raised beds, planting containers, trellises, rose arbors, privacy screens and more. Color photos. 208 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95.

7901208 THE INDISPENSABLE SCRATCH & SNIP GUIDE & CANNABIS, The Ultimate Guide to Growing Pot. By R. Raffe. Everything you need to know about America’s favorite recreational plant. Demystifies comparing the differences between indica and sativa, how each strain will make you feel, and much more in this hands-on guide. Fully illus. in color. HMH. 10x8¼. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95.

7824998 COMPOSTING FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER: How to Improve Your Soil for Better Organic Gardening. By DeDe Cummings. In this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn everything you need to know about good composting and how to adapt them to your home and garden. With full-color photos and easy to follow instructions, this will be an essential addition to every gardener’s library. 172 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95.

7920148 STRAW BALE GARDENS COMPLETE. By Joel Karsten. Whatever your gardening challenge, this guide holds the solution. Get started with the revolutionary method that has taken the world by storm. Contains detailed start to finish instructions for growing vegetables in straw anywhere, plus many new ideas and projects to help you enjoy your straw bale experience. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

★ 7856040 SAM THAYER’S FIELD GUIDE TO EDIBLE WILD PLANTS OF EASTERN & CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA. The most comprehensive and authoritative guide written to the edible wild plants of this region and contains detailed descriptions, range maps, and sharp color photos of 700 edible species as well as some of our most troublesome toxic plants. Also learn about the plant’s habitat, conservation, edible parts, seasons of harvest, and methods of preparation. 736 pages. Forager’s Harvester. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $17.95.

★ 7915314 MICROBE SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS: Secrets to Better Plant Health. By Robert Parris. Highlights the essential role microbes play in plant health, and practical how-to gardening advice for enhancing plant microbiomes and debunking common gardening myths. How the savvy gardener can encourage beneficial microorganisms while discouraging those that cause disease or other undesirable effect, and more. Illus. HMH. 10x9¼. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95.

4880722 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS. Ed. by Christopher Brickell. Find the best for your garden with this lavishly illustrated catalog of more than 8,000 plants and shrubs to water plants and exotics. Slipcased. SHOPWORN. 744 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95.

★ 7915217 THE ECOLOGICAL FARM: A Minimalist No-Till, No-Spray, Selective-Weeding, Grow-Your-Own-Fertilizer System for Organic Agriculture. By Helen Althowe. Teaches farmers how to strengthen the “immune system” of a farm or garden, design a farm system that maintains soil cover, and supply crop needs using grown fertilizer. In-depth discussion of how to accomplish hardscape projects, such as building front patios, borders, edging beds, walking your own raised beds, planting containers, trellises, rose arbors, privacy screens and more. Color photos. 128 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95.

**Travel**

3924815 125 WACKY ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS. By Kristin Baird Rattin et al. Buckle your seat belt and get ready for a wild ride around the globe, featuring everything from kooky collections to radical human habitats, the strange and unique roadside destinations are paired with incredible color photos and loads of fun facts. 112 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95.

7897839 POP-UP & BUILD NATIONAL MONUMENTAL SITES. By Mike Graf. Discover the beauty of America’s unforgettable landscapes with this three-dimensional tour of its national parks. Each of the 59 U.S. national parks is profiled in this illustrated visual guide, and five of the nation’s most prominent parks—Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Everglades, and Badlands—are featured as pop-up kits that you will be able to assemble. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Thunder Bay. 11x10¼. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95.

780869X WE’LL ALWAYS HAVE PARIS: Sex and Love in the City of Light. By John Baxter. Offers readers a witty, audacious, scandalous behind the scenes excursion into the colorful all night right that is Paris, a delightfully saucy tour of the sultry Parisian corners most guidebooks ignore. Adults only. Photos, some in color. 342 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $5.95.

DVD 7891229 WINTER & CHRISTMAS IN AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS. Travel to a land where monumental forces prevalent. Transport your spirit to the mysterious and magical charm of spending the Christmas holidays among the wonders too awe-inspiring to be missed. 90 minutes. HMH. 10x9¼. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95.


7812056 AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS. Visit 55 American National Parks and see why each one is treated as an irreplaceable part of our national legacy. From Alaska and Hawaii to Florida and Maine, this celebrates the protected wilderness areas and the amazing recreational opportunities. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Bradt. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95.


7848609 VANTASTIC: Van Living, Sustainable Travel, Food Ideas, Conversions. By Nicole Kepnes. Provides handy tips and tricks to make the most out of your home on four wheels. There’s advice on remodeling a vintage van or RV, sustainable travel, budgeting and family travel, as well as on the road recipes, craft projects and tips for readjusting to life once you’ve returned home (if you ever do). Fully illus. in color. 186 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95.

7828726 JAPAN’S WORLD HERITAGE SITES. By John Doig. A comprehensive guidebook to the famous temples, gardens, castles and natural wonders for which Japan is so rightly renowned. Doig describes all seventeen of Japan’s World Heritage Sites in great detail. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Tuttle. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $37.95 $24.95.

**Ass by Travel**

★ 7838422 LIGHTHOUSES OF THE WEST COAST, Washington, Oregon, and California. A combination of practical travel information, stunning color photographs, and rich maritime history makes this work your essential guide to maritime exploration. Martha Kepnes. From Puget Sound to Point Loma near San Diego you’ll visit nearly 50 lighthouses that are historic as they are beautiful. 94 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
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1991922 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, FORTY-THIRD EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The original guide for guns. For more than fifty years, this guide has been the standard reference for collectors, dealers, and gun enthusiasts. It’s the definitive and comprehensive firearm purchases and sales. Photos. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


7856259 CAPTURING ARCHETYPES, VOLUME 3: Astonishing Avengers, Action Heroes, and Antinomians. By SideShow Collectibles. Featuring iconic and universally beloved characters from Star Wars, DC Comics, Marvel Comics, and others, this collection captures the essence of archetypal characters in phenomenal sculptures. Each piece is created with the passion, devotion, and enthusiasm of true fans. Fully illus. in color. Insight Editions. 9½x13. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

7862240 CAPTURING ARCHETYPES, VOLUME 2: A Gallery of Heroes and Villains from Batman to Vader. By SideShow Collectibles. Features a wide variety of beloved characters from the world of film, television, and popular culture, and demonstrates the intricate attention to detail and artistry. This volume is a necessary addition to the library any pop culture collector. Fully illus. in color. Insight Editions. 9½x13. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

783327X CANES THROUGH THE AGES. By Francis H. Monet. Chronicles the development of canes throughout the ages and describes the fascinating variety of materials employed in their construction, and the dazzling array of gadgetry and weapon hidden in many. Includes a comprehensive list of dating and collecting tips, a useful listing of damaged canes; an index list of cane patents from the U.S., Britain and Germany; and a complete bibliography. Includes 1995 values. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9x7¼. Pub. at $79.95 $12.95


7755171 2023 STANDARD CATALOG OF FIREARMS, 33RD EDITION. Ed. by Jim Supica. A must-have guide to commercial firearms past and present, includes over 7,500 photos with extensive descriptions: updated values and up to six condition grades, for a total of more than 110,000 prices; a guide to Firearms Trade Names covering more than 150 years; and more. Guides of gun history; and much more. Paperbound. Pub. at $54.99 $39.95

7829497 MILLER’S ANTIQUES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2022-2023. By Judith Miller. This guide covers over 5,000 featured antiques. The images in the guide are changed every edition to keep the book up to date with collecting and buying trends. Shown in full-color with detailed descriptions and a current price range. 600 pages. $149.95

783738X THE SMALL WORLD OF ANTIQUE DOLL’S HOUSES. By Flora Gill Jacobs. The author is an internationally known authority whose passion for antique doll’s houses, their furnishings, and other miniatures is now legendary. Here, she showcases her entire collection of American, European, and European mansions, villas, and cottages, while relating wonderful stories of their provenance and acquisition. Fully illus. in color. 430 pages. Lake Isle. 8x11½. Pub at $85.00 $99.95


774403X GUNS & AMMO GUIDE TO AK-47S. Presents a comprehensive guide to shooting, accessorizing, and maintaining the most popular firearm in the world. Articles covering a vast range of AK-related topics join tried-and-true tips, tactics, and techniques from the pros, plus expert guidance on buying gear and firearm accessories. Well illus. in color. 222 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paper. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

783737Z SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO BUILD THEM, SECOND EDITION. By D. C. Beard. Originally published in 1914, this guide presents lively, step by step tutelage on building all types of temporary and long term accommodations from both natural and man made materials, with instructions for building dozens of worry free shelters.


4795608 WINDMILLS AND WIND MOTORS: HOW TO BUILD AND RUN THEM. By Fred P. Johnson. You will find more than 800 clear color photos and over 40 diagrams that show you exactly what you need to know about home electrical service. The step by step instructions address those situations that a homeowner is most likely to encounter. 336 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. $19.95

4798440 BLACK DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO WIRING, 7TH EDITION. Ed. by Mark Johanson. You will find more than 800 clear color photos and over 40 diagrams that show you exactly what you need to know about home electrical service. The step by step instructions address those situations that a homeowner is most likely to encounter.


7909551 THE METAL DETECTING BIBLE, 2ND EDITION. By Brandon Neice. Nothing is as thrilling as finding coins and other stuff right under your feet. Serves up step by step instructions that can turn you into a professional treasure hunter in no time. This manual can also serve as a useful guide for novices to insider secrets for the most experienced hobbyists. Illus. 121 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

1992886 TRAILERSTEADING: How to Buy, Rent, and Live Large in a Mobile Home. By Tim Parker. Join a new generation of homeowners who are changing the social stigma attached to mobile home ownership by going off the grid and living at a fraction of the cost of a standard house. This guide explores many facets of mobile home living, including trailer overhauls, outdoor living rooms, heating and cooling, and more. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
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**SEVENTEEN AND OH: Miami, 1972, and the NFL’s Only Perfect Season.** By Mark Schallenberger. Boston’s definitive chronicle of the 1972 Miami Dolphins, the only undefeated team in NFL history. They had something to prove after losing Super Bowl VII. Unlike the fractious society around them, this racially and culturally diverse group found a way to meld seamlessly into a team. 16 pages of photos, many of them in color. 408 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $28.95.

**PRESSURE POINT FIGHTING: A Guide to Strikes for Self-Defense and Self-Defense.** By Rick Clark. Martial arts expert Clark describes how to target expertly placed blows that can defeat your opponent quickly and effectively. Readers will learn the ancient knowledge of how the body’s vital points, the centers of the body’s natural energy, can be exploited to gain an advantage. 207 pages. Tuttle Publishing. Pub. at $15.99.

**A GUIDE TO STRIKING VITAL POINTS FOR MARTIAL ARTS PRACTITIONERS AND SELF-DEFENSE.** By Rick Clark. This guide is designed for the martial arts practitioner and self-defense enthusiast. It covers techniques for both self-defense and competition. 484 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.


**WILDERNESS HOUSEKEEPING.** By Rick Clark. This guide is designed for those who enjoy spending time outdoors. It covers techniques for both self-defense and competition. 389 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $29.99.

**HIDDEN MOUNTAINS: Survival and Reckoning After a Climbing Crime.** By Michael Wejchert. The story of a climbing adventure gone wrong on a remote Alaskan mountain range, the impossible rescue that followed, and the cost of survival. Wejchert recounts the story of four’s rescue and traces the scars left in the wake of a life-altering trauma. It covers techniques for both self-defense and competition. 199 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.

**THE WOODEN BICYCLE: Around the World.** By Kristiina Frittz. Beautifully illustrated with rich photography, historical detail, and texts by experts with technical engineering experience, this guide is set out with distinctive design dialogues from more than 250 designers and craftpeople from around the world who showcase a wide range of styles of wooden bikes. 272 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $17.95.

**WHY WE LOVE BASEBALL: A History in 50 Moments.** By Joe Posnanski. Posnanski writes of major moments that created legends, and of forgotten moments almost lost to time. Whether of a real fan who witnessed it, or the pitcher who gave up the run, this book is sure to make fans feel fresh takes on moments so powerful they almost feel like myth. 378 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.00.


**THE FIRST KENTUCKY DERBY: Thirteen Black Jockeys, One Shady Owner, and the Little Red Horse That Wasn’t Supposed to Win.** By Amanda Darby. Packed into 300 puzzles are questions about horse racing, including questions about the horses, jockeys, and trainers. 300 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99.

**MOVIES: 300 Word Search Puzzles.** By Marcel Danesi. Hours of brain-sharpening entertainment await you in these movie-themed word searches. Packed into 300 puzzles are wordsearches covering a variety of topics and difficulty levels. Solutions included. 300 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

**BETräGER: MENTALISMS TRICKS THAT ANYONE CAN DO.** By Oscar Owen. Learn mystifying card tricks, awe-inspiring coin tricks, miraculous riddles and dozens of easy, medium, and amazing visual tricks that will make you the life of the party! Words. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**MISTER BIGHEAD’S SUPER-SIZED WORD SEARCH, VOL. 1.** Collects over 200 entertaining word searches covering a variety of topics and difficulty levels. Solutions included. 534 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $7.95.

Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

Bay. 9x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

SUDOKU: With over 450 Puzzles. Pub. at $14.95

Fir efly. 8x13½. 7808100

Compact little work of addictive word search. Can spot the difference. Something is missing or something is added. It might be the wrong color or shape. Or it could just be different. It’s up to you to find it. Solutions included. 96 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


LARGE PRINT DOT-TO-DOT HAPPINESS. By Georgina McDonald. Features more than 120 entertaining dot to dot puzzles of familiar scenes and treasured possessions from daily life. A relaxing and absorbing pastime, joining the dots aids self-expression and concentration. 128 pages. Sirius. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

WORD CHALLENGE: 500 Puzzles to Do Anywhere, Anytime. Compiled by T. Dedopulos & R. Hall. Do you love playing Wordie? Do you wish you could do more than one puzzle a day? If you do, then you will love this collection of 500 puzzles to do anywhere, anytime. Solutions included. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

WORD SEARCH PUZZLES 1: 200+ Brain-Boosting Games to Supercharge Your Day. By Daisy Seal. Take a break or while away some spare time with this compact little work of addictive word search puzzles that can accompany you anywhere. Solutions included. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

LARGE PRINT DOT-TO-DOT. Completing dot to dot is a great way to relax and forget the stresses and strains of the day. In this collection of more than 200 easy to read, large-print puzzles, you will find wonderful landmarks, animals, everyday objects and loads of fun items to reveal. 256 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CHESS, REVISED EDITION. By Simon Burgess. With thorough coverage of the game, this text features a complete guide to the main chess openings, hundreds of test positions for players of all standards, information on club and tournament chess, and courses in tactics and attacking strategy. Illus. 570 pages. Robinson. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

Sudoku: With over 450 Puzzles. Sudoku fans of all levels of ability will love losing themselves in this fabulous collection. 256 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


THE NEW YORK TIMES NICE and EAST CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. The fun collection of 100 easy New York Times crosswords is simple and satisfying for any puzzle lover to enjoy at the beach, at home, or on the go. Solutions included. 122 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99


THE NEW YORK TIMES Awesome Medium Crossword Puzzles. Ed. by Will Shortz. For those who crave a challenge beyond sight in this adventurous dot to dot collection is the ultimate treat for crossword fans. Finding the solutions to the clues and completing the grids is fun and very satisfying, and is a great way to keep your brain active too. Solutions included. 635 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

THE UNOFFICIAL HARRY POTTER WORDSEARCH Puzzle Book. Compiled by Patience Coster. Wise words and affirmations can strengthen us and point us in a new direction, banishing negativity towards ourselves and others. This allows us to move forward with optimism and to realize our potential. Reflect on the quotes while you complete the images provided and it will help you focus your mind. 128 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $9.95

500 CROSSWORD PUZZLES: The Ultimate Crossword Challenge. This collection is the ultimate treat for crossword fans. Finding the solutions to the clues and completing the grids is fun and very satisfying, and is a great way to keep your brain active too. Solutions included. 635 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

THE AFFIRMATIONS DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLE BOOK. Compiled by Patience Coster. Wise words and affirmations can strengthen us and point us in a new direction, banishing negativity towards ourselves and others. This allows us to move forward with optimism and to realize our potential. Reflect on the quotes while you complete the images provided and it will help you focus your mind. 128 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $9.95

LARGE PRINT DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Relax and unwind with the biggest, cleverest, greatest puzzle in town–or get totally energized with these 50 crossword puzzles! Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES VOLUME 3. Ed. by Will Shortz. The biggest, cleverest, and greatest puzzle in town! Relax and unwind–or get totally energized–with 50 of America’s favorite crossword puzzles. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. $11.95

7780600 THE NEW YORK TIMES NICE and EAST CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. The fun collection of 100 easy New York Times crosswords is simple and satisfying for any puzzle lover to enjoy at the beach, at home, or on the go. Solutions included. 122 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99


7882408 FIVE-MINUTE GRAIN WORKOUT: Games and Puzzles to Keep Your Mind Sharp and Supple. By Kim Chamberlain. This fun and engaging collection offers a wide variety of games and puzzles to help you train and maintain your “thinking machine.” These exercises work in many settings: home, work, schoolrooms, training, or as an icebreaker at social gatherings. Solutions included. 438 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


7813287 WINNING CHESS TACTICS: Learn the Secrets of Tactical Chess Today! By Bill Robertie. You’ll learn how to use chess tactics to quickly destroy opponents. Loaded with examples, it will immediately make you a better player. Illus. 144 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

7730942 LARGE PRINT PEACEFUL DOT-TO-DOT. The subject has been specially selected with the theme of peace in mind! 150 challenging Friday and Saturday New York Times crossword puzzles. Solutions included. 150 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99
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7882424 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SWEET & SAVORY SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Hope Corderford. Whether you’re making savory snacks, a family dinner, or sweet treats, with these recipes, a slow cooker, and some easy to find ingredients, you’ll be all set. Find recipes such as Apple-Cinnamon Wings; Chicken Chile; Orange Garlic Chicken; Cheese-Stuffed Pizza; Chocolate Pudding Cake; Sour Cherry Cobbler; and more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

492269X BRAIN FOOD: Defeat Dementia and Cognitive Decline. By N. Holmes. Recent scientific investigations have uncovered foods and ingredients that can help protect brain cells from damage by oxidation and inflammation and keep the systems that support them working as well as possible. You’ll find more than 70 recipes that can make a big difference to your quality of life as you age. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

7899800 HOMEMADE RECIPES: Midwestern Inspirations, Family Favorites, and Pearls of Wisdom from a South Dakota Farm. By Amanda Rettke. More than 110 tried and true home-cooked favorite recipes that shine. All types of meals, with chapters for breakfasts, appetizers, soups, salads, hot dishes, sandwiches, desserts, and cookies. Even an entire chapter dedicated to zucchini recipes! Recipes include: Potato To Hot Dish; Bacon-Stuffed Mushrooms; Skillet Hamburger Nachos; and more. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.50 $7.95

1524544 DAMN GOOD SLOPPY JOSSES: Songs of a Southern Lady by Special Occasion. By Stratis Morfogen. Fuses the palate of Morfogen’s traditional Greek upbringing with his penchant for innovation. Using the dumpling as a foundation, he updates staples into wholly different and mouthwatering versions of themselves, like Fried Chicken Dumplings; Crab & Spinach Dumplings; Lobster Crunch Dumplings; and more. Includes a gluten-free dumpling recipe. Color photos. 152 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

7919956 NUTELLA: The 30 Best Recipes. Ed. by Johana Anisfili. Light as air soufflés, melt in the mouth mousse, luscious chocolates, and creamy mascarpone are some of the 30 recipes featured here. Each one reveals new ways to enjoy the world famous hazelnut chocolate spread. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Jacqui Small. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

7846780 200 SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Sara Lewis. Over 200 recipes for your slow cooker, including Maple-Glazed Ribs, Sweet & Sour Chicken, Swiss Chard and Haddock. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Hamlyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

7816236 THE FOOD DEHYDRATING BIBLE: Grow It, Dry It, Enjoy It! By Brett L. Markham. Walks you through the simple steps for dehydrating everything from traditional classics like apples to jerky to more unusual fare like sea food and herbs. You’re following a raw food lifestyle or looking for new ways to make the most of your garden produce, this is an inside look at all the aspects of dehydrating. Color photos. 146 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

7802722 500 PRESERVING DELIGHTS: Jams, Chutneys, Infusions, Relishes & More. By Clippy McKenna. Provides a brief history of the art of preserving, equipment, preserving tips and techniques on staining and shelf life, this comprehensive manual has something for everyone, whether they’re newbies or experts. Includes recipes for jams, fruit curd, relishes, pickles, chutneys, cordials, sauces and condiments. Color photos. 288 pages. Sellers. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

7777158 POWER FOODS FOR DIABETES: The Top 20 Foods and 150 Recipes for Total Health. By Jackie Mills. Transform your health with delicious foods. The American Diabetes Association has combined forces with the author to give you the top 20 nutrient-rich foods you need to help stabilize blood sugar along with game changing recipes that combine them into mouthwatering, satisfying dishes. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Time Inc. Home Entertaining. Pub. at $24.50 $12.95

7840403 PARTY FOODS TO SHARE: Small Bites, Platters & Boards. By Kathy Kordalis. Entertaining at home doesn’t mean hours in the kitchen. Put together a selection of delicious foods, arrange them on a board, and let your guests help themselves. Some think that a Polish diet is all meat and potatoes, but this cookbook proves that myth wrong. From rich soups and salads to side dishes and main courses, there are almost 100 recipes for every meal. In this book you’ll find something for everyone, from meat, and potato fare, here is a wide array of traditional Polish cooking you won’t be able to resist. Color photos. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

4766237 AUTHENTIC POLISH COOKING: 120 Mouthwatering Recipes, from Old-Country Staples to Exquisite Modern Cuisine. By Marcy Platner. Includes Royal Palats; Wartime Pies; and more. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages._gp. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

7875379 BAKING WITH MARY BLOOMER: Recipes and co-star of PBS’s The Great British Baking Show, shares more than 100 of her favorite recipes for cakes and cupcakes, pies, tarts, crumbles, cobblers, and tarts plus a history of baking and Mary’s tips and techniques. Color photos. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


7882351 DAMN GOOD CHINESE FOOD. By Chris Cheung. Through personal insights, stories, and fifty recipes that Cheung has observed and perfected, you’ll find super-ethnic recipes like Day-Long Chinese Chicken, Angie’s Taco Pie and Sizzling Potato Skillet. You’ll have no picky eaters when Judy’s Easy Meatloaf, Shrimp & Egg Rolls, and Sour Pork Chops are on the menu. Lots of easy cooking tips too! Well illus. some in color. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


77953X TASTE OF HOME GRANDMOTHER’S GRANDMA’S RECIPES 2023. Ed. by Martha White. You find hundreds of comforting specialties, make-up favorites and keepsake recipes you’ll turn to time after time. Serve memory-making dishes with Bacon Fried Rice; Spicy Peach Flapjacks and Stuffed French Toast, Grandma’s Strawberry Pie, Roasted Turkey, Glazed Ham, more. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

7795984 FAIR FOODS: The Most Popular and Offbeat Recipes from America’s State & County Fairs. By George Christenson. Includes recipes from America’s state and county fairs. These 120 recipes include Maple and Bacon Doughnuts, Frozen Cheesecake on a Stick; Culverville Cotton Candy, and Encased Bacon; Ten Pound Cheese Buns; Fried Guacamole Bites; Chicken and Waffles with Bacon; and Deep Fried Strawberries. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Santa Monica Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
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Find recipes such as Sour Cream Apple Pie; Maple Peach Crumble Pie, Blueberry Raspberry Crunch; and more. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 | $5.95 |

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
★ 7912536 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO MALE SEXUAL HEALTH, SECOND EDITION: How to Stay Vital at Any Age. By Dudley Seth Danoff. Uses straightforward, easy to understand language and simple icons to explain everyday sexual health. You’ll discover the facts about BPH and prostate cancer, sexually transmitted diseases, male menopause, steroid use, and penile enhancement as well as the truth about “blue pills” and other medicines for sexual dysfunction. Illus. 229 pages. Beyond Words. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 7928673 THE GOOD LIVING GUIDE TO MEDICINAL TEA: 50 Ways to Brew the Cure for What Ails You. By Jennifer Brode. More than 50 recipes for tea blends, teas, tisanes, infusions, and herbal teas that can help with a variety of health issues, including digestive, respiratory, and immune system problems. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

7899041 TWO MEALS A DAY: The Simple, Sustainable Strategy to Lose Fat, Reverse Aging, & Break Free from Diet Frustration Forever. By Mark Sisson with B. Kearns. You’ll discover the easiest, most delicious way to eat it’s incredibly nourishing and easy to adhere to for a lifetime, dial-in a winning fitness routine, prioritize sleep for maximum energy, and learn powerful strategies for overcoming and recovering, and self-limiting beliefs and behavior patterns. 292 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $16.99

7853424 THE POWER OF STRETCHING: Simple Practices to Promote Wellbeing. By Bob Doto. Accessible to anyone, stretching is quick and easy to do. It can be done in any environment, and has proven to relieve pain, increase rates of recovery, as well as help manage stress and anxiety. Fully illustrated. 139 pages. Fair Winds. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

7776764 15-MINUTE BETTER BACK. By Suzanne Martin. Fit exercise into your busy life with these short but effective back-strengthening programs. Follow these routines for just 15 minutes anywhere, anytime, to make a difference. Feel results fast, strengthen back muscles, banish aches and pains, and improve your posture. Color photos. 112 pages. Odyssey. Pub. at $15.95 $13.99

7848664 WOMEN ON TOP OF THE WORLD: What Women Think About When They’re Having Sex. Ed. by Lucy-Anne Holmes. Fifty-one women, from all walks of life and from all over the world, reveal their most intimate and private thoughts about sex. This work pushes boundaries and explores female sexuality to new levels. This book is for everyone who wants to learn more about the female body, and for all who want to know more about what makes a woman tick. 208 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.99

7897061 LIVE PAIN-FREE: Eliminate Chronic Pain Without Drugs or Surgery. By Lee Albert. Shows you how to quickly identify pain causing misalignments in your body and use simple techniques to get your body back into balance, out of pain and back to health. Most pain is the result of imbalances in a musculoskeletal system that is out of alignment. Albert’s approach delivers simple, therapeutic techniques that anyone can do. 157 pages. Dudley Court. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

7572323 YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Bible of Bodyweight Exercises. By Mark Lauren with J. Clark. Using Lauren’s motivation techniques, diet and nutrition advice, you’ll see rapid results by working out just 30 minutes a day, four times a week, using nothing more than the resistance of a few pounds. Lauren takes complicated exercises and breaks them down into manageable parts, so you can build more muscle and burn more fat than aerobicists, and are safer than both. Well illus. in color. 171 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

7609605 TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn J. and John Fernstrom. Takes the mystery out of food and medication interactions. This easy to use guide details foods that can interfere with the action of the medication you are taking—whether taken for short or long term. Dr. Fernstrom shows you how to keep your medications working at home, promising results in as little as three to five weeks. Polish, Cleanse, and Nourish will help speed cell turnover, boast collagen production, and allow the skin to absorb the nutrients it needs to repair itself. Ilus. 248 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $17.99

7891224 FOOT CARE HANDBOOK: Natural Therapies and Remedies for Healthy, Pain-Free Feet. By Stephanie L. Tourles. Keeping your feet strong and healthy is key to living the life you want. Tourles shows you how to address foot issues at home, easily, and naturally! She offers techniques and exercises for preventing problems, as well as homemade remedies and solutions for dozens of specific conditions. Ilus. 135 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

7897073 WE NEVER DIE: Secrets of the Afterlife. By Matt Fraser. From Fraser’s conversations with the dearly departed, the wisdom of this work is perfect for anyone seeking answers about life’s biggest questions. Discover the healing and fulfillment that await us and our loved ones in the afterlife—plus, learn how these truths can bring us comfort, meaning, and guidance in our earthly lives. 216 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $14.99

7677782 SCIENCE OF STRENGTH TRAINING: Understand the Anatomy and Physiology to Transform Your Body. Reveals the mechanics of each strength training movement in detail, identifying the muscles and joint actions working behind them. You can maximize your workouts and feel you’re getting it right. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

1916300 HAND REFLEXOLOGY. By Michael & Louise Keet. Reflexology has been used as an effective healing technique for more than 5,000 years. It is normally associated with the feet but reflex points on the hands can also be used to stimulate energy meridians in the body and treat a variety of ailments. Ten to 15 minute routines suit everyone, including children and the elderly. Color photos. 128 pages. Octopus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78763776</td>
<td>DRAWING SECRETS REVEALED—BASICS: How to Draw Anything.</td>
<td>By Sarah Parks</td>
<td>Zondervan</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77961811</td>
<td>MAKING FACES: Drawing Expressions &amp; Emotions.</td>
<td>By S. Wish</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4066614</td>
<td>GREAT BOOK OF CELTIC PATTERNS, SECOND EDITION REVISED:</td>
<td>The Ultimate Design Sourcebook for Artists and Crafters</td>
<td>Sixth &amp; Spring</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7824165</td>
<td>LANDSCAPES COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>From dramatic mountains to lush rain forests and sun-baked deserts</td>
<td>Abbeville</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>785210X</td>
<td>THE ARTFUL SKETCH: Learn How to Create Step-by-Step Artistic Drawings</td>
<td>By Mary Phan</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7896356</td>
<td>PEACE BE WITH YOU: An Inspirational Coloring Book for Stress Relief</td>
<td>Zondervan</td>
<td>Zondervan</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7959534</td>
<td>THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE SPEAK COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>By Linda E. VanKo</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7981399</td>
<td>ART OF THE JAPANESE POSTCARD.</td>
<td>Ed. by Denise Bergman</td>
<td>Chronicle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7928839</td>
<td>HAND-LETTERING FOR EVERYONE.</td>
<td>By Cristina Vanko</td>
<td>Chronicle</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7926688</td>
<td>PATCHWORK OF THE HEART: Adult Coloring Book.</td>
<td>By Barrington Barber</td>
<td>Gray &amp; Company</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7910661</td>
<td>THE TAROT COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>The beautiful imagery of Tarot cards has long inspired</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7911416</td>
<td>CELEBRATING AUSTRALIA'S MAGNIFICENT WILDLIFE: The Art of Daryl Dickson</td>
<td>By Alyona Nickelsen</td>
<td>Gray &amp; Company</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7928882</td>
<td>ENDURING IDEALS: Rockwell, Roosevelt &amp; the Four Freedoms.</td>
<td>By S.H. Plunkett &amp; J.J. Kimberle</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7805457</td>
<td>THE MUSEUM: From Its Origins to the 21st Century.</td>
<td>By Owen Higgs</td>
<td>Sixth &amp; Spring</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7914442</td>
<td>IMPERIAL CHINA: The Art of the Horse in Chinese History.</td>
<td>By Bill Cooke et al.</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7809656</td>
<td>ATLANTICIA: A School of Mermaids.</td>
<td>By Edward Reed</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7842181</td>
<td>OFF THE BEATEN PATH COLORING POSTCARD BOOK.</td>
<td>A collection of perforated postcards to color.</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7911416</td>
<td>CELEBRATING AUSTRALIA'S MAGNIFICENT WILDLIFE: The Art of Daryl Dickson</td>
<td>By Alyona Nickelsen</td>
<td>Gray &amp; Company</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7926688</td>
<td>ENDURING IDEALS: Rockwell, Roosevelt &amp; the Four Freedoms.</td>
<td>By S.H. Plunkett &amp; J.J. Kimberle</td>
<td>Watson-Guptill</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7805457</td>
<td>THE MUSEUM: From Its Origins to the 21st Century.</td>
<td>By Owen Higgs</td>
<td>Sixth &amp; Spring</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Art Books

**7830027** CLIVE BAKER’S DARK WORLDS. By Phil & Sarah Stokoe. A deep dive into the creative and personal archive of master of horror Clive Barker. Spans his body of work, highlighting classic characters like Pinhead, an icon in the pantheon of horror cinema. Published at $18.95.

**7880014** TIM BURTON’S THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS: Art of Cinematography. A look into the movie’s cinematography, scenes, characters, and behind-the-scenes. Published at $29.99.

**7873239** TREASURES OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY. Exhibition Catalog. A sumptuous, lavishly illustrated volume that showcases the library’s holdings—a diverse collection of more than 46 million objects, including rare books, maps, paintings, prints, sculpture, photographs, films, recorded sound, furniture, ephemera, rare and important historical documents, and more. 338 pages. St. Martin’s, 9½x11½. Pub. at $50.00.

**7899303** COGNITIVE DRAWING: Learn the Female Figure. By Jason Brubaker. Created for the purpose of helping new and experienced artists overcome a difficult task: learn how to draw anything. Fully illustrated, this 90-day workbook will help you permanently memorize the entire female figure and so much more. Fully illus. some in color. 160 pages. Coffee Table Comics, 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $34.95.

**7888641** THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG. Selected by Jennifer George Goldberg. Goldberg’s most famous cartoonist of his time, best known for his comic inventions. Here, George celebrates all aspects of his grandfather’s life, from his very first published drawings in his high school newspaper, his inventions, comic strips, and advertising work, to his Pulitzer Prize-winning political cartoons and later sculptures. 193 pages. Abrams, 14½x10½. Pub. at $60.00.

**7885852** THE AMERICAN PRE-RAPHAELITES: Radical Realists. By Linda S. Ferber et al. Exhibition catalog. Examines the still little-known history and legacy of this group of American artists who were profoundly influenced by British critic John Ruskin (1819-1900). Artist members faithfully followed Ruskin’s dictum to record the natural world with strict fidelity, and these artists created works that commented on the era’s social and political issues. Full illus. in color. 294 pages. Yale, 9¾x11½. Pub. at $65.00.


**2892386** EXPLODING HYPERREALISM: Drawing and Painting Techniques. By Marti Cormand. This guide analyzes some of the possibilities that hyperrealism offers artists who want to fully explore their creativity. You’ll discover how to forge the right materials you need in your locale and grasp the principles of simple, natural materials, and make full and rich paintings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Promopress, 7½x10⅞. Pub. at $24.95.

**6814228** THE ART OF JOSE CANO: A Passion for Pin-Up! A captivating collection of pretty young pin-ups from a man who brought the “how’s” and “whys” of using luminous watercolor with can. Show you how to create stunning abstract and semi-abstract art using accessible techniques and materials.

**7914296** STUNNING WATERCOLOR SKIES: Learn to Paint Dramatic, Vibrant Sunsets, Clouds, Storms, and Natural Disasters. By Rachel Mae Morley. Discover the joys of creating dazzling watercolor landscapes and scenic skies with this beginner’s guide. The techniques you’ll learn will give the final paintings a more lifelike appearance and expand your creative horizons.

**7906382** THEODORE WENDEL: True Notes of American Impressionism. By Lauren Buckley. With an extensive narrative of Wendel’s life in Europe and his many years capturing the essence of his farms and fishing villages along the rural coast of Massachusetts, this stunning volume offers a rare view into many of his best works. Included is an extensive chronology, exhibition history, and bibliography. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Artist Book Foundation, 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00.

**7891393** THE POSTCARD AGE: Postcards from the Kingdom of the Postcard. By John Squire & John Rechy. A collection of the most interesting, unusual, and curious postcards from around the world, featuring artwork from the 1880s to the 1930s. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Search, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.


**7875746** HOMER/REMINGTON. By Marisa Lewis. A two-volume exhibition catalog that showcases the lives and work of the two American artists, chronicling their experiences and work. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street, 7¾x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95.


**1984989** SKETCHING FROM THE IMAGINATION: Anime & Manga, Ed. by Marisa Lewis. Explores the work of artists from around the world, celebrating 50 talented creators with a passion for these vibrant cornerstones of Japanese pop culture. Includes inspiring images that will delight any enthusiast of anime and manga. Fully illus. 316 pages. 3DTotal, 8½x9. Pub. at $34.99.

**7897473** SKETCHING FROM THE IMAGINATION: Magic & Myth, Ed. by Marisa Lewis. Dive into the magical worlds of 50 artists with a passion for all things fantastical. You’ll find hundreds of fantasy celebrated within this volume, which features over 300 pages and brimming with inspiring sketches and thought-provoking insights. Photos, some in color. 320 pages. 3DTotal. 8½x9. Pub. at $27.95.

**7804954** ALPHONSE MUCHA: Masterworks. By Rosalind Ormiston. Showcasing more than 150 Art Nouveau masterpieces of one of the world’s most outstanding artists, this beautifully illustrated volume charts the life and work of a man who epitomized the Art Nouveau movement in turn-of-the-century Europe. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Flame Tree, 11½x11¼. Pub. at $21.95.

**7991415** THE PROPAGANDA FRONT: Postcards from the Era of World Wars. By Anna Jozefacka et al. Cat advocates government and political causes and celebrate war efforts on all sides of the major conflicts of their time. The accompanying texts trace how a ubiquitous form of communication served campaigns in an age of propaganda, and highlight the postcards collected as both historical documents and works of graphic design. Well illus., many in color. 272 pages. Page Street, Boston. Pub. at $45.00.

**7891407** POSTCARDS FROM AFRICA: Photographers of the Colonial Era. By Christina M. Geary. Reproduces a significant selection of rare and unique items, from postcard series that peaked around 1900 and continued for several decades. The majority are drawn from the extensive Leonard A. Lauder Postcard Archive at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. They are accompanied by a leading scholar’s exploration of the complex stories they tell. Well illus. 148 pages. MFA, Boston, 8½x9½. Pub. at $45.00.

**7974497** ART NOUVEAU: The World’s Most Beautiful Buildings from Guimard to Gaudi. By Arnold Schwartzman. This richly illustrated work offers 200 photographs offers a fascinating look at the Art Nouveau movement. The style known as Art Nouveau emerged at the close of the 19th-century, a period known as the fin-de-siecle. 224 pages. Palazzo Editions, 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $34.95.
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Art Books

★ 7914271 SPANISH PAINTING: From the Golden Age to Modernism. By Bob Bridle. A catalogue raisonne. Ed. by A. Boyajian & M. Rubinstein. A guide to the artist’s work in the art world early in his career, first with his Ashcan works and then with his highly personal version of Cubism. In these three volumes, the editors have catalogued 1,746 works, of which 1,600 can be seen in the exhibition. Included are more than 600 works never previously illustrated, 1,322 pages in three volumes. Slipcased. Yale. 10x7½x13. Pub. at $300.00 $84.95

★ 7901644 ANDY WARHOL: The Late Work. Ed. by Bob Bob Ross. Photographs, film images, video images, books, interviews, paintings and wallpapers. 465 pages in three volumes. Prestel. 11x9½x1½. Pub. at $65.00 $34.95

★ 7866046 ADOLP DEHN: Midcentury Manhattan. By Philip Eliasoph. Candidly examines the life and work of a talented, adventurous, and intrepid artist as he moved skillfully between lithography, ink-wash drawings, gouache, casein painting, and watercolor. Featuring over 70 vintage photographs with Manhattan-inspired prints and paintings, Eliasoph traces how the artist reflected the spirit, pulse, and uniquely American tonalities of the City. Book Foundation. 11x9½x1½. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

★ 7916515 CIRCUS: Paintings and Works on Paper. By Fernando Botero. Originally inspired by a traveling troupe Botero encountered in a small Mexican town on the Pacific coast, the artist uses bright colors and unexpected movement to manifestly paint the circus. More than 130 paintings and 50 works on paper, invite the viewer to participate in a circus, the artist as color rival. Glitterati. 9x11½x1¼. Pub. at $125.00 $44.95

★ 4982363 ART DECO SCULPTURE. By Alastair Duncan. Showcases and puts into historical context a profusion of sculpted works created in the 1920s and 1930s. It is the first comprehensive biography of the most important artists and concise biographies of all the principle artists as well as a thematic index, this encyclopedic volume is the essential and authoritative guide for those interested in the Art Deco style. Fully illus., many in color. 400 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12½x1¼. Pub. at $120.00 $34.95

★ 7919662 AMERICA’S COLLECTION: The Art & Architecture of the Diplomatic Reception Rooms at the U.S. Department of State. By Virginia R interpersonal. Over the last sixty years, these 42 state rooms, where secretaries of state and foreign dignitaries have gathered to conduct diplomacy, have been transformed into architecture designed by renowned architects and filled with exceptional American art and artifacts. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11½x1¼. Pub. at $100.00 $79.95

★ 7923392 ARTIST’S DRAWING TECHNIQUES. Ed. by Bob Bridle. Develop your talent as an artist with step by step workshops from professional artists and inspiring projects to try at home. Learn to draw anything, both with pencils, inks, and pastels. Discover everything you need to know about tone, color, texture, line work, composition, and more. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10½. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95


★ 7807007 BOB ROSS: Four Seasons—Spring. Cool lemony breezes and baby green foliage pour into these thirteen 30-minute instructional painting guides. Bob Ross, known for his relaxed demeanor and world-famous Wet on Wet Technique, shows you the ropes to creating breathtaking springtime landscapes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Bob Ross. Pub. at $45.99 $37.95

★ 7914490 INVENTING ACADEIA: Painting and Place in Louisiana. Ed. by Katie A. Pfahl. Explores the complex history, situating Louisiana landscape art amid the cultural shifts of the 19th century. The authors engage not only with artworks but also with the issues that informed them—representations of nature, imperialism, and environmental—which are then carried into the present with a look at the work of contemporary artist Regina Agu. Fully illus. in color. 231 pages. Yale. 9x11½x1¼. Pub. at $50.00 $18.95

★ DVD 7807023 BOB ROSS: 3-Hour Workshop. Fullscreen. This answers all the questions you may have about the popular Bob Ross Wet on Wet Technique. Bob covers the basics of great detail, skies, mountains, trees, water, final details and more. Then he helps you assemble the various components into a beautiful finished painting. Three hours. Bob Ross. $29.95

★ 7913144 CHINESE TATTOO: Traditional and Modern Styles. By R. Yang & F. Huang. The world’s first comprehensive documentation of the art of tattooing in China and Taiwan. Its fascinating images exemplify the artful diversity of Chinese tattooing and its common motifs, which are largely inspired by ancient myths and legends. This volume offers a grand overview and profound insights, this volume is an authoritative resource. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Glitterati. 9x11½x1¼. Pub. at $125.00 $44.95


★ 7874225 RAYGUNS & ROCKETSHIPS: Vintage Science Fiction Book Cover Art. By Alan Hughes. Science-fiction book covers exploded over the 1940s and 1950s literary landscape with the force of an alien gamma bomb. They were brash and seductive—for a small price, the future was yours. The book cover artists produced works of multi-hued, brain-bending brilliance, and collected here is an overview of their output. Fully illus. in color. 464 pages. Koret. 6x9½x1½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 7843198 BERLIN ORGIES: Bourgeoisie in Leather and Ecstasy. By Hans-Jurgen Doph. An exciting contemporary record of erotic illustrations of the shameless lustful performances of a society with a love and a lust for copulation in the Roaring Twenties. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 36 pages. Goliath. 8½x6½x1¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 7819374 NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPEAN PAINTINGS AT THE STERLING AND FRANCINE CLARK ART INSTITUTE. Ed. by Sarah Lees. Published on the occasion of selling Clark’s first purchase of a European painting, these handsome and expansive volumes document each of the 374 paintings in the collection, with essays by prominent scholars, detailed bibliographic and art historical apparatus, technical notes, and over 450 illustrations. Features works by Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Jean-Francois Millet, Camille Pissarro, J.M.W. Turner and others. 989 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Clark Art Institute. 10½x15¼. Pub. at $350.00 $124.95

Photography

★ 7903090 EXTRA PETITE PUSSY GIRLS, FIFTH EDITION REVISED. By Tom Cherry. In recent years, Cherry has become one of the most famous erotic photographers on the Internet. He reduces subjects to a minimum to allow the young girls’ bodies to come to the fore in three dimensions, evoking sizzling sexuality to the tiniest detail. Adults only. Color photos. 150 pages. Edition SkyLight, 7¾x10¾x1½. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

★ 7903410 HOT VICEROY SECRETS, 2nd Edition. Ed. by Martin Sigrist. This collection features 35 photographers, all of whom capture the instant the model is utterly relaxed and completely unconscious. Created in a popular compact size and contains erotic visions from the private archives of photographers such as Jiman Aframian, Tamara Amhoff-Windeler, and more. Adults only. Photos, mostly in color. 391 pages. Edition SkyLight. 6¾x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 7903099 HOT CHEEKS, 4th Edition. Ed. by Martin Sigrist. Some 30 famous and well-known masters of erotic photography have contributed their uniquely personal interpretations of the human body in studio shots that explode with vibrant colors and outdoor pictures, and range from romantic soft focus to bordering on fetishism. Adults only. Photos, some in color. 392 pages. Edition SkyLight. 6¼x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95
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renderings, and floor
legacy of Newport's majestic cottages built before 1890.

Flammarion. 9¾x12½. Pub. at $85.00
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78724033 NEWPORT COTTAGES
1835-1890. The Summer Villas Before the Vanderbilts Era. By Michael G. Kalil. Including the
builders of the 36 houses profiled, including Cannon Hill, Elm Court, Beaulieu, Land's End, and more, as well as various detailed history of later renovations. 150
illustrations; newly commissioned photography, architectural
plans aid in fully conveying the remarkable

79258325 KNOLE: A Private View of
One of Great Britain's Great Houses. By Robert
Sackville-West. Photographs by A. Hicks. Takes
you into the experiences of the female singers
and reveals examples of lesser-known masterpieces
drawn from the incredible array of sculptures and
monuments that memorialize them. 358 pages.
Rizzoli. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $135.00

$104.95

78583747 VENICE AND THE DOGES:
Six Hundred Years of Architecture, Monuments, and Sculpture. By Toito
Bellotto and Rossinis. A feast for the eyes and
entertaining, erudite read, this volume
opens with an illustrated survey of the 120
doges who led the Venetian Republic
before continuing with a detailed survey of the
incrédible array of sculptures and
monuments that memorialize them. 358 pages.
Rizzoli. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $135.00

$104.95

About Music

DVD 7899394 TINA. Widescreen. An intimate look at the legendary queen of rock and roll, this HBO documentary charts Tina
Turner's rise to early fame, her lifelong personal and professional struggles, and her rebirth as a global phenomenon in the
1980s. Not Rated. English SDH. 118
minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$6.95

7805144 HOW TO READ MUSIC: Pick
Up & Play. By Jake Jackson. Quickly pick up
the skill of reading music with this guide
on musical notation. Practical advice on
getting started, with hundreds of blocks of
music. Ideal as both guide and a reference,
with tips and diagrams that are simple and

7805020 CHORD PROGRESSIONS:
Pick Up & Play. By Jake Jackson. This
comprehensive guide is ideal for understanding progressions, whether for songwriting, learning tunes, or playing with others. It offers you the easy to understand structures and shows how to apply them, and contains clear chord
diagram illustrations. 176 pages. Flame
Tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.99

$7.95

8780027 PETER, PAUL AND
MARY: Fifty Years In Music and Life. By Peter Yarrow et al. Presents an
elegant tribute to the beloved activists and musical trio, revealing their
unvarnished, deeply felt thoughts as they reflect on another, their music,
and the extraordinary era in which their
music helped to change the world. Their story unfolds in ten

87863837 GUITAR CHORDS WHEEL: A
Fast-Track Guide to Mastering
Chords. By Scott Gentry. Did you know
every chord can be played with just five
basic hand shapes? Using the CAGED
system, this guide with an integrated
wheel will deepen your understanding of
the fretboard and enable you to improve

7877675 100 BEST-SELLING
ALBUMS OF THE 70S. By Hamish Champ. A
celebration of the 100 best selling albums of the
1970s based on recording industry figures. Each album is featured
with the full-color sleeve artwork; complete track listings;
musician lineups; and production

7899833 MC5: Sonically Speaking. By
Brett Callwood. Delves onto the MC5's
story from the beginning in 1965's Detroit to its 1972 breakup, the post MC5
fates of its members, and the eventual
tour that cemented its legacy. Callwood
interviews the band's surviving members
and closest associates to create a striking
firsthand picture of the MC5's history and
Pub. at $25.00

$9.95

7878416 100 BEST-SELLING
ALBUMS OF THE 80S. By Dan
Aulty et al. A celebration of the 100 best
selling albums of the 1980s based on
certification figures. Each album is featured
with the full-color sleeve artwork; complete

7870444X 100 BEST-SELLING
ALBUMS OF THE 90S. By Dan
Aulty et al. A celebration of the 100 best selling
albums of the 1990s based on recording industry figures. Each album is featured
with the full-color sleeve artwork; complete

78612418 B.B. KING AT SING
PRISON. Fullscreen. This is not just the
film of an extraordinary concert, it is also
just a touching and enlightening documentary about the creation, production and filming of that concert,
and equally telling revealing tale of American prison life in the early 1970s. 81
minutes. Chrome Dreams.

$5.95

78734942 AMY. Widescreen. The
spellbinding, much-anticipated
documentary about one of the most
legendary singers of our time, Amy
Winehouse. Intimate, shocking, brilliant.
Rated R. 128 minutes. Liongate.

$9.95

7911904 BUT WILL YOU LOVE ME
TOMORROW? An Oral History of the
'60s Girl Groups. By Laura Flam & E.
Sieu Liebowitz. Tells a national coming of
age story that shines particular insight into the lives of female singers and
songwriters who created the post-war pop
music's formative years in stunning clarity,
uncovering hidden gems and roads less
taken that bind the form together. Photos.

$13.95

4986113 A BEATLES MISCELLANY. By
John Van der Kiste. This work takes a look at
the origins of the band's name, quotes about them from such names as Mick
Jagger, Steven Spielberg, Tony Blair, and
Francis Rossi; other musicians who temporarily answered them; from early
stand-in drummers to heavyweights such as
Eric Clapton and Billy Preston; their
producers, management and inner circle. 16 pages of photos, many
in color. 144 pages. Fonthill. Paperback
Pub. at $24.95

$6.95

DVD 7812744 PUNK REVOLUTION
FULLSCREEN. Traces the entire
timeline of New York's punk movement, the
YU years, the Warhol influence, the Dolls
reign, and the hallmark of power to the
bands who, despite their differences in sound and
appearance, all shared the same ideals introduced
by Warhol and the Velvets. This program
offers a visual experience of these events
second only to having lived through them. Over 3 hours on
two DVDs. Pride. Pub at $26.95

$8.95
**About Music**

**DVD 1933256 SANDY DENNY: Under Review.** Full screen. This documentary reviews the music and life of Sandy Denny, England’s first female vocal and songwriter. Although Sandy Denny is revered deeply amongst fans of folk music and the “singer-songwriter” genre, she has never received the universal acclaim. This attempt to redress this imbalance and reveal why she remains such an inspiration to many. 115 minutes. Sexually intellectual. $17.95

**7914768 THE BEATLES: Get Back.** The band’s authorized account, in their own words, of the creation of the 1970 album Let It Be. This guide brings together transcribed conversations edited from over 120 hours of original sound recordings along with photographs from the sessions, and film frames from fifty-five hours of restored footage. 240 pages. Callaway. 10x12. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

**7916507 BLUE SUDE SHOES: The Culture of Elvis.** By Thom Gilbert. Presents a lavishly produced, all-access pass to the personal world of Elvis Presley, offering an intimate look at the culture he created and the legacy he built. Interweaving Gilbert’s stunning photographs with personal stories from 75 of Elvis’s friends and contemporaries, the King, the people whose lives he touched, and the artifacts he left behind. 252 pages. Glitterati. 9x12/12. Pub. at $65.00 $27.95

**SPORTS:**

**7891182 DOLLY PARTON, SONGSMITHER: My Life in Lyrics.** By Dolly Parton & R.K. Osmond. Brings you behind the lyrics of 175 of her songs to reveal the stories and memories that have inspired sixty years of songwriting. Lushly illustrated and told in Dolly’s inimitable voice, this rich collection offers an intimate, exclusive look at the colorful life, prolific career, and rags to riches journey. 380 pages. Chronicle. 9x12. Paperback. $31.95


**7920474 DANCE VISION: Dance Through the Eyes of Today’s Artists.** By Joshua Earl. Professional dancer de Teal showcases a kaleidoscope of contemporary artwork—from photography and sculpture to illustration and design—by world-renowned artists who find inspiration in dance. This diverse collection reveals their perspectives, and each has been mystified and spellbound by the art of dance. Fully illus., most in color. 352 pages. Cernunos. 8x10. Paperback. $11.95

**7880340 A MATTER OF STYLE: Intimate Portraits of 10 Women Who Changed Fashion.** By Paola Saltari. Brings to life some of the female icons of the last 75 years of fashion, from the women who have defined the decade to the designers and fashion critics who have shaped it. Offers an extraordinary collection of pictures of 10 women who have marked the history of fashion. Stories of unforgettable lives and intimate portraits are celebrated. Fully illus., some in color. White Star. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**7910363 DIANA: The Story of a Fashion Legend.** By Glenys Johnson. Dives into the wonderful world of Diana—fashion designer, Princess of the People—and her international fashion legend. Pays homage to the woman who continues to inspire designers and fashion lovers across the globe. Explore the wardrobe of the woman of the decade in style of 80s & 90s fashion. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Welbeck. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**7925751 EDIT HEAD: The Fifty-Year Career of Hollywood’s Greatest Costume Designer.** By Jay Jorgensen. Captures the politics of Hollywood, the golden era of studios and starlets, the designer’s ongoing battles with the censors over hemlines, and her unyielding dedication to the craft. Head’s legacy lives on through this lavish and comprehensive volume. Fully illus., in color. 392 pages. Running Press. 8x10. Paperback. $29.95

**7929536 JANE AUSTEN’S WARDROBE.** By Hilary Davison. Jane Austen’s style and personality. Drawing on Jane Austen’s own letters, as well as her own surviving garments and accessories, this assembles examples of the clothes she wore. The reader could have possessed from gowns and coats to shoes and undergarments—to tell a very different story. Well illus. 239 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

**7919824 REAL CLOTHES, REAL LIVES: 200 Years of What Women Wore.** By Kirsten Fobert. An unprecedented look at women’s everyday clothes—from Sylvia Plath’s Girl Scout uniform to psychedelic microminis, modern suits, and lace. Chapter by chapter, these are all the volume shows how American women from every background have lived, worked, and dressed for 200 years. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 8x11/12. Pub. at $60.00 $46.95

**Needlecrafts**


**7865225 SEW CHARMING: Scappy Quilts from 5” Squares.** By M. Ethington & C. Tesene. Cuts five inch squares from your favorite fabrics or use charm packs and stitch a quilt pattern—shown in two versions: one made with precut charm squares, and another created with scraps of fabric cut into five inch squares. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. $5.95

**Fashion & Costume**

**7985127 A TRIBUTE TO LES PAUL: Live from Universal Studios Hollywood.** The one-time event with some of the greatest guitarists on the planet paying tribute to the “godfather” of the electric guitar! As seen on AXS TV, this film pays tribute to the enduring legacy of groundbreaking music pioneer Les Paul. Includes performances by Neal Schon, Robben Ford and Steve Lukather. MVD Visual. Not Rated. 93 minutes. $11.95

**7980955 DANGEROUS RHYTHMS: Jazz and the Underworld.** By T. English. Tells the symbiotic story of jazz and the underworld: a relationship fostered in some of 20th-century America’s most notorious vice districts, where the mobster-owned clubs determined who played and who got paid. For the first half of the century, musicians staked a mutually beneficial partnership, offering artists a prominent stage. 32 pages of photos. 437 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**7984071 DANCE VISION: Dance Through the Eyes of Today’s Artists.** By Joshua Earl. Professional dancer de Teal showcases a kaleidoscope of contemporary artwork—from photography and sculpture to illustration and design—by world-renowned artists who find inspiration in dance. This diverse collection reveals their perspectives, and each has been mystified and spellbound by the art of dance. Fully illus., most in color. 352 pages. Cernunos. 8x10. Paperback. $11.95

**FILM: DANGEROUS RHYTHMS: Jazz and the Underworld.** By T. English. Tells the symbiotic story of jazz and the underworld: a relationship fostered in some of 20th-century America’s most notorious vice districts, where the mobster-owned clubs determined who played and who got paid. For the first half of the century, musicians staked a mutually beneficial partnership, offering artists a prominent stage. 32 pages of photos. 437 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95
**Needlecrafts**

- **785734 JAPANESE KNITTING: Patterns for Sweaters, Scarves and More.** By Michiko Ichigaya. Michiko is a household name among Japanese knitting and crochet practitioners, and Western knitters have fallen in love with the simplicity and aesthetics of her designs.

- **789266 JAPANESE QUILTING: Piecing by Piece.** By Yoko Saito. Yoko Saito’s meticulous stitching, improvisation, and use of odd-shaped pieces make her quilts unique. Well illustrated and authentic in style and simplicity. Here are 29 beautiful projects designed by Saito for the modern quilter. Fully illustrated in color. 152 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99

- **787622X QUILT BY COLOR: Scrappy Quilts with a Plan.** By Susan Chee. Susan Chee is back to share her secrets for making astonishing scrap quilts. She uses coordinated color to create quilts that look as if they are planned. You can do the same or substitute fabrics from your stash. Well illustrated. 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

- **787621 THE BIG BOOK OF HANDBRUSHWORK PROJECTS: 52 Patterns You’ll Love to Stitch.** By Sheila Chapman Ryan. You’ll find 52 projects including tatted edgings, lace edging, and cording. Each is explained and illustrated, along with handy tips and techniques for finishing and displaying your project. Fully illustrated. 112 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

- **7894318 ON A ROLL: 14 Quilts That Start with 2 1/2” Strips.** Compiled by Lissa Alexander. Projects for Irresistible Jelly Rolls, coordinating pre-cut strips of fabric that slash cutting time and speed up sewing time. From simple and classic to fresh and contemporary, beautiful quilts will inspire you to get the ball rolling! Color photos. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99

- **7849125 BULKY KNIT WRAPS & COWLS: 9 Quick, Cozy Knits.** By Bethann Hendrick. Wraps and scarves, and more can all be knit in a weekend when you use bulky yarn and large needles. These pieces will become your favorites in your wardrobe. Choose fun and interesting yarls to personalize your look. Fully illustrated in color. 32 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **785898X 10 QUICK KNIT BEANIES & SLOUCHY HATS.** By Diane Serviss. No-knit hat patterns that look like a hand-knit hat, and with the 10 designs in this guide, you’ll have one for every occasion! Each pattern includes full written instructions, charts when needed, and side and crown views of each hat. Fully illustrated in color. 28 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


- **7881851 WEEKEND WRAPS: 18 Quick Knit Cowls, Scarves & Shawls.** By C.G. MacDonald & M. LaBarre. Features 18 designs that make short work of knitting gorgeous accessories. With these quick knit pieces you need less than a yard of yarn to make a cowl, and even day clothes. Also uses less than 2 hours to complete one of these quick knit pieces. Use them to seek the perfect projects for those special skneve you’ve been hearing. Color photos. 112 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **7879296 CROSS-STITCH TO CALM: Stitch and De-stress with 40 Simple Patterns.** By Kevin Ross. Kevin Ross is one of the most unique, yet simple cross-stitch patterns are featured, along with the techniques, colors, symbols, and words. Plus, he provides an introductory chapter that explains the basics of cross-stitch, as well as easy techniques for finishing and displaying your project. Fully illustrated. 112 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

- **7903316 CROCHET CREATIONS OF MYTH & LEGEND.** By Megan Lapp. Includes 13 cute critter patterns—small and adorable creatures that are quick and fun to make and a great gift. These six standard size mythological beasts in all their glory: Dragon, Kraken, Feathered Serpent, Owl Griffin, Phoenix, and Unicon. Find different options for your project. Fully illustrated in color. 240 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

- **7909209 BULKY KNIT WRAPS & COWLS: 9 Quick, Cozy Knits.** By Bethann Hendrick. Wraps and scarves, and more can all be knit in a weekend when you use bulky yarn and large needles. These pieces will become your favorites in your wardrobe. Choose fun and interesting yarls to personalize your look. Fully illustrated in color. 32 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **7839384 HUGGABLE AMIGURUMI: 18 Cute and Cuddly Animal Softies.** By Shanned Nicole Chua. Use your favorite yarn to create a collection of 6” to 12” tall amigurumi animals, including a lamb, giraffe, elephant, raccoon, turtle, turkey, and more. These irresistible cuties make great gifts for children and adults. Fully illustrated in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

- **7870180 WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD: 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **787044 DOLL FASHION STUDIO: Sew 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **7892926 SLOUCHY HATS.** By Tabetha Nikipirowicz. Packed with 150 stitches for hand-knitted hat, and with the 10 designs included to give your hands something to do! They can use odd-shaped pieces exemplify meticulous stitching, improvisation, and do-it-yourself techniques. By Piece.

- **7870180 WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD: 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **7879296 CROSS-STITCH TO CALM: Stitch and De-stress with 40 Simple Patterns.** By Kevin Ross. Kevin Ross is one of the most unique, yet simple cross-stitch patterns are featured, along with the techniques, colors, symbols, and words. Plus, he provides an introductory chapter that explains the basics of cross-stitch, as well as easy techniques for finishing and displaying your project. Fully illustrated. 112 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

- **7902404 BULKY KNIT WRAPS & COWLS: 9 Quick, Cozy Knits.** By Bethann Hendrick. Wraps and scarves, and more can all be knit in a weekend when you use bulky yarn and large needles. These pieces will become your favorites in your wardrobe. Choose fun and interesting yarls to personalize your look. Fully illustrated in color. 32 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **787044 DOLL FASHION STUDIO: Sew 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **7870180 WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD: 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **7870180 WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD: 20 Seasonal Outfits for Your 18-Inch Doll.** By Joan Ham. Ham created a series of projects featuring 100 full size patterns and 8 simple accessory projects for young beginners, plus tips for making simple pattern alterations—so you can make adorable outfits for an entire year of fun adventures and special occasions for your 18-inch doll. Well illustrated, some in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **7892926 SLOUCHY HATS.** By Tabetha Nikipirowicz. Packed with 150 stitches for hand-knitted hat, and with the 10 designs included to give your hands something to do! They can use odd-shaped pieces exemplify meticulous stitching, improvisation, and do-it-yourself techniques. By Piece.
Books on Movies & TV

7895060 PERRY MASON: TV Milestones. By Thomas Leitch. One of the most successful television programs from the 1940s, Perry Mason, remains one of the most influential crime melodramas from any period. Leitch looks at why this series has appealed to so many for so long and why it has captured us about Americans’ attitude toward lawyers and the law, then and now. Photos. 129 pages. Running Press. 8¼x11¾. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

7283373 INTO THE DARK: The Hidden World of Film Noir, 1941–1950. By Mark A. Vieira. A book that will transport readers back to the strange alternate Earth ruled by aliens, and bring to life memorable characters that have evolved over the decades. Dr. Zira, Dr. Zaius, and Taylor. Comprehensive in scope, this is the definitive look at the original blockbuster film and a must have for any fan of the genre. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. HarperDesign. 11¼x10½. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95


7929683 BEWITCHED: TV Milestones Series. By Walter Metz. The classic situation comedy Bewitched chronicled the everyday lives of Samantha and Darrin, and their mortal husband, while dramatizing the often-humorously troubled causes by their marriage. For much of its eight-year run, Bewitched enjoyed strong popularity because of its broad appeal. Illus. 114 pages. Running Press. 6x9. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

7898558 MONKEY PYTHON’S FLYING CIRCUS: TV Milestones. By Marcia Landy. Conveys the mystery, glamor, and irony that have made film noir surpassingly popular. Well illus. 336 pages. Running Press. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95


7901550 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of James Bond. By Mark A. Altman et al. Go behind the scenes of the most famous and beloved movie franchise of all time with this comprehensive volume filled with reflections from over 150 cast and crew members, critics, and filmmakers who reflect on the impact of this legendary movie franchise. 720 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $13.95

790417X DOCTOR WHO: The Television Companion. By Mark C. MacLaren. Presents the full and official story of Doctor Who, from the show’s first pre-production memos in 1963 to behind the scenes material from the latest season, including interviews with key cast and crew members as well as scores of prop photos, design sketches, and other collectible memorabilia. 320 pages. HarperPress. 9¼x6. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

7892810 THE HONEYMOONERS: TV Milestones Series. By David Strett. Investigates The Honeymooners as an enduring and valuable index of societal norms and televisual tastes in the 1950s—a period marked by the mass media’s various attempts to influence the diverse ways in which it both refraims and diverges from the typical broadcast idioms of its day. Illus. 107 pages. Wayne State. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


*7870848 LEONARD MALTIN’S MOVIE GUIDE: The Modern Era. Revised in 2017, this edition includes 18,000 capsule reviews, with more than 300 new entries, more than 25,000 DVD and video listings, a list of mail-order and online sources, an index of leading performers, and much more. 1,611 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $17.95

7925319 ANSWERS IN THE FORM OF QUESTIONS: A Definitive History and Insider’s Guide to Jeopardy! By Claire McIvers. chronicles Trebek’s life and legacy, the dramatic race to replace him, and how the show’s writers and producers put together the highly successful franchise with trivia showdowns with the game’s biggest winners and training sessions with trivia whizzes preparing for their shot on stage. 272 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

7849311 IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD: Remarkable Events That Shaped History. By Gerald A. Schiller. This collection of true stories goes behind the scenes to tell the story of Tinseltown, in short episodes that reveal the intriguing people and events that have shaped Hollywood, contains nearly 16,000 captions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


7856657 ALIEN: The Archive. From Ridley Scott’s iconic horror masterpiece and Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s twisted Alien 3, and Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s twisted Alien Resurrection, this volume showcases the making of the series in exhaustive and exclusive detail. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Titan. 10¼x13. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

7899653 HARRY POTTER: A Pop-Up Guide to Hogwarts. By Matthew Reinhart. Discover Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry and masterpieces like the spellbinding pop-ups of Hogwarts castle, the Forbidden Forest, and beyond, providing a whole new way to experience the Wizarding World. Features five incredible spreads and over 35 amazing pops. Folds out into a 32” x 27” map. Fully illus., in color. Insight Editions. 12x13”. Pub. at $99.99 $56.95


7919724 THE ART OF CLASSIC SCIFI MOVIES. By Adam Newell. An unprecedented collection of more than 800 images—including posters, lobby cards, and other promotional items—that celebrates the classic pre-Star Wars era of the science fiction movie, and the incredible art that enticed filmgoers into the theater. 319 pages. Applause. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

7891679 THE BBC: A Century on Air. By David Hendy. The BBC, or the British Broadcasting Corporation has been the preeminent broadcaster in the UK and around the world, a constant source of information, comfort, and entertainment through both war and peace, and a family. A vivid social history of the organization that has provided both background commentary and screen-grabbing headings. Illus. 638 pages. Public Affairs. Pub. at $38.00 $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
**Movies**

**DVD 7901763 ARGENTO’S DRACULA.** Widescreen. It’s been 400 years since Count Dracula’s (Thomas Kretschmann) beloved Dolingen De Gratz passed away, leaving the immortal bloodsucker forever abandoned. But when he discovers the local newswriter Mina (Marta Gastini) bears a striking resemblance to Dolingen, his furore yearning is reawakened. Not Rated. $5.95

**DVD 7903603 WHITE CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. A successful song-and-dance team become romantically involved with a sister act and team up to save the failing Vermont inn of their former commanding general. Stars Bing Crosby and Rosemary Clooney. Includes 3 DVDs. CC. 120 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 7899633 THE RIGHT STUFF.** Widescreen. By focusing on the lives of the Mercury astronauts, including John Glenn (Ed Harris) and Alan Shepard (Dennis Quaid), the film recounts the dangers and frustrations experienced by those involved with NASA’s earliest achievements. It also depicts their familial and personal crises during an era of great political turmoil. CC. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7903588 STEPHEN KING: Movie & TV Collection.** Collects The Stand (TV mini-series); Golden Years (TV Miniseries); Quitters Inc. (81 minutes); Steven King’s Silver Bullet; Steven King’s Graveyard Shift (All Rated R); and The Langoliers (TV Mini-series). Over 19 hours on nine DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 7903650 THE MEG/DEEP BLUE SEA/DEEP BLUE SEA 2.** Widescreen. Collects three shark-tastic films including Deep Blue Sea starring Samuel L. Jackson and Michael C. Hall; Deep Blue Sea 2 starring Danielle Savre and Michael Beach, both Rated R; and The Meg starring Jason Statham and Freida Pinto, English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7871854 ALIEN: BATTLEFIELD EARTH.** Widescreen. When a UFO crash lands in the Nevada desert, the U.S. government captures the extraterrestrial, producing a mass alien invasion. Stars Derek Nelson and Emma Stacy. Not Rated. 82 minutes. 4 Digital Media. $5.95

**DVD 7892446 THE LAUREL & HARDY COMEDY COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. You can now enjoy 24 of Laurel and Hardy’s hilarious classics in this collection featuring shorts from their early silent years through to their final film together, including solo shorts! In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7900105 SILVER SCREEN ICONS: Horror.** Collects Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1941); Village of the Damned (1960); and The Haunting (1963). In B&W. Also includes House of Wax (1953). CC. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7899408 TOM HANKS COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In The Money Pit a young couple struggles to repair a hopelessly dilapidated house. Co-stars Shelley Long. In The Burbs an over stressed suburbanite and his neighbors are convinced the block is part of a murderous Satanic cult. Co-stars Bruce Dern. In Dragnet! The nephew of Joe Friday must work with his more laid-back partner. Stars Dan Aykroyd. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 7913451 DRAGONHEART: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Collects the complete epic saga of this fantasy action series. Dragonheart: Dragonheart 2: The Sorcerer’s Curse; and Dragonheart: Battle for the Heartfire. Stars Dennis Quaid and Christian Slater. Also includes Joe Conley. Ben Kingsley and Robin Williams. English SDH. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.98 $7.95

**DVD 3083124 SUMMER LOVER.** Widescreen. Sappho Lovell and her husband travel to the Greek island of Lesbos. There she meets Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menace a trio of love and lust—one with a very stormy outcome. CC. 88 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 7897634 NIXON.** Widescreen. Takes a riveting look at a complex man, played by Anthony Hopkins, who became the first President to resign from office. Faces the threat of impeachment and his involvement in conspiracy jeopardizing the nation’s security. This three DVD edition includes an uncut original theatrical cut and the extended director’s cut. Rated R. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 7892306 BLOODSUCKERS: 4 Movie Set Collection.** Four terrifying films: The Vampires; The Forsaken; Vampires: the Turning (All Rated R); and The Cave. Over 6 hours. Also includes six bonus DVDs with 13 classic TV horror comedies and twelve American Horror Stories movies. Mill Creek. $5.95

**DVD 7909205 EATEN ALIVE.** Widescreen. The Starlight, a decrepit hotel on a summer-long trip to the Greek island of Lesbos. There she meets Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menace a trio of love and lust—one with a very stormy outcome. CC. 88 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 7897777 MILLER STANDER.** Widescreen. A young woman named Runa, lives with her family, isolated, deep in the woods. During a day of hunting, Runa finds a bleeding man and brings him home to tend to his wounds. As he breaks out of his home Runa is forced into a dangerous bet, and a cat rescues a school girl from an approaching evil. Not Rated. 106 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

**DVD 7904705 4 FILM FAVORITES: Sylvester Stallone Collection.** Widescreen. Four films from Sylvester Stallone, a true Hollywood heavyweight. Includes Tango & Cash with Kurt Russell (Rated R; 96 minutes); Demolition Man with Wesley Snipes (Rated R; 115 minutes); The Specialist with Sharon Stone (Rated R, 109 minutes); and Over the Top with Robert Loggia (Rated R; 100 minutes). Two double-sided DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 7899742 BLOW.** Widescreen. Johnny Depp stars as George Jung, who became the largest importer of Colombian cocaine in the United States, forever changing the face of the drug in America. Includes Blow (All Rated R); and Trouble with the Curve (Ames Adams), and includes Digital Media. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 7903774 CLINT EASTWOOD DRAMA: 4 Film Favorites.** Widescreen. Collects Gran Torino (Bee Vang); J. Edgar (Leonardo DiCaprio) (Both Rated R); and Trouble with the Curve (Amy Adams), and includes Digital Media. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 7904679 CAT’S EYE.** Widescreen. In this anthology, Quitters Inc. promises to help a smoker kick his habit, a gambler leave the back yard. Dir ector Tobe Hooper’s films unfold. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7891257 THE SAINT.** Widescreen. Val Kilmer plays suave espionage hero Simon Templar and Elisabeth Shue co-stars in this atmospheric mix of bold adventure and grand romance. An array of sophisticated gadgetry is at Templar’s command as he pulls back the curtain and dagger the netherworld of move and counter-move. $5.95

**DVD 7856512 THE GREAT AND POWERFUL.** Widescreen. Tells the tale of Oscar Diggs (James Franco), a small-town drifter who hurled into the vibrant Land of Oz. He thinks he’s the jack of the sport, until he meets three witches (Mila Kunis, Rachel Weisz, and Michelle Pfeiffer), who turn him into sinister problems facing the fantastical land. $5.95

**DVD 7892557 SAVAGE NATURE: 4 Deadly Films.** Four horror flicks to scare the bejesus out of you! Includes Flu Birds starring Clare Carey; Monsterwolf starring Robert Picardo; Headless Horseman starring Billy Aaron Brown (All Rated R); and Werewolves starring Jeremy London (Not Rated). Includes six bonus DVDs. Six hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 7915132 THE MUNSTERS.** Widescreen. Stars  Bing Cr osby and R osemary V ermont inn o f their f ormer c ommanding general. Stars  Bing C rosby and R osemary V ermont inn o f their f ormer c ommanding general. Stars  Bing C rosby and R osemary V ermont inn o of their former commanding general. Stars Bing Crosby and Rosemary Clooney. Includes 3 DVDs. CC. 120 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 7899246 THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN.** Widescreen. Stars Emily Blunt, devoloping her recent divorce, spends her daily commute fantasizing about the seemingly perfect couple who live in a house her train passes every day. Everything changes when she sees something shocking happen there, and becomes entangled in the mystery that unfolds. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 7896734 MOTHER.** Widescreen. Jennifer Lawrence and Javier Bardem deliver unforgettable performances in Acaña’s new film which is an intimate look into the relationship between a mother and her son. Rated R. English SDH. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 7901348 MERYL STREEP: 8-Movie Collection.** Collects eight films starring Meryl Streep including Mamma Mia! The Movie; Out of Africa; Death Becomes Her; The River Wild; The Iron Lady; The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo; The Devil Wears Prada; and Julie & Julia. Includes Digital Media. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 7743181 TABOO: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Enter the forbidden, as this mesmerizing hit series from the National Geographic Channel pulls back the curtain on the world’s most exotic cultures. As these rituals that celebrate birth and death, prepare for travel, marriage, conquest, and unleash the power to heal and transform. Not Rated. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. National Geographic. $5.95
### Movies

**DVD 7899912**
- **THE LEGEND OF TARZAN/KING ARTHUR/TROY.** widescreen.
- In the Legend of Tarzan it’s been 75 years since the man known as Tarzan (Alexander Skarsgard) left the jungles of Africa behind for a gentrified life and now he’s been invited back to the Congo. In King Arthur: Legend of his Knight (Charlie Hunnam) comes up the hard way in the back alleys of the city. Troy follows the assault on Troy by the united Greek forces and chronicles the fates of the men involved. Stars Brad Pitt. Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 7901171**
- **ALBATROSS.** widescreen. Beth, a bookish teenager, befriends Emilia, an aspiring novelist who has just arrived in town. Emilia soon begins a secret affair with Beth’s father that threatens to have devastating consequences. Stars Felicity Jones and Jessica Brown Findlay. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.96. $5.95.

**DVD 7903723**
- **RISKY BUSINESS.** widescreen. As a straight-arrow son, left alone while his parents are away, takes a walk on the wild side, Tom Cruise soared to stardom, and Rebecca De Mornay makes a dynamic movie debut as a libated call girl. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

**DVD 7871848**
- **THE SPY WHO LOVED ME.** widescreen. Roger Moore brings his inimitable style to Agent 007 as he teams with beautiful Russian agent Anya Amasova (Barbara Bach) to stop the megamaniacal Stromberg (Curt Jurgens) from unleashing a horrifying scheme for world domination. English SDH. 126 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

**DVD 7835698**
- **THE THREE STOOGES COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. You’ll howl with laughter at the riotous antics of America’s slapphappiest funny men. Collects 19 films including A Plumbing We Will Go (1940); Sock Couter (1943); All the World’s a Stoo ge (1941); and more. In B&W. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Columbia. $9.95.

**DVD 7899966**
- **INSOMNIA.** widescreen. Two Los Angeles homicide detectives are dispatched to a northern town where the sun doesn’t set to investigate the methodical murder of a local teen. Stars Al Pacino and Robin Williams. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 7913478**
- **KIDNAPPED.** Fullscreen. Following the defeat of the Scottish Highlanders, Alan (Armand Assante) returns to his homeland to discover he is a wanted man. Meanwhile, David (Bryan McCartie) is kidnapped in Scotland and stowed upon a ship bound for the New World. Alan and David are both reluctantly thrust into a journey—and they’ll have to rely on each other to survive. pub. at $14.95. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Quiver. $5.95.

**DVD 7923236**
- **THE FASTEST GUNS OF THE WEST.** The William Castle Western Collection. Eight classics from William Castle: Knockie Kate; Madam of Kansas; Battle of Groo River; Duel on the Mississippi; Contest of Cochise; Jessie James vs. the Dalton’s; The Gun that Won the West; and Uranium Boom. Stars include Dennis Morgan and Barbara Lawrence. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $39.95. $11.95.

**DVD 2887819**
- **HEN-HUR: 50th Anniversary Limited Edition.** An amazing limited edition collector’s box set, celebrating the 59th anniversary winner of 11 Academy Awards, including Best Actor (Charlton Heston) and Best Picture. This set includes the 1959 movie (over three hours), the 1967 film (over four hours), plus a 3-minute original featurette and a 32-page hardcover volume of rare photography, character bios and more. Also includes a DVD of vintage special features. Five DVDs. Turner Entertainment Co. Pub. at $49.92.

**DVD 7707998**
- **THE WILD PARROTS OF TELEGRAPH HILL.** In a celebration of urban wildlife, director Maynard Pevsner presents a spectacular limited edition of one of the most heartwarming and beloved documentaries of all time, which tells the true story of a local bohemian, Mark Bittner, who becomes the custodian of a flock of wild red and green parrots. Includes a fully illustrated companion booklet along with five hours on two DVDs. Docurama. $9.95.

**DVD 7825013**
- **AMERICA: The Story of Us.** Follow the Colossal Comedy Hour. Also includes three hilarious Jerry Lewis films Don’t Raise the Bridge, Lower the River; Hook, Line & Sinker; and Three on a Couch along with two Dean Martin romantic comedies. Who Was That Lady? and How to Save a Marriage (And Ruin Your Life). In Color and on three DVDs. Lionsgate. $19.98.

**DVD 7891325**
- **JACK RYAN TRIPLE FEATURE.** widescreen. Based on Tom Clancy’s best-sellers comes a trio of Jack Ryan thrillers guaranteed to keep you on the edge of your seat. The Hunt for Red October stars Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin, Patriot Games (Rated R) stars Harrison Ford and Anne Archer, and in Clear and Present Danger Ford and Archer return and are joined by Ben Affleck. Rated R. 11 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $9.95.

**DVD 7861304**
- **DIRTY DANCING.** widescreen. Spending the summer at a Catskills resort with his family, Frances “Baby” Houseman falls in love with the camp’s dance instructor, Johnny (Patrick Swayze) and Jennifer Grey. Includes a bonus DVD of extra. CC. 105 minutes. Lionsgate. $7.95.

**DVD 7501444**
- **BLOOD GLACIER.** widescreen. A group of technicians in the Gobi Desert are on a mysterious red liquid pouring from a nearby glacier. The now spreading ‘glacier blood’ soon comes into contact with wildlife. The team must use every available weapon to defend themselves from the ever-growing horde of biological monstrosities attacking them. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95.

**DVD 7902928**
- **LOVE RANCH.** widescreen. The proprietors of Nevada’s first legalized brothel, Grace (Helen Miren) and Charlie (Joe Pesci) aren’t your typical married couple. When Grace falls for Bruza (Brendan Fraser), a heavy-weigh boxer contracted to Charlie, passions erupt, leading to murderous consequences. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. MPI. $5.95.

**DVD 7231760**
- **DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack.** Featuring ten 40-min. episodes: Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Sherlock Holmes Terror by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy, Detective; Mr. Moto’s Last Warning; and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Stars include Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. In B&W. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.96. $9.95.

**DVD 7866278**
- **THE QUICK AND THE DEAD.** widescreen. A female gunfighter returns to a frontier town where a duel hunting tournament is being held, which she enters in an effort to avenge her father’s death. Stars Sharon Stone and Gene Hackman. Rated R. CC. 105 minutes. Lionsgate. $7.95.

**DVD 778483X**
- **THE GIRL FROM STARRSHIP VENUS.** Fullscreen. A young woman from Venus lands on Earth to explore the planet. She ends up in Soho London where there are plenty of opportunities for sexual research. Starring Monika Ringwald and Mark Jones. Rated R. 82 minutes. Cheyenne Movies. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 7899958**
- **I AM SAM.** Sam (Sean Penn) and Michelle Pfeiffer care-giver couple are about to adopt a young boy, but a court order interferes—Intertrack movie. It’s a heartwarming story about a mentally challenged father who enlists the aid of a high-powered attorney to help him regain custody of his daughter. CC. 134 minutes. New Line Home Enter. Pub. at $14.98.
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**DVD 7765401 TAYLOR & BURTON: 7CM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection.** Collects four films from the iconic duo: The V.I.P.s; The Sandpiper; Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf; and The Comedians. Co-stars include Orson Welles, Charlene Tilton, and Ethel Smith. CC. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**1943448 SKIN: A History of Nudity in the Movies.** Widescreen. The documentary on the history of nudity in feature films from the early silent days to the present, studying the changes in morality that led to the use of nudity in films while emphasizing the political, cultural, and social issues that shaped that history. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Ronin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7899119X THE CONJURING UNIVERSE: 6 Film Collection.** Widescreen. Immerse yourself in the terrifying six-film collection of The Conjuring Universe including Annabelle Comes Home; The Nun; Annabelle: Creation; and The Purging 2. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 7901755 APRES LUI.** Widescreen. Catherine Deneuve delivers one of the most haunting performances of her career as a divorcée who is devastated when her son is killed in a car accident. But rather than grieve with her family, she focuses on her dead son’s best friend who survived the crash. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 89 minutes. IFCFilms. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**DVD 7902638 VENUS IN FUR.** Widescreen. An actress attempts to convince a director how she’s perfect for a role in his upcoming production. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Tiberius. Pub. at $36.95 $32.95

**DVD 7867549 THE EASTERN FRONT.** Widescreen. A dwindling group of German soldiers battle to return to their homes on the harsh Eastern Front. Stars Josh Harper and Neal Ward. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Reel 2 Reel. $5.95

**DVD 7754195X SHE-WOLVES OF THE WASTELAND.** Sexy women in a post-apocalyptic world. These women battle it out in junk yards and gravel pits for supremacy. Its not just for the fate of the world, but for the touch of the last man alive. Stars Persis Khambatta and Kathleen Kinmont. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**DVD 7706672 DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS/DIRTY WORK/MARRIED TO THE MOB/MAEN AT WORK.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Collects four movies including Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, Dirty Work, Married to the Mob and Men at Work. Stars include Steve Martin, Norm MacDonald, Michelle Pfeiffer and Charlie Sheen. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 7712967 GOING IN STYLE.** Widescreen. When Frank, a jewel thief, is asked by Al to decide to buck retirement and step off the straight and narrow for the first time in their lives when their pension funds become a corporate casualty. The three risk it all by embarking on a small cap bid to rob the bank that absconded with their money. Stars Morgan Freeman, Michael Caine and Alan Arkin. English SDH. 96 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7738547 POSSESSED BY EVIL: 5 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Five terrifying supernatural tales, including: The Confession; The Watcher; A Single Candle for the Dead; and The Watcher. Includes the films Devilwor with Shinny Sosssanom, The Plague with James Van Der Beek; Wind Chill with Emily Blunt; Insantation with Jesse Metcalfe; and Vioy with Emmanuelle Beart. All Rated R. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**DVD 7795750 FADING GI GOL O.** Widescreen. The story of an indentured servant until she is free. The young woman embarks on a daring bid to knock off the surrounding area. Stars Nicole Schalmo and Frank Langella. Not Rated. Three DVDs. Widescreen. LifeTime. $39.98

**DVD 7795829 MIXED NUTS.** Fullscreen. Twice the night before Christmas and all through the house, the only creatures stirring were a transvestite, a homicidal Santa, a serial killer, the staff of a suicide hotline and a very crazy pregnant woman. Stars include Kevin Bacon, Michael Gross, Fred Ward, Raia McEntire, and Jamie Kennedy. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 7757133 STREETS OF FEAR: 20 Hard-boiled detectives tackles to the grit of crime classic. Stars like Orson Welles, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson, Peter Lorre, Ann Sheridan and Angela Lansbury star in Building Drummond Comes Back; D.O.A.; The Mystery of the Mr. Wong; The Stranger; Please Murder Me; Trapped; The Green Glove; and more. In B&W. Over 26 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**DVD 7871767 CASINO ROYALE.** Widescreen. After earning “00” status and a license to kill, secret agent James Bond sets out on his first mission as 007. Bond must defeat a private banker funding terrorists in a high-stakes game of poker at Casino Royale. Montenegro. Stars Daniel Craig and Judi Dench. English SDH. 144 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 7868219 MISS BALA.** Widescreen. Gloria finds a power she never knew she had when she is drawn into a dangerous world of cross-border crime. Surviving will require all of her cunning, inventiveness, and strength. Stars Gina Rodriguez and Thomas Dekker. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 8707167 RISEN.** Widescreen. Disaster strikes when a meteor strikes a small town, turning the environment uninhabitable and killing everything in the surrounding area. Stars Nicole Schalmo and Jack Campbell. Not Rated. English SDH. 110 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7992728 TEMORS ANTHOLOGY.** Widescreen. Collects all five Tremors movies including Tremors; Tremors 2; Aftershocks; Tremors 3; Back to Perfection; Tremors 4: The Legend Begins; and Tremors 5. English SDH. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**5811360 CROOKED HOUSE.** Widescreen. In Agatha Christie’s most violent mystery, a mysterious band of muffins surrounding the death of wealthy patriarch Aristotle Leonides are investigated by private detective Charles Hayward (Maxine) who’s convinced by his former lover to catch the murderer before Scotland Yard exposes dark family secrets. English SDH. $5.95

**DVD 7867543 FERAL STATE.** Widescreen. In a future, as artificial game runaways and orphans are taken in by a dark and charismatic family figure who together wreak havoc throughout swamps and trailer parks of central Florida. Not on their trail is Detective Steve Gene Blievins and Annalyne McCord. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7857493 SHARK ATTACK PACK.** Widescreen. In 5-Headed Shark Attack a monster 5-headed shark terrorizes the open ocean before invading the beaches of Puerto Rico. In Planet of the Sharks sharks have flourished, and now dominate the planet, operating as one massive school led by a mutated alpha shark. In Empire of the Sharks on a future earth, a Warlord who controls an army of sharks meets his match when he captures the daughter of a mysterious shark caller. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 7913486 THE NOTORIOUS AMANDA R: The Jack Lemmon Collection.** Widescreen. In this engaging mix of larcey and laughs, an American diplomat and his alluring London landlady stumble into a caper filled with stolen jewels, murder, and comedy. Stars Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak, and Fred Astaire. CC. In B&W. 123 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 7780249 DORIS DAY: The Essential Collection.** Widescreen. Six classics from America’s original sweetheart. Pillow Talk, Lover Come Back; Send Me No Flowers; The Thrill of It All; Midnight Lace; And The Man Who Knew Too Much. Stars Rock Hudson, James Garner, Rex Harrison and James Stewart. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $34.95

**DVD 4870290 JERSEY BOYS.** Widescreen. Director Clint Eastwood turns the Tony Award-winning Broadway hit to the screen, telling the story of four young men on the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey who come together to form the iconic band Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons. Stars John Lloyd, Erich Bergen, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $34.95

**DVD 5811729 BEAST COLLECTION.** Terrifying creature cataclysms come together in one monster-packed film! Includes Majin, Monster of Terror; Return of the Giant Man; Zonbit: Thing from Venus; The Beast; and Search for the Beast. The Legend of Bigfoot; Shreik of the Multilated; The Capture of Bigfoot; Sasquatch: The Legend of Bigfoot; Snow Creature; and Show Beast. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. Remotica. $39.95

**DVD 7914688 INSANITARIUM.** Widescreen. A young paths with his mother on their great, cross-country road trip. The mother, overjoyed to get a fresh start, is delighted when the son makes new friends, and the boy is overjoyed to have a family. But things go wrong in an unexpected way, as the boy and his new friends begin to experience frightening, disturbing things. All Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Columbia. $5.95
Movies

**DVD 7898608 MURPHY’S LAW.** Veteran detective Jack Murphy is suddenly a wanted man after he pleads not guilty for the murder of his ex-wife. Taken into custody with the cops he works with, Murphy has no choice but to escape and hunt down the killer who set him up. Stars Charles Bronson and Carrie Snodgress. Rated R. 100 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 7897138 BASEBALL ALL-STARTS: 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Four times the fun. Collects Fields of Dreams (Kevin Costner). For Love of the Game (Tom Berenger). Mr. Baseball (Tom Selleck), and Ed (Matt LeBlanc). English SDH. Over 7 hours two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7902506 ROOM 237.** Widescreen. In 1980 Stanley Kubrick released his masterpiece, The Shining. Over 30 years later we’re still struggling to understand its hidden meanings. This documentary fuses fact and fiction through interviews with both fans and scholars. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. IFC. $9.95

**DVD 7912992 BAD COUNTRY.** Widescreen. When Baton Rouge police detective partner Carter (M.C. Gainey) contracts to kill Jesse Weiland (Matt Dillon), he convinces Jesse to become an informant and rat out the South’s most powerful crime ring. When the syndicate catches wind of the rat, Jesse and Weiland join forces to take down the mob. Rated R. English SDH. $5.95

**DVD 7792638 DIRTY HARRY: 4-Film Collection.** Clint Eastwood stars in four legendary action-packed films: Dirty Harry (1971), Magnum Force (1973), The Enforcer (1976), and Sudden Impact (1983). Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.94. $9.95

**DVD 7813929 PEANUTS: 2-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. In Race For Your Life, Charlie Brown and the Peanuts gang goes to summer camp, and they participate in a river-raft race against some cheating Bullies. In Bon Voyage, Charlie Brown (and Don’t Come Back!) Charlie and his friends travel to Europe as exchange students. CC. 150 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 7848266 ROCK HUDSON: Screen Legend Collection.** Rock Hudson was the epitome of Hollywood leading man during his illustrious career, as witnessed in these five films. Has Anybody Seen My Gal with Piper Laurie, A Very Special Favor with Leslie Caron, Golden Girl with Piper Laurie, The Last Sunset with Kirk Douglas, and The Spiral Road with Burt Ives. English SDH. DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $26.98. $5.95

**DVD 7868235 PASSENGERS.** Widescreen. A high stakes adventure about two passengers on a spaceship traveling to a new life on another planet. The trip takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mysteriously fail and they’re stuck on an insane asylum and his unlikely bond with a brilliant Oxford professor (Mel Gibson). Drawn together by the fine line between madness and genius, these remarkable men form an unbreakable friendship in pursuit of the course of history. Not Rated. English SDH. 124 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7861111 BLACK AND BLUE.** Widescreen. A rookie cop inadvertently captures the murder of a young drug dealer on her body cam. After realizing that the murder was committed by corrupt cops, she teams up with the one person from her community who is willing to help her as she tries to escape. Stars Naomie Harris and Tyrese Gibson. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 7899696 5 KID FAVORITES: Scooby-Doo! Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Join Scooby-Doo, Shaggy, Fred, Daphne, and Velma in 5 film adventures: Scooby-Doo! Moon Monster Madness; Scooby-Doo! Kiss and Rock and Roll Mystery; Scooby-Doo! and WWE: Curse of the Speed Demon; Scooby-Doo! Holiday Special; and The Bold, and Scooby-Doo! and the Gourmet Ghost. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 1981899 THE PROFESSOR AND THE MADMAN.** Widescreen. The unbelievable true story of a murderer (Sean Penn) who will do anything to clear his name and restore the sanctity of the English language, or go to prison. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7845782 CANADIAN BACON.** The U.S. Capitol is under siege, and instead of being relieved, the press is calling it “just another day at the office.” Stars John Candy and Rhea Perlman. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 395434X WESTERN: 8-Movie Collection.** Eight action-packed westerns: Canyon Passage; The Man from Alamo; War Arrow; The Lawless Breed; The Redhead from Wyoming; Seminole; Gun for a Coward; and Outlaws. Stars include Glenn Ford, Dana Andrews, Maureen O’Hara, Rock Hudson, Fred MacMurray, Jeff Chandler, and William Shatner. English SDH. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7896188 LIFE WITH MIKEY.** Widescreen. A once-popular actor who now runs a talent agency specializing in child acts is trying to discover the next star. He gets more than he bargained for when he recruits a child pickpocket. Stars Michael J. Fox and Christina Vidal. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

**DVD 7913427 BORN IN EAST L.A.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. When an L.A. born American woman falls in love with a Mexican alien and deported to Mexico, he has to do everything he can to get across the border. Stars Cheech Marin and Daniel Stern. Rated R. CC. 85 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7867433 AMERICAN TRAITOR: The Trial of Axis Sally.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of American Mildred Gillars and her lawyer, who struggles to redeem her reputation when she’s accused of treason against the U.S. during WWII. Stars Meadow Williams and Al Pacino. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 3879241 BATTLE OF THE AMAZONS.** The men were once kept by the Amazonians as sex slaves for breeding purposes. And now the band of bloodthirsty female warriors plagues and loots the countryside until the oppressed males decide to fight back. A delightful film filled with death, sex, torture, and the occasional orgy. Stars Lincoln Tide, R. R. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 7732546 DUNKIRK.** The story unfolds on land, sea, and air, as hundreds of thousands of British and Allied troops are trapped on the beaches of Dunkirk when enemy troops closing in. Stars Fionn Whitehead and Kenneth Branagh. English SDH. 106 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7866811 FOR LOVE OF THE GAME.** Widescreen. A powerful story of a murder mystery involving the NFL. A fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat thriller that explores the complexities of love and sport. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7774907 HOOKERS DESERT SHOWDOWN.** Out of over 300 international and professional dancers employing over 12,000 waitresses, 82 of the world’s best Hookers Girls were selected to compete in what can be thought of as the “Olympics of Beauty.” Join them as they face off against some of the most famous and notorious of all the X-rated performers. CC. 95 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7884338 TROPIC OF CANCER.** Widescreen. Based on Henry Miller’s scandalous and widely banned autobiographical novel. Millie’s international Swimsuit Contest. Not Rated. 55 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 7887515 PATCH ADAMS.** Widescreen. Meet Patch Adams (Robin Williams), a doctor who doesn’t look, act or think like any doctor you’ve met before. For Patch, humor is the best medicine, and he’s willing to do just about anything to make his patients laugh. Based on a true story. CC. 114 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7896008 WHEN THE DALTONS RODE: Universal Western Collection.** Widescreen. When young lawyer Tod Jackson (Randolph Scott) arrives in pioneer-era Kansas, he learns his rancher friend has been murdered by Dalton (Brian Donley and Broderick Crawford), in danger of losing their land in a crooked development deal. Jackson tries to help them, but a fake murder of the Daltons into outlaws. 81 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

**DVD 7899904 LAND.** Widescreen. Ede (Robin Wright), in the aftermath of an unfortunate event, finds herself unable to stay alive long. To the world she once knew and in the face of that uncertainty, retreats to the wilds of the Rockies. Local hunter (Demian Bichir) brings her back from the brink of death. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7899947 PATERNO.** Widescreen. HBO Films presents the compelling portrait of Penn State’s longtime head football coach Joe Paterno, as he is embroiled in the infamous Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal. Stars Al Pacino and Riley Keough. TV-MA. English SDH. 165 minutes. HBO. $9.95
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**DVD 7820992 FOR THE LOVE OF SPOCK.** Chirats the life of Star Trek’s Mr. Spock and Leonard Nimoy, Spock. Who brought him to the screen for nearly 50 years. Using never before seen footage and interviews with friends, family, and colleagues—J.J. Abrams, William Shatner, Zachary Quinto and more—Nimoy’s son Adam directs a complex loving tribute to the sci-fi icon. 111 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**DVD 2923491 INDEPENDENCE DAY.** Widescreen. Billy Smith; Jeff Goldblum and Bill Pullman join forces when powerful aliens launch an all-out invasion and the world’s only hope lies in uniting for one last strike to save mankind in Independence Day. In Independence Day: Resurgence the mysterious aliens are back with a vengeance in this explosive sequel starring Liam Hemsworth and Jeff Goldblum. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $8.95

**DVD 7844530 DOG DAY AFTERNOON.** Widescreen. On a hot Brooklyn afternoon, two optimistic nobodies set out to rob a bank. Sunny (Al Pacino) is the mastermind, Sal (Jodie Foster) is the follower—result is the thriller that earned six Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture. Rated R. CC: 124 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

**DVD 7867670 JURASSIC PREDATOR.** Scientists working at a secret government research facility use prehistoric DNA to resurrect a T-Rex. But it escapes and terrorizes the residents of a nearby town. Stars Lee Bane and Jason Homewood. Not Rated. 87 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95

**DVD 7879494 SALTWATER: The Battle for Ramiree Island.** Widescreen. A band of soldiers in search of a secret Japanese ammunition store fight off deadly saltwater crocodiles in the swamps of Ramiree Island. Stars Glenn Salvago and Steve Dolton. Not Rated. 83 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95

**DVD 7870183 ROCKET HUNTER: Rise of the Nazi Comet.** Widescreen. From the rubble of bombèd-off German cities came the madness of the Nazi rocket program and the creation of the Me163 rocket plane, also known as the “Komet.” Stars Jeffreel Aran and Charles Gabel. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Its Distribution. $5.95

**DVD 7884069 ALEXANDER THE GREAT.** Widescreen. An epic movie that follows the life of Alexander the Great, the Macedonian King that conquered all of the ancient Greek tribes and led the Macedonian Army against the vast Persian Empire. Alexander conquered most of the then known world and created a Greek empire that spanned all the way from the Balkans to India. Stars Richard Burton, Fredric March, and John Ireland. MG M, Publicity. $9.95

**DVD 7892516 NIGHT PASSAGE.** Widescreen. When the local railroad becomes the constant target of a band of desperadoes, train officials recruit Grant McIaine (James Stewart) to guard against any more robberies. Trouble is, the game’s most skilled gunslinger is Grant’s kid brother. Grant finds himself hoping for the best but preparing for the worst in an unforgettable gun battle. Universal. 90 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 7901976 COLLEGE GIRL MURDERS.** Fullscreen. Police try to track down a hooded serial killer who murders his victims with a combination of acid and gas. Dubbed in English. 87 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7879911 CHRISTMAS RECIPE FOR ROMANCE.** Widescreen. The owner of a historic inn decides to enter a prestigious cooking contest to win funds for renovations and get free publicity, but she is a horrible cook. She recruits renowned chef to help her in the kitchen. Stars Sebastian Sacco and Madeline Leon. CC. 89 minutes. Brain Power. $5.95

**DVD 7701616 DUNE.** Widescreen. Frank Herbert’s sci-fi classic explores across the screen with dizzying special effects, imaginative images, and powerful performances. David Lynch directs this saga of intergalactic warrior Paul Atreides (Kyle MacLachlan) and his messianic role for the Dune leadership. The action also includes Jose Ferrer and Linda Hunt. CC. 137 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7881312 DIVIDED WE FALL: 10 War Classics.** Fullscreen. Collects ten Civil War classics from the Golden Days of cinema: Abraham Lincoln; Hearts in Bordage; The Arizona Kid; Colorado; Santa Fe Trail; Renegade Girl; The Proud Rebel; Drums in the Deep South; Kansas Pacific; and Yellowstone. Stars Bea Santors, Walter Huston, Roy Rogers, Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, and others. In Color and B&W. Nearly 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7905699 ANGELS & DEMONS.** Widescreen. In this thrilling follow-up to The Da Vinci Code, expert symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) pursues ancient clues on a heart-racing hunt through Rome to find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the deadly secret society, the Illuminati. Also stars Ewan McGregor and Ayelet Zurer. CC. 138 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 7878702 AMERICA: Imagine a World Without Her.** Widescreen. What would the world look like if America never existed? Best-selling author Dinesh D’Souza explores this question in this stirring documentary through reenactments of landmark events in America’s history and insightful interviews with leading historians, D’Souza brings us face to face with the brave men who built this great nation. English SDH. 105 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 787183X QUANTUM OF SOLACE.** Widescreen. James Bond descends into mystery as he tries to stop a mysterious man and his mysterious invitation to an abandoned shack. Stars Daniel Craig, Oliva d’Havilland, and Judi Dench. English SDH. 105 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 7870017 MIRACLE ON CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. During the Christmas Holiday, Mary experiences emotional trials that cause her to question God’s existence and life’s purpose. After a family tragedy, Mack (Samuel L. Jackson) is thrown into a downward spiral into madness as she searches for meaning in her life. Stars Erin Bethea and Jason Burkey. 87 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 7899726 BEST OF TOM AND JERRY MOVIES.** Collects eight movies including Tom and Jerry: Spy Quest; Tom and Jerry Meet Sherlock Holmes; Tom and Jerry: Robin Hood and His Merry Mouse; Tom and Jerry’s Giant Adventure; Tom and Jerry: The Lost Dragon; and Tom and Jerry: Who’s Scaring Who. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. $7.95

**DVD 7890120 A RAINY DAY IN NEW YORK.** Widescreen. A young couple arrives in New York for a weekend where they are met with bad weather and a series of adventures. Stars Timmeh Chalamean and Ellie Faison. 110 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**AVI 4686551 THE BIRTH OF A NATION.** An immensely successful silent film of the time (released in 1915), it is controversial by today’s standards because of its blackface by white actors and the style of performances given by those actors. The film portrays the founding of the Ku Klux Klan and the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. In Color. 137 minutes. B&W. Over three hours. Warner Bros. $9.95

**DVD 7884354 VILLA RIDES!** Widescreen. Yul Brynner stars as the Mexican renegade Pancho Villa and Robert Mitchum as Lee Arnold, an American fortune hunter for hire. Set in the turmoil of the Mexican revolution, this sprawling historical adventure also memorable performances by Tony Curtis and Steve McQueen as Villa’s right-hand man and Herbert Lom as the imperious General Victoriano Huerta. Rated R. 2:12. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 7835094 THE SHACK.** Widescreen. Based on the powerful novel by McK (Samm Watson) spirals into a crisis of faith, and questions God’s existence and life’s purpose. Mack is unable to move on, until he gets a mysterious visitor in his dreams. There, God reveals Himself in the form of three strangers led by Papa (Octavia Spencer). English SDH. 132 minutes. Summit. $5.95

**DVD 7876033 A VERY COUNTRY CHRISTMAS HOMECOMING.** Widescreen. When Kane and Jeanette return from their honeymoon in time for Christmas, they find an unexpected guest waiting for them. And when the paparazzi get involved, things get even more complicated. Stars Bea Santors and Greyson Holt. CC. 85 minutes. Brain Power. $5.95

**DVD 789922X DARKEST HOUR.** Widescreen. In May 1940, the fate of World War II hangs on Winston Churchill, who must decide whether to negotiate with Adolf Hitler, or fight on knowing that it could mean the end of the British Empire. Stars Gary Oldman and Lily James. English SDH. 125 minutes. Universal. $5.95


**DVD 7902166 GODDESS OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Venus, a jilted lover, begins a downward spiral into madness as she avenger's fantasies of love and revenge. This sexy, tense thriller will leave you breathless until the very end. Stars Woody Harrelson and Elizabeth Banks. English SDH. 97 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**DVD 7899777 CLINT EASTWOOD: 3 Film Collection.** In The Outlaw Josey Wales Missouri farmer Josey joins a Confederate guerrilla and winds up on the run from the Union soldiers. He defended his family in Pale Rider a mysterious preacher protects a humble prospector village from a greedy mining company. In Unforgiven a retired Old West gunslinger takes on one last job. Most unconventional gun battle. Fullscreen. 200 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

**DVD 790245X A RAINY DAY IN NEW YORK.** Widescreen. A young couple arrives in New York for a weekend where they are met with bad weather and a series of adventures. Stars Timmeh Chalamean and Ellie Faison. 110 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**DVD 7867887 RIDE THE EAGLE.** Widescreen. Leif is left with a conditional inheritance when his estranged mother Honey dies. Before he can move into her house, he has to complete her elaborate, and sometimes dubious, to-do list. Stars Jake Johnson and Susan Sarandon. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Decal. $5.95
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**DV7861496 AMERICAN NUDIES, VOLUMES I, II & III.** Cult Epics presents a rare peek into the history of American Erotic Cinema. Prior to feature length XXX-rated films reaching theaters in the late '70s, short nude films were produced in the U.S. Included: 37 short films from 1940-1970. Unrated. B&W and color. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Cult Epics. $29.95.

**DV7899114 AMERICAN MADE.** Widescreen. The story of Barry Seal, an American pilot who became a drug-runner for the CIA in the 1980s, in a clandestine operation that would be exposed as the Iran-Contra Affair. Stars Tom Cruise and Sarah Wright. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. $5.95.

**DV7903847 GREEN LANTERN.** Widescreen. Deep in the vast reaches of space, an elite force of protectors has existed for centuries: the Green Lantern Corps. When an enemy called Parallax threatens to destroy the universe, they are forced to turn to their newest recruit, the first human ever selected, Hal Jordan. Stars Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively. English SDH. 136 minutes. $5.95.

**DV7760641 THROW MOMMA FROM THE TRAIN.** A bitter ex-husband wants his former spouse dead. A put-upon momma’s boy wants his mother dead. Can these hapless males help “eliminate” each other’s problems? Staring Danny DeVito and Billy Crystal. 88 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

**DV791747 ANTIVIRAL.** Widescreen. Syd March is an employee at the hospital where they find themselves in a pivot-point moment of a disease that threatens to destroy the universe, they are forced to turn to their newest recruit, the first human ever selected, Hal Jordan. Stars Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively. English SDH. 136 minutes. $5.95.

**DV792107 THE FACE OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Five years after the death of her beloved husband, Nikki (Annette Benning), and their daughter (Stefany Harris), a man who could pass as her late husband’s double. She can’t bring herself to tell him about what first drew her to him. And when the relationship deepens, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films. $5.95.

**DV1990020 NATIONAL LAMPOON’S ANIMAL HOUSE.** Widescreen. At a 1962 college. Dean Vernon Judson determined to get rid of the entire Delta Tau Chi Fraternity, but those troublemakers have other plans for him. Stars John Belushi and Tim Matheson. 109 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**DV778379 COME AWAY.** Widescreen. Before Peter became Pan and Alice visited Wonderland, they were siblings living in an idyllic country home. When tragedy strikes, they’re forced to leave their home to sell a family heirloom where they find themselves on a dangerous adventure. Stars Michael Caine, Angelina Jolie and David Gyngell. 94 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95.

**DV7849995 THE KING’S SPEECH.** Widescreen. After the death of his father King George V, Bertie (Colin Firth), who has suffered from a debilitating speech impediment all his life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. His wife Elizabeth arranges for his husband to see eccentric speech therapist Lionel Logue (Geoffrey Rush). Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. E One. $5.95.

**DV7867522 DEATH IN TEXAS.** Widescreen. Just out of prison, Billy Walker returns to El Paso to help his mother of liver failure but low on the transplant list. However, the border offers other, darker options. Stars Ronnie Gene Blevins and Bruce Dern. Not Rated. English SDH. 111 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

**DV7876025 SNOWBOUND FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Eager to impress his boss Adrian, Rachel lands a spot on a big project. Before the presentation, a snowstorm traps her and Adrian at a resort where they realize there is more to their relationship than just business. Stars Zarina Danell-Martin and Henderson Wade. CC. 84 minutes. Brian Power. $5.95.

**DV7892454 LOCKED AND RE-LOADED.** Widescreen. Collects four action-packed flicks, Operation Rogue starring Mark Decascos and Treat Williams; Extraction; With Jon Foo and Falk Hentschel; Second Coming starring Jean-Claude Van Damme and Julie Cox, and Red Sands with Shane West and Aldis Hodge. All Rated R. Over 6 hours. Mill Creek. $5.95.

**DV813740 THE HITCHHICKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY.** Fullscreen. Unbeknownst to its inhabitants, Earth is to be demolished to make way for an intergalactic highway. Arthur Dent (Simon Jones) is whisked off the planet to safety by his alien friend Ford Prefect (David Dixon), and launched on a dizzying journey through space and time. Includes also two DVDs of extras. English SDH. Over 3 hours. BBC. $7.95.

**DVD 7825099 THE SECRET SCRIPTURE.** Widescreen. Rose (Vanessa Redgrave) has been the majority of her adult life confined to a mental hospital in Ireland. Institutionalized during the war and kept there for so long, no one seems to remember why Rose was institutionalized in the first place. But the new chief of staff (Eric Bana) takes an interest in her story, and unravels the mystery. English SDH. 108 minutes. Vertical. $7.95.

**DV8042140 FUTURE WORLDS.** Widescreen. A young man searches for a rumored cure that will save his dying mother. Stars James Franco, Lucy Liu and Milla Jovovich. Rated R. 90 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95.

**DV7867638 HAMPTON’S LEGION.** Widescreen. When the Confederacy can no longer finance massive armies, Wade Hampton, uncle of the famous man, is given the task of raising new money, and supplied his own infantry, cavalry, and artillery to help fight the war. Stars Eddie Rodgers and Jeff Orlowski. Not Rated. 81 minutes. ITC Distribution. $5.95.

**DV7870108 BUCKSKIN.** Widescreen. Set in 1820, a Texas fur trapper journeys into the mysterious Buckyin woods in the hopes of saving a lost young boy. Stars Tom Sizemore and Kurt Russell. Not Rated. 112 minutes. ITC Distribution. $5.95.

**DV7876009 DASHING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Emily Nichols plans to work hard and get her straight into romance, where she finds out that her calculated plans take a backseat to love. Stars Paniz Zade and Adrian Spencer. CC. 90 minutes. Brain Power. $5.95.

**DV7903782 AN AMERICAN TAIL.** Fullscreen. Chronicles the wide-eyed adventures of a courageous little mouse named Fievel. Journeying by ship from Russia to America, Fievel is lost at sea during ferocious storm. Washing ashore in New York Harbor, he bravery the new world in a thrilling quest to find his family. Stars the voice talents of Dom DeLuise and Christopher Plummer. Rated PG. $5.95.

**DV7732457 THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS.** Widescreen. Burt Reynolds stars as Sheriff Ed Earl Dodd and Dolly Parton as the Chicken Ranch’s proprietress, Miss Mona. The two join together not only in romance, but to fight big city TV crusader Melvin F Thorne (Dom DeLuise) in his efforts to exhibit the Chicken Ranch to public scandal, and thus close it down. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**DV7862696 THE POSEidon ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. When a cop who is just out of rehab takes the graveyard shift in a city hospital morgue, she faces a series of bizarre, violent events caused by an evil entity in one of the corpses. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95.

**DV7732473 THE BIG LEBOWSKI.** Widescreen. Join the “Dude” and his bowling buddies on their journey that blends unforgettable characters, kidnappings, a mysterious skunk, and White Russians. Enter the visually unique and entertaining world from the creative minds of the Coen brothers. Stars Jeff Bridges, John Goodman. Rated R. English. SDH. 118 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**DV4820053 THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES.** Widescreen. Directed by and starring Clint Eastwood. After avenging his family’s brutal murder, Wales is on the lam, pursued by killers. He travels alone, but a ragtag group of outcasts is drawn to him, and Wales can’t leave his motley surrogate family unprotected. Also starring Donnelly Rhodes and Chief Dan George. Rated R. English. CC. 136 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

**DVD 77701683 UNBROKEN: 2 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. In Unbroken after a near-fatal plane crash in WWII, Olympian Louis Zamperini (Jack O’Connell) spends a harrowing 47 days in a raft with two fellow crewmen before he’s caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. Unbroken Path to Redemption is the sequel. Rated PG-13. English. CC. 91 minutes. Arrow. Enter. $9.95.

**DV7816804 THE BLACK CAT.** Widescreen. When a young couple goes missing in a sleepy English village, Scotland Yard Inspector Goriley is brought in to assist on the case. But what starts off as a routine investigation turns into a murder inquiry when the couple is found dead in mysterious circumstances. Not Rated. Dubbed in the Optional Italian with English subtitles. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95.

**DVD 7727393 BEYOND THE SEA.** Widescreen. Working his way from shady nightclubs to his dream destination, the Copacabana, Bobby Darin lived a rags to riches story. English SDH. 118 minutes. Universal. $5.95.
Movies

**DVD 7867840 POTTER’S GROUND.** Widescreen. The story of a team of Confederate marauders during the final days of the Civil War, who embark on a dangerous mission to unearth an ancient treasure. Stars Isaiah Stratton and Scott Crain. Not Rated. 101 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

**DVD 1960849 CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG.** Widescreen. Dick Van Dyke stars as eccentric inventor Caractacus Potts, who creates an extraordinary car called Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. It not only drives—but it also flies and floats—as it leads him, his two children and his lady friend, Truly Scrumptious, into a magical world of pirates, castles and endless adventure. CC. 145 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 4677951 THE SCORPION KING: 5-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Collects five films from the Scorpion King franchise: The Scorpion King 1: The Rise of a Warrior; The Scorpion King 2: Battle for Redemption; The Scorpion King 4: Quest for Power; and Scorpion King: Book of Souls. Stars Johnson, Johnson, Victor Webster, Ron Perlman, Randy Couture and Peter Mensah. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 7725809 HUMPHREY BOGART: TCM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection.** Fullscreen. Turner Classic Movies presents four films starring Humphrey Bogart including They Drive By Night; Across the Pacific; Action in the North Atlantic; and Passage to Marseille. Not Rated. All in B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $17.95

**DVD 7800525 DEEP BLUE SEA 3.** Studying the effects of climate change off the coast of Madagascar, a marine biologist and her team confront three genetically enhanced bull sharks. Now, a new bloodbath is waiting to happen in the name of science. Will humans never learn? Rated R, English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 780055X GODZILLA VS. KONG.** Widescreen. Pits two of the greatest icons in motion picture history against each other—the fearsome Godzilla and his ally, King Kong—with humanity caught in the balance. Stars Alexander Skarsgard and Millie Bobby Brown. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7806515 SKINWALKER.** Widescreen. After looting a Native American burial site, a hunter unleashes the legendary Skinwalker, a shape-shifting demon, onto an unsuspecting world. Stars Jack Black and Cabinet. English SDH. 130 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 786797 KILL CAVALRY.** U.S. General Hugh Judson “Kill” Cavalry Kilpatrick is on a mission to eliminate C.S. General Joseph Wheeler. He devises a plan to take over a small town of Barnwell, South Carolina, hoping to draw Wheeler out, only to find out that Wheeler is already one step ahead. Stars Brad Owens and Charles Gabel. Not Rated. 81 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

**DVD 7891265 THE BARBARIAN.** Widescreen. In one of his star-making roles, Arnold Schwarzenegger plays Cimmerian Conan, captured as a child and forged into a time-wasting, slave-finding and miraculously one day by his owner, Conan sets forth upon his quest to learn the “ridge of steel” and conquer the arch villain Thulsa Doom. Rated R. 129 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7738864 BOUDICA: Rise of the Warrior Queen.** Widescreen. Boudica is a sixteen year old orphand who witnesses an arranged marriage by her father, the leader of a Celtic Tribe. However, her mother is unsure, doing whatever it takes to protect her daughter. Stars Elia Peil and Simon Pengelly. 82 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95

**DVD 7766009 RESCUE DAWN.** A U.S. fighter pilot’s epic struggle of survival after being shot down on a mission over Laos during the Vietnam War. Starring Christian Bale and Steve Zahn. 125 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 1969099 SALMA HAYEK: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Four films capture the many faces of this internationally-renowned actress. She joins Carmelo Gomez for the Spanish language film Living up (La Gran Vida) (with English subtitles); John Travolta and James Gandolfini for Lonely Hearts; Holly Hunter and Stellan Skarsgard in Timecode; and Vincent D’Onofrio and Thomas Jane for The Velocity of Gil. All Rated R. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 4788842 UNFORGIVEN.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood (who also produced and directed) and Morgan Freeman play reformed ex-outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Richard Harris is an ill-fated killer for hire, and Gene Hackman is a lawman of sly charm—and chilling brutality. Winner of 1992’s Best Picture Academy Award. Rated R. CC. 131 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 7756356 12 STRONG.** Widescreen. This highly-classified tale of real-life heroism follows the first U.S. Special Forces team sent into Afghanistan for the first time after 9/11. There, they must convince the general of the Northern Alliance to join forces in fighting the Taliban and Al Qaeda, eventually freeing the Americans from this conflicted nation and outgunned. Stars Chris Hemsworth. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 7801166 1BR.** Widescreen. After leaving behind a painful past to follow her dreams, Sarah scores the perfect Hollywood apartment. Unable to sleep, tormented by strange noises and threatening notes, her new life quickly starts to unravel. Stars Nicole Brydon Bloom and Eddy Mathis. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

**DVD 7801836 BLISS.** Widescreen. A brilliant painter facing the worst creative block of her life turns to anything she can to unravel. Stars Nicole Brydon Bloom and Eddy Mathis. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

**DVD 7902441 PSYCHIC KILLER.** Widescreen. Arnold Masters is a harmless recluse committed to a mental hospital for a murder he didn’t commit. When his mother dies from criminal neglect during his incarceration, Masters develops dark psychotic abilities to become an out of body killer exacting his bloody revenge. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7903669 THE NOTEBOOK/ THE LUCKY ONE.** In The Notebook, teenagers, Allie and Noah (Rachel McAdams and Ryan Gosling) begin a whirlwind courtship. They are then separated by Allie’s parents and meet again several years later. In The Lucky One, a Marine (Zach Efron) travels to Louisiana in search for the unknown woman (Taylor Schilling) he believes was his good luck charm during the war. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4866014 JOHN WAYNE ACTION: TCM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection.** Three westerns and one crime thriller make up this exciting action four pack. John Wayne joins Forrest Tucker and Christopher George in Chisum; Angel Lorenz as Rod Taylor in The Train Robbers; Gary Grimes and Neville Brand in Cahill: United States Marshal; and Eddie Albert and Diana Muldaur in M.C. CC. Nearly 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**DVD 7693958 KILLING KENNEDY.** Widescreen. A young, ambitious man from a wealthy family rises to become the leader of the free world. At the same time, a former political outsider becomes disillusioned with America. When their paths ultimately cross, the course of history is changed forever as seen in this mesmerizing film about the assassins of JFK—and its chilling aftermath. Stars Rob Lowe and Michelle Trachtenberg. English SDH. 87 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 7701586 BABE: 2-Movie Family Fun Pack.** Babe, a pig raised by sheepdogs on a rural English farm, who learns to hold sheep with a little help from Farmer Hoggett. In Babe: Pig in the City the fun continues when Babe and his friends head to the city in hopes of raising money to save the farm. Stars James Cromwell, Gailard Sartain, and Gemma. English SDH. Over three hours. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7892276 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Whether they’re hobnobbing with city folk, or langishing in their hillbilly hideaways, the Ma (Majorie Main) and Pa (Percy Kilbride) always stay true to their country roots. Collects four hillbilly tales, including The Egg and I; Ma and Pa Kodak; Ma and Pa Kettle Go to Town; and Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7813481 THE ADVENTURES OF FRANCIS THE TALKING MULE.** Fullscreen. Collects four films in the popular series with the old army mule including Francis the Talking Mule; Francis Goes to the Races; Francis Goes to West Point; and Francis Covers the Big Town. All star Donald O’Connor. In B&W. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7871998 THE NANNY’S NIGHT.** Widescreen. Teenager Blank is the coolest babysitter in town, until one night, it is discovered that she belongs to a satanic sect and needs to sacrifice a young virgin. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Devilworks. $5.95

**DVD 7883456 ROB ZOMBIE.** Widescreen. In House of 1000 Corpses two young couples traveling across the backwoods of Texas end up as prisoners of a bizarre and sadistic backwater family of serial killers. In The Devil’s Rejects the reunited family is on the road to escape the vengeful Sherif Wydell, who is not after being as ruthless as his target. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $7.95

**DVD 789158X HOT LEAD & COLD FEET.** Widescreen. Twin brothers compete for possession of a rickety cow town founded by their father while a crooked Mayor tries to drive out the competitors so he can inherit the town himself. Stars Jim Dale and Karen Valentine. CC. 90 minutes. Disney. $5.95

**DVD 7895054 SPACED OUT.** Fullscreen. Alimens crash land in England when their cargo ship malfunctions. The aliens carefully choose the ugliest human they can find and abduct four males for their sexy research. Stars Barry Stokes and Gloria Annen. Rated R. 84 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
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**DVD 1988855 THE INVISIBLE MAN. Fullscreen. A scientist finds a way of becoming invisible, but when he does, he becomes ludicrously insane. Released in 1933. Stars Claude Raines and Gloria Stuart. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. 72 minutes. Universal. $5.95.**

**DVD 7806424 BECKY. Widescreen. Spunky and rebellious, Becky (Lulu Wilson) is brought to a walled compound at a lake house by her father Jeff (Joel McHale) in an effort to reconnect. The trip immediately takes a turn for the worse when a group of convicts on the run invade the lake house. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Quiver. $5.95.**

**DVD 1988883 ROE V. WADE. Widescreen. Dr. Bernard Nathanson and Dr. Mildred Jefferson square off in a national battle in this untold conspiracy that lead to the most famous and controversial court case in U.S. history. Stars Stacey Dash and Jon Voight. English SDH. 112 minutes. Quiver. $5.95.**

**DVD 1987417 AFTER THE STORM. Widescreen. During a storm Lauren finds her dog in the arms of an old crush, Collin. The storm destroys her home, but she’s determined to rebuild. She and Collin spend time together helping the community and becoming friends. It might be more than friendship. Stars Madeline Leon and Bo Yokely. CC. 91 minutes. Brain Power. $5.95.**

**DVD 1987590 RAZE. Widescreen. Jamie (Rachel Nichols) awakens to find herself in a concrete bunker with fellow abductees Sabrina (Zoe Bell). Before long they discover they’ve been kept in a modern-day coliseum, where they and 48 other women have been selected to fight to the death to protect both themselves and their loved ones. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. MGM. $6.95.**

**DVD 1988882 THE BIRDCAGE/HEARTBREAKERS/MEMORIES OF ME/MR. SATURDAY NIGHT. Widescreen. This comedy collection will keep you in stitches with stars including Billy Crystal, Alan King, Robin Williams, Gene Hackman, Dianne Wiest, Sigourney Weaver, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Ray Liotta and more. Some R. Rated Over 7. $9.95.**

**DVD 1983859 THE LEGEND OF 5 MILE CAYE. Widescreen. A mysterious drifter bonds with a boy with tales of the West. Past and present collide when a crooked lawmaker appears seeking long-lost gold. Stars Adam Baldwin, Jeremy Sumpter and Jill Wagner. 97 minutes. Provident. $5.95.**

**DVD 1987016 THE JACK IN THE BOX: Awakening. Widescreen. When a vintage Jack in the box is opened by a dying woman, she enters into a deal with the demon within that would see her illness cured if in return it claim six innocent victims. Not Rated. 93 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95.**

**DVD 1989237 HEAVEN IS FOR REAL. Widescreen. A small-town father must find the courage and conviction to share his son’s extraordinary, life-changing experience with the world. Stars Greg Kinnear and Katelyn Reilly. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.**

**DVD 1986049 THUNDER OF WAR. Widescreen. In the fall of 1941, the remaining squad of Soviet soldiers must stop a column of Nazi Germany tanks. Not Rated. English SDH. 121 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95.**

**DVD 1987585 OUTBREAK/CONTAGION.**

**OUTBREAK.**

Wolfgang Petersen directs the technothriller Outbreak (Rated R). Two-time Academy Award winner Dustin Hoffman plays a virologist trying to stave off an biological, man-made threat against time to develop a vaccine against an extremely lethal virus in Contagion, starring Matt Damon. English SDH. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

**CONTAGION.**

Glover and Danny Universal. $5.95.

**DVD 1987182 THE FLOOD. Widescreen. When a woman’s husband, daughter, land and innocence are ripped from her, she embarks on a brutal journey of retribution and revenge. Stars Alexis Lane and Shaka Cook. Not Rated. 117 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95.**

**DVD 7902239 HOSTS. Widescreen. A family invites their neighbors over for Christmas dinner with disastrous consequences. Stars Neal Ward and Samantha Loxley. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95.**

**DVD 1981380 DAZED AND CONFUSED. Widescreen. This critically acclaimed cult favorite, written and directed by Richard Linklater, explores the last day of school—and one wild night—in the lives of high school students in 1976. Stars Ben Affleck, Milla Jovovich and more in this ensemble cast of up and comers. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Universal. $6.95.**

**DVD 776421 THE BIRDCAKE/HEARTBREAKERS/MEMORIES OF ME/Mr. SATURDAY NIGHT.**

Widescreen. This comedy collection will keep you in stitches with stars including Billy Crystal, Alan Nikola, Robin Williams, Gene Hackman, Dianne Wiest, Sigourney Weaver, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Ray Liotta and more. Some R. Rated Over 7. $7.95.

**DVD 1983859 THE LEGEND OF 5 MILE CAYE.**

Widescreen. A mysterious drifter bonds with a boy with tales of the West. Past and present collide when a crooked lawmaker appears seeking long-lost gold. Stars Adam Baldwin, Jeremy Sumpter and Jill Wagner. 97 minutes. Provident. $5.95.

**DVD 1987016 THE JACK IN THE BOX: Awakening.**

Widescreen. When a vintage Jack in the box is opened by a dying woman, she enters into a deal with the demon within that would see her illness cured if in return it claim six innocent victims. Not Rated. 93 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95.

**DVD 1989237 HEAVEN IS FOR REAL.**

Widescreen. A small-town father must find the courage and conviction to share his son’s extraordinary, life-changing experience with the world. Stars Greg Kinnear and Katelyn Reilly. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DVD 1986049 THUNDER OF WAR.**

Widescreen. In the fall of 1941, the remaining squad of Soviet soldiers must stop a column of Nazi Germany tanks. Not Rated. English SDH. 121 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95.

**DVD 789394X KILLING JESUS.**

Widescreen. This motion picture event chronicles the life and death of Jesus as never before. Stars Stephen Moyer, Rufus Sewell and Kelsey Grammer. Not Rated. English SDH. 132 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

**DVD 7896001 WE GO IN AT DOORS.**

Widescreen. When a high-ranking war planner is captured and held in a German prison of war camp, a team of specialists take on the dangerous mission of trying to break him out. He doesn’t want to be rescued. Stars Kelvin Fletcher and Christos Lawton. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Reel 2 Reel. $5.95.

**DVD 7884044 ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN FABIAN.**

Errol Flynn brings considerable machismo to the role of Captain Michael Fabian in this romantic, swashbuckling adventure. Set in 1860 New Orleans, it tells the story of Lea (Micheline Presle), a French Creole maid seeking revenge against the family that framed her for murder, and of the handsome captain (Flynn) who comes to her aid. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $8.95.

**DVD 7887639 ROBIN HOOD: The Ghost of Sherwood.**

Widescreen. Legends are not made in times of peace, but born in blood. In Robin Hood’s quest to champion the rights of the people of Sherwood forest, he unexpectedly finds himself in the crosshairs of the Sheriff of Nottingham. Witness the epic clash between good and evil where only one can emerge alive. Stars Martin Thon and Ramona Kuen. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $8.95.

**DVD 7894262 LONE SURVIVOR.**

Widescreen. The incredible tale of four Navy SEALs on a covert mission to neutralize a high-level al-Qaeda operative. The four men emerge alive after leurs and moral decision in the mountains of Afghanistan that leads them into an enemy ambush. Stars Mark Wahlberg and Taylor Kitsch. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Universal. $9.95.
movies

Dvd 790387 INCEPTION. Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) is the best there is at extraction, stealing valuable secrets inside the subconscious during the mind’s vulnerable dream state. But another skill promises even greater opportunity: inception, planting an idea rather than stealing one. Also stars Ellen Page. English SDH. 148 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.94 $5.95

Dvd 790570 BATMAN: The Dark Knight Returns, Part 2. Widescreen. With Batman back in the spotlight, the extended media coverage has awakened a far worse evil at Arkham Asylum – The Joker! Destined to be Batman’s mortal enemy, The Joker has a diabolical scheme that may pull Batman down to the darkest levels of insanity. Stars Peter Weller and Ariel Winter. English SDH. 96 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

Dvd 1990152 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Fullscreen. An acid-scared composer rises from the Paris sewers to boost his favored opera understudy’s career. Stars Susannah Foster and Claude Rains. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $5.95

Dvd 7867492 CRISIS. Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of the apocalyptic epidemic, this features three interwoven stories that highlight the greed, violence and tragedy of the drug war. Stars Gary Oldman and Morgan Freeman. English SDH. 119 minutes. Quiver. $5.95

Dvd 78947111 PRIVATE HOUSE OF THE SS. Near the end of World War II, top Nazi officials select a group of female prostitutes to seek out traitors in the third Reich, who might wish to overthrow Adolf Hitler. These beautiful officials select a group of female prostitutes to seek out traitors in the third Reich, who might wish to overthrow Adolf Hitler. These beautiful

Dvd 7864503 UFO. Widescreen. Derek, a brilliant college student haunted by a childhood UFO sighting, believes the mysterious sightings reported at airports across the U.S. are UFOs. With the help of his girlfriend and a professor, Derek races to unravel the mystery with an FBI agent on his heels. Stars Derek Sharp and Gillian Anderson. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Dvd 7901925 CHERNOBYL 1986. Widescreen. A story about a heroic farmer who worked as one of the Chernobyl liquiders. Risking their lives in service to save their country. Alexey and his colleagues must navigate the labyrinthine passages of the plant’s underground, facing danger at every turn. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 130 minutes. MPI. $5.95

Dvd 7800711 REMINISCENCE. Nick Bannister, a private investigator of the mind, navigates the alluring world of the past when his life is changed by new client Mae. A simple case becomes an obsession after she disappears and he fights to learn the truth about her. Stars Hugh Jackman and Rebecca Ferguson. English SDH. 116 minutes. Warner Home Video. $17.95

Dvd 7804369 UNIVERSE CLASSIC MONSTERS COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Showcases six of the most iconic monsters in motion picture history. Includes Dracula (Bela Lugosi), Frankenstein (Boris Karloff), The Mummy (Za Zan, a local carnival where they meet a mysterious gypsy fortune teller. Stars Claude Rains and Warren William. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 70 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

Dvd 7809653 RAGE OF THE MUMMY. Widescreen. A group of occultists steal 13 sacred relics from the tomb of Prince Horus-Kan in order to create their own supernatural powers. But their question to the grave robbers. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. $5.95

Dvd 7868902 WE STEAL SECRETS: The Story of WikiLeaks. Widescreen. From Oscar-winning documentary Alex Gibney comes a gripping, edge of your seat film about Julian Assange and the creation of WikiLeaks, the controversial website that changed the largest amount of security breach in U.S. history. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. E One. $5.95

Dvd 7777777 THE BEST INTENTIONS. Widescreen. In 1909, poor, idealistic theology student Henrik falls in love with Anna, the intelligent, educated daughter of a privileged Upsala family. After their wedding, Henrik becomes a priest in northern Sweden, but the urban Anna grows restless in the country. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. 181 minutes. Film Movement. $5.95

Dvd 786735 LOCKDOWN. Widescreen. An angry mob, fed up with a deadly virus that has wiped out most of the population, attack a school to rid their city of those they suspect are spreading the disease. One man must rescue his sister and fight his way out. Stars Kevin Nash and David Ford. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

Dvd 7862243 PAUL BLART: Mall Cop 2. Widescreen. After six years of keeping our malls safe, Paul Blart (Kevin James) has earned a well-deserved vacation. He teams up with his teenage daughter before she heads off to college. But safety never takes a holiday and when duty calls, Blart answers. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Dvd 786597 OL' DOUBLE TROUBLE. Widescreen. A young woman, with a split personality, becomes entangled with a man on a pilgrimage across the country to scatter his brother's ashes. What he doesn't know is that there's a pair of ruthless mobsters in his wake (Nick Gravenites and Mo Gallini). Not Rated. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

Dvd 7867514 DEATH ALLEY. Widescreen. In 1892, the Dalton Gang set out to become the most famous outlaws in American history they would become the nightmare. Stars Joshu a R. Outen and Tristan Campbell. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

Dvd 7867662 INDIA SWEETS AND SPICES. Widescreen. When college freshman Alia returns home for the summer, she discovers secrets and lies in her parents' lives. Determined to uncover everything she thought she knew about her family, Alia speaks to everything she thought she knew about her family, Alia speaks to
Movies


**DVD 7767882 THE COEN BROTHERS MOVIE COLLECTION.** widescreen. Rediscover the brilliance of the Coen Brothers. Collects five films, including Fargo (Fargo McDormand), Raising Arizona (Nicholas Cage); Miller’s Crossing (Gabriel Byrne); Blood Simple (John Getz); and Barton Fink (John Turturro). Rated R. CC. Over 3 hours on five DVDs. MGM. **$19.95**

**DVD 785300 FANNY HILL.** Frances a naive young woman who arrives in London from the countryside. There she works in a brothel. Her charm and beauty make her highly coveted, but she falls in love with Charles, who loves her not only for her body. Stars Lila Rein and Oliver Reed. Not Rated. 92 minutes. KOCH Vision. **$11.95**

**DVD 788704 THE SERPENT.** Widescreen. Agent Lucinda Kavsky is given a special assignment by the CIA, only to find that she is being set up. Stars Gia Skova and Travis Aaron Wade. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

**DVD 786790 STORM RIDERS.** widescreen. Southern African wilderness, 1805. Five years after the death of their mother, 12-year-old Rachel and five-year-old Jamie find themselves on their way to start a new life with their father. When Jamie goes missing in a freak blizzard, Rachel braces the storm to search for her little brother. Not Rated. 103 minutes. In Distribution. **$5.95**

**DVD 784448 CLARK GABLE: THE SIGNATURE COLLECTION.** This box set features: Boom Town; (Spencer Tracy) (B&W, 119 minutes). From Here to Eternity; (Montgomery Clift, 87 minutes). Dancing Lady; (Joan Crawford and Fred Astaire). B&W, 92 minutes. Mogambo; (Ava Gardner and Grace Kelly). (116 minutes). San Francisco; (Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy). Vertical, Unrated. Not Rated. **$9.95**

**DVD 7806299 WILD REDS.** Set against the backdrop of the last days of the French-Algerian war and amidst the lull in France, this is a coming of age saga looking at the sexual awakening of four teenagers. The quartet discover sensual delights while grappling with their raw emotions. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. Vertical. Unrated. (James Stewart) (B&W, 87 minutes). CC. On 6 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.98. **$29.95**

**DVD 7813406 LAST OF THE GRADS.** Widescreen. A class of graduating high school seniors celebrate their last night together before graduation. You never could have guessed that they’re about to encounter the legendary “Coast to Coast Killer,” Not Rated. English SDH. 113 minutes. Mill Creek. **$5.95**

**DVD 7723547 SLOWEST GUN IN THE WEST.** Fullscreen. Two of the West’s most prolific gunfighters just can’t seem to be the ones who draw first! Phil Silvers plays the fallen angel of Primm, Arizona, while the great Jack Benny plays the cowardly gunfighter in this laugh-filled western comedy. In B&W. 52 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 7710801 THE SPIDER WOMAN: THE VOICE OF TERROR.** Fullscreen. In The Spider Woman, screams are in a panic over a series of apparent Pa'ama Suicidees.” Holmes (Basil Rathbone) and Watson (Nigel Bruce) are more than overwhelmed in detecting these calculated murders. In The Voice of Terror, tantalizing saboteurs warn of a Nazi invasion of the British Isles and the British Intelligence Inner Council call in Holmes to help. In color. **$7.95**

**DVD 7928106 HORROR UNDERGROUND: EXTREME CULT CINEMA.** Welcome to the dark side! Come on board this sick and twisted roller coaster as we examine the extreme side of horror cinema exploring obscure and under-the-radar horror underbelly. This documentary is full of nostalgia revealing a new breed of extreme celluloid fans. Not Rated. 126 minutes. In English. **$13.95**

**DVD 7915195 FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE: ALIEN ARTIFACTS.** Fullscreen. Shocking new evidence of highly advanced civilizations mounts as previously unexplored regions of the earth reveal mind-boggling artifacts that defy all conventional and current theory. Today’s academic and scientific factions. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. **$14.95**

**DVD 7819313 BREAKING THE SILENCE: My Life Inside the Kuklux Klan. –** Widescreen. One of the most exclusive swiss boarding school. Not Rated. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Vision Video. **$11.95**

**DVD 7813813 JOHN WAYNE: 10 MOVIE COLLECTION.** Collects 10 films that captured John Wayne’s underworld career. Includes Seven Sinners; Pittsburgh; Reap the Wild Wind; The Conqueror; The Shepherd of the Hills; The Spies, Jet Pilot, Hollertige; The War wagon. From routine action. It’s the forbidden erotic adventure you’ve been waiting on five DVDs. Universal. **$21.95**

**DVD 7875533 STOOGO O-rama.** Revisit the Golden Age of Stoogery with this collection of episodes featuring Shemp Howard (the longest running of the Stooges). With color. Not Rated. **$9.95**

**DVD 7888248 BIKINI SORORITY HOUSE.** Fullscreen. Gamma Phi, the hottest sorority on campus, is looking for new recruits, and when bookish seniors Marga and Anita rush the house, they are in for a surprise. Not Rated. 84 minutes. In English. **$17.95**

**DVD 7889999 BAD INFLUENCER.** Fullscreen. When her mother takes to social media fame, she feels obligated to rely on her best assets and begins modeling lingerie. She soon learns she’ll have to rely on her friends. But soon she’s bringing her innocent cousin (Monique Alexander) into her saucy streams and they all cross a point of no return. Not Rated. Vertical. Unrated. **$9.95**

**DVD 7889495 SWINGING STEWARDESSES.** Widescreen. Swiss smut King Erwin C. Dietrich propels legendary sex starlet Ingrid Steeger to new heights in this skin-tastic trash classic where frequent flyers really like to get their game on. Check your seat belts and enjoy the wildest ride of your life! Unrated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DVD 7889646 ROLLS ROYCE BABY.** Widescreen. Lina Romay at her most sexually uninhibited stars as Lisa, a curvy inhibited stunner during her classic chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of explicit sex acts. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DVD 788997X WOMEN IN CELLCUBE 9.** From the wonderfully pervy mind of Spanish filmmaker Jess Franco this notorious women in prison shocker (aka Tropical Inferno), following a gaggle of female freedom fighters who are taken to a secluded jungle prison where they endure all manner of violent and sexual humiliation. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**
Welcome to Sherlock in 1895. English SDH. 86 minutes. BBC.

**DVD 776456** DICKENSIAN. Widescreen. Set within the fictional realms of Charles Dickens’ critically acclaimed novels, bringing together some of his most iconic characters as their lives intertwine in 19th century London. Collects all 20 episodes. Stars: Tuppence Middleton and Sophie Rundle. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 776458** SHERLOCK: The Abominable Bride. Widescreen. Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman are back as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in the acclaimed modern retelling of Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic stories. But what if it wasn’t the modern day? What if the world’s most famous detective had the best friend lived in a Baker Street of steam trains, top hats and frack-coats? English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $7.95

**DVD 776670X** SHERLOCK HOLMES: Classic Film & Radio Collection. Collects nine films including Sherlock Holmes: The Hound of the Baskervilles and The Abominable Bride. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $7.95

**DVD 7913523** TWEENIE WITCHES: Complete Collection. Widescreen. Collects every episode of the 2004 anime. Jump into a magical world with young Arusu, a girl who discovers into a magical world beyond her wildest imagination. There she meets two young witches, and one broomstick-ride later, all three find themselves blamed for the release of a wicked James. English SDH. Over 10 hours on eight DVDs. $5.95

**DVD 7899378** SUCCESSION: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The Roy family is known for controlling the biggest mobile home in Malibu. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. HBO. $7.95

**DVD 7846142** RAWHIDE: The Eighth Season. Saddle up and hold on tight for the final Season. Loaded with six episodes of adventure and a final Season Two. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. NBC. $7.95

**DVD 7913494** PRIVATE EYES: Season One. Widescreen. Ex-pro hockey player Matt Shade (Jason Priestley) irreversibly changes his life when he decides to team up with fledgling PI Angie Everett (Cindy Sampson) to form an unlikely investigative powerhouse. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Four hours on three DVDs. E One. $7.95

**DVD 7906751** PRIME SUSPECT: Tennison. Widescreen. The wait is over for the much-anticipated prequel to the global hit Prime Suspect. This cinematic drama rewinds to 1970s London to portrait the early career of the formidable DCI Jane Tennison (Stefanie Martini). Collects all six episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 7789327** PEANUTS: Go Team Go! Wide Screen. Ex-pro hockey player Matt Shade (Jason Priestley) irreversibly changes his life when he decides to team up with fledgling PI Angie Everett (Cindy Sampson) to form an unlikely investigative powerhouse. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Four hours on three DVDs. E One. $7.95

**DVD 7846460** POINT LEANANT: The Complete Series. Widescreen. When a violent storm slams into the beach town of Point Pleasant, a girl becomes possessed by the unconscious body of Christina Nickson. Her whole life, Christina has been followed by a dark mystery, and she’s brought it to this town known for the unexplained. Collects all 13 episodes. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 7813643** DOCTOR WHO: The Armageddon Factor. Widescreen. The Key to Time is lost, and the Doctor and Sarah Jane discover a troubled planet ruled by the king’s daughter. Peladon is at the center of the war. The Doctor desperately needs a mineral found in the mines. Collects all six episodes. Stars Jon Pertwee and Elisabeth Sladen. Over 2 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 1990954** THE GUMBY SHOW: The Complete ’50s Series. Gumby and Pokey live a great fantasy after another in a timeless world of magic and wonder. This fun-loving duo can direct their adventures near and far. From Toyland to the Wild West, to the moon and back. These episodes are imaginative, surrealistic, stop motion animation. Collects 22 episodes—all along with collector’s edition book. $9.95

**DVD 1960595** LARRY KING LIVE: The Greatest Interviews. Fulls creen. Television’s greatest talk show host shares the frankest, funniest, and most fascinating moments from CNN’s popular Larry King Live. Features over 300 of his most unforgettable guests, from legendary Hollywood stars and broadcast icons to seven U.S. Presidents and their wives. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $24.98

**DVD 7768866** PITCHET FENCES: Season One. Widescreen. In Rome, Wisconsin, the Missouri -in-Wedlock of Oz is murdered. A student brings a severe hand to school for show and tell, and a woman runs over her husband with a steam roller. Behind the tidy picket fences of a very little town. Sheriff Jimmy Brock has seen it all. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Stars Tom Skerritt and Kathy Baker. CC. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $4.96

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
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DVD 7849915 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME XXXV. Joel, Mike and their robot companion Tom serve up old school in this delicious celebration of cinema’s cracks and seams—like old times. Collects four episodes, including a triple play from Uncle Roger Corman. Films include: Teenage Cave Man, Being from Another Planet, 12 to the Moon, Dearstalkers and the Warriors from Hell. Not Rated. Eight hours on four DVDs. Shout Factory. $9.95

DVD 7883994 MY FAVORITE MARTIAN: Best of Collection. The original supernova sitcom returns with out of this world laughs. Collects seven of the series’ favorite episodes. Stars Bill Bixby and Ray Walston. 175 minutes. MPI. $5.95

DVD 7792840 YOUNG SHELDON: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Meet a nine-year old genius named Sheldon Cooper (already seen as an adult in The Big Bang Theory) and his family. Some unique challenges face Sheldon, who is socially impaired. Stars Iain Armitage and Zoe Perry. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on six DVDs. $14.95

DVD 7770782 DCI BANKS: Season One. Widescreen. Based on the bestselling Inspector Banks novels by Peter Robinson, this series follows the tenacious Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks (Stephen Tomkinson) and his headstrong partner Anne Cabot (Liz Carr) as they attempt to solve three gruesome crimes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $7.95

DVD 7813598 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD: The Complete Series. Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men protect England from the evil machinations of Prince John while King Richard the Lionheart is away fighting in the Crusades. Collects all four seasons, 143 episodes. Stars Richard Greene and Patricia Driscoll. In B&W. Nearly 59 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. $7.95

DVD 7903510 INSTINCT: Season One. Widescreen. Former CIA operative who has since built a “normal” life as a gifted professor and writer pulled back into his old life when the NYPD needs his help to stop a serial killer on the loose. Stars Alan Cunningham and Bojana Novakovic. Collects all 13 Season One Episodes. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

DVD 7897251 SAMURAI JACK: Season One. From Genndy Tartakovsky, creator of Dexter’s Laboratory, comes the tale of a young samurai cast far into the future by the evil shape-shifting warlock Aku. Join Sam and Jack on his quest to return to the past and undo the destruction that Aku has wrought upon the land. Collects all 13 Season One Episodes. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

DVD 7741006 RON WHITE: A Little Unprofessional. Widescreen. With a voice in one hand and a glass of scotch in the other, the Grammy-Nominated Blue Collar Comedy Tour alum delivers more than an hour of all new material with his signature, irreverent storytelling style and the best comedic timing in the business. 80 Minutes. Electro. $8.95

DVD 7867727 THE LIBRARIANS: Season Two. Widescreen. A group of librarians set off on adventures in an effort to save mysterious, ancient artifacts. Collects all 10 Season Two Episodes. Stars Margot Kinnear, Christian Kane and Patricia Driscoll. In B&W. Nearly 59 hours on six DVDs. $6.95

DVD 7862522 ESSENTIAL TV WESTERN: 150 Episodes. This set gathers over 67 hours of TV westerns, including episodes of The Adventures of Jim Bowie; The Adventures of Kit Carson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza; Cowboy G-Men; Dusty’s Laboratory, The Gabby Hayes Show, Judge Roy Bean, The Range Rider; Rango; The Roy Rogers Show; and Outlaws. In Color and Black & White. B&W, 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. $11.95

DVD 7905202 DICK VAN DYKE: In Rare Spotlight Collection Double Feature. It’s two times the fun with your favorite Looney Tunes Spotlight Collection, Vol. 2 features 30 cartoon classics, from Porky in Wackland to What’s Opera, Doc? Then, the antics move to the big screen with Looney Tunes Spotlight Collection, Vol. 3, bringing together The Bugs Bunny/Road Runner Movie and Bugs Bunny’s 3rd Movie: 1001 Rabbit Tales. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $7.95

DVD 1982384 THE LIBRARIANS: Season One. Widescreen. A group of librarians set off on adventures in an effort to save mysterious, ancient artifacts, Stars Rebecca Romijn and Christian Kane. Collects all 10 Season One Episodes. Nearly 8 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 7867719 THE LIBRARIANS: Season Two. Widescreen. The librarians embark once again to save the world but this season their greatest challenge will come from within the Library itself. Collects all 12 Season Two episodes. Stars Rebecca Romijn, John Noble, and Christian Kane. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Time Warner. $7.95

DVD 7913038 THE JEFFERSONS: The Complete Series. This sitcom classic chronicled the adventures of the irresistible exploits of an upwardly mobile African-American family: entrepreneur George (Sherman Hemsley), his wife Louise (Isabel Sanford), and their extended family. Stars the voice talents of John Amos, Georgia Byrd, and Tom Poston. $9.95

DVD 7899971 ROCKY & BULLWINKLE & FRIENDS: Complete Season 1. Rocky, a plucky flying squirrel and Bullwinkle, a bumbling but lovable mouse, have a series of slapstick adventures of their own in this animated series. Stars the voice talents of June Foray and Bill Scott. Collects all 26 Season One Episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $11.95
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 47411749 GREAT BARRIER REEF.** Widescreen. Visible from space, the Great Barrier Reef is the largest living structure on our planet. Stretching just over 2,000 miles in length and made up of 3,000 individual reef systems and hundreds of islands, Australia's Great Barrier Reef breathtakingly beautiful. This program offers the definitive guide to the secrets of the reef. English SDH. Over 3 hours. BBC Earth. 

$5.95

**DVD 7811478 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete Season Seven.** Fullscreen. Focuses on courage and perseverance, following westbound-emigrants as they make the perilous journey from Mississippi to California. Collects all 32 episodes from Season Seven. Stars John McIntire and Robert Horton. Forty hours on 8 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.97

$7.95

**DVD 7892608 THE TICK: The Entire Series!** Widescreen. The brash, blue tick is a new protector of the weak and oppressed, the hilarious blue defender known as THE TICK (Patrick Warburton)! Together with his sidekick Arthur (David Burke) and their friends, these heroes will prove they are more than just big, dumb guys in silly-looking suits. Collects nine episodes. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.96

$5.95

**DVD 7905785 HEMLOCK GROVE: Season One.** Widescreen. A teenage girl sends the townspeople of Hemlock Grove into a desperate search for the killer. But this sleepy community soon lives a nightmare as monstrous secrets and rumors threaten to destroy them all. Starring Famke Janssen and Bill Skarsgard. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. CC. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93

$5.95

**DVD 785356X THE TONIGHT SHOW: The Vault Series Collector’s Edition.** Widescreen. This six-DVD set contains 12 full shows as they aired, featuring the 10th and 11th anniversary shows, Johnny’s birthday anniversary shows, and various other episodes from the 1954-55 season through May 1976 and more! Appearing as guests are: Muhammad Ali, Jack Benny, Sean Connery, Bing Crosby, Paul McCartney, Bob Hope and many more. Six hours. English SDH. 

$9.95

**DVD 7754892 MISSION—IMPOSSIBLE: The Second TV Season.** Fullscreen. New IMF (Impossible Mission Force) leader Jim Phelps (Peter Graves) gathers a team of skilled agents for their first big assignment. Unlike his predecessor (Barbara Bain), a master of disguise (Martin Landau), a heavy (Peter Lupus), and an electronics whiz (Greg Morris). Collects all 25 Season Two episodes. Over 20 hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount. 

$5.95

**DVD 7767383 CSI: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. The crimes. The clues. The cases. It all stars here. Witness the early years of this critically acclaimed hit TV series. Collects all 92 Season One episodes. Stars David Caruso (Mike Taggart), William Petersen and Marg Helgenberger. Over 67 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. 

$19.95

**DVD 1960057 COMIC RELIEF: The Greatest...and the Latest.** Widescreen. For more than 20 years, hosts Billy Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams brought the world’s best comedic talents to the mic in an annual charitable event. This collection brings together the best of Comic Relief’s first two decades, featuring Dave Chapelle, Jim Carrey, Sarah Silverman, and countless others. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97

$13.95

**DVD 7845721 BBC HOLIDAY DRAMA COLLECTION.** The holiday spirit is in the air in these five heart-warming BBC specials. Includes episodes from All Creatures Great and Small, Babylissangel, Monarch of the Glen and Last Rose to Camelot. Packaged in a Box set. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. 

$7.95

**DVD 7813600 DOCTOR WHO: The Caves of Androzani.** Fullscreen. On the cave-riddled world of Androzani Minor, the Doctor and Peri inadvertently find themselves ensnared in a war fought between the ruthless creatures of the Caves of Androzani. Shaz Jek and his army of Androids. Stars Peter Davison and Nicola Bryant. English SDH. 99 minutes on two DVDs. BBC. 

$7.95

**DVD 7754225 14 WAR STORIES.** Widescreen. What would it be like for a French child to watch German battalions march through town? Or for a British homemaker to volunteer as a nurse and comfort dying soldiers? Written 180 years ago in diaries, letters, postcards and telegrams, this film features the exact words of real people, putting you into the past. 

$5.95

**DVD 7815397 DOCTOR WHO: Who Betrayed the Surface?** Widescreen. All three classic box sets with the Silurians and the Sea Devils. Collects seven episodes from Doctor Who and the Silurians, six episodes from The Sea Devils, and four episodes from The Sensorites. Includes with Jon Pertwee and Peter Davison. Nearly 7 hours on four DVDs. 

$9.95

**DVD 7827431 MASTERS OF SEX: Season One.** Widescreen. Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, Dr. William Masters and Virginia Johnson. This celebrated series chronicles their unusual romance, their research and the effect their revolutionary discoveries had on their families, friends and the 1950s and 60s. Collects all 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Sony Pictures. 

$5.95

**DVD 7754981 TAXI: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Buckle up and hang on—you’re about to enter a garage filled with laughs in the premiere season of the Emmy award winning comedy series about a ragtag collection of New York City car drivers. Collects all 20 Season Three episodes. Stars include Danny Devito, Tony Danza, and more. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. 

$5.95

**DVD 7738617 CATCH-22.** Widescreen. Follows the adventures and misadventures of a U.S. air squadron in Italy during World War II. Stars Christopher Abbott, Kyle Chandler and George Clooney. Collects all 13 mini-series. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. 

$7.95

**DVD 7804342 RAWHIDE: Seasons 1-6.** Fullscreen. Before he was Dirty Harry, he was Howdy. The adventures of Rowdy Yates and trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming) on their cattle drive stomping the West. 174 episodes. In B&W. CC or English SDH. Over 149 hours on forty-seven DVDs. Paramount. 

$34.95

**DVD 7814186 WAGON TRAIN: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. Presents the 26 closing adventures of one of the most beloved and popular television series of all time. Features tough and emotional adventures and misadventures. Collects all 17 episodes. English SDH. 

$9.95

**DVD 7849550 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete 13th Season.** Fullscreen. Ronald Reagan begins his 13th season of this Western classic. Taking over hosting duties from previous host Stanley Andrews (in his “Old Ranger” character) in the 1956-57 season, Reagan brought a new level of gravitas to this anology series. Collects all 26 episodes. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97

$9.95

**DVD 1976613 DEATH ON THE NILE.** Widescreen. The thrilling, length adaptation of the mystery by Agatha Christie. Hercule Poirot (David Suchet) meets Linnet Ridgeway (Emily Blunt), while vacationing on her honeymoon in Egypt. Linnet requests his help, as she is being blackmailed by a former friend (Emma Griffiths). Poirot declines to get involved until a murder occurs. English SDH. Over 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

**DVD 7765807 ELEMENTARY: The First Season.** Widescreen. A modern take on the cases of Sherlock Holmes, with the detective now living in New York City. Starring Jonny Lee Miller and Lucy Liu. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. 

$5.95

**DVD 7845563 DRAGON AGE: Redemption.** Widescreen. Follows a young elfish warrior as she takes a last chance at redemption when she is sent to capture a rogue Quanari mage who is intent on wreaking havoc in the world. Complicating her quest is a Chantry Templar devoted to his goals, seemingly rival her own. A six-part web series based on Bioware’s Dragon Age video game franchise. 90 minutes. Flathom. 

$5.95

**DVD 7764499 HOME FIRES.** Widescreen. Follows the lives of two rural English communities during the 1910s, as women become involved in international political events. 

$5.95

**DVD 7765920 HARTS OF THE WEST.** Widescreen. Follows the lives of two rural English communities during the 1910s, as women become involved in international political events. 

$5.95

**DVD 782484X GHOST WHISPERER: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. A young woman, caught between the dead and the living, helps the dead resolve unfinished business with the living. Stars Jennifer Love Hewitt. Collects all 85 Season One through Four episodes. CC. Over 62 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Paramount. 

$29.95

**DVD 7765413 FRINGE: The Complete Second Season.** An FBI agent named Olivia Dunham, is forced to work with an institutionalized scientist, Walter Bishop, and his son, Peter, in order to rationalize a break-in and apparent murder of Olivia's former classmate. Starring Anna Torv, Joshua Jackson and John Noble. Collects all 17 Season One episodes through Five episodes. Nearly 76 hours on twenty-five DVDs. 

$49.95

**DVD 7855126 DRAGON AGE: Redemption.** Widescreen. Follows a young elfish warrior as she takes a last chance at redemption when she is sent to capture a rogue Quanari mage who is intent on wreaking havoc in the world. Complicating her quest is a Chantry Templar devoted to his goals, seemingly rival her own. A six-part web series based on Bioware’s Dragon Age video game franchise. 90 minutes. Flathom. 

$5.95

**DVD 7775994 DRAGON AGE: Redemption.** Widescreen. Follows a young elfish warrior as she takes a last chance at redemption when she is sent to capture a rogue Quanari mage who is intent on wreaking havoc in the world. Complicating her quest is a Chantry Templar devoted to his goals, seemingly rival her own. A six-part web series based on Bioware’s Dragon Age video game franchise. 90 minutes. Flathom. 

$5.95
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 7813546 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Treasures from the Vault.** Portland homicide detective Nick Burkhardt discovers that he's descended from a long line of "Grimm," who are charged with keeping balance between humanity and the creatures of myth. Collects all 123 episodes. Stars David Guion, Russell Hornsby, English SDH. Over 88 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Universal. $59.95

**DVD 772280X SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S THE LOST WORLD.** Fullscreen. The adventures of a band of explorers stranded in a mysterious land inhabited by dinosaurs and other dangers. Collects all 66 episodes of the TV series (including the original 2-part Pilot). Stars Peter McCallie and Rachael Blake. Includes bonus DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $39.98 $29.95

**DVD 2920077 THE AMOS & ANDY SHOW: Platinum Edition DVD Boxed Set.** You are cordially invited to enter this very special world of comedy. Sit back and enjoy the timeless antics of the Kingfish, Andy, Sapphire, Mammy, Amos, Algonquin J Calhoun and Lightning. Stars Alvin Childress and Spencer Williams. In B&W. Collects 44 episodes on nine DVDs. Twenty-two hours. Education 2000. $34.95

**DVD 7912978 ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series.** Norman Lear's groundbreaking comedy series, presented here in its entirety,电梯 the state of the world through the eyes of an argu-mentative but loving family and gave us some of the most fully dimensional characters in TV history, including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria. Stars Carroll O'Connor and Jean Stapleton. CC. 105 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99 $79.95

**DVD 4962494 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: This Time Together.** Warm and welcoming, tremendously talented of course, fantastically funny--Carroll Burnett is all this and more. Collects 19 uncut episodes, as they originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most memorable and beloved moments from the TV show. Guest stars include Bernadette Peters, Dick Van Dyke and Peggy Lee. Nearly 21 hours on seven DVDs. Star Vista. $19.95

**DVD 7811118 INSPECTOR MANARA: Season Two.** Widescreen. The dazzling Guido Caprino stars as Inspector Luca Manara, a dreamy man and a supervisor's worst nightmare. He dismisses procedure and refuses to kowtow to local power players, but he's also a gifted investigator. It's murder, love and suspense in Turin as Inspector Manara fields the cases that come his way. Includes all 12 Season Two episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on seven DVDs. Mca. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

**DVD 1959913 INDIAN SUMMERS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Julie Walters stars as the glamorous hostess of an English social club in the twilight era of British rule in India. The story explores the changing social order during the British Raj and the tensions between English ruling class with the local people and the creatures of myth. As the drama unfolds, the two sides clash and merge in this sweeping saga. Ten hours. $6.95

**DVD 3866157 I GOT YOU BABE: The Best of Sonny & Cher.** Their popularity exploded when their '70s smash variety show The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour took America by storm. Millions of fans tuned in each week to watch what Cher was (or wasn't) wearing. This collection includes 10 never before released episodes of the show. English SDH. Over eight hours on five DVDs. Time Life. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**DVD 7844867 STARR-TREK-Voyager: Seasons 1-3.** Fullscreen. While searching for a renegade starship, the U.S.S. Voyager is called 70,000 light years into the far reaches of space. Now, Captain Kathryn Janeway (Kate Mulgrew) must lead her crew on the long journey back to Earth. Collects all 67 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. Over 51 hours on nineteen DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**DVD 4837280 FREAKS AND GEEKS: Yearbook Edition.** Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls; and the brains, nerds and squares. Stars Seth Rogan, Linda Cardellini, James Franco, Greg Grunberg. Eight DVDs are packaged within an 80-page yearbook filled with essays, rare photos and memorabilia. Twenty-four hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $169.99 $29.95

**DVD 2907070 THE X-FILES: Seasons 1-4.** Fullscreen. Assigned the FBI's most challenging cases, Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) face terrifying dangers and bizarre happenings as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve paranormal phenomena cases. Collects all 97 episodes from Seasons One through Four of this groundbreaking series. CC. Over 97 hours on twenty-four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $49.95

**DVD 7538611 WHEN HOPE CALLS: Season 1.** Widescreen. The spin-off of When Calls the Heart. Siblings Lillain and Grace open an orphanage in the 1916 Western Town. They strive to find romance and happiness while overcoming the challenges of helping that children in their care. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Stars Morgan Kohan and Ryan-James Hatanaka. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Ci & Er. $19.95

**DVD 4952057 WELCOME BACK, KOTTER: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. They're the rowdiest, goofiest bunch of students to ever step foot inside a school. But if they think they're too uncouth to handle, they're in for a rude awakening when they meet Mr. Kotter. Collects all 95 episodes. Stars Gabe Kaplan, Marcia Strassman and John Travolta. $34.95

**SDH: Nearly 5 hours.**

**DVD 7706693 LARK RISE TO CANDLEFORD: The Complete Season One.** Widescreen. An adaptation of Flora Thompson's autobiographical novel Lark Rise To Candleford, set in 19th century Oxfordshire, in which a young girl moves to the local market town to begin an apprenticeship as a postmistress. Collects all ten Season One episodes. Stars Olivia Hallinan and Dawn French. English SDH. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 7903555 HARLEY QUINN: The Complete Second Season.** Harley Quinn (voiced by Kaley Cuoco) has defeated The Joker (voiced by Alan Tudyk), and Gotham City has become a desolate wasteland following the earthquake, and Harley’s celebration in this new chaos is cut short. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. TV-MA. English SDH. Over three hours. Vision Films. $11.95

**DVD 7754787 GUNSMOKE, VOLUME ONE: 50th Anniversary.** Fullscreen. Return to Dodge City with this collectible edition of one of the longest-running, primetime series in the history of television. Includes 17 unforgettable episodes from the first nine seasons. Stars James Arness and Amanda Blake. In B&W. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $38.98. $7.95

**DVD 7806477 GUNPOWDER.** Widescreen. The gripping third part series starring Kit Harrington as Robert Catesby. A Warwickshire man who was the mastermind behind the plot to blow up the houses of the British parliament on November 5th, 1605. Also stars Liv Tyler. Not Rated. English SDH. Over three hours. Vision Films. $5.95

**DVD 701111X INSPECTOR MANARA: Season One.** Widescreen. The dazzling Guido Caprino stars as Inspector Luca Manara, a supervi-sor’s worst nightmare. Between Manara’s inscrutable, his friend Lora’s technical prowess and her Aunt Caterina’s common sense, they get pretty good at cracking the cases that come their way. Includes all 12 Season One Episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Mca. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

**DVD 7813759 HOUSE OF CARDS TRILG.** Widescreen. A delicious tale of greed, corruption and burning ambition. At its heart are Francis Underhill (Ian Richardson), a black-hearted villain with a smiling face, who shares with the viewers his strange humor and innermost thoughts to destroy his political rivals. Collects all four episodes of the UK drama and includes bonus DVD of extras. English SDH: Ten hours on three DVDs. BBC. $9.95

**DVD 7848258 2 NATION: Seasons 1-3.** widescreen. Three years after the zombie virus has girded the United States a team of everyday heroes must transport the only known survivor of the plague from New York to California. In the midst of just functioning viral lab waits for his blood. Collects all 42 Season One Through Three episodes. Stars Russell Hodgkinson, English SDH. Over 30 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. $17.95

**DVD 7767994 DOCTOR WHO: The Complete Eleventh Series.** Widescreen. The dazzling Thirteenth Doctor (Jodi Whittaker) falls out of the sky just in time to thwart an alien hunting man who is stalking human prey in the population of Sheffield (and Earth) at risk, the Doctor recruits three new friends. Collects all 10 Series Eleven episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $17.95

**SDH: Nearly 4 hours.**

**DVD 7813880 NUMB3RS: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. The FBI has a new angle on cracking crimes. As the head of the Violent Crimes Squad, Don Eppes (Rob Morrow) encounters seemingly unsolvable cases. He enlists his genius mathematician brother Charlie, in order to rethink the problems—teaming the laws of science with the laws of justice. Collects all 79 episodes through Four. Over 65 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 3975886 NORTHERN EXPOSURE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Return to one of TV's quirkiest and most beloved towns when New York doctor Joel Fleischman (Rob Morrow) takes on the small town of Husky, he's sure that he’s in for a custody, comfortable gig. But upon his arrival in Alaska, Joel finds that he’s a fish out of water when he’s assigned to a tiny village full of eccentricities. Includes all episodes of Seasons One through Six. English SDH. Over 84 hours on twenty-six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.97 $44.95

**DVD 7765428 ORPHAN BLACK: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. A streetwise hustler, Sarah, is pulled into a compelling conspiracy after witnessing the suicide of a girl with unique abilities. Sarah then discovers she’s one of a series of clones. Collects all 50 episodes of the series. Includes 64-page Orphan Black classified clone companion book. Stars Tatiana Maslany and Jordan Gavris. English SDH. Over 36 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/371**
**Blu-ray 7779798** I AM A DANCER. Fullscreen. Offers an unprecedented look at the training and dedication behind Rudolph Nureyev's electrifying art. Showcases some techniques, essays by Nureyev. Includes 16 page booklet. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Film Movement.

**Blu-ray 7874209** VINTAGE VODKA MAN. Fullscreen. Dr. Richard Marlowe (Bela Lugosi), a mad scientist. Based on bringing his late wife Evelyn (Hall) back from the dead using voodoo magic. 1944. Not Rated. In B&W. 62 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

**Blu-ray 7855616** THE ULTIMATE KILLER. During the era of Prohibition in the United States, Federal Agent Eliot Ness sets out to stop ruthless Chicago gangster Al Capone and, because of rampant corruption, assembles a small, hand-picked team to help him. Stars Kevin Costner and Robert De Niro. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes.

$9.95

**Blu-ray 7842909** WILD ORION. Widescreen. A tale of sex, passion and erotic taboos set against the backdrop of the rich and powerful. Emily hopes to land a job with an international law firm while her life inexplicably changes when her new employer unceremoniously fires her off to Rio de Janeiro. Stars Mickey Rourke and Jacqueline Bisset. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

**Blu-ray 792780X** MAD MAX. Widescreen. In the ravaged near-future, a savage motorcycle gang rules the road. Terrorizing innocent civilians while controlling the streets, the ruthless gang laughs in the face of a police force hell-bent on stopping them. But they underestimate one off-duty officer who's on a quest for revenge. Stars Mel Gibson. Rated R. 93 minutes.

$4.95

**Blu-ray 7906082** FIVE ON THE BLACK HAND SIDE. Widescreen. Fed up with the tough streets, thin occupant Henry Brooks Jr.'s (Leonard Jackson) tyrannical rule, Mrs. Brooks (Clarice Taylor) and the Brooks children—Booker T. Washington, Gideon and the soon to be married Gail—are a family revolt. 96 minutes. Olive Films.

$7.95

**Blu-ray 7911337** THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION. Set against the backdrop of the Pinemont War, Cary Grant stars as Captain Anthony Trumbell, a British soldier tasked with securing a large cannon aboard an American vessel. Stars Stars Guinness, Gable and Robert Patrick. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four Blu-rays. Image Entertainment.

$5.95

**Blu-ray 7895933** PIO TR SZULKIN'S AC P TALOGY TETAL OLOGY. Widescreen. Cleverly working around content restrictions, Szulkin tells fantastical and often horrific allegories about living in a corrupt bureaucracy. From aliens to artificially-created beings, from brainwashers and mass- and ultra-violent indigence this set collects Golem: The War of the Worlds: Next Century; O-B, D-Ba: The End of Civilization; and Ga-Ga: Glory to the Heroes. Not Rated. In Polish with English subtitles. 6 hours on two Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome.

$7.95

**Blu-ray 7896447** SCORCHY. Widescreen. Conni Stevens is Jackie ‘Scorcy’ Parker, the hottest undercover agent the Feds have ever known. She’s stood up to the worst of foes, but even she may have her hands full when she takes on a drug-smuggling ring ruled by the sinister Philip Bianco (Cesar Danova). Will the alluring agent QWidget succeeds? Rated R. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$11.95

**Blu-ray 7890402** AMBUSH AT CIMARRON PASS. Widescreen. Leading a small platoon of cavalry soldiers while escorting a dangerous prisoner through treacherous Indian Territory, Sgt. Matt Blake (Scott Brady) is forced to rely on a group of Chinooks. Stars John Wayne, Prescott (Frank Gerstle) and Ramrod Keith Williams (Clint Eastwood) to successfully complete his mission. In B&W. 73 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

**Blu-ray 7871415** THE TWILIGHT ZONE: Season One. Widescreen. An updated version of the classic anthology series, hosted by Jordan Peele, featuring various tales of science fiction, mystery, and supernatural. Includes Seth Rogen, Tracy Morgan, Ginnifer Goodwin and more. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Also includes B&W version of each episode. Paramount. 131 minutes.

$11.95


$5.95

**Blu-ray 7956904** THE TWILIGHT ZONE: Season 2. Widescreen. Ordinary people find themselves in extraordinarily astounding situations, which they each try to solve in a remarkable manner. Collects Season Two. Includes B&W version of each episode. Paramount. 174 minutes.

$11.95

**Blu-ray 7930561** SCORPION: Season One. Widescreen. An eccentric genius forms an international network of super-geniuses to act as the last line of defense against the complicated threats of the modern world. Stars Ryan O'Neal and Robert Patrick. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Paramount.

$5.95


$4.95


$4.95

**Blu-ray 7979754** SHOWGIRLS. Widescreen, Vegas, baby. Where the dreams and desires to make it big are as sharp as a stiletto heel. Enter Nomi, who quickly bums and grinds her way to the top. But there’s only room for one starlet on the marquee. Stars Elizabeth Berkley and Kyle MacLachlan. NC-17. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray version and a bonus disc. 131 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98

$24.95

**Blu-ray 7904088** BLOWING WILD. Fullscreen. Gary Cooper plays oil wildcatter Jeff Dawson, who does his best to bring in a gusher in Mexico despite continual bandit raids. Dawson asks for help from his ex-employer Ward Conway, who is married to Dawson's ex-lover (Barbara Stanwyck), with whom she's still in love. Not Rated. In B&W. 73 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

**Blu-ray 7827458** TRAVELLER/TELLING LIES IN AMERICA. Widescreen. Narrated by (Rated R) Bill Paxton gives a career topping performance as Bokley, a beguiling con artist whose skill with a scam is legendary among the dwellers-modern day gypsies. Also stars Mark Wahlberg. In Telling Lies in America Karchy Jonas (Brad Renfro) immigrates from Hungary to America in the 1960s and struggles to balance American culture with his stern father’s Hungarian ways. Over three hours. Shout! Factory.

$4.95


$11.95

**Blu-ray 7884346** UNION STATION. Fullscreen. William Holden plays a railroad police chief in a race against time to save a group of kidnapped who are holding a blind heiress for a $100,000 ransom. Barry Fitzgerald, Nancy Olsen and Lyle Bettger costar. Not Rated. 131 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

**Blu-ray 7890120** AMAZON JAIL 1 & 2. Widescreen. In Amazon Jail dozens of beautiful women are being held hostage in bamboo huts deep in the Amazon, waiting to be sold on the white slave market. In Amazon Jail 2, the women of tribesmen are trapped and kidnapped and they find unexpected aid in the men who have been hired to transport them. Not Rated. Dubbed in and Portuguese with English subtitles. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

$21.95
Films. Pub. at $29.95.


**Blu-ray 7884273** THE GIANT GILA MONSTER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. In The Giant Gila Monster, a giant lizard terrorizes a rural Texas community and a heroic teenager attempts to destroy the creature. Stars Don Sullivan and Fred Graham. Not Rated. In B&W, 74 minutes. Also includes a bonus Blu-ray featuring the theatrical cut of The Killer Shrews. 1:33 hrs. $17.95.

**Blu-ray 778404X** GHOSTWATCH. Fullscreen. Sarah Greene and Craig Charles report form a reputedly haunted London home for the outside broadcast, while Michelle Keegan and Michiel Huisman stay in the warmth and “safety” of a BBC studio. Thus begins the investigation into the supernatural. Includes a reproduced script, episodes’ maps, postcards. C. 90 min. Radiance. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

**Blu-ray 7884272** ROPE OF SAND. Widescreen. Mike Davis (Burt Lancaster) is back in Africa to claim the diamonds he has supposedly stolen two years ago. Standing in his way are the diamond syndicate head (Claude Rains) and the viscous commandant (Paul Henreid) who had left Mike for dead years before. Peter Ustinov, Yul Brynner. In B&W. 1949. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7883803** RED STONE. Widescreen. A dangerous hitman (Niall McDonough) is tasked with hunting down a teenage boy after the rival henchmen or the FBI find him first. Not Rated. English SDH, 97 minutes. Cinedigm. 1:30 hrs. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7904207** THREE FACES WEST. Fullscreen. John Wayne plays John Philbin, the last remaining weather-ravaged Dust Bowl farm worker who welcomes a gifted surgeon and his lovely daughter (Sigrid Gurie) into his company. Filmy. After two sand storms, the residents look to move the whole town to Oregon, and John is the man to lead them to the new frontier. In B&W, 79 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 1985937** ARCTIC. Widescreen. A man stranded in the Arctic after a plane crash must decide whether to remain in the relative safety of his makeshift camp or to embark on a deadly trek through the unknown. Stars Mads Mikkelson. English SDH, 96 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**Blu-ray 7838031** A CHORUS LINE. Widescreen. After narrowing down hundreds of Broadway hopefuls, Zach (Laurence O’Keefe) selects a select group of dancers on the tryouts of their lives. In an audition twist, Zach asks each performer personal and intimate questions with which they respond with fits that powerfully affect English SDH, 118 minutes. MGM. $7.95.


**Blu-ray 7884281** SKIDOO. Widescreen. Otto Preminger directs this psychodelic comedy classic starring Jackie Gleason as Tough Tony Banks, a retired gangster who reluctantly comes out of retirement to silence his old friend and squealer (Mickey Rooney). Also stars Cesar Romero and Burgess Meredith. Rated PG. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95.

**Blu-ray 7924879** TENERBRE. Widescreen. Italian horror master Dario Argento elevates the giallo genre to new heights with this film. An American writer in Rome is stalked and harassed by a serial killer who is murdering women inspired with his work on his latest book. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English SDH, 72 minutes. Universal. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7846456** OCEANS: Our Blue Planet. Widescreen. Embark on a global odyssey to discover the largest and least explored habitat on earth. New ocean sciences and technology has allowed us to go further into the unknown than we ever thought possible. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH, 40 minutes. BBC Earth. $7.95.

**Blu-ray 7774961** BIG TIME GAMBLING BOSS. Widescreen. As mastermind Taker (Lance Henriksen) meets his match with a Yakuza clan leader, loyalties are severely tested when the rightful leader is released from prison, resulting in an increasingly violent conflict. Rated R. Includes 26-page collectors booklet. In Japanese with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.

**Blu-ray 7904165** TAM LIN. Widescreen. Amid the dawn to dusk reverie co-star co-star careen all of the ancient Greek tribes and led the Macedonian Army against the vast Persian Empire. Alexander conquered most of the known world and created a new kingdom. He must be the one to take on themight be the one to take on the man of the hour. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 780622X** FLESH AND FANTASY. Fullscreen. A trilogy of tales of love and death. First, a drowning woman recalls to life the memories of a woman’s masked reckoning. Next, an upstanding citizen is driven to madness and murder by a palm reader’s prophecy. Finally, a fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her, must track down a ruthless Southern crime lord (Michael Cudlitz). He must track down the man who attacked his family. In B&W, 77 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

**Blu-ray 7884214** A BLACK VEIL FOR LISA. Widescreen. John Mills is Franz Buxton, a police inspector intent on bringing down a major drug ring in Hamburg. But the threat of an assassin—who is killing informants—all the while is too much for the young wife Lisa (Luciana Paluzzi)—makes it hard to focus. Things take a turn when John decides to kill his wife. Rated R. 88 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7884095** APPOINTMENT WITH DANGER. Fullscreen. While investigating the murder of a fellow officer, Postal Inspector Al Goddard (Alan Ladd) is called upon by the only witness (Phylis Calvert) to a seedy hotel, where he discovers that the assailant is a member of a vicious gang planning a major mail robbery. In B&W, 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.


**Blu-ray 7764391** 30 FOR 30: Season II Complete Collection. Season II of this critically acclaimed series collects 30 more films from some of today’s finest directors. Films include You Don’t Know Joe directed by Michael Moore; Down to Nano directed by Ken Rodgers and NFL Films; Of Miracles and Men directed by Jonathan Hock; No Mas directed by Eric Drah, and Niclc directed by Joseph Moore. More. Over 26 hours of programming. $99.99.

**Blu-ray 7988093** ISLAND OF THE FISHMEN. Widescreen. After their ship sink in the Caribbean, a group of prisoners and a doctor wash ashore on a desolate island. They soon discover a strange couple, who invite them to stay at their house. While the prisoners try to plan an escape, the doctor does some investigating and disappears mysteriously. Rated R. 99 minutes. Full Moon. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7928323** THE DEFILERS/A SMELL OF HONEY, A SWALLOW OF BRINE! In The Defilers Carl and Jameison impress a young girl in the basement of an old warehouse where they forcibly make her their sex slave. Stars Byron Mabe and Mai Jansson. In A Smell of Honey, a Swallow of Brine a young woman (Stacey Walker) teases, seduces, and emotionally destroys young men for her own twisted enjoyment. Both in Widescreen, B&W, 138 minutes. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98. $21.95.

**Blu-ray 7884052** Alexander the Great. Widescreen. An epic movie that follows the life of Alexander the Great, the Macedonian king who conquered all of the ancient Greek tribes and led the Macedonian Army against the vast Persian Empire. Alexander conquered most of the known world and created a new kingdom. He must be the one to take on the…

**Blu-ray 7955613** IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night unfold in a reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an underground tunnel. Her boyfriend and co-star, the fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her, must track down the man who attacked his family. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7955613** IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night unfold in a reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an underground tunnel. Her boyfriend and co-star, the fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her, must track down the man who attacked his family. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7955613** IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night unfold in a reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an underground tunnel. Her boyfriend and co-star, the fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her, must track down the man who attacked his family. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

**Blu-ray 7955613** IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night unfold in a reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an underground tunnel. Her boyfriend and co-star, the fireman, even though C.D. is attracted to her, must track down the man who attacked his family. In B&W, 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95.

- **Blu-ray** 7985771 **A MOMENT OF ROMANCE**: Wide screen. Stars Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway. In Warsaw, the Polish artist Lubomir takes home a young woman he has met in the streets and offers her a home. He is a man full of contradictions, always seeking new experiences. During his brief stay in Warsaw, he meets a painter with whom he falls in love. The two women join forces to make Lubomir feel alive. Includes a 28-page collector’s booklet. Not Rated. English subtitles. 92 minutes. Radiance. Pub. at $34.95


- **Blu-ray** 7839455 **YUKAZA GRAVEYARD**: Wide screen. When he falls for the beautiful wife of the jailed boss of the Nishida gang, Detective Kuroiwa finds himself on the wrong side of a Yukaza war when his superiors favor Nishida’s wife, the beautiful Aya. A classic crime film from director Tomiguchi Eiichi. Includes English subtitles. 97 minutes. Radiance. Pub. at $34.95

- **Blu-ray** 7903995 **ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS**: The Musical. Widescreen. Colin is a 19 year old with his finger on the pulse of Soho’s burgeoning art scene. But when his girlfriend Suzette tires of the poor and struggling existence, Colin is left grappling with his own identity. Stars Eddie O’Connell and Patsy Kensit. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **Blu-ray** 7904169 **THE PRIVATE AGENT**: Wide screen. Bell Aml. French, this is the story of an opportunistic, womanizing, Parisian journalist, Georges Duroy (Pierre Dux), known to the women who love him as ‘Bell-Ami’, uses his charms to climb the ladder of Paris society while discarding those whose usefulness has run its course. Also stars Ann Dvorak. In B&W. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **Blu-ray** 7982284 **BLOOD FOR VIRGIN BLOOD**: Wide screen. Dracula and his assistant journey to an Italian villa only to discover that three young men who are also coveted by the estate’s Marxist stud. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95


- **Blu-ray** 7977331 **INVASERS FROM MARS**: Wide screen. On a dark and stormy night, a young boy, David (Jack Fisk), finds a flying saucer crashed landing in his town. Shortly thereafter, the grown-ups begin acting strangely. He turns to local health officer Dr. Blake (Humphrey Bogart) for help, but can these two unlikely heroes withstand the might of a full-blown invasion from outer space? Not Rated. English SDH. 73 minutes. National Pictures. Pub. at $49.95

- **Blu-ray** 7708954 **THE FILMS OF DORIS WISHMAN**: The Moonlight Years. Fullscreen. Doris Wishman created collisions between surrealism and exploitation that feel like they materialized from an alternate universe. Collects nine films including *Bad Girls Go to Hell, Indecent Desires, A Taste of Flesh, Another Day, Another Man, My Brother’s Wife, Passion Fever, The Blue Hour of August*, and Too Much Too Often! Not Rated. Nearly 11 hours on three Blu-rays. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $59.98

- **Blu-ray** 7745540 **THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2**: Wide screen. In the dozen years since the original massacre, countless more people have vanished without a trace and, despite fears from the locals that Leatherface and his family of cannibals have resumed their murderous ways, the world’s most famous radio host is victimized by the cannibal family as a former Texas Marshall hunts them. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions, and a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.98
**Blu-ray** 7867093 WATERWORLD. Widescreen. Stars Kevin Costner as The Mariner—a maverick yacht dealer who gambles on a dystopian future where Earth is submerged under water and humankind struggles to survive on boats and in floating cities. English SDH. Includes the Theatrical Cut (135 minutes), and the TV Cut (176 minutes) on Blu-ray. Also includes 60-page book, six collector’s postcards and a double-sided fold-out poster. Boxed. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95 $39.95

**Blu-ray** 7895657 DANZA MACABRA, VOLUME ONE: The Italian Gothic Collection. Widescreen. In a genre known for its castles, crypts and candelabras. Italian Gothic also embraced themes of violence by murder and sexual deviance. With these four films, those impulses dare to go even deeper. Collects The Monster of the Garden (in English with English subtitles); Scream of the Demon Lover; and That Amore (Dear Martin). Love Me or Leave Me. My Way!—Lecky’s biggest battle. Union Square Music. $9.95


**Blu-ray** 1956000 STIFF COMPETITION. Widescreen. A reissue of the annual “Stiff Competition” championship, a competition dedicated to the crowning of the woman with the best “oral technique.” Top coach, Jeff, loses his star contender, and he finds Tommy to replace her. When the reigning champ’s life unravels, Jeff stages a campaign so Tommy doesn’t win. Stars Gina Carrera and Patty Penny. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH, 94 minutes. Adult only. Peckaroma. Pub. at $42.98 $34.95

**Blu-ray** 7900104 THE SENSUAL WORLD OF BLACK EMANUELLE. Widescreen. Collects 24 Black Emanuelle films including Blu-ray versions of Emanuelle in Bangkok; Emanuelle in America; Emanuelle Around the World; Emanuelle and the Last Cannibals; and more. Also includes two soundtrack compilation CDs and a lavishly illustrated 356-page book. Not Rated. In French, Italian; Spanish; and with English subtitles. In French, Spanish, and English subtitles. Pub. at $224.95 $99.95

**Blu-ray** 384272X STARGATE ATLANTIS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Now you can own all five seasons of this groundbreaking science fiction series in this 20 DVD set. Atlantis, built thousands of years ago by the highly evolved race called the Ancients, is comprised of some base from Earth and the expedition team from Earth. English SDH. Over 71 hours. MGM. $59.95

**Blu-ray** 3951660 THE SUPERMAN MOTION PICTURE ANTHOLOGY, 1978-2006. Soar to new heights with the complete Superman movie collection. This boxed set includes: Superman the Movie; Superman: The Richard Donner Cut; Superman II, Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut; Superman III; Superman IV. The Quest for Peace and Superman Returns. English. Fifteen hours on 8 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $39.95

**Music Recordings**

**CD** 4884736 1960’S NUMBER 1 HITS—20 Songs. Contains twenty tracks by the original artists, including Sugar Sugar by The Archies; Wild Thing by The Troggs; Good Lovin’ by The Rascals; I Heard It Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; Hang On Sloopy by The Coasters. McCloys; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

**DVD** 7812760 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Last TV Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Collects live performances by Simon & Garfunkel, recorded for TV broadcasts across their time together performing as a duo. Twenty-nine tracks, including Homeward Bound, The Sound of Silence; A Hazy Shade of Winter. 97 minutes. Go Faster Records. $5.95

**CD** 4884841 GOLDEN #1 HITS OF THE ’50’S & ’60’S: 40 Songs. Two CDs combine two decades of great music, artists and hits on 40 tracks that include The Wayward Wind; I’ll Close My Eyes and Pray; My Romance; Do You Love Me; Stop, Look, Listen; and many more. $9.95

**CD** 7913951 CHRISTMAS WITH DANIEL O’DONNELL. Recorded from a live performance at Dublin’s Convention Center. This two-CD set collects 39 Christmas songs, including It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bell Rock; White Christmas; Little Drummer Boy; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. Demon Music Group. $7.95

**CD** 7864793 60’S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams. This two CD set collects 34 songs from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Snow, Porter Wagoner, Elton John, Patsy Cline, Dean, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price, and more. LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**CD** 7913005 DREAMBOATS & PETTICOATS: Bringing Back the Good Times! This four-CD set features 100 timeless hits. Songs include, Oh, Pretty Woman by Roy Orbison; Good Vibrations by the Beach Boys; Pillian; Shelly Fabares’ ‘It’s Now or Never.’ $9.95

**DVD** 7812620 JOHN PRINE: The Picture Show. Fullscreen. Features live performances by John Prine, recorded for TV broadcasts across his career. Includes John Prine’s best known songs, including Pictures of the French Band, and Wmerica, which together make for one of the finest live Prine collections yet to emerge. 97 minutes. Go Faster Records. $7.95
Music Recordings

**CD 7924305** STARS OF 60S PARTY. This 60-track, three-CD set includes songs by Andy Williams, Nat King Cole, Dean Martin, Roy Orbison and many more. $29.98

**CD 7868499** GOLDEN COUNTRY: Waltz Across Texas. This 30-track, two-CD set includes songs by Hank Williams, Johnny Cash, George Jones and many more. $19.95

**CD 7913621** STAND BY ME. Ultimate Golden Anthems. This 100-track, five-CD set includes songs by B.B. King, Sam Cooke, Bill Withers and many more. $29.98

**CD 7913753** THE BEST OF JOHNNY MAURICE. Misery 101. This 101-track, four-CD set includes songs by The Chords, The Teen Kings, The Everly Bros. and many more. $19.95

**CD 4884187** DOO WOP’S GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs. Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include titles like The Moonglows’ “I'm in the Mood for Love,” The Platters’ “I'm Not at All in Love” and many more. $9.95

**CD 7864876** COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: Lookin’ for Love. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including songs by Johnny Lee, Charley Pride, Mickey Gilley and many more. $9.95

**CD 7864877** COUNTRY'S GOT HEART: Lookin' for Love Continued. Collects 40 more tracks on two CDs, including songs by Johnny Lee, Charley Pride, Mickey Gilley and many more. $9.95

**CD 4884390** ROGER WILLIAMS: Piano Gold. Two CDs present the spectral piano style of Roger Williams on 40 tracks that include Autumn Leaves, Pennies from Heaven, Summer Snow, Georgia On My Mind, I've Got You Under My Skin and many more. $19.95

**CD 4884701** 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Moonlight Serenade. A soothing collection of melodies is gathered on 20 tracks. Includes Fly Me To the Moon, Moon River, Stairway to Heaven, Disney Medley and more. $9.95

**CD 7838344** MILLION SELLERS HOT RADI O HITS OF THE 60’S. Collects 20 tracks including My Guy by Mary Wells, I'll Take You There by The Staple Singers, and Dancing in the Street by The Four Tops. $9.95

**CD 887890X** THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE! Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit Tom Dooley, Greenback Dollar, The Tijuana Jail and more. $4.95

**CD 7913184** JIM HENDRIX: The Ultra Rare Tracks. These 12 tracks are all studio demos recorded between 1967 and 1970. Includes Hey Joe, My Friend, Chandelier of the Devil’s Children, Angel, God save the Queen, Cherokee and more. $4.95

**CD 6584198** PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record Cline released between her debut on Coral through her last four and Deca years until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes Walkin’ After Midnight, I Fall To Pieces, Crazy, She’s Got You and much more. Three CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3808476** RARE JUKEBOX HITS OF THE 60’S. No coins needed to play these hits in this two-CD, 40 track collection. I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles, Mash Potato Time by Dee Dee Sharp, Johnny Angel by Shelly Fabares, Hey, Baby by Paul and Paula; It’s My Party by Lesley Gore; Dead Man’s Curve by Jan and Dean, The House Of The Rising Sun by The Animals and more. $9.95

**CD 473713X** JUST COUNTRY: 40 Golden Greats. Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including Patsy Cline, The Everly Brothers, Johnny Cash, George Jones, Bob Dylan, Johnny Cash, George Jones, Bob Dylan and many more. Two CDs. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 7864868** COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: I Still Believe in You. Thirty-four country love songs from many of your favorite artists, including Timberr, I’m Falling in Love by Patty Loveless, Achy Breaky Heart by Billy Ray Cyrus; A Better Man by Clint Black; Any Day Now by Ronnie Milsap; The Chair by George Strait; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. $9.95

**CD 7913206** LINDA RONSTADT: The Piano Jazz Special. On April 10, 2005, Linda Ronstadt performed at Mechanics Hall in Worcester, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks, including I Fall in Love Too Easily; I Guess I’ll Hang My Tears out to Dry; I’ll Be Seeing You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 4884927** SUNDAY MORNING COUNTRY GOSPEL: 40 Songs. Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of country music sung by many country and gospel greats on 40 tracks. Includes The Old Rugged Cross by Ray Price; He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands by Tammy Wynette; There’ll Be Joy, Joy, Joy by the Carter Family; Take My Hand Precious Lord by The Dixieats; and more. $9.95

**CD 7868484** COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: Together Again. This two-CD set collects 30 country songs from some of your favorite artists, including I'll Be Your Baby Tonight by The Searchers, When You Walk in the Room by The Foundations, I'll Take You There by The Staple Singers, and many more. $9.95

**CD 7905580** PEREZ PRADO: King of Mambo. He may not be a household name outside of Latin music circles, but his dance music he is often credited with creating—the mambo—definitely is. Enjoy 50 classics on two CDs including Mambo #5 (Cher-ee-Cheer-ee-Peek-A-Boo), The Pink Panther, Baby It’s Cold Outside, Mambo No. 5, and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 7905661** THE VERY BEST OF BRENDA LEE. The woman John Lennon contributed to the song “the greatest rock and roll voice of them all” Lee gives us her finest recordings in 50 tracks. Includes Sweet Nothin’s; Emotions; Speak To Me Pretty; Heart in Hand; You Always Hurt the One You Love; My Boy, Am I Young; Dynamite; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 7905796** I’M SORRY. The Best of Brenda Lee. This 101-track, four-CD set includes Dynamite; One Step at a Time; I’m Sorry; I Want To Be Wanted; Speak To Me Pretty; Just Another Lie; All Alone I Am; Send Me Some Love; It’s a Lonesome Old Town; and more. AP Music. $9.95

**CD 7864922** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man. Gathers 32 country classics from original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash, El Paso by Marty Robbins, Wolferton Mountain by Claude King, Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers, everywhere by Hank Snow, Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and much more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 7905394** THE BEST OF MICHEL LEGRAND. Fifty tracks by the Parisian pianist make up the entirety of three original albums: Holiday in Rome; I Love Paris; and Vienna Holiday. Tracks include Sea and Sky (with Dusty Springfield); Windmills of Your Mind; A Place in Paris; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 7913192** LED ZEPPELIN: Inner City Blues. On January 22nd, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at The Old Rectory at Southampton University in England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Rock and Roll; Black Dog; Stairway to Heaven; How Many More Times; Missy Mountain Man; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7864917** 60S COUNTRY: Cryin’ Time. A collection of some of the best country music from the 60s including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Tammy Wynette; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn, and much more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. $9.95

**CD 6057744** ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles, plus many more. Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Everyday; Make a Memory; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7913559** THE 60S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 30 classic love songs of the voices by artists like Andy Williams, Jose Feliciano, Neil Sedaka, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, Doris Day, Johnny Mathis, Nancy Wilson and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $6.95

**CD 729421X** MILES DAVID: The Classic Albums Collection. This 59-track, four-CD set collects nine albums including Miles Davis Vol. 2 (1957); The Modern Jazz Quartet: Live at the L’Echafaud; Walkin’; Miles Davis Vol. 2 (1956); Relaxin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet; Milestones; Kind of Blue; and Sketches of Spain. Enlightening. Pub. at $17.99 $13.96

See more titles at erhbc.com/371
Music Recordings

CD 7905416 CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS COUNTRY HITS. Francs was the top-charting female vocalist of the late 1950s and early 1960s. This two-CD set collects 34 songs, including Walk the Line; I Can't Stop Loving You; My Special Angel. Price: $7.95.

CD 7905459 ESSENTIAL EVELYN BROTHERS, One of the greatest duos ever to pick up the guitar, the Everlys take center stage in this 50-track collection. Includes such hits as All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; Devoted to You; Poor Jenny; Love Hats; Lucille; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95.

CD 7913125 JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from St. Somewhere. A 16 track album full of chill evocations of island life from the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Something’ Bout a Boat; Einstein; Sufferin’; and more. CD. Not Now Music. $7.95.

Shoes

CD 7913745 STARS OF COUNTRY: Number 12. This 60-track, three-CD set includes Johnny Cash; (How Can I Write On Paper) What I Feel In My Heart by Jim Reeves; I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; Print Up the Will by Lefty Frizzell; I’m Living In by Ray Price; Long Gone Lonesome Blues by Hank Williams; and more. Union Square Music. $7.95.

CD 7913450 NINA SIMONE: Feeling Good. This 26-track, two-CD set includes Simone’s greatest hits and remixes including Feeling Good; My Baby Just Cares For Me; Put a Spell on You; Strange Fruit. Wild is the Wind, Work Song; and more. UMG Recordings. $7.95.

CD 7913761 THE FANTASTIC FORTIES: This 100-track, four-CD set collects I’ll Be Seeing You by Bing Crosby; Mule Train by Frank Ifield; In the Mood by Glenn Miller; I Cover the Waterfront by Louis Armstrong; Nature Boy by Nat King Cole; Hurry on Down by Nellie Lutcher; and more. AP Music. $9.95.

CD 7905554 OSCAR PETERSON: Songbooks. One of the most enduring and popular jazz pianists interprets the libraries of other greats on two CDs. He takes on The Duke Ellington Songbook (12 tracks); The Jerome Kern Songbook (12 tracks); The Count Basie Songbook (12 tracks); The Harry Warren & Vincent Youmans Songbooks (12tracks). Not Now Music. $7.95.

CD 7884957 THE SIXTEES: Best of Hard to Find Hits. Two CDs presents the hits that made the 60’s such a unique decade on 40 tracks that include songs like The One Who’s Mary Wells; Break It to Me Gently by Brenda Lee; Lovers Who Wander by Dion; These Arms of Mine by Otis Redding; Please Stay by The Drifters; Let It Be by the Everly Brothers; and more. Imperfections. $9.95.

CD 7866858 GREATEST EVER! Love Songs. This 60-track, three-CD set includes Drive By The Cars; Fields of Gold by Van Morrison; Comes by Ronan Keating; Dedicated to the One I Love by The Mamas & The Papas; Sandy by John Travolta; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95.

CD 7813438 60S CLASSICS: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes I Heard It Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; A Way of Life by Family Dogg; Early in the Morning by Ike & Tina Turner; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95.

CD 7870752 70S SCHOOL DAYS: The Ultimate Collection. Bring back those 70’s days with this 100-track, five-CD set includes School Days; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; The Stranger; Can’t Let Go; We Must Change the World; Many Nights; and more. Not Now Music. $9.95.

CD 7865120 GRATEFUL DEAD: 50 Shades of Black & White. This double CD set features the entire gig performed by this celebrated group at the Brendan Byrne Arena in 1977. Includes Touch of Grey; New Minglewood Blues; Friend of the Devil; Beat It On Down the Line; Stagger Lee; Box of Rain; I Need a Miracle; Bertha; Ship of Fools; Man Smart, Woman Smarter; and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. CD. $17.95.

CD 7883255 CHET ATKINS: Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart. This golden collection of 20 Atkins classics, including Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart; Hidden Charm; Walk Don’t Run; Show Me the Way to Go Home; Country Gentleman; Goodnight Somebody Stole My Gal; and many more. $9.95.

CD 7865139 GRATEFUL DEAD: Laughter, Love & Music. From an FM broadcast recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1991, are 15 tracks including Hell in a Bucket; I Know You Rider; Born to Move; I’ve Just Destroyed the World (I’m a Savannah Man); and more. Two CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 7870779 PUNK & NEW WAVE: The Ultimate Collection. A unique collection that delivers 100 tracks on five CDs. Includes The Modern World by the John Peel Show; The Jam; Style Council; Suburbanites by the Skids; Identity by X-Ray Spex; Take Me I’m Yours by Squeeze; She’s Really Going Out With Him by Joe Jackson; Smash It up by The Damned; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95.

CD 7864930 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. If you love ‘ol time country music, you’ll love the 30 songs collected here. Includes a Girl I Used to Know by George Jones; I’ve Sometimes Been Down by the Haggard and the Strangers; Rose-Marie by Slim Whitman; Mule Train by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. CD. $24.95.

CD 7905432 EDITH PIX: Je Ne Regrette Rien. Collection of Piaf’s greatest hits offers over two hours of the very best of the Parisian chanteuse. This collection includes La Vie en Rose; Du Matin; Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Fouine; Les Yeux d’Or; and more. CD. $17.95.

CD 7912722 DESTINATION DESERT: 32 Oriental Rock `n Roll Treasures. Collects 32 tracks including Rock`n Roll Train; Eyes of the Tiger; Rock the Boat; Rock Commander recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 20 tracks including Start Me Up; Play with Fire; Rock and a Hard Place; Midnight Ramble; Little Red Rooster; Tumbling Dice; and more. Two CDs. Wicked Man. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 7913702 SIMPLY SALSA. This 150-track, ten-CD set includes Salsa by Conjunto Sensacion; Guade Zaire by Celia Cruz; Mango Mangue by Fellove; Baila Que Baila Mi Son by Los Reyes 73; St. Me Voy Arsenio Rodri guez by Arsenio Vallin; and more. Union Square Music. $11.95.

CD 7814372 CLASSIC ROCK: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes The Boys Are Back in Town by Thin Lizzy; Infatuation by Lynyrd Skynyrd; It Never Rains by Status Quo; Keep on Keepin’ On by the Grateful Dead; I’ve Heard It Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; and more. $9.95.

CD 7865053 THE CRAMPS: Coast to Coast Live Performances. Four CDs. Not Now Music. $6.95.

CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960. From one of country’s leading crossover artists comes a comprehensive collection which includes his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entirety Rockin’ Rollin’ Robbins; The Song of the Rock; Warren Robins; Song of the Halls; Gimme Gimme Gimme; Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs; and more. Four CDs. $11.95.

CD 784356 70S: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes I Want You Back by the Jackson 5; All Over the World by Status Duol; Cool for Cats by Squeeze; I Will Survive by Gloria Gaynor; We Got The Funk by George Clinton & Parliament; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. CD. $19.99.

CD 1975064 THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set features the group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including You Still Let Me Touch You; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surf’s Up and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 7928092 HILLIBOY BOOZE PUB WIZ: Hangover Tavern. Collects 28 tracks that include Delta Dreamin’ by Duke Johnson; Oh My Aching Heart by Harry Pepple and His Shenandoah Rangers; Honky Tonk Man by Bing Crosby; A Million Bottles of Blues by Merrill Moore; Here I Am Drunk Again by Lottie Moore; A Six Pack to Go by Hank Thompson; and more. Atomaonic Records. $11.95.

CD 7939324 HANK WILLIAMS: Gospel Hymns. Collects 25 tracks including I Saw The Light; Jesus Remembered Me; Old Country Church; Prodigal Son; Help Me Understand; Beyond the Street; House of Gold; I’ll Be a Farmer in the Delight; You’d Be Surprised; and many more. CD. $5.95.

CD 7870744 70S DANCEFLOOR: The Ultimate Collection. You’ll feel like hitting the dance floor with this fabulous 100-track, five-CD collection! Includes Dancing Queen by ABBA; I Feel Love by Donna Summer; Shake Your Grave Thing by Peaches and Herb; Papa Was a Rolling Stone by the Temptations; and more. Smokey Robinson & The Miracles; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95.

CD 7913257 THE ROLLING STONES: Montreal 1989. On December 14th, 1989, The Rolling Stones performed at Stade Olympique in Montreal, Canada. This two-CD collection includes 40 tracks recorded live on FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Start Me Up; Play with Fire; Rock and a Hard Place; Midnight Ramble; Little Red Rooster; Tumbling Dice; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95.
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**CD 7913826 THE SWINGING 30S.** This 100-track, four-CD set collects Let Me Sing & I'm Happy by Al Jolson, Please By Bing Crosby, Slumming on Park Avenue by Alice Faye, The Donkey Serenade by Allan Jones, Carelessly by Billie Holiday, Little Brown Jug by Glenn Miller, and more. **$9.95**

**CD 778936 PINK FLOYD: Sapporo.** On March 13th, 1971, Pink Floyd performed at Nakajima Sports Center in Sapporo, Japan. This performance was recorded live and broadcast. **$11.95**

**CD 778938 PINK FLOYD: The Sound of Philadelphia.** On September 22nd, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. **$14.95**

**CD 787450 PINK FLOYD: The Only One.** Collects 13 tracks including Breathe; On the Run; Time; Any Colour You Like; One of These Days; Echoes; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. **$15.95**

**CD 7913567 THE BEATLES: Let It Be.** The first CD is the stereo version of the album Let It Be and the second CD is a live version. Collects 26 tracks including Two of Us; Dig a Pony; Across the Universe; I Me Mine; Dig It; Let It Be; Can't Buy Me Love; I've Got a Feeling; Yesterday; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 7865198 K.D. LANG: Summertime in the Windy City.** Collects 20 tracks recorded from live FM broadcast to Chicago in 1984. **$14.95**

**CD 7909177X THE VERY BEST OF JUDY GARLAND.** Forty outstanding songs of this legendary performer, including Over the Rainbow; The Trolley Song; Get Happy; I'm Just Wild About Harry; Stompin' at the Savoy; San Francisco; A Heart of Mine; A Star is Born; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 7928025 BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 2.** Collects 28 tracks including All Day, All Night by Bill Parker and His Showband; Tired of Walking' by Lstrongo Hinton; I Want Revenge by Rosco Gordon; Baby Don't You Weep by Fred Bridges; Help Me by Johnnie Mae Matthews; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 7924658 BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 1: “Rhythm & Blues”.** Collects 28 tracks including You Bring Out the Wolf in Me by Pinet Bull; Wh opin'; a Hollerin' by Phe phiers; One Zippy Zan by Roy Milton and His Orchestra; You Ain't Too Old by Al Hirt and His Orchestra; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 7913575 BILLY CONNOLLY: The Ultimate Collection.** This 30-track, three-CD set contains live classic stand up and songs including Staniless Steel; The Cruelin; The Short-Haired Police Coat; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 480450 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Albums Collection.** This extraordinary collection features eight of Coltrane’s most cherished and definitive albums: Blue Train (1958); Giant Steps (1960); Coltrane Jazz (1961); My Favorite Things (1961); Ole Coltrane (1961); Africa/Brass (1961); Coltrane (1962); and Ballads (1962). Forty-three tracks. **$11.95**

**CD 79489X BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1969-1984.** From The Johnny Cash Show to the Grammy Awards Ceremony to the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Musicians include Stevie Ray Vaughan, Bob Diddly, 120 minutes. **$19.95**

**CD 7913583 CARPENTERS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.** Collects 18 tracks including Yesterday Once More; Hurting Each Other; I Need to Be in Love; Life Goes On; I Love Again; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 77997X3 NAT KING COLE: Eight Classic Albums.** This 96-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Hi-Lights; I Thought of You; St. Louis Blues; To Whom It May Concern; Welcome to the Club; A Mis Amigos; Every Time I Feel the Spirit; and Tell Me All About Yourself. **$14.95**

**CD 7865252 METALLICA: Berzerker.** On November 27th, 1996, Metallica performed at The Forum in Copenhagen, Denmark. This performance was recorded live from a film broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Sad but True; Enter Sandman; Wherever I May; Master of Puppets; Enter Sandman; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 785515X PAVAROTTI: Music of the Motion Picture.** Collects 22 tracks including Necessio Dorma by Puccini; The Cruciifiction by Puccini; and more. **$5.95**

**DVD 1975870 A CELEBRATION OF BLUES AND SOUL: The 1989 Presidential Inaugural Concert.** On January 21, 1989, on the evening following the presidential inauguration, some of the biggest names in classic rhythm and blues performed at the Washington Convention Center at the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Musicians include Stevie Ray Vaughan, Bob Diddly, 120 minutes. **$7.95**

**CD 7808877 DIZZY GILLESPIE 1951-54: The Classic Phillips Albums.** This 71-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Dizzy on the French Riviera; The New Century; New Wave; Something New; Dizzy Goes Hollywood; The Cool World; and Jambo Caribe. **$13.95**

**CD 7904129 U2: Transmission Impossible.** This 50-track, three-CD set collects multiple live performances by U2 recorded form live FM broadcasts. Songs include Gloria; Out of Control; 40; Where the Streets Have No Name; I Will Follow; I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking for; Helter Skelter; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. **$22.95**

**CD 7905572 PEGGY LEE: Greatest Hits.** While Peggy Lee is often categorized as a jazz singer, her appeal extends beyond the limits of any one genre. Her range is captured on this two CDs, presenting hits from Mr. Wonderful to Bye, Bye Blackbird; Watch That Man; I Love A Man; I Love Nuttin’ But You; and more. **$17.95**

**CD 7913133 BOB DYLAN: The Gospel of St. Bob.** On November 12th, 1981, Bob Dylan performed at The Summit in Houston, Texas. This performance was recorded form live FM broadcasts. Collects 26 tracks including I Believe In You; ‘Like a Rolling Stone; Gambin’ Man; The Times They Are-A-Changin; Brown in the Wind; and more. Two CDs. **$19.95**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD 7855265</th>
<th>ETHEL WATERS: Stormy Weather. This 70-track, three-CD set comprises releases from 1921-47 on the Black Swan, Columbia, Brunswick, Decca, Bluebird and RCA labels. Songs include Down Home with the Blues; I'm Coming Virginia; Some of These Days; Shine On, Harvest Moon; Heart Wave; Come Up and See Me Some Time; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7901399</td>
<td>STING: Nothing Like the Rising Sun. On October 25th, 1986, Sting performed at Tokyo Dome in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Lullaby Heart; Too Much Love; Walking in Your Footsteps; No Sense in Crying; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7784462</td>
<td>SIOUXSIE &amp; THE BANSHEES: Transmission Impossible. This 25-track, three-CD set consists of various live performances from 1968 to 1971. Songs include The Embryo; Fat Old Sun; One of These Days; Astronomy Domine; Liquid; Tom's Diner; The Narrow Way; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7775922</td>
<td>PINK FLOYD: Transmission Impossible. This 25-track, three-CD set consists of various live performances from 1968 to 1971. Songs include The Embryo; Fat Old Sun; One of These Days; Astronomy Domine; Liquid; Tom's Diner; The Narrow Way; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7921742</td>
<td>THE BROTHER BOYS: New Hillbilly Music. This 71-track, three-CD set offers a definitive Sun era discography and a detailed guide to the recording artists. Includes over 1,000 songs, many of which are previously published. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $52.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7924662</td>
<td>CLARENCE WHITE: The Lost Masters, 1963-1973. A mix of rare acoustic and electric tracks from the late country-rock pioneer. Songs include Fire on the Mountain; Now and Then There's a Fool Such as I; No Good Joy; Ode to Billie Holiday; Around the Barn; I'm On My Way Home Again; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7719639</td>
<td>THE ELGAR EDITION: The Complete Electrical Recordings of Sir Edward Elgar. Between 1926 and 1933 Elgar recorded over 800 orchestral works, as well as choral excerpts and lighter pieces. Ranging from the Enigma Variations and the Violin Concerto to the Campionella and Intriguing set of Improvisations, this 9 CD collection is gathered here for the first time. EMI Classics. Pub. at $62.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7799624</td>
<td>BILLIE HOLIDAY: Eight Classic Albums. Eight albums by Billie Holiday including Holiday Sings; An Evening with Billie Holiday; Billie Holiday, My Man; Tony Pastor: Velvet Mood; Lady Sings the Blues; Body and Soul; and Stay With Me. Collects 67 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7805739</td>
<td>HENRY JAMES ORCHESTRA: The Definitive Sun Era Discography and a Detailed Guide to the Recording Artists. Includes over 1,000 songs, many of which are previously published. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $52.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7855527</td>
<td>BLIND BOY FULLER: Step It Up and Go. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises selected sides from the release Blind Boy Fuller performed on the years and Okeh labels. Songs include Baby, I Don't Have to Worry; You Can Never Tell; Walking and Looking; Mean and No Good Woman; Long Time Tracker; Step It Up and Go; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7857516</td>
<td>JIMMY HEATH: The Classic Riverside Albums. This 60-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including The Thumper; Really Big!; Keep Swingin'; The Quotes; Homecoming; Triple Threat; Seaport; and Sail. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7920833</td>
<td>FLETCHER HENDERSON: The Golden Years, This 48-track, two-CD set comprises recordings on the Vocalion, Columbia, Brunswick, Harmony and Bluebird labels from the years of 1923-37, including a recording as The Dixie Stompers. Songs include Gulf Coast Blues; Snag It; The Stampede; Freeze and Melt; Hot and Anxious; Yes Man; Honeyuckle Rose; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7871233</td>
<td>DEEP PURPLE: Bournemouth 1971. On September 29th, 1971, Deep Purple performed at Winter Gardens in Bournemouth, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Highway Star; Strange Kind of Woman; Lazy; Fireball; Speed King; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7830557</td>
<td>TIMELIFE: The Evolution of the Rock Star. This six-CD set provides a complete overview of the rock and roll generation. Includes over 100 of the most legendary performances, from the earliest days of rock to the present. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $59.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7859383</td>
<td>DAVE BRUBECK: Hours: Time...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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